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Orthography and the system of transliteration
This work which is originally written in Urdu deals with the ta’wÄl of the
words and phrases of the Qur’Àn and the ÇadÄth and the sayings of the
Imams. Since the words are in Arabic, therefore in the transliteration of
all the entries, we have followed the rules of Arabic orthography. In
Arabic a fully declinable indefinite word ends in un, an or in and a
definite word in u, a, i, depending on the cases (subjective, objective,
possessive or prepositional). In the text itself, however, we have
transliterated the Arabic words and phrases in accordance with the
orthographical rules of Urdu.
We have used the system of transliteration of the Encyclopaedia of Islam
with the following exceptions: j instead of dj, Ô instead of zh, Ð instead
of Ò, q instead of Ó, iyy instead of Äy and uww instead of Æw.
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Preface
In the name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful
The holy Lord says in a wisdom-filled verse: “Verily Allah and His
angels send blessings through the Prophet (i.e. MuÈammad and his
progeny). O you who believe, seek blessings through him (and them) and
submit to him (and them) as ought to be.” (33:56)
In verse (33: 43) in the same sÆrah, prior to the above-mentioned verse, it
is also said regarding ÊalawÀt: “He it is Who sends blessings on you, and
His angels also, that He may bring you forth from the darknesses (of
ignorance) unto the light (of knowledge and wisdom). And He is
merciful to the mu’mins.” The combined purport of these two wisdomfilled verses is: O Allah, send blessings on mu’mins through MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) and his progeny, as you have mentioned in the wise Qur’Àn, so
that they may attain the light of certainty! ¿mÄn.
The slip of ¿dam and ÇawwÀ: The ¿dam and the ÇawwÀ of the
personal world are the intellect and the soul. There are countless benefits
in knowing the secrets of recognition of the intellect and the soul. God
says in verse (2:36): “Then Satan caused them to slip from it (paradise).”
That is, ¿dam and ÇawwÀ (intellect and soul) were strolling with the feet
of special dhikr (remembrance of God) in the paradise of spirituality,
when Satan caused their feet to slip. That is, he interfered in their dhikr
and they slipped because here by paradise (can-hÀ) is meant the supreme
Name (ism-i acÎam).
In the recognition of the personal world lies the recognition of the
Prophets and awliyÀ’ (Imams), in which in turn lies the recognition of
God, which is the eternal Treasure or the Treasure of treasures. If you are
a true seeker of this Treasure of treasures or the recognition of God, enter
the wisdom of the Qur’Àn as it ought to be entered through the
recognition of your own self (i.e. the personal world). Otherwise, today
there are many greater difficulties than previously, because this is the age
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of the cycle of qiyÀmat (resurrection) in which many difficult problems
are caused by the enormous stormy revolution of material science and it
is impossible to maintain religion and faith intact without ta’wÄlÄ wisdom.
I am certain that the solution of these problems is in the Qur’Ànic
wisdom, that is, ta’wÄl. The Teacher of ta’wÄl is always in this world and
so also the special system and way of asking him.
Hidden Favours: It would be a great ingratitude and lack of appreciation
if we do not reflect upon the favours of God at least to the extent of the
knowledge of certainty (cilmu’l-yaqÄn), as mentioned in verse (31:20):
“Do you not see that Allah has subjugated to you whatever is in the
heavens and whatever is in the earth, and has completed His favours,
both apparent and hidden, on you?” This is a representative verse and
therefore, it contains within itself all meanings, as the heavens and the
earth and the apparent and the hidden mean everything without any
exception. In short, the hidden favours are in abundance in the Qur’Àn
and they are in the form of its ta’wÄlÄ wisdom, which is repeatedly
praised in the Qur’Àn and the ÇadÄth.
Invitation to reflection: It is an indubitable and indisputable fact that
many Qur’Ànic verses emphatically invite to reflect upon the Qur’Àn and
the external world (ÀfÀq) and the internal world (anfus), to the extent that
in verse (47:24) God says: “Do they not reflect upon the Qur’Àn, or are
there locks on (their) hearts?” It is because of this that ÇakÄm PÄr NÀÊir
says:
“Qufl az dil bi-kushÀ wa Qur’Àn rahbar-i khwud kun
TÀ rÀh shinÀsÄ wa kushÀdah shawadat dar
Unlock your heart and make the Qur’Àn your guide,
so that you may recognise that path and may the door (of
knowledge and wisdom) open to you.” (See Wisdom 964)
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HazÀr Çikmat: We have named this lovely book “HazÀr Çikmat (A
Thousand Wisdoms)”, because, praise be to God, it consists of a
thousand wisdoms. It can also be called QÀmÆsu’l-Èikmah or Ta’wÄlÄ
Encyclopaedia. This work, in reality, is not the result and outcome of my
humble efforts, but a special gift of the ardent giryah-u zÀrÄ (shedding of
tears with utmost humility) and supplication in the court of the Purveyor
of needs by cazÄzÀn (students) who support me. Moreover, according to
the law of Monoreality they live in my heart and soul in such a way that
they are the ones who do everything for me as the angels of my personal
world.
Principles of study: O my dears! If you want to benefit fully from the
study of this book, study my other books also. Particularly study very
carefully the quotations from the holy Qur’Àn and their context (i.e. the
verses preceding and following them). Further, you should also use my
audio and video cassettes. If there is still a wisdom which you cannot
understand, consult our senior scholars. God willing, you will progress in
knowledge and spirituality.
I always advise my students to study carefully every sacred farmÀn of the
exalted Imam, particularly those which are related to spiritual progress,
those which teach heavenly love, those in which attention is drawn to
spirit and spirituality and those which are related to the recognition of
one’s own self and recognition of God.
Spiritual science: Science whether it is material or spiritual, is revealed
from the treasures of one God (15:21). The place of its revelation is also
the same, that is, the human heart and mind. Then the science (wisdom)
has two branches, material and spiritual, so that ease and comfort may be
provided for both body and soul. If a great bounty like science were
limited to the body only and the soul deprived of it, it would be a great
injustice. However, it is not so, in fact, the science which is for the sake
of spiritual ease and comfort is very great indeed.
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The comparison of material and spiritual sciences: Just as there is a
world of difference between the body and the soul, similarly, there is a
difference between material science and spiritual science. This is because
material science is only a symbol and example of the real science, which
is the spiritual science. Material science is a fleeting sign to that
permanent and everlasting bounty; it is a desire and feeling to attain that
supreme goal, just as an aeroplane though apparently very useful for
travelling, in comparison to a flying saucer which is the product of
spiritual science, is quite insignificant. In this comparison I do not intend
to give only this brief introduction, I have already spoken and written
quite a lot about this subject.
Some discoveries of the Personal World:
(1) There are subtle human beings on the stars.
(2) Flying saucer, in reality, is the astral body by using which man will
be able to travel through the stars.
(3) That which is called a human soul is a sum of countless souls.
(4) A flying subtle particle has been seen which is a compound of
matter and soul.
(5) Jinn and parÄ are the same creature and the same community.
(6) In subtle or astral body man can comfortably live on any star in the
universe, because it is free from heat, cold, dryness and wetness.
(7) There are subtle nourishments hidden in the air in the form of
various fragrances.
(8) The concept of higher “I” and lower “I” is very amazing.
(9) There is going to be absolute and universal accord among the
nations of the world, then all of them will be united.
(10) Soon, first a great war and later on, small wars will cease to take
place.
(11) The cycle of spiritual science is coming.
(12) Audio and video instruments of material science will be replaced in
spiritual science by one spiritual power which will function as
everything.
(13) Until there is the subjugation of the self, the subjugation of the
universe is not possible.
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(14) Just as an insect after a certain period turns into a moth and flies,
man in a certain age will also turn from dense into subtle or from
human being into an angel and is going to fly.
(15) It is only ¿dam and man who is the tremendous and unique
workshop in which all marvels and wonders of God are prepared.
(16) Astral body (i.e. the subtle luminous man) is like a cold flame,
because he is free from the elemental body.
Board of Governors: Although literally this is an ordinary phrase, it is
special, rather unique in meaning, because the governors of this board are
the mu’mins (men and women) who have high ambition and accomplish
an unprecedented and lasting sacred service which is the sovereign of all
services. This service is the tremendous feat of the gradual spreading
everywhere of Qur’Ànic wisdom. It is a matchless service. This Qur’Ànic
wisdom is the spiritual science and the knowledge of the Imam as well.
Thus, how fortunate and eminent are our governors!
Army of knowledge: ÇaÐrat MawlÀnÀ Imam SulÌÀn MuÈammad ShÀh,
ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi calayhi, has said: “Now I will fight with the Dhu’l-faqÀr
of knowledge and wisdom and not with the Dhu’l-faqÀr of steel.” Since it
is now the cycle of qiyÀmat and the age of ta’wÄl, therefore the Imam is
waging the war of ta’wÄl against ignorance externally and internally and
inviting his army of knowledge to take part in this war necessarily and
compulsorily.
Office-bearers and members: I salute all office-bearers and members of
KhÀnah-i Çikmat, ARIF and B.R.A. in such a fond and affectionate way
that it embraces all exalted meanings of Monoreality, because the
progress which we and our organisations have made is due to their
support and efforts. God willing, the secrets of recognition will be
divulged to them and He in His infinite mercy will bless them in this
world and in the next and will keep them attached to the service of
knowledge of the holy Imam, generation after generation. ¿mÄn!
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Shirts (sarÀbÄl): They are the celestial miraculous bodies which are
affected neither by heat, cold, dryness and wetness, nor by war, including
nuclear war. These cosmic shirts or garments according to the Qur’Àn
(16:81) are specifically for the people of faith. Another name of this
garment according to the Qur’Àn (16:5) is dif’ (warm clothing made of
camel’s hair). Our cazÄzÀn have an ample store of the knowledge of
certainty, therefore, they are aware of the secret that those miraculous
shirts, namely, the copies of the Perfect Man are made in the destination
of cIzrÀ’Äl and at the rank of Intellect. Here, the wonderful wisdom should
be noted that dif’ comes from lawful animals, which are one of the
Qur’Ànic similitudes for the ÈudÆd-i dÄn (the ranks of religion) (16:5).
The world of creation and the world of command: It is mentioned in
verse (7:54): “Verily, His is the creation and the command. Blessed be
Allah, the Lord of the worlds.” By the creation is meant the physical
world in which everything comes into existence after a certain time and
by the command is meant the spiritual world where everything comes
into existence instantaneously without any delay by the command of “Be
(kun)”. There is diversity and abundance of mercy and knowledge in both
these ways of coming into existence of things.
Whether God says “Be!” to a thing or just wills it, the willed thing comes
into existence. Here the interesting point should also be noted that every
decree (Èukm) of God is exactly like the “command of Be”. That is, He is
omnipotent and doer of what He wills (85:16). Therefore, when He
commands a thing to be done, it is instantaneously and immediately
accomplished in the world of command without any delay, even though it
takes time to be accomplished in the world of creation.
Treasure of a Sacred ÇadÄth: God says: “O the son of ¿dam! I have
created you for eternity. I am everliving and I do not die. Obey me in
what I have commanded you and refrain from what I have forbidden you.
I will make you everliving and you will never die. O son of ¿dam! I have
the power that if I say to a thing “Be”! it becomes; obey me in what I
have commanded you and refrain from what I have forbidden you, so that
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I may make you powerful that if you say to a thing “Be!”, it becomes.”
(RasÀ’il IkhwÀn aÊ-ÉafÀ’, I, 298).
Laden Ark: It is mentioned in verse (36:41): “And a sign unto them is
that He bore their off-spring in the laden ark.” Esoteric translation: “And
a miracle for them is that We bore the particles of their soul in the laden
ark.” The off-spring of a person are not in the past, rather in the present
and in the future. Therefore, here it is correct to say that by off-spring
(dhurriyyat) are meant the particles of soul which by the command of
God, were borne in the spiritual ark of ÇaÐrat NÆh and in this lies a very
great secret.
O my dears! Try to ascend higher and higher in the ranks of true
knowledge to attain complete certainty of the secret that in your higher
“I” you are always merged in the origin, and you have also come to this
world with respect to the lower “I”. Thus, when by the mercy of God,
you will see the ark and the captain of the ark on the ocean of knowledge,
gradually the secret of recognition will be revealed to you that the captain
of the ark is the Single Soul (nafs-i wÀÈidah) who encompasses
everyone. And in this sense the Single Soul is the laden ark, that is, the
pure personality who is in the ark is perfect and complete and full of
higher “Is”. Thus the meaning of embarking on the laden ark is that you
become certain that you are already in it.
Throne or Ark?: In the light of the wise Qur’Àn and the recognition of
the personal world, the earthly throne of God was/is/will be on the water
(11:7). The same symbolic throne is also the ark, and in such Qur’Ànic
similitudes there is a great test for our knowledge and actions. According
to another similitude, God’s throne is in the higher world. It should be
noted that the ultimate destination of the true religion is recognition
(macrifat), recognition is not possible without dÄdÀr (vision), dÄdÀr is not
possible without the recognition of self, recognition of self is not possible
without the spiritual journey, the spiritual journey is not possible without
the beautiful names and the beautiful names can be attained only by the
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teaching of the true successor of the holy Prophet. Praise be to Allah, the
Lord of the worlds!
N.N. (Çubb-i cAlÄ) Hunzai,
Karachi,
Thursday, 3 JumÀdÀ II,
1417/17th October, 1996.
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Service of HazÀr Çikmat
It is said in verse (47:12): “O you who believe, if you help Allah, He will
help you, and make your foot-hold firm.” The value of every kind of
religious service has been elevated to the heaven in this verse. It is not
possible for a man of frail constitution to help God, but this is a proof of
the paramount importance of religious service that He, in His kindness,
has raised the slavery of His slaves to such a lofty rank and promised to
grant them success in their good deeds with His heavenly and spiritual
help.
This Qur’Ànic teaching shows that religious service is a great cibÀdat,
particularly the service of knowledge which has an all-reaching and allinclusive scope and is the most effective and powerful jihÀd against
ignorance. It is important to reflect that in this verse (47:7) such martial
terms as “help (nuÊrat)” and steadfastness (thibÀtu’l-qadam)” imply the
jihÀd of knowledge. The word “nuÊrat” in the Qur’Àn, is used both before
(110:1) and after (48:1-3) victory (fatÈ). Thus nuÊrat is that help of Allah
which is granted to mu’mins through the heavenly and the spiritual army,
and steadfastness means to advance without stumbling or slipping. This
implies to progress in good deeds with unshakeable resolve, particularly
in the jihÀd of knowledge.
Helpers of Allah (anÊÀru’llÀh): It is mentioned in verse (3:52): “And
when cÃsÀ perceived their disbelief, he said: Who will be my helpers unto
Allah? The disciples said: We will be Allah’s helpers.” How exalted the
title of anÊÀru’llÀh is! Such mu’mins were in the time of Prophethood
and are in the time of every Imam too. Thus, anÊÀr or helpers mean those
who serve [the Prophet and the Imam in their respective time]. In short,
there are many Qur’Ànic verses in which religious service is praised.
Therefore, there cannot be any doubt about its significance.
Question: If one of the names of Satan is muÒill (misleading), can he
mislead whoever he wants?
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Answer: Satan mainly attacks those who walk on the straight path,
however he entices and misleads only those mu’mins who are weak and
do not have true knowledge, but his fraudulent trap is just like a cobweb
in front of those mu’mins who have high ambition and who are equipped
with the arms of true knowledge.
According to the noble Qur’Àn, there is knowledge in everything. First of
all, this applies to the Qur’Àn itself. That is, there is no verse or word in
the meaning of which the marvels and wonders of knowledge and
wisdom are not hidden. For instance, take the word “lacnat” which is
mentioned forty-one times in different forms in the Qur’Àn. I am
absolutely sure that it is not ordered to curse Satan or any other creature
in any of these places. Literally lacnat means driving away, banishment,
expulsion and al-lacÄn means a scarecrow which is made in a field to
drive birds away from the crop, which in BurÆshaskÄ is called ghah-qalÄ
and in Turkish ghah-qulÄ.
This means that lacnat is the name of banishment or expulsion from the
Divine mercy, which happens as a result of grave disobedience. One
alone is accountable for the result of one’s own misdeeds. Thus, the
meaning of verse (33:64): “Inna’llÀha lacana’l-kÀfirÄn”, is (that the
unbelievers were driven away from God’s mercy, therefore) He kept
them away (from His mercy). God does not use the word “lacnat” in the
sense of imprecation, because prayer is an expression of needfulness, and
He is free from any need. Further, lacnat is not an abuse, it is rather a
mention, declaration and lesson about Satan and others who, according to
the law of retribution, are driven away or banished from Divine mercy.
It is said in verse (2:159): “Verily, those who conceal the clear proofs
and the guidance that We have revealed after We have made clear in the
Book for mankind, they are the ones whom Allah banishes and the
banishers (lÀcinÆn) (also) banish them.” The word “lÀcinÆn” in this verse
is worth pondering upon. Who are they? Are they angels or human
beings? If they are human beings, are they the common or the chosen
ones? The answer is that with respect to any attribute, the Prophet and
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then his successors come after God. Thus those who banish the banished
ones, are in reality the holy Prophet and his progeny, who are the
treasures of God’s mercy and knowledge. And in reality closeness to and
remoteness from God can be determined with respect to closeness to and
remoteness from them.
It is said in verse (5:78): “Banished were the unbelievers of the children
of Israel by the tongue of DÀwÆd and cÃsÀ.” That is, when they committed
unbelief, they immediately automatically became banished from God’s
mercy. Now, their banishment (lacnat) by the tongue of a Prophet merely
means the declaration of what has already happened, so that the people of
faith may protect themselves from them.
Every wise person can estimate from the preceding example that many
intricate problems cannot be solved without ta’wÄlÄ wisdom. Thus, we try
to solve some of the uttered and unuttered questions in the light of ta’wÄlÄ
wisdom, the charity of which we receive from the holy door of the Imam
from the progeny of the holy Prophet. Whether someone believes it or
not, it is a fact that the wisdom, with which is linked the abundant
goodness mentioned in verse (2:269), can be received only and only from
the luminous rank of the Imam. Dear friends! It is true that there are
countless miracles of knowledge of the cAlÄ of the time, ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi
c
alayhi. The purpose of showing them to some fortunate ones is that they
should render service to the knowledge of the Qur’Àn and the Imam.
Therefore, this humble effort is made to fulfil this sacred farmÀn related
to service and our friends are invited to help in this virtuous deed.
New Dedication: This excellent book is dedicated to the three fortunate
families of Atlanta, U.S.A., who are enriched with the wealth of faith:
(1) Mukhi Nizar Ali Alibhai, Life Governor, Mukhiani Almas Nizar Ali,
Life Governor, Nayab Nizar Ali, Life Governor, Hina Nizar Ali, Life
Governor and Saba Nizar Ali, Life Governor;
(2) Nasiruddin Khanjee, Life Governor, Khayrunissa Nasiruddin, Life
Governor, Hina Nasiruddin, Life Governor, Kashif Nasiruddin, Life
Governor, Komal Nasiruddin, Life Governor;
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(3) Sultan Ali Ladji, Life Governor, Shaukat Banu Sultan Ali, Life
Governor, Azim Ali Sultan Ali, Life Governor.
There is no doubt that every useful book is an evergreen and fruitful
orchard from which innumerable mu’min men and women will continue
to attain the fruits of intellect and soul and (God willing) the reward and
recompense of this meritorious work will continuously be given to those
who serve knowledge and wisdom.
Friendship and love based on faith and knowledge is unique as well as
everlasting. Indeed, it is a very great bounty of Almighty Allah that when
I went to Atlanta, by His grace and benevolence, this favour increased
enormously. The love of students works like wireless. True students are
as dear as children and in this there is a great wisdom. al-Çamdu li’llÀh!
Intercede with a good intercession: That is: Seek pardon and
forgiveness of God for all the people of the world as do the angels for the
people of the earth (42:5). And do not intercede with a bad intercession,
that is, you must never be malevolent, abusive and imprecate with heart
and tongue. Read and listen to what the Qur’Àn says about this:
“Whoever intercedes with a good intercession shall receive a share of it,
and whoever intercedes with a bad intercession shall receive the like of
it.” (4:85).
Our university: By the grace of God, our university is now rendering a
tremendous and unique service to Qur’ Ànic wisdom. Qur’Ànic wisdom is
the abundant goodness, therefore no matter how much we praise it, it will
not be possible to do justice to it. Thus, how blessed and fortunate are
those cazÄzÀn who are rendering honorary service day and night to this
university of wisdom and who learn and teach others, and also spread the
light of knowledge through books in numerous countries. In such a case,
why should they not make tremendous progress in their knowledge?
Translation of HazÀr Çikmat: Countless thanks to Almighty Allah that
now HazÀr Çikmat has been translated into the universal language
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English, and this feat has been accomplished by my great friend, who is
like my soul, rather dearer than it. The reason for this is that he is a great
lover of true knowledge and he is very learned. This all-embracing virtue
encompasses many qualities and accomplishments, such as: He is a very
great asset to the nation, a treasure of knowledge of the exalted Imam, a
repository of pÄrs, an example of living books, a unique pearl of the
ocean of knowledge, a phoenix of his time in high ambition, a moth of
the lamp of the light of imamat, a symbol of the success of friends and a
signet ring of the sovereignty of pen. This is the pleasing description of
Dr. Faquir Muhammad Hunzai.
The personality of his learned begum ÉamÊÀm Rashida NoormohamedHunzai is greatly amazing. Her every lecture strews flowers of meanings
and scatters pearls of realities. If a fortunate mu’min has to explain
knowledge in the choking voice of the miracle of the love for MawlÀ,
then he should learn this unique skill from ÉamÊÀm. However, this is not
a mere skill, this in fact is a miracle which is a Divine gift. Such pure
souls and such great angels have come to this world from the higher
world to together spread the light of Qur’Ànic knowledge and wisdom on
the face of the globe. al-Çamdu li’llÀh!
We are extremely happy with the ever-increasing progress in knowledge
of all the cazÄzÀn of Markaz-i cIlm-u-Çikmat of London. Nevertheless, it
is an appropriate opportunity to appreciate Zahir Lalani’s services. He is
a Record Officer, Life Governor and Chairman of Material Science
Institute. He is endowed with numerous virtues and has rendered many
services, therefore he is going to have a golden and bright history. Dr.
Faquir Muhammad Hunzai and ÉamÊÀm ÉÀÈibah admire him greatly. I
am sure that my dear Zahir Lalani has spiritually become an angel of the
time due to his service to knowledge. Now, God willing, his house is
going to be the cradle of knowledge.
The work of HazÀr Çikmat or Ta’wÄlÄ Encyclopaedia has given our
c
azÄzÀn in the east and in the west great happiness. This book is unique
and its usefulness is universal and all-inclusive, because it is about
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Qur’Ànic wisdoms. Their happiness is very befitting, because Almighty
God has enriched this reputed army of the cAlÄ of the time with
everlasting and unprecedented wealth of victory and help in the battle of
ta’wÄl. It is possible that some cazÄz may not be able to estimate how
strangely ÇaÐrat qÀ’imu’l-qiyÀmat, calayhi afÐalu’t-taÈiyyati wa’s-salÀm
does his work.
The cazÄzÀn of the east and the west are sincerely grateful to the resolute,
sagacious and reputed office-bearers and members of Gilgit Regional
Branch and sub-branches, because not only have they made their branch
strong and respected, but they have also duly enhanced the eminence of
the IsmÀcÄlÄ jamÀcat in the eyes of the government and the public. Indeed,
in all those meritorious deeds which our sagacious friends have
accomplished, the incentive was pure zeal of devotion to and love for
God, and God willing, this will always continue. It is because of this that
by the grace of God, they receive spiritual help. They do not begin any
deed without supplication in the court of God, the Purveyor of all needs.
We humbly pray that may God continue to help them in all their religious
and worldly good deeds and may He always be kind to them. ¿mÄn!
O my cazÄzÀn! Sincere congratulations on behalf of all the cazÄzÀn living
in Pakistan, London, France, America, Canada and other countries. The
field of work which God has granted you is unprecedented and the
powers and qualities given to you are also unique. al-Çamdu li’llÀh, all
of us are one, and this is not a formal statement, it is a reality. That is, it
is an allusion to Monoreality, which is the treasure of azal (timelessness).
How many people in this world are aware of this supreme secret?
O dear friends! Living in the east and in the west, continue to serve
Qur’Ànic wisdom with heart and soul, because the unbounded treasure of
abundant goodness is in this wisdom. The time has come that a fortunate
university may excel others in paying attention to Qur’Ànic wisdom and
spiritual science. God willing, Senior University in Canada and United
States of America is fortunate to pioneer and excel in this direction. We
pray that may the external and internal worlds echo with the voice of
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spiritual science and may the people of the world attain its countless
benefits! ¿mÄn! O the Lord of the worlds!
NaÊÄr al-DÄn NaÊÄr (Çubb-i cAlÄ) Hunzai,
Karachi,
Wednesday, 16 JumÀdÀ II,
1417/30th October, 1996.
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O Pen! You are the movement of azal !
In the Name of Allah, the Beneficent, the Merciful
The holy Qur’Àn says in verse (31:27): “And if all the trees in the earth
were pens, and the sea with seven more seas to help it (were ink), the
words of Allah could not be exhausted.” That is, the perfect words which
are the infinite treasures of Divine knowledge cannot be exhausted.
O Lord of the worlds! For the sake of the reverence of your beloved
Prophet, bless us humble slaves, with the tears of heavenly love and
enable us to be grateful to you for your countless favours. O the
Knowing, the Seeing! We are terribly ill, feeble and humble. We are in
need of a potent and effective medicine like heavenly love. That is, the
pure, wisdom-filled, sacred and blessed love for God, the Prophet and the
Imam of the time, in which are hidden countless mercies and blessings
for the prosperity and happiness of intellect and soul.
O dear friends! Let us together offer our prayers, supplication and
giryah-u zÀrÄ, shed the tears of love profusely and in that state prostrate
in the Divine court. Let us forget every kind of annoyance, pray for the
well-being of all people and be prepared for more and more service of
knowledge, which is the most eminent, rather the sovereign service,
which renders the servant not only unto the master, but also God willing,
unto the king tomorrow in paradise. You can reflect well in the light of
the Qur’Àn and the ÇadÄth and discover the reason why the service of
knowledge has such a great reward.
The unique service in this domain: It is agreed that no service in this
world can be compared with the sacred service of Qur’Ànic wisdom. Our
c
azÄzÀn have to understand which service in this domain has priority over
the rest and therefore the greatest importance. Truly speaking it is the
golden services of the translators. There is no doubt that every translation
is a very useful feat, yet the universal and ever-reaching service is the
translation into the international language English, which has brought us
16

numerous successes. For this translation we are all indebted to Professor
Dr. Faquir Muhammad Hunzai and his angel-like begum Rashida
Noormohamed-Hunzai (ÉamÊÀm) and their devoted and dedicated
companions.
Today I would like to state that Dr. Faquir Muhammad Hunzai is the
greatest rabbÀnÄ cÀlim in the world. He has a great treasure of the secrets
of the Qur’Àn and the codes of cirfÀn. He is a darwÄsh who rises at night
spending it in prayers and prostration. His dawn prayer rises higher than
the heavens, because he is a lover of the light and does giryah-u zÀrÄ as
an innocent suckling child. He has the good opinion that I am his teacher.
However the teacher is someone else, and both of us and many more are
students of his school. God willing, more such treasures of the
knowledge of the exalted Imam will be born.
A part of the holy Prophet’s testament: “O groups of people! This is
c
AlÄ bin AbÄ ËÀlib who is the khalÄfah (vicegerent) of God within you
(fÄkum) and the khalÄfah of His Book, which is revealed to you and is its
door and veil, in which nobody can enter without him and he is the qÀ’im
after me and is the qÀ’im among you in my place. Thus, listen to him and
obey him. He who obeys him and loves him is among the exalted ones
and will ascend to the higher world and he who stays away from him and
disobeys him will be among the greatest losers.” (SarÀ’Är, p.115).
The wisdom of ÇaÐrat NÆÈ’s prayer: The prayer is mentioned in
verses (71:26-29): “And NÆÈ said: O my Lord, do not leave a single
dweller from the disbelievers on the earth. Verily, if you leave them, they
will lead Your servants astray, and they will not beget except immoral
ingrates.” That is, by the power of the spiritual resurrection, the
representative particles of the people of the age in ÇaÐrat NÆÈ’s personal
world began to live in such a way that not a single disbeliever was left
among them.
“O my Lord, forgive me, my parents and he who enters my (spiritual)
house as a believer, and believing men and believing women, and
17

increase not the wrong-doers in except ruin.” A great wisdom in this
verse is that some true mu’mins by attaining the perfection of faith, enter
the spiritual and luminous house of their Prophet and become one of the
people of his house, such as SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ, who had attained this rank.
NaÊÄr al-DÄn NaÊÄr (Çubb-i cAlÄ) Hunzai,
Karachi,
Tuesday, 8 JumÀdÀ II,
1417/22nd October, 1996.
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Chapter: Alif

Word
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1
¿tÀkum

He gave you:
God says in verse (14:34): "And He
gave you of all that you asked Him."
Asking God is by means of speech and
also by mute expression. Similarly
God’s giving is also an actual reality
and a possibility. In any case, God has
given countless bounties to His servants,
which are impossible to enumerate.

2
¿dam
(1)

The father of man:
The holy Prophet was asked: Was ¿dam
a Prophet? He said: “Yes, God had
spoken to him and created him with His
own hand”. (LughÀt, NÆn, p. 4)

3
¿dam
(2)

20

One of many ¿dams:
Qur'Ànic
wisdom
categorically
establishes that angels are not created
from anything other than human souls
who are sufficiently advanced in
knowledge and cibÀdat. In this case no
¿dam, who has become the object of
prostration of angels, can prove to be
the first or primordial man. However, it
is true that he can be the first man and
the father of man with respect to his
cycle only.
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4
¿fÀq wa anfus

The physical world and the
spiritual world:
If the external signs of God are called
material science, then His internal or
spiritual signs can certainly be called
spiritual science, because the external
world and the spiritual world and the
signs which appear in them, all belong
to Him (41:53).

5
¿l IbrÀhÄm

Progeny of IbrÀhÄm:
God says in verse (4:54): "Indeed, We
gave to IbrÀhÄm's progeny the Book and
wisdom and We gave them a great
kingdom." The inheritance of the
heavenly Book, the ta'wÄlÄ wisdom and
spiritual kingdom continue in this cycle
in the holy chain of the Imams of the
progeny of MuÈammad (s.a.s.).

6
¿yÀt (sing. Àyah)
(1)

Signs, miracles:
Approximately fourteen hundred years
ago, the holy Qur’Àn had prophesied in
clear and unequivocal language that
soon Allah will start to show the signs
of His power, both in the external world
and in the internal world. Thus, without
any doubt we can say that those signs of
21
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God have appeared today in front of
people in the form of material science
and its inventions and tomorrow the
same signs are going to do their work
astonishingly in the personal world in
the form of spiritual science (41:53).

7
¿yÀt
(2)

Signs of Divine power:
It is mentioned in verses (51:20-21):
"And there are signs (miracles) in the
earth for the people of certitude
(mÆqinÄn i.e. the people of recognition)
and within yourselves (also). Will you
not then see?" The second verse is the
exegesis and the ta'wÄl of the first one,
as well as a wisdom-filled invitation to
the personal world. This is because the
mÆqin or cÀrif is the one who first
attains his own recognition and then the
recognition of God which is hidden in
the secrets of his own recognition.

8
¿yÀt
(3)

Imam, who is the compendium
of all the signs of God:
Question: There are more numerous
signs of God in the heaven in
comparison to the earth, such as the sun,
the moon, the stars, etc., so what then is
the secret in alluding to the importance
of His signs in the earth?
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Answer: The secret is that every human
being should recognise the compendium
of the signs in the universe and the
revealed light (5:15), who has
descended on the earth for the sake of
guiding him and is present here and he
is the ImÀm-i mubÄn, the manifest Imam,
in whose pure personality there is
everything.

9
¿yÀt
(4)

Miracles of knowledge:
According to verse (36:12) God, by His
perfect power, has encompassed every
subtle and inner thing of His
magnificent
and
unprecedented
kingdom in the ImÀm-i mubÄn. These
things are the quintessence of the
universe and the existents and the
compendium of His signs. Thus,
alluding to this fountainhead of
knowledge and wisdom and treasure of
the secrets of recognition (i.e. the ImÀmi mubÄn), it is said: "And there are signs
(miracles) in the earth for the people of
certitude
and
within
yourselves
(potentially). Will you not then see?"
(51:20-21).
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10
¿yÀt
(5)

The luminous personality of the
Imam in which all signs are
encompassed:
MawlÀ cAlÄ has said: "AnÀ ÀyÀtu'llÀhi
wa amÄnu'llÀh, i.e. I am Allah's signs
and I am the trustworthy of Allah."
(Kawkab, p. 208). ¿yÀt in the sense of
the signs of Divine power or miracles,
are in four places: (i) The higher world,
(ii) the wise Qur’Àn, (iii) the external
universe and (iv) the personal world, but
according to the Qur'Àn (36:12) all these
ÀyÀt are encompassed in the light of the
ImÀm-i mubÄn. That is, his light is the
higher world, he is the speaking Qur'Àn,
the quintessence of the universe and a
luminous personal world in true sense.

11
¿yÀt bayyinÀt

Clear miracles:
It is said in verse (29:49): "Nay, it (the
Qur'Àn) is (the sum of) clear miracles in
the breasts of those who are granted
knowledge." These blessed personalities
in whose breasts the holy Qur’Àn is in
luminous form are the holy Imams from
the ahl-i bayt. (DacÀ'im, I, 22)
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12
Abad (pl. ÀbÀd)
(1)

Timelessness, ÈaÎÄratu’l-qudus:
The recognition of everything is in abad
or the sacred Sanctuary (ÈaÎÄratu'lqudus) of the personal world, because
there the universe of knowledge and
wisdom is gathered together and
enfolded in the hand of God. Thus,
wherever abad is mentioned in the
Qur'Àn, azal is also mentioned at the
same place. God willing, by the help of
the Imam of the time, we will explain
this below.

13
Abad
(2)

Timelessness, ÈaÎÄratu’l-qudus:
The sacred Sanctuary, i.e. the greatest
treasure of secrets is in the light of the
forehead of the manifest Imam, where
God has gathered together all things
related
to
intellect,
knowledge,
recognition and spirituality. The same
sacred light also rises in the forehead of
the perfect cÀrif for the sake of
recognition. Thus, azal, abad and other
realities are gathered together and
centred in the enclosure of the light of
the forehead.

14
Abad
(3)

Timelessness, ÈaÎÄratu’l-qudus:
Another wisdom-filled Qur'Ànic word in
25
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which azal and abad mean the same is
dahr (76:1). Dahr means immovable
time, which you can call azal from one
aspect and abad from another, although
in reality they both mean the same. O
my dears! it is extremely useful to
recognise dahr.
Note the wisdom of the word "maf cÆl"
in seven places of the holy Qur’Àn
(4:47; 8:42, 44; 17:5, 108; 33:37;
73:18), which is that every work of God
is accomplished and every promise
fulfilled in the higher world. The people
who are mentioned as being preeternally and post-eternally in paradise
are there without any beginning and any
end. Thus, this is an excellent definition
of azal and abad.

15
IbdÀc
(1)

Origination, to bring into
existence a new thing:
IbdÀc means to originate something by
God through the command "Be". It
becomes clear from the wise Qur’Àn that
this act of God is continuous and
perpetual. Study carefully those eleven
places in the Qur'Àn where the word
"Be" is mentioned.
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16
IbdÀc
(2)

Origination, to bring into
existence a new thing:
Since the recognition of everything is in
the personal world, then the recognition
of ibdÀc and "Be" is also hidden in it.
Thus, the meaning of the word "Be" in
the personal world is in one’s own
language in the most perfect form,
because whatever is said in the Qur'Àn is
applicable to the personal world, which
is a complete universe and an
everlasting
kingdom
hidden
in
everybody.

17
IbrÀhÄm (a.s.)

IbrÀhÄm (a.s.), Imam, Single
Soul:
God by His perfect power gathers
everything in the Perfect Man, as
mentioned in verse (16:120): "Verily,
IbrÀhÄm was an ummat (in his personal
world), obedient to God and inclined
only towards Him." Such a perfect and
consummate person is called the Single
Soul, who unites all human souls and
this is an extremely great favour of God
upon the people.
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18
AbÊÀr (sing. baÊar)

Eyes:
By eyes is meant the asÀs, because it is
he through whom spirituality can be
observed. Reflect carefully upon verse
(32:9).

19
AbÆ ËÀlib (a.s.)

ÇaÐrat AbÆ ËÀlib (a.s.):
He has said about the holy Prophet:
Wa laqad calimtu bi-anna dÄna
MuÈammadin,
Min khayri adyÀni'l-bariyyati dÄnÀ
"Indeed, I have known that
MuÈammad's religion,
as a religion is the best of the
religions of the people."
(AbÆ ËÀlib - Mu’minu Quraysh, p. 161)

20
Abawa'l-mu'minÄn

Parents of the mu'mins:
The holy Prophet has said: "I and you,
O cAlÄ, are the (spiritual) parents of
mu'mins." That is, nÀÌiq and asÀs are the
spiritual parents of mu'mins, then asÀs
and Imam, then Imam and Èujjat and in
the cycle of resurrection, the Imam
himself is both the spiritual father and
mother of the mu'mins (male and
female). (al-MajÀlis, I, 27).
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21
AbwÀb al-jannah
(1)

The doors of collective paradise:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The gates of
paradise are eight." (al-Mucjamu’lmufahras, I, p. 302; Muslim, I, 57).
Since there are eight paradises: 6 nÀÌiqs,
qÀ'im and khalÄfah of qÀ'im, therefore
their abwÀb (sing. bÀb), i.e. gates too,
are eight. These eight paradises are with
respect to the major cycle. With respect
to the minor cycle, they are: 6 imÀms,
mutimm (the Imam who completes a
cycle) and (his) khalÄfah and their
abwÀb are also eight. (Regarding
appointing khalÄfahs, see verse 24:55).

22
AbwÀb al-jannah
(2)

Eight gates of paradise:
The above-mentioned eight living
paradises are also the bearers of the
Throne as mentioned in verse (69:17):
"And eight (angels) will uphold the
Throne of their Lord that day, above
them." This verse shows that the Throne
(light of intellect = Kingdom of God) is
based on these eight great ÈudÆd and so
they are the bearers of the Throne, as
well as eight living paradises. Thus,
there are eight gates of the collective
paradise.
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23
AbwÀb al-jannah
(3)

Eight ÈudÆd-i dÄn, the eight
ranks of religion:
The Throne is based on eight ranks:
KursÄ and seven heavens. They are the
same eight bearers of the Throne as well
as the eight paradises, whose gates are
called abwÀbu's-samÀ' (gates of the
heavens), namely the gates of paradise,
as mentioned in verse (7:40): "Verily,
those who belie Our signs and turn away
in haughtiness from them, the gates of
heaven shall not be opened for them,
nor shall they enter paradise until the
camel passes through the eye of the
needle."

24
AbwÀb al-jannah
(4)

30

The eight gates of paradise:
God says in verse (78:12): "And We
have built above you seven strong
(heavens)." According to us these seven
strong heavens are spiritual heavens
which, due to being with the Holy Spirit
and the Perfect Intellect, are also the
seven paradises, and when paradise is
created in the personal world of the
sÀlik, together they become eight
paradises.
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25
AbwÀb al-jannah
(5)

Gates of paradise:
ÇaÐrat ¿dam, ÇaÐrat NÆÈ, ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm, ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ, ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ,
ÇaÐrat MuÈammad and ÇaÐrat QÀ'im
are the seven spiritual heavens and the
seven paradises. In the sense of heaven
and paradise they are above all people,
therefore the spiritual journey of their
recognition, though not impossible, is
extremely difficult and arduous. Thus,
when the sÀlik attains the treasure of
recognition (hidden treasure), then
together with it the paradise of deeds
(jannatu'l-acmÀl) is created in his
personal world. Thus, in this respect
there are eight paradises and their gates,
too, are eight.

26
AbwÀb al-jannah
(6)

The eight gates of paradise:
O the light of my eyes! Study carefully
verse (55:33) in which is mentioned the
journey of the spiritual heavens and
earth. This journey although it is
extremely difficult, is not impossible.
You can accomplish this journey
through "sulÌÀn". "SulÌÀn" means guide,
proof, power, overpowering, authority
or king, namely the Imam, in whom all
useful meanings are encompassed. That
is to say that, it is the luminous
31
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recognition of the Imam
encompasses everything.

which

27
AjniÈah (sing. janÀÈ)

Wing, arm:
See verse (35:1): "Praise belongs to
Allah, the Originator of the heavens and
the earth, Who made the angels with
wings, two, three and four." Here it is
important to note that the wings of
angels are not like those of birds.
Rather, they fly by (the power of)
Divine remembrance (dhikr-i ilÀhÄ).
Therefore, the two names of dhikr are
called two wings, three names, three
wings and four names, four wings.
However, it should be remembered that
the dhikr of angels is automatic. That is,
the dhikr of the supreme Name (ism-i
acÎam) continues automatically in their
hearts and souls.

28
AÈsana

He made it beautiful:
It is mentioned in verse (40:64): "He
(God) made your form and made it
beautiful and provided you with good
things (ÌayyibÀt, fragrances)." That is,
first He created you in the human form,
then He will create you in the form of
jinns, who are beautiful and handsome
and your nourishment will be in the
form of fragrances.
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29
AÈsanu
(1)

The very best:
O my dears! Remember that "aÈsan" is
one of the magnificent subjects of the
Qur'Àn. Those who truly love the Book
of Allah must reflect on such subjects. It
should also be remembered that every
rukÆc of the Qur'Àn has a separate
heading. Thus, the beginning of the
third rukÆc of the sÆrah of Zumur is
related to Divine remembrance (39:2223). The purport of this is that He
expands the breasts of those who
remember Him with effacement and
annihilation and makes them the place
of the light of knowledge and wisdom.
It is also said that there is perdition for
those who, due to callousness of the
heart, are deprived of the countless
benefits of Divine remembrance.

30
AÈsanu
(2)

The very best:
In verse (39:23) there is the praise of the
holy Qur’Àn externally and of the ism-i
acÎam internally, because the chosen
ones of God remember Him by His ismi acÎam, which is "aÈsanu'l-ÈadÄth (the
best speech)”, and is from God. It is a
book full of ta'wÄl which is read
repeatedly and by its regular dhikr, the
bodies of those who fear God tremble,
33
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then their bodies and hearts become
tender and tend to the miraculous dhikr
of Allah.

31
AÈsanu
(3)

The very best:
It is very amazing that the bodies shake
under the influence of the dhikr of the
ism-i acÎam or supreme Name. That is,
the state of spiritual quake occurs to
them. This shows that one of the adhkÀr
(pl. of dhikr) is called bodily dhikr
(dhikr-i badanÄ). However, a question
arises: What is in the body? The answer
is that the body is composed of cells.
Further, what is in the cells? The answer
is that there are countless souls. The last
question is: whose souls are they? The
answer is that they are the souls of the
people of the earth, in which all of us
are included.

32
AÈÊÀ
(1)

34

He has encompassed them:
One should reflect upon verses (19:9395) with love and yearning in order to
understand the extremely great secret of
secrets of how God encompasses all
creatures of the heavens and the earth at
the place of Intellect, and grants them
the integrity and unity of one number
and makes them one individual, so that
they may have recourse to His unity.
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33
AÈÊÀ
(2)

He has encompassed them:
It is said in verse (78:29): "And We
have encompassed everything in (the
form of) a book." The meaning of
everything cannot be complete without
intellects and souls, nor can a merely
silent book possess all intellectual and
spiritual (moving) things. Therefore, it
is true to say that this is a description of
the speaking book, i.e. the ImÀm-i
mubÄn.

34
AÈÊÀ
(3)

He counted:
"And He has counted everything in a
(special) number." (72:28) That is, He
has encompassed everything in a single
number.

35
Adhdhin

Call!:
"And call to pilgrimage among the
people (an-nÀs)." (22:27). The spiritual
revolution (personal resurrection) of
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm was the major
pilgrimage (Èajj-i akbar) for all people.
Here the word "an-nÀs" is used for the
people of the entire world. All spiritual
powers did their respective work in his
personal world, by the command of
God, and the power of ÇaÐrat IsrÀfÄl
35
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invited the representative particles of the
people of the entire world to it (22:27).

36
ArÀ'ik (sing. arÄkah)
(1)

Thrones:
Verse (36:56) says: "They and their
wives, will be in pleasant shades
reclining on (decorated and bedecked
royal) thrones." By these thrones are
meant the subtle bodies which are
enriched with the everlasting wealth of
the Holy Spirit and Perfect Intellect and
they can fly like the spiritual royal
throne of ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn. Reclining
on the royal thrones has three meanings:
(i) to depend on the subtle body for
cosmic flights, (ii) to depend on the
Holy Spirit for spiritual bounties, (iii) to
have recourse to the Perfect Intellect for
intellectual bounties.

37
ArÀ'ik
(2)

36

Royal thrones:
ArÀ'ik are mentioned in five places of
the wise Qur’Àn. Since the supreme
bounty for the people of paradise is the
great kingdom, therefore to translate
them as "Royal thrones" is quite correct.
Further, there are other blessed verses
which testify that there is a great
kingdom in paradise for the souls of the
first rank.
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38
ArabacÄn
(1)

Forty, chillah, ictikÀf:
It is said in verse (7:142): "And when
We did appoint for MÆsÀ thirty nights
(of solitude) and added to them ten, and
he completed the whole time of forty
nights appointed by his Lord." On this
occasion although ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ had
done the cibÀdat of forty days and
nights, but in the mention of nights
only, there can be many wisdoms. One
wisdom, according to the Qur'Àn (73:6)
is that the vigil of the night is most
effective in crushing the carnal soul and
in acquiring good speech. The cibÀdat of
the above-mentioned time is both
chillah as well as ictikÀf.

39
ArabacÄn
(2)

Forty, forty days cibÀdat, chillah,
ictikÀf:
The holy Prophet has said in a ÇadÄth:
"Whoever worships God sincerely for
forty days, God opens his heart, expands
his chest and loosens his tongue to
speak with wisdom even though he may
be very weak in speaking and
understanding”.
(JÀmicatu’l-JÀmicah,
pp. 28-29; AÈÀdÄth-i MathnawÄ, p. 196)
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40
ArabacÄn
(3)

Forty, forty mornings:
It is said in a sacred ÇadÄth: "I kneaded
the clay of ¿dam for forty mornings
with both My hands." This sacred
ÇadÄth is about the inner and spiritual
creation of ÇaÐrat ¿dam. By this is
meant that special ictikÀf and chillah of
ÇaÐrat ¿dam in which he was born
intellectually, because the Perfect Man
is internally born twice: first at the place
of soul and then at the place of intellect.

41
ArbacÄna ÈaddÀ

Forty ÈudÆd (ranks) of religion:
When the holy Prophet completed forty
years of age, he received revelation, as
alluded in verse (46:15). The extremely
great wisdom of this number is
mentioned in the SarÀ'ir (p. 83), as
follows: The first nÀÌiq, his waÊÄ and six
Imams together are eight, and this law
continues in the case of every nÀÌiq.
Thus there were forty great ÈudÆd of the
five nÀÌiqs from ÇaÐrat ¿dam up to the
advent of the holy Prophet. This was the
reason why the holy Prophet was
granted Prophethood after forty years.
That is, when the forty ÈudÆd of religion
had worked for the purpose of his
advent.
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42
ArÐ

Earth, countless earths of God:
In verse (7:128) God says: "MÆsÀ said
to his people: Seek the help of Allah and
have patience. Verily the earth belongs
to Allah. He gives it for an inheritance
to whom He wills among His servants.
And the good end is (only) for the
righteous ones”.The earth does not
mean only the planet on which man
lives, rather the extremely vast earth of
paradise consists of the personal worlds,
the external world and the internal
world. It is because of this that the vast
earth of God is praised in the wise
Qur’Àn (29:56; 39:10).

43
al-ArÐ al-muqaddasah Holy land/earth:
(1)
It is said in verse (5:21): "(MÆsÀ said:)
O my people! Enter the holy land which
Allah has assigned to you." By this land
is meant the personal world which can
be conquered by absolute obedience to
the Imam of the time and through
spiritual jihÀd.

44
al-ArÐ al-muqaddasah Holy land/earth
(2)
The observations of the inner light and
the personal world include the precious
treasures of the sacred recognition of the
39
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Prophets and Imams. Reflect upon the
wisdom-filled words of verse (5:20):
"When He made Prophets from among
you, and made you kings."

45
al-ArÐ al-muqaddasah Holy land/earth:
(3)
How wondrous is this great secret that
the luminous manifestation of all
Prophets and Imams takes place in the
personal world. And it is because of this
that it is called the holy land, in which
lie innumerable blessings for the
mu'mins and it is from here that they
become kings (5:20).

46
al-ArÐ al-muqaddasah Holy land/earth:
(4)
One of the Qur'Ànic names of the true
Imam is malik (pl. mulÆk, 5:20)
meaning "king", and the mu'mins who
become annihilated in the Imam (fanÀ'
fi'l-imÀm), through obedience to and
ardent love for him, also become kings
in spirituality and in paradise.

47
al-ArÐ al-muqaddasah Holy land/earth:
(5)
It is said in a ÇadÄth: “O the children of
c

Abdu'l-MuÌÌalib, obey me so that you
may become the kings and rulers of the
earth”. (DacÀ’im, I, pp. 15-16). This
ÇadÄth clearly means that those who
40
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obey the holy Prophet can attain the
everlasting kingdom in the personal
world and paradise.

48
ArwÀÈ (sing. rÆÈ)
(1)

Souls, souls of every kind of
martyrs:
The holy Prophet has said about the
souls of martyrs: “The souls of martyrs
live in the bodies of green birds, who
have lanterns suspended from the
Throne. They roam about in paradise
wherever they want and come back to
their lanterns.” (Muslim, III, 1502)
This ÇadÄth is like a key to the gates of
the wisdom that this great bliss is
attainable not only to the external
(physical) martyrs, but also to the
internal (spiritual) martyrs. Further
every mu'min also has the status of a
martyr. Thus, it is a special favour of
God to mu'mins that, after their
martyrdom or a death similar to it, they
are granted the subtle body, the code
name of which is “bird”.

49
ArwÀÈ
(2)

Souls, subtle persons:
Bird, subtle body, angel, a believing
jinn, paradisiacal attire, ibdÀcÄ body,
astral body, celestial body, etc., are all
names belonging to the same one thing
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and that is the subtle man as mentioned
in verse (36:81): "Is not He Who created
the heavens and the earth able to create
the likes of them (subtle bodies)?"

50
ArwÀÈ
(3)

Souls, soul at its original place,
the upper end of the thread of
soul:
Those luminous and wisdom-filled
lamps which are suspended from the
supreme Throne are the manifestations
of knowledge and the recognition of the
light of Intellect. These are the supreme
bounties of paradise with which the
people of faith have an azalÄ and abadÄ
link. The purport of one of the farÀmÄn
of the exalted Imam is that every
mu'min should look towards his original
abode.So, my dears! Continue to pray to
the Lord of Honour that may He grant
you the inner eye. ¿mÄn!

51
ArwÀÈ
(4)

42

Souls:
It is mentioned in a ÇadÄth: "The souls
were (and are) (in the form of)
assembled armies." (Muslim, IV, 203132; LughÀt, JÄm, p. 111). This ÇadÄth is
an exegesis of verse (48:4): "Allah's are
the armies of the heavens and the earth."
Where there is the mention of war,
resurrection and true dacwat (dacwat-i
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Èaqq) in spirituality, there too, are the
armies of souls and their chief.

52
ArwÀÈ
(5)

Souls:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Souls of mu'mins
in a garden (of paradise) are like the
forms of (their) bodies." (LughÀt, RÀ’, p.
147). This ÇadÄth shows that the soul of
mu’mins in paradise is in the form of a
young body, but it is unprecedented in
beauty and elegance.

53
ArwÀÈ
(6)

Souls, paradisiacal attires which
are with intellect and soul:
By the grace of God, when mu'min men
and women will enter paradise, they will
be greatly surprised to see that the
copies of their subtle personality
adorned with intellect and soul, are
already in paradise. These living and
speaking copies are paradisiacal attires,
because the essential beauty of paradise
is that everything in it has pure life and
perfect intellect. Therefore, it speaks
and scatters the gems of knowledge and
wisdom.

54
ArwÀÈ
(7)

Collective soul, Perfect Man:
In verse (29:64), God says: "This life of
43
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the world is not more than sport and
play and the abode of the real life is the
abode of the hereafter, if they but
knew." In this verse there is a special
word "al-ÈayawÀn" which ÇakÄm PÄr
NÀÊir-i Khusraw has read in the sense of
"living". This means that paradise is in
the form of a perfect rational animal, i.e.
man, who is the Perfect Man. (See
Wajh, p. 41).

55
ArÄkah (pl. arÀ'ik)

Adorned and embellished
throne:
God says in verse (36:56): "They and
their wives, will be in pleasant shades,
reclining on (decorated and bedecked
royal) thrones." No throne in paradise is
without intellect and soul, therefore, by
these thrones are meant astral bodies,
each of which in itself is a subtle
personal world.

56
Uzlifat
(1)

44

It is brought near:
O my dears! According to the Qur'Àn,
the length and width of paradise is like
that of the universe. However, in the
personal world where the resurrection
takes place, it is brought near, as
mentioned in verse (50:31): "And
paradise shall be brought near to the
righteous ones, not far off." That is, true
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paradise is in the Universal Intellect and
the Universal Soul, with whom the
personal world has a link when the
resurrection takes place.

57
Uzlifat
(2)

It is brought near:
When paradise is brought near, spatial
and temporal distance come to an end,
the infinite time being created by the
vast universe and its movement is
shrunk and the past and future are
assimilated in the present. In this state
all the miracles of the Prophets are also
brought near. Now imagine which
bounty is lacking in paradise! If some of
the people of paradise want to observe
the unique beauty of the miracle of
micrÀj of the holy Prophet, would it be
possible or not?

58
AzwÀj (sing. zawj)

Pairs:
Other than God, nothing is single,
therefore all things are in pairs. Thus
man also is a pair within himself. That
is, he is in paradise as well as outside
paradise. (36:36; 55:52; 11:40; 51:49).

59
AzwÀj muÌahharah

Purified wives:
MuÌahharah (purified) is the past
participle of the infinitive ÌaÌhÄr (to
45
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purify). It should be noted that in
paradise there are three types of
purification: the replacement of the
dense body by the subtle body, the
blessings of the satisfied soul and those
of the perfect intellect. In short, men and
women are all purified in paradise
(2:25; 3:15; 4:57).

60
Aslama
(1)

He submitted, he became
obedient:
Islam primarily means: "to submit to
someone". The religion of Islam is so
called because of the fact that whoever
accepts it, surrenders himself to God
and obeys His commands. So to say that
Islam is the name of obedience to God
is correct. (QÀmÆs, p. 56). For instance,
aslama wajhahu li'llÀhi (He submitted
his (spiritual) face to God, 4:125).
Indeed, this act is in the sense of
annihilation and monoreality, as
explained in the following:

61
Aslama
(2)

He submitted, he became
obedient:
In verse (4:125) God says: "And who is
better in religion than he who has
submitted his (spiritual) face to God,
and is righteous and follows the way of
IbrÀhÄm, the ÈanÄf (one who scorns the
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false creeds surrounding him and
professes the true religion). And God
took IbrÀhÄm for (His chosen) friend."
Thus, the greatest secret of the religion
of Islam is in submitting one’s
(spiritual) face to God, the example of
which is in fanÀ' fi'llÀh (annihilation in
God) and baqÀ' bi'llÀh (survival in God)
or monoreality. For instance, God
creates ÇaÐrat ¿dam in His Image
(ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn). This Image belonged
to Him, but He granted it to ÇaÐrat
¿dam as well. ÇaÐrat ¿dam submitted
it to God. That is, he merged in his
origin (aÊl se wÀÊil). It is this act of
submission which is the religion of
Islam for everyone.

62
Aslama
(3)

He submitted, he became
obedient:
In verse (28:88) God says: "Everything
is perishable except His Face (ÊÆrat-i
RaÈmÀn)". That is, when an cÀrif has the
final dÄdÀr (vision), it is the ÊÆrat-i
RaÈmÀn in which he merges and attains
eternal life. In other words, this bliss is
called fanÀ' fi'llÀh and baqÀ' bi'llÀh.
This is the meaning of submitting the
spiritual face to God and in return
attaining the everlasting treasure of
ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn.
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63
Ism ¿dam

Name of ¿dam:
His proper name was TakhÆm b. BijlÀÈ
b. QawÀmah b. Waraqatu’r-RÆyÀdÄ
(SarÀ'ir, p. 31).

64
Ism acÎam

Supreme Name of God:
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq has said: "Allah
has concealed one name, i.e. the
supreme Name and He has 360 names."
(LughÀt, SÄn, p.175). The supreme
Name or the great secret is in two
forms: as a word and as a person. As a
word, it is "al-Èayyu'l-qayyÆm" (the
Everliving, the Everlasting) (2:255; 3:2)
and as a person it is the True Guide, i.e.
the Prophet and the Imam of the time
(see Wajh, p. 124-29).

65
AsmÀ' (sing. ism)
(1)

Names of God:
It is mentioned in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed,
Allah has ninety-nine names. He who
memorises their number (and recites
them), enters paradise." (SarÀ’ir, p. 69).
It is not possible to understand the
meaning of this ÇadÄth without ta'wÄl,
and the ta'wÄl is that all other names of
God are encompassed in His supreme
Name and that supreme Name is the
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Imam of the time. A mu’min who knows
this enters paradise, because this
knowledge
is
tantamount
to
enumerating His ninety-nine names.

66
AsmÀ'
(2)

Names, blessed names of God:
It is mentioned in the Qur'Ànic story of
ÇaÐrat ¿dam in verse (2:31): "And He
(God) taught all (His great) names to
¿dam." The blessed personality of the
holy Imam is the key supreme Name of
God adorned with all His exalted
attributes. In three places of the Qur'Àn
there is the wisdom-filled mention of
the asmÀ’u’l-ÈusnÀ. Thus, the Imam of
the time taught ÇaÐrat ¿dam his
representative supreme Name in which
all other beautiful names were hidden.

67
Uswah Èasanah
(1)

Example, pattern, worthy of
imitation, that which gives
consolation:
It is mentioned in verse (60:4): "There is
indeed an excellent pattern for you in
IbrÀhÄm and those with him." This
clearly means that every mu'min who
walks on the spiritual path can reach its
ultimate destination by following the
True Guide and that destination is
indeed the Divine vision during micrÀj
(spiritual ascent). Read also verse
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(33:21) about the ideal pattern of the
holy Prophet.

68
Uswah Èasanah
(2)

Excellent pattern:
In verse (33:21) God says: "Verily in
the Messenger of Allah you have an
excellent pattern for him who has hope
in Allah and the last day and remembers
Allah abundantly." The wisdom of this
verse shows that following the Prophet’s
excellent example continues upto
micrÀj, where it comes to an end and
therefore this is a special good news for
the people of recognition.

69
Ashaddu Èubban li’llÀh The strongest in love for God:
(1)
In verse (2:165) God praises the
intensity of the love of mu’mins for
Allah by saying “They are strongest in
love for God”. Such mu'mins are in fact
the true and ardent lovers of God.
Further in the same sÆrah, in verse
(2:200) the mu’mins are commanded to
remember God as they remember their
fathers, rather more intensely (aw
ashadda dhikrÀ). There are many ways
in which to accomplish this fruitful and
extremely useful act. One most effective
way is giryah-u zÀrÄ, i.e. weeping and
shedding tears with humility, which
melts the carnal soul very easily and
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results in remembrance of God and
intense and ardent love for Him.

70
Ashaddu Èubban li'llÀh The strongest in love for God:
(2)
God says in verse (2:165): "And those
who believe are the strongest in love for
God." This strongest love for God is
termed Divine love (cishq-i ilÀhÄ).

71
AshrÀr (sing. sharÄr)

The wicked people:
In verses (38:62-63) it is said: "And
they (people of hell) shall say: What has
happened to us that We do not see the
men we counted as wicked. Was it that
we took them (wrongly) for mockery, or
is it that our eyes turned away from
them." How lucky are those who are
wrongly considered among the wicked,
but, in reality they are good and hence
enter paradise and no trace of them is
found in hell. (see Wajh, p. 28).

72
AÊÈÀb al-kahf
(1)

The people of the cave:
This represents the spiritual miracle of
the personal world, in which the
spirituality and recognition of the seven
major cycles and the seven minor cycles
(18:9) is gathered together.
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73
AÊÈÀb al-kahf
(2)

The people of the cave:
Just as God has encompassed all things
in the manifest Imam, similarly He
renews this act in the personal world.
Thus the ta'wÄlÄ wisdom of the people of
the cave is also renewed in the personal
world according to this universal law.

74
IÊÌafÀ
(1)

He chose:
It is mentioned in verses (3:33-34):
"Verily, Allah chose ¿dam and NÆÈ and
the descendants of IbrÀhÄm and the
descendants of cImrÀn above all
people." The chain of the descendants of
IbrÀhÄm continues through MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) and his descendants.

75
IÊÌafÀ
(2)

52

He chose, he selected:
It is mentioned in verses (3:33-34):
"Verily, Allah chose ¿dam (i.e. He
chose him for Prophethood and Imamat
from among the people of the time) and
NÆÈ and the descendants of IbrÀhÄm and
the descendants of cImrÀn above the
people of the world (or the personal
worlds), offspring, one of the other."
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76
IÌÀcah

Obedience to God, the Prophet
and the Imam:
The holy Prophet said to ÇaÐrat cAlÄ:
"He who obeys me, indeed obeys Allah
and he who disobeys me, indeed
disobeys Allah and he who obeys you,
indeed obeys me and he who disobeys
you, indeed disobeys me." (alMustadrak, III, 121). This ÇadÄth is an
exegesis of verse (4:59) about
obedience.

77
AÌicnÄ

Obey me:
It is said in a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ: "O My
servant! Obey me, I will make you like
My Image (mithÀl = ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn)
everliving that you will never die,
mighty that you will never be
humiliated and rich that you will never
be needy." (Arbac rasÀ'il IsmÀcÄliyyah,
p. 15). This is the teaching of the
paradise of knowledge and the greatest
glad news.

78
AcmÀ

Blind, blind of heart:
It is mentioned in verse (17:72): "And
he who is blind in this (world) will also
be blind in the hereafter, and far astray
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from the (right) way." That is, whoever
does not follow the True Guide,
becomes benighted and he does not
have insight (inner eye) in this world
and the next.

79
Af'idah (sing. fu'Àd)

Hearts:
The light of the hearts of mu'mins is
ÇaÐrat qÀ'im, therefore it is this light
which is the real heart (32:9) and God
favours them by giving them such a
heart.

80
UqtulÆ
(1)

Kill, slay!:
History and exegesis are a different
matter and to discover the reality is
altogether a different matter from them.
Thus, the success of a sÀlik lies in his
experience of the spiritual death prior to
the physical death, as it is mentioned in
numerous verses of the noble Qur’Àn,
such as verse (2:54): "So turn to your
Creator (practically) and slay your
(carnal) soul (through the essential
spiritual exercise, riyÀÐat).” Try to
reflect on the wisdom of this verse and
to understand its meaning.

81
UqtulÆ
(2)
54

Kill, slay!:
Another verse in this connection is:
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"And if We had prescribed for them:
Slay your (carnal) soul (through
essential spiritual exercise), or go forth
from your dwellings, they would not
have done it, except a few of them: and
if they had done what they were
exhorted (to do), it would certainly have
been better for them, and more effective
for their steadfastness." (4:66)
"Qatl kun Fircawn-i nafs-i khwÄsh rÀ
Dar zamÀn MÆsÀ-yi cImrÀnat kunam
Kill the Pharoah of your carnal soul
I will instantly make you MÆsÀ, the
son of cImrÀn”.

82
AknÀn (sing. kinn, kann) Hiding places:
It is mentioned in verse (16:81): "And
He has made hiding places in the
mountains." That is, the Divine Word
and the mountain of Intellect allude that
your all-inclusive and universal life is
hidden, which you will come to know
only through recognition about where
you have been, are and will be.

83
AlbÀb (sing. lubb)
(1)

Pure intellects:
The possessors of pure intellects (ulu'lalbÀb) are praised in sixteen places of
the wise Qur’Àn. The wise Qur’Àn is a
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paradise of the marvels and wonders of
knowledge and wisdom from one end to
the other. Therefore, the soul-nourishing
scene of the garden and meadow of the
possessors of pure intellects cannot be
an ordinary scene! So try to fathom the
depth of the meaning of all these verses.

84
AlbÀb
(2)

Pure intellects:
In verses (3:190-191) God says: "Verily,
in the creation of the heavens and the
earth, and the alternation of night and
day, are signs for the possessors of pure
intellects, who remember Allah,
standing, sitting and reclining, and
reflect on the creation of the heavens
and the earth ..."

85
AlbÀb
(3)

56

Pure intellects:
If a fortunate mu'min wants to elevate
his soul by the bounties of constant
Divine remembrance, and to see how
rapidly and accurately the intellect
works by the help and power of Divine
remembrance, he should act upon the
above-mentioned teaching of the Qur'Àn
with purity of heart and high ambition
so that he may be among the possessors
of pure intellects.
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86
Alastu?
(1)

Am I not?:
God says in verse (7:172): "Am I not
your Lord?" This is indeed the event of
the personal world. When a mu'min-i
sÀlik reaches the rank of the truth of
certainty by Divine guidance and
providence and he is given all those
bounties and favours which are kept in
grades and degrees in the stages of
spirituality and intellectuality, then God
asks him and others like him: "Am I not
your Lord?" That is, have I not brought
you up spiritually and intellectually?
They will testify in their respective
times and say: O Bounteous Lord, why
not?

87
Alastu?
(2)

Covenant of "Am I not?":
Although apparently all people are
called the children of ¿dam, in reality, it
is not so, because the inheritance of
vicegerency (khilÀfat) is implied in this
wisdom-filled word. Therefore, only the
Prophets and the Imams are his real
children and inheritors of his knowledge
and it is also possible for those who
follow their footsteps to be his children
and reach the covenant of "Am I not?"
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88
Alastu?
(3)

Place of vision and recognition:
The external and internal journey of the
higher world which is the world of
unity, is not possible in the disturbance
and noise of multiplicity, therefore, God
separated the world of particles (cÀlam-i
dharr) of the dhurriyyat (progeny, offspring) of the Perfect Man from his
loins which in due time annihilated in
him and became one with him. Then
God made him to be present at the upper
end of his soul and made him observe
and see it and made him a witness of
this great miracle. All these meanings
are contained in "wa ashhadahum calÀ
anfusihim" (7:172). Not only that, but it
also alludes to His holy vision and
supreme recognition. Thus the verse of
the covenant of "Am I not?" embraces
all spiritual and intellectual events.

89
Alastu?
(4)

58

Covenant of "Am I not?":
The children of ¿dam, namely the
Perfect Men were not in a particular
time, rather their chain always continues
in this world. Thus the extremely great
miracle of "Am I not?" continues to take
place in every age, according to the
"Renewal of similitudes". And it is a
fact that God always and continuously
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creates personal worlds. Thus, it is
evident that the covenant of "Am I not?"
is renewed in the personal world of
every Perfect Man.

90
Alastu?
(5)

Verse of "Am I not?" (7:172):
Question: In verse (7:172) the children
of ¿dam are mentioned but not ¿dam
himself. What is the secret in this? Is
¿dam exempt from this rule or is there
any other wisdom hidden in not
mentioning his name?
Answer: In the verse under discussion,
the ¿dam of the cycle is also
mentioned, because with respect to the
previous cycle, he is a son of ¿dam and
with respect to the present he is ¿dam
and the father of human beings.

91
Alastu?
(6)

(a) Treasure of vision, after
fanÀ’ fi’llÀh and baqÀ’ bi’llÀh;
(b) Vision is both before and
after fanÀ’ (annihilation):
As mentioned in the above, great
spiritual secrets are hidden in "wa
ashhadahum calÀ anfusihim" (7:172).
That is, it indicates the sacred vision of
the Soul of souls. And it is a crystal
clear fact that the Supreme Soul or the
Soul of souls is the one by annihilating
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in which we can receive the highest life.
Thus, O the light of my eyes! try to
make a habit of thinking universally,
that God did not say "Am I not your
Lord?" except after granting universes
full of everlasting bounties, and the soul
of all bounties is the vision of God.

92
AllÀh

God:
"If you want the hereafter (paradise),
then keep your soul in the love of God,
you should always think about Him and
never forget Him even for a moment."
(Blessed farmÀn of ÇaÐrat Imam SulÌÀn
MuÈammad
ShÀh,
ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi
c
alayhi). It is only by following the
luminous guidance of the Imam of the
time in this world, that people can reach
God.

93
AllÀhu yatawaffÀ

God takes (the souls):
God says: “God takes the souls at the
time of their death, and that which has
not yet died, in its sleep." (39:42). Man
is a complete universe in which there
are innumerable vegetative, animal and
rational souls, which constantly undergo
the process of partial death and
resurrection.
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94
IlhÀm

Inspiration in the heart by God:
It is said in verse (91:8): "And He
inspired it of its perversity and its
righteousness." This inspiration is also
possible through the two companions
which are near the two ears of the heart.
This shows that inspiration is possible,
but it can be on different levels.

95
Umm al-kitÀb
(1)

The original book:
Ummu'l-kitÀb is mentioned in verses
(13:39; 43:4). According to some
scholars it is the Guarded Tablet, and
according to others it is MawlÀ cAlÄ. We
hold the second view, because the
supreme Pen is the light of MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) and the Guarded Tablet is the
light of cAlÄ (a.s.), as MawlÀ cAlÄ says:
"I am the Guarded Tablet". Thus, it is
MawlÀ cAlÄ who is the ummu'l-kitÀb
(Kawkab, p. 197, Wajh, p. 165).

96
Umm al-kitÀb
(2)

The original book:
The importance and value of this
treasure of knowledge and wisdom,
mentioned in verse (13:39) is
inestimable: "Allah effaces and He
establishes whatsoever He wills, while
the original Book is with Him." That is,
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when during every resurrection God
encompasses the entire universe in the
personal world of the manifest Imam,
everything other than the Face of God
(the Imam) is effaced and obliterated.
This is the meaning of effacing
everything except the writings of the
ummu'l-kitÀb.

97
Umm al-kitÀb
(3)

The original book:
MawlÀ cAlÄ has said: "I am the Face of
God in the heavens and in the earth", as
mentioned in verse (28:88): "Everything
is perishable except His Face."
(Kawkab, p. 206). This same Face of
God, who is the manifest Imam, is also
the ummu’l-kitÀb, the Guarded Tablet,
as well as the Treasure of treasures.

98
ImÀm (pl. a’immah)
(1)

Guide:
In verse (2:124) God says: "And
(remember) when his Lord tried IbrÀhÄm
with certain words and he fulfilled them.
He said: Verily, I make you an Imam for
mankind." Question: What were these
words? Answer: They were the supreme
Names of God and His perfect words.

99
ImÀm
(2)
62

Guide:
According to the will of God, although
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the light of Imamat was always manifest
in the world of religion, He made it
prominent in the great personality of
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm. If this verse is observed
with insight, one becomes absolutely
sure that "Imamat is the wisdom-filled
fruit of the tree of Prophethood (14:2425)".

100
ImÀm
(3)

Guide:
See verse (21:73): "And We made them
Imams." It is in this sense that the Imam
is the proof of God over the people of
the time.

101
ImÀm
(4)

Guide:
Verse (17:71) says: "The day when We
will summon every people with their
Imam." Reflect carefully: Can some
people be exempted from the universal
principle of "every people"? Never.
Thus the chain of Imamat continues
from the time of ¿dam till the
Resurrection of resurrections.

102
ImÀm
(5)

Guide:
The light of Imamat is the same from
the beginning to the end, but the
physical attires are changed according to
the time. In this sense if ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
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is called the Imam of the first and the
last ones, this would be a fact with
respect to the one light, and this is the
attribute of every Imam.

103
ImÀm
(6)

Guide:
A special prayer of the Imams is
mentioned in verse (25:74) which is:
"And those who say: O our Lord! Grant
us of our wives and our offspring that
which refreshes our eyes and make us
Imam of the righteous ones." The
wisdom of this verse is that those who
pray in this way are the Imams, because
it is they who pray to become Imams in
the chain of their holy offspring
(dhurriyyat).

104
ImÀm
(7)
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Guide:
By dhurriyyat are meant the particles
(dharrÀt) of soul. In verse (36:41) God
says: “And a sign unto them is that We
bore their dhurriyyat in the laden ark.”
This means that the spiritual particles or
offspring of each individual were in the
past and will be in the future as well.
Thus, it is a clear fact that with respect
to his dhurriyyat, light and luminosity,
every Imam is not only the Imam of the
present and the future, but has also been
that of the past. This is not
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transmigration at all, rather it can be
called the renewal of similitudes
(tajaddud-i amthÀl).

105
ImÀm
(8)

Guide:
The ta'wÄlÄ wisdom of the verse (11:17)
“MÆsÀ's Book was an Imam and a
mercy” is that ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn was the
speaking Torah. And according to this
verse MawlÀ cAlÄ also, was the speaking
Qur'Àn as the witness of the Prophet,
because God has encompassed all
sublime things and all miracles in the
manifest Imam (36:12).

106
ImÀm
(9)

Guide:
The following ÇadÄth is about the
virtues of the Qur'Àn: "Indeed,
everything has a heart and the heart of
the Qur'Àn is YÀ-SÄn (36)” (TirmidhÄ, V,
162). One main reason for this title of
YÀ-SÄn is that the treasure of the
treasures of God is mentioned in it,
which is: "And We have encompassed
everything in the manifest Imam."
(36:12). That is, God enfolds the
universe in the living and the present
Imam and also unfolds it from him.
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107
ImÀm
(10)

Guide:
There is no doubt that the Omnipotent
God can revive every kind of dead, but
the greatest miracle in this connection is
to see how He revives in the Holy Spirit
those who die (by spiritual discipline)
before the physical death. Rest assured
that the phrase "Verily We revive the
dead ones" in the beginning of the verse
regarding the principle of Imamat is a
special allusion to this miracle, as
follows:

108
ImÀm
(11)
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Guide:
The principle of Imamat is: "Verily We
revive the dead ones and We write down
what they have sent before them; and
their traces which they have left behind.
And We have encompassed every
(abstract and subtle) thing in the
manifest Imam." (36:12). In this
wisdom-filled verse, there is first the
mention of "the reviving of the dead",
which is an extremely important subject:
the subject of the annihilation in the
Imam, annihilation in the Prophet and
annihilation in God. These three
annihilations or, in reality, one
annihilation is in the pure love for the
Imam of the time.
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109
ImÀm
(12)

Guide:
Reflect duly and carefully upon this
wisdom-filled saying of MawlÀ cAlÄ:
"And you think that you are a tiny body,
while the great universe is enfolded in
you".
The above-mentioned state of human
beings is in two ways: potentially and
actually. Potentially, the external world
is enfolded in every individual.
Actually, it is the personal world of the
manifest Imam in which God has
encompassed the great world actually,
and as such, no subtle thing, such as the
Throne, the Pedestal, the Pen or the
Tablet, is excluded from it. In short, the
great world is centred and confined
within
the
manifest
Imam
consummately and completely.

110
ImÀm al-Waqt

The Imam of the time:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "He who dies
without the recognition of the Imam of
the time, dies the death of ignorance and
the ignorant is in the Fire (Hell)".
(Wajh, p. 280). The wisdom in this is
that after God and the Prophet,
obedience to the ulu'l-amr (the Imam of
the time) is obligatory in order to attain
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the precious treasure of knowledge and
recognition.

111
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(1)

Obedience to the Imam of the
time:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: “He who obeys
me, indeed obeys God and he who
disobeys me, indeed disobeys God, and
he who obeys the Imam, indeed obeys
me and he who disobeys the Imam,
indeed disobeys me.” (Ibn Majah, II,
954)

112
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(2)

Recognition of the Imam of the
time:
It is stated in a ÇadÄth: “He who dies
and does not recognise the Imam of the
time, dies in the manner of the death of
ignorance.” (LughÀt, MÄm, p. 102)

113
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(3)

Recognition of the Imam of the
time:
It is mentioned in a ÇadÄth: “He who
dies without (obedience to) the Imam,
dies in the manner of the death of
ignorance.” (Ibn Çanbal, IV, 96 and alMustadrak, I, 113).
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114
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(4)

Recognition of the Imam of the
time:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: “He who dies and
does not recognise the Imam of the
time, dies in the manner of the death of
ignorance and the ignorant is in the
fire.” (Wajh, p. 280). That is, paradise is
where there is the city of knowledge and
the house of wisdom, whose door is the
c
AlÄ of the time (i.e. the Imam of the
time). And he who dies without the
recognition of the Imam of his time dies
in the manner of the death of the age of
ignorance and the ignorant is trapped in
the fire of ignorance.

115
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(5)

Recognition of the Imam of the
time:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: “He who dies
without the recognition of the Imam of
his time (dahr), dies in the manner of
the death of ignorance.” Imam Jacfar aÊÉÀdiq was asked about the “Imam of the
time”. He said that by the Imam of the
time is meant the living Imam.
(DacÀ’im, I, 25, 27).
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116
ImÀm az-ZamÀn
(6)

Imam of the time and
resurrection:
The same Imam said about verse
(17:71): “The day when We shall
summon every people with their Imam.”
By the Imam is meant the Imam of
every age. (DacÀ’im, I, 27).

117
Ummah
(1)

Community:
It is said in verse (2:213): "Mankind
were one community, then Allah sent
Prophets."
Question: According to verse (35:24):
"Never was there a community but a
warner has passed among them", where
was this one community before the
coming of the Prophets? And to which
cycle does this belong?
Answer: Since the idea of creation is not
linear but circular, there is no priority
and posteriority on the universal circle.
However, it is true that the higher world
has priority of honour over the lower
world, where all people were, are, and
will be only one community in the
luminous body.
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118
Ummah
(2)

Community:
All people are one community in the
world of particles (cÀlam-i dharr), and
the same is true in the Single Soul and
the subtle body. You can read the
example of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm in verse
(16:120): “Verily ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm was an
ummah (community), obedient to God
and a chosen believer in one God
(muwaÈÈid)."

119
AmthÀl (sing. mathal) Parables, likes, transformation
(1)
of likes:
Those who had become revived after
dying, had come to know that after
death the real life is only in the subtle
body, because the present body is not
created for paradise. It is suitable only
for this worldly life, as it is alluded in
verses (56:60-61): "And We are not to
be frustrated from changing your likes
(amthÀl) and creating you in a form you
do not know." That is, after death you
are going to receive the subtle body
which you do not know at all.
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120
AmthÀl
(2)

Parables, likes, transformation
of likes:
In the wisdom-filled verse (76:28) it is
said: "We created them, and We have
made their joints strong, and when We
will, We will change their likes
(amthÀl)." That is, We will change them
from the dense into the subtle body.
This convinces us that the dense body is
not suitable for paradise, because it has
many weaknesses and defects.

121
AmthÀl
(3)

Parables, likes, transformation
of likes:
"And when We will, We will change
their likes." (76:28). By this “like” is
meant the subtle body.

122
Amr

The word "Be", command, the
world of command:
It is mentioned in verse (13:2): "He
continues to command one after the
other so that the ÀyÀt (signs) may
remain separate one from the other."
The secret of the soul is that it has come
from the world of command, not by
being disconnected, but like the rays of
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the sun, or like running water or like the
luminous rope or like an electric current
as mentioned in verse (17:85). That is,
the fountainhead of the soul and its
upper end is in the world of "Be!" from
where the stream of life flows
perpetually.

123
Amr AllÀh

Command of God, act of God:
It is said in verse (33:37): "And the
(eternal) command of God has been
accomplished." That is, He does not
have any new action to perform. It is
only the chain of the renewal of
similitudes which continues without any
beginning or end and which has to be
so.

124
AnbiyÀ' (sing. nabiyy) Prophets:
(1)
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "There are one
hundred and twenty-four thousand
Prophets, of whom three hundred and
thirteen are Messengers (mursalÆn)".
(LughÀt, NÆn, p. 4)

125
AnbiyÀ'
(2)

Categories of Prophets:
ÇaÐrat Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq said: There
are four categories of Prophets: (i)
Those who inform themselves and
nobody else, (ii) Those who see in
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dreams and hear voice, but they see
nothing in wakefulness nor are they sent
to a nation, (iii) Those who see in
dreams and hear voices and also do the
same in wakefulness. They are the ulu'lc
azm. (iv) Those who see and hear in
dreams and see the angel. (LughÀt, NÆn,
p. 4, see also al-KÀfÄ, I, 326)

126
AnbiyÀ'
(3)

Prophets:
It is mentioned in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed,
there are one hundred and twenty-four
thousand Prophets of God from the
children of ¿dam till the qÀ'im."
(SarÀ'ir, p. 200).

127
InsÀn
(1)

Mankind, human being:
When an cÀrif attains the vision of God
at the place of dahr (immovable time),
then, in reality, he becomes fanÀ' fi'llÀh,
and in this respect he has no trace at all
(76:1). God, according to His law of
creation, has created every human being
from a drop of mingled sperm (76:2).

128
InsÀn
(2)
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¿dam, man:
By reflecting adequately upon the
wisdom-filled way in which God has
mentioned man in the Qur'Àn, it can be
understood that God has made man the
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fountainhead and treasure of His
beginningless and endless miracles and
wonders. In origin he is one individual,
but in ramification he appears in the
form of innumerable individuals. If you
see him in the world of unity, he is one
individual, but if you see him in the
world of multiplicity, it is filled with
him in the form of individuals. He can
be jinn, angel and paradisiacal attire
being transformed from dense into
subtle by the command of God and if
God wills he can go even higher.

129
InsÀn
(3)

Human being:
In order to understand how the
Universal Soul of man is spread
throughout the universe, the best
example is the circle of the universality
of water. Water in its centre is known by
the name of "ocean". From this centre it
becomes subtle and evaporates as steam
or vapour, and when it rises into the
atmosphere, it is called cloud, when it
comes down it is known as snow or rain.
The storage of ice on the peaks of
mountains, glacier, spring, rivulet,
brook, canal, pond, well, lake, river,
etc., are all the names of the different
aspects of the same water. Similarly, the
world of humanity is that pearlproducing
ocean
from
whose
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universality, neither jinns nor angels are
excluded.

130
Anfus (sing. nafs)

Personal world, personal
worlds:
The people of the world have so many
amenities which are beyond description,
due to the blessings of material science.
Imagine what great benefits they will
receive when spiritual science will
appear in their personal world! (41:53).

131
AwwÀh

Compassionate person, one who
shows pity by frequently
sighing, one who prays:
In verse (9:114), it is mentioned:
"Indeed, IbrÀhÄm was most tender
hearted (i.e. he used to sigh and groan)."
The purpose of this blessed Divine
teaching is that mu'mins must follow the
footprints of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm so that they
may attain spiritual progress and
nearness of God.

132
AwrathnÀ al-kitÀb

We made inheritors of the Book,
i.e. the Qur'Àn:
It is said in verse (35:32): "Then We
gave the Book as inheritance to those
whom We chose from among Our
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servants." Thus, as long as the Book, i.e.
the Qur'Àn is in this world, its inheritor
is also present, and he is the Imam of
the time.
Question: What is the proof that only
the Imam of the time is its inheritor?
Answer: The proof is that there cannot
be found any other example of the way
God has granted the Imam the
luminosity and ta’wÄl of the Qur'Àn.
Praise belongs to God, the Lord of the
worlds!

133
Uli'l-amr
(1)

The custodians of the Divine
command, the true Imams:
Verse (4:59) says: "O you who believe!
Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger
and the ulu'l-amr from amongst you."
That is, in addition to obedience to
Allah and the Prophet, obedience to the
Imam from the progeny of the Prophet,
whose Imamat is established from the
Qur'Àn and ÇadÄth, is obligatory.
Contrary to this, worldly kings and
rulers cannot be the ulu'l-amr, nor is any
example of them found in the age of
Prophethood, the ideal age of Islam. In
the same sÆrah in verse (4:54) there is
the mention of the giving of the Book,
the wisdom and a great kingdom to the
progeny of IbrÀhÄm and here, according
to the context of the subject, by the
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progeny of IbrÀhÄm are meant to be
MuÈammad (s.a.s.) and his progeny.

134
Uli'l-amr
(2)

The Imams from the progeny of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.):
The remainder of verse (4:59) says:
"And then if you quarrel concerning any
matter (about their recognition), refer it
to Allah and the Messenger (i.e. refer
again to the Qur'Àn and the ÇadÄth) if
you believe in Allah and in the last day,
this is best and fairest (way) with
respect to ta'wÄl”.

135
Uli'l-aydÄ

Possessors of hands:
It is mentioned in verse (38:45): "And
(O Prophet) remember Our servants,
IbrÀhÄm, IsÈÀq and YacqÆb, the
possessors of hands and eyes." That is,
they had attained the great rank of the
hand of God (yadu'llÀh) and the eye of
God (caynu'llÀh). This is among the
secrets of the world of oneness.

136
UlÄ ba's

The fighters:
"The terrible fighters" (17:5), are the
spiritual army which is also mentioned
in verse (5:54) and this ideal army is
also called Gog and Magog. The
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spiritual army features prominently in
many places in the noble Qur’Àn.

137
AwliyÀ’ AllÀh
(1)

Chosen friends of God:
In verse (10:62) God says about His
friends: "Lo! verily for the friends of
Allah there is no fear, nor shall they
grieve." These friends of God are the
progeny of the holy Prophet whom God
has exalted by granting them the ta'wÄlÄ
miracles of the glorious Qur’Àn, because
the greatest miracle of the holy Prophet
which is intellectual, permanent and in
the form of knowledge, is indeed the
wise Qur’Àn. The Qur'Àn has two
aspects: tanzÄl and ta'wÄl. TanzÄl or
exoteric aspect is conveyed to the
people by the Prophet himself and for
ta'wÄl or esoteric aspect, he appoints his
successor.

138
AwliyÀ’ AllÀh
(2)

Chosen friends of God:
"Lo! Verily, for the friends of Allah
there is no fear, nor shall they grieve."
(10:62). It should be remembered that
fear is related to the future and grief is
related to the past. For instance, an
ordinary person fears the coming of
illness and death (which is related to the
future) and is disheartened by the
decline of the beauties of youth (which
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is related to the past). Contrary to this
the friends of God are well satisfied in
the light of knowledge and recognition.
This is because although they are in this
world with respect to the body, with
respect to the soul and the intellect, they
are in paradise.

139
AwliyÀ’ AllÀh
(3)

Chosen friends of God:
God says in verses (10:63-64): “They
are the ones who used to believe and
fear (God), for them is glad tidings in
the life of this world and in the
hereafter, there is no changing in the
words of God. That is the supreme
triumph.”
Questions: How is the glad tidings of
paradise given to the friends of God?
Since everything exists in paradise,
what additional glad tidings is given to
them in paradise (Àkhirah)? What is the
wisdom in the words of God, which are
mentioned here?

140
AwliyÀ’ AllÀh
(4)
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Chosen friends of God:
Answer: The practical glad tidings of
paradise is the personal resurrection and
perfect spirituality. Paradise itself is
glad tidings of endless paradises. In the
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perfect words are hidden the secrets of
the eternal kingdom of God.

141
AwliyÀ' AllÀh
(5)

Friends of God:
Friends of God are mentioned in verses
(10:62-64): "Lo! Verily the friends of
God have no fear, nor shall they grieve.
They are the ones who used to believe
truly and were fearing (God). For them
there is glad tidings in the life of this
world and in the hereafter, there is no
changing in the words of God. That is
the supreme triumph."

142
AwliyÀ' AllÀh
(6)

Imams of ahl-i bayt:
Questions: Who are those chosen
friends of God? What is their additional
recognition? Why do they not have fear
or grief? What is the glad tidings? And
what are the words?
Answer: They are the Imams from the
ahl-i bayt, whose additional recognition
is in the Qur'Ànic verses and the
Prophetic Traditions about the walÀyat
of Imam cAlÄ; the law of fear and grief
continues till the resurrection, but since
they undergo the experience of the
personal resurrection in this life, their
fear and grief come to an end; the glad
tidings is received in the form of
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personal resurrection, and by words are
meant the perfect words of Allah which
contain examples of knowledge and
wisdom and the real glad tidings.

143
AwliyÀ' AllÀh
(7)

Mu'mins like SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ:
Question: Is it the will of God, the
Prophet and the true Imams that the
friends of God should be from one
family?
Answer: No, never. The Imams are the
example of guidance, the straight path
and the door to the Prophet and
therefore whoever is annihilated in them
through love and devotion like SalmÀn-i
FÀrsÄ will be among the chosen friends
of God.

144
Ahl al-bayt
(1)

The people of the house of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.):
It is mentioned in verse (33:33): "O you
the people of the house (of the Prophet)!
Verily Allah intends but to keep off
from you (every kind of) uncleanness
and purify you with a thorough
purification." By the people of the house
or ahl-i bayt are meant the holy Prophet
himself, ÇaÐrat cAlÄ, ÇaÐrat FÀÌimah,
ÇaÐrat Çasan and ÇaÐrat Çusayn.
(Muslim, IV, 1883; Tirmidhi, V, 663)
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145
Ahl al-bayt
(2)

The ahl-i bayt of the Prophet:
The holy Prophet had two houses: one
was physical and the other was spiritual,
which was the house of luminosity.
Thus, in the above-mentioned verse is
mentioned the house of luminosity, for
which the Prophet had used the name
"dÀru'l-Èikmah or the house of
wisdom".

146
Ahl al-bayt
(3)

The ahl-i bayt of the Prophet:
All the Imams from the progeny of the
holy Prophet are included in the house
of spirituality and luminosity, therefore,
every Imam is called the ahl-i bayt of
the Prophet. In particular, when a true
mu'min like SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ can be
included in the Prophet's ahl-i bayt, how
can there be a shred of doubt in the pure
Imams (the bearers of light) being
included in it?

147
Ahl al-bayt
(4)

MuÈammad (s.a.s.) and the
progeny of MuÈammad (s.a.s.):
In the Ismaili faith, there is a
confidential term called baytu'l-khayÀl,
i.e. the luminous house of khayÀl or
imagination, in order to enter which, the
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special cibÀdat of ism-i acÎam is
practised. This house of spirituality and
luminosity is in fact the house of the
holy Prophet and his progeny, and
whoever enters it, is included in the ahli bayt like SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ, about whom
ÇaÐrat MawlÀnÀ SulÌÀn MuÈammad
ShÀh, ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi calayhi, has given
the following teachings:

148
Ahl al-bayt
(5)

SalmÀn al-khayr, SalmÀn-i
FÀrsÄ:
"You have no knowledge of how
exalted is your place. SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ
who was from ahl-i bayt was like you.
The holy Prophet used to say: “SalmÀn
was as good as ahl-i bayt.” He had
reached his original abode. SalmÀn-i
FÀrsÄ was a man like you. You can be
like SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ by doing cibÀdat. If
you do cibÀdat you can be like PÄr
Éadru'd-DÄn." (JÀmnagar, 6/4/1900)

149
Ahl al-bayt
(6)
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SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ:
"See MurtaÐÀ cAlÄ's companions were
like SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ. He was an Iranian,
despite that he attained the rank of ahl-i
bayt through cibÀdat. If you have the
same aspiration, there is no reason that
you cannot be like him. It is only lack of
aspiration, you should have aspiration in
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your heart." (FarmÀn of ÇaÐrat Imam
SulÌÀn
MuÈammad
ShÀh
(a.s.),
19/10/1903)

150
Ahl al-bayt
(7)

Ahl-i bayt of the Prophet:
It is mentioned in verse (10:87): "And
We revealed to MÆsÀ and his brother:
Provide houses for your people in MiÊr
(city=personal world), and make your
houses qiblah (places of worship) (i.e.
then give them the status of the house of
God by enhancing them spiritually), and
establish prayer, and give glad tidings to
the believers."
The wisdom-filled allusion of this is that
God has commanded our Prophet and
the cAlÄ of the time to prepare baytu'lkhayÀl, the luminous house of khayÀl in
the hearts of mu'mins.

151
Ahl al-bayt
(8)

The progeny of MuÈammad
(s.a.s.), the people of the cloak:
It is reported by Umm Salmah that the
holy Prophet covered Çasan, Çusayn,
c
AlÄ and FÀÌimah (a.s.) with a cloak and
prayed: “O Allah! These are my ahl-i
bayt and the chosen ones. Keep away
the uncleanness from them and duly
purify them." Umm Salmah requested
him: Am I with them (O the Prophet of
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God)! The Prophet said: "You are in
your own place and you are good to
me." (TirmidhÄ, IV, 663)

152
Ahl al-bayt
(9)

Ahl-i bayt of the Prophet:
It is said in verse (3:61): "And say to
him who disputes with you therein (i.e.
about ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ) after the knowledge
has come to you (O MuÈammad):
Come, let us summon our sons and your
sons, and our women and your women,
and ourselves and yourselves, and then
let us humbly pray and invoke the curse
of Allah on the liars." When this verse
was revealed, the holy Prophet invited
ÇaÐrat cAlÄ, ÇaÐrat FÀÌimah, ÇaÐrat
Çasan and ÇaÐrat Çusayn and said: O
Allah! these are the people of my
house." (Muslim, IV, 1870)

153
Ahl adh-dhikr
(1)

The people of dhikr, the Imams
from the progeny of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.):
It is said in verse (21:7): "And We sent
not before you, but men to whom We
revealed, so ask the people of the dhikr
if you do not know."
Question: Who are the people of dhikr,
who by being aware of all the secrets of
Prophethood and messengership are
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able to answer every question about the
Prophets?
Answer: They are the Imams from the
progeny of the holy Prophet, whose holy
chain continues till the Resurrection of
resurrections.

154
Ahl adh-dhikr
(2)

The pure Imams:
Dhikr is one of the names of the holy
Prophet (65:10-11). The people of dhikr
therefore, are the family of the holy
Prophet. Dhikr is also one of the names
of the Qur'Àn (21:50), and so the people
of dhikr, are the people of the Qur'Àn.
Dhikr is also the ism-i acÎam (supreme
Name),
i.e.
asmÀ'u'l-ÈusnÀ
(the
beautiful Names) and therefore, the
people of dhikr are the people of ism-i
acÎam, the pure Imams. Thus, by the
people of dhikr are meant the Imams
who guide the people and are enriched
with the given knowledge (cilm-i
ladunÄ), and therefore, they are able to
answer every difficult question related
to knowledge.

155
Ahl adh-dhikr
(3)

The true Imams:
Here the method of questioning is not
ordinary, but special. That is, you
should attain full benefit from the
knowledge of certainty and cibÀdat, and
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then enter the spiritual university of the
maÎhar of the light of God (the Imam of
the time). This is only possible through
the stringent spiritual exercise of ism-i
acÎam. If you are fortunately successful,
this itself will amount to a unique
question of knowledge which contains
thousands of questions. If not, it
amounts to failing to ask any question of
knowledge of the people of dhikr, which
was enjoined according to the Divine
law.

156
Ahillah (sing. hilÀl)
(1)

New moons:
It is said in verse (2:189): "They ask you
about the new moons. Say: They are
times fixed for men, and for
pilgrimage."
Some of the wisdoms of this verse are:
(i) The sun is the example of the light of
azal and the new moon is the luminous
birth of its maÎhar of the time. (ii) The
sun is the symbol of the holy Prophet
and the moon is the symbol of the Imam
of the time. (iii) Everything has a
renewal, but the renewal of the moon is
very conspicuous.

157
Ahillah
(2)
88

Wisdom of new moons:
(iv) The sun with its mute expression
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(zabÀn-i ÈÀl) says that as a whole there
is no change in the law (sunnat) of God,
whereas the new moon says that under
this law there is a new mode everyday.
(v) The sun testifies to the fact that one
kingdom of God is sufficient and
complete, while the new moon shows
that there is a copy of the universal
kingdom of God in every personal
world. (vi) The physical creation took
place once like the sun, but the spiritual
creation is a chain which has neither a
beginning nor an end, like the new
moons.

158
Ahillah
(3)

Wisdom of new moons:
(vii) In the material world there are two
means of material light, the sun during
the day time and the moon during the
night. Similarly, in religion there are
two sources of the light of guidance:
externally the Prophet and internally the
Imam of the time. (viii) First, the nÀÌiq
is the sun and the asÀs the moon, then
the Imam is the sun and the bÀb is the
moon. (ix) When the new moon of the
light of a mu'min at the rank of intellect
becomes the full moon, he is blessed
with the holy vision (dÄdÀr-i aqdas) and
the supreme pilgrimage (Èajj-i akbar).
This is alluded to in the words "mawÀqÄt
(times)" and "Èajj (pilgrimage)" in verse
(2:189) mentioned above.
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159
Ahillah
(4)

Wisdom of new moons:
(x) "Thos gatu jo mayn shuro jo (Grant
new attire and grant old sustenance)”.
This was a prayer at the appearance of a
new moon from the old times. A rÆhÀnÄ
recited it repeatedly in a special way and
drew attention towards its great
wisdoms. (xi) For instance, the moon
wears a new attire everytime, but its
work is the same. Similarly, the Imam
changes his human attire in every age,
but he has the same old knowledge. (xii)
In this prayer are sought the freshness of
the body and soul and the intellectual
bounties.

160
AyyÀm AllÀh
(1)

Days of God:
The days of God are seven, which are
six nÀÌiqs and the qÀ'im, whose
spirituality and luminosity can be seen
in the personal world of the cÀrifs and
the kÀmils (the perfect ones), as
mentioned in verse (14:5): "And remind
them of the (living and luminous) days
of God (in whom happened the miracles
of knowledge and wisdom)."

161
AyyÀm AllÀh
(2)
90

Days of God:
"Verily, in this are signs (miracles) for
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every patient and grateful person."
(14:5) Patient (ÊabbÀr) is the one who
has the courage of having patience
during stern trials and tribulations in the
path of spirituality, and grateful
(shakÆr) is the one who appreciates the
spiritual and intellectual bounties
through (acquiring) knowledge and
(doing) good deeds.

162
Ayyadahum

He helped them:
In verse (58:22) God says: "For such
Allah has inscribed faith in their hearts,
and has helped them with a (special)
spirit of Himself." Read the whole verse
as well as the preceding one.
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq says: There is no
mu'min except that within him his heart
has two ears: one is that in which the
sneaking whisperer whispers and the
other is that in which the angel inspires
and God helps the mu'min through the
angel, as He says: "And He helped them
with a (special) spirit of Him." (58:22)
(al-KÀfÄ, III, 395; al-MÄzÀn, XIX, 198)

163
ÃmÀn

Faith:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Faith is from
Yaman and wisdom is also from
Yaman." (LughÀt, YÀ', p. 69). One ta'wÄl
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of this is that ÄmÀn or faith is the source
of blessing, and wisdom is an additional
source of blessing. Thus faith and
wisdom are both necessary.
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164
Baththa
(1)

He spread, He scattered:
It is said in verse (42:29): "Of His signs
is the creation of the heavens and the
earth and the living things He has spread
forth in both of them." This clearly
shows that there are living creatures on
every star of the universe, but in a subtle
form. They are in plenitude, but due to
subtlety they are not visible.

165
Baththa
(2)

He spread, He scattered:
From the above Qur'Ànic verse (42:29),
it is clear that no part of the universe is
devoid of living creatures. If we accept
the Universal Soul as the all-embracing
ocean of life and survival, and accept
every drop of it as a creature, then it
should not be surprising if there are
subtle creatures in the heavens and stars.

166
BadÄc
(1)

94

Existentiator, originator:
It is said in verse (2:117): "He (God) is
the Originator of the heavens and the
earth". This attribute of God is
specifically related to the world of
command, because there He is mubdic
i.e. He originates a thing instantly by the
command of "Be, whenever He wills".
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167
BadÄc
(2)

Existentiator, originator:
It is said in verse (6:101): "(God is) the
originator of the heavens and the earth.
How could He have a child, when He
has no spouse?" There are two worlds,
the world of creation, i.e. this world
which is dense and the world of
command, i.e. that world which is
subtle, as God says in verse (7:54):
"Verily, His is (the world of) creation
and the (world of) command. Blessed be
Allah, the Lord of the worlds."

168
BadÄc
(3)

Wonderful, marvellous:
The holy Prophet says: "Refresh your
souls with the marvellous wisdom,
because they become complete just as
the bodies become complete." (LughÀt,
BÀ’, p. 29). That is, the comfort,
strength and perfection of souls is due to
the wonders and marvels of wisdom,
just as physical nourishments are
necessary for the pleasure, happiness
and growth of bodies.

169
BurÆj (sing. burj)

Constellations:
Read verses (85:1-3): "By the heaven
with (twelve) constellations, and by the
promised day, and by the witness and
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the witnessed." By the heaven with
constellations is meant the Imam of the
time, who has twelve Èujjats and the
promised day is the qÀ'imu'l-qiyÀmat,
the witness is the asÀs and the witnessed
is the nÀÌiq.

170
Bismi'llÀh

With the name of God:
The holy Prophet was asked about
"bismi'llÀhir-raÈmÀni'r-raÈÄm". He said:
"It is a (great) name among the names of
God and there is nothing between God
and His great name except as much
closeness as is between the blackness
and the whiteness of the eye." This is an
example of the living supreme Name of
God. (al-Mustadrak, I, 525). For more
ta’wÄlÄ wisdom of bismi’llÀh, see Wajh,
pp. 124-29.

171
(min) Bacdi cilm

After knowledge:
There is the explanation of everything in
the wise Qur’Àn externally and
internally and the correct answer to
every question (16:89). There is also
this great secret in it that at the end of
spiritual observations, comes the
fountainhead of intellect and knowledge
and after that there is nothing, as said in
verse (22:5): "So that, after knowledge,
he knows nothing." That is, everything
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is confined in the treasure of the
knowledge of God, and therefore, there
is nothing beyond and above it.

172
Baghtatan

All of a sudden, suddenly:
In order to know about resurrection, the
first pre-requisite is the knowledge of
certainty. A key to this knowledge is the
word "baghtatan". However, we need to
see how it is used in the wise Qur’Àn.
You can see that this word is used in the
great Qur’Àn in thirteen places. In one of
these places, it is used in contrast to
"jahratan (openly, overtly, publicly,
6:47)". This shows that "baghtatan"
means secretly and hiddenly and in six
places, in contrast to "shucÆr
(consciousness)" it is used to mean
unconsciously. Thus, with respect to the
masses and the majority of people,
resurrection continues to take place
hiddenly and unconsciously. This means
that resurrection, in reality, is an
extremely great, hidden, spiritual event.

173
Bi-ghayri ÈisÀb
(1)

Without the accounts of
resurrection:
According to the purport of a ÇadÄth,
three strata of people will be ushered
into paradise without the account of
resurrection. They are the people of
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excellence, the people of patience and
the neighbours of God. That is, the
people of the knowledge of certainty,
the people of the eye of certainty and
the people of the truth of certainty. (For
details see DacÀ'im, II, p. 325).

174
Bi-ghayri ÈisÀb
(2)

Without the accounts of
resurrection:
It is said in verse (3:37): “ÇaÐrat
Maryam said: Verily, Allah provides
whomsoever He likes without measure."
That is, Allah can also give the
knowledge of paradise to whomsoever
He likes, without the account of
resurrection.

175
Bukiyy (sing. bÀkÄn)

Weeping, one who weeps:
In verse (19:58) there is the mention of
tender heartedness, humility and
weeping of the Prophets and the friends
of God in these words: "Whenever the
ÀyÀt (verses) of the Compassionate were
recited to them, they fell down,
prostrating themselves and weeping." It
should be noted that there are different
kinds of love: intoxicating love, insane
love and love with humility, love with
recognition and love with gratitude.
What type of love did the Prophets
have?
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176
Balad

City:
Read verses (90:1-4): "Nay, I swear by
this city (Makkah) and you are going to
alight in this city. And by the father and
that which he begot. Indeed, We have
created man in toil." By the city of
Makkah is meant the asÀs, to whom the
light of the holy Prophet was to be
transferred; by the father is meant the
Universal Intellect and by that which he
begot, the Universal Soul, and then it is
said that man's spiritual creation is by
hardship and spiritual exercise.

177
BanÄ ¿dam
(1)

Children of ¿dam:
It should be remembered that in the eyes
of God, the children of ¿dam are those
who are granted the characteristics of
ÇaÐrat ¿dam, the vicegerent of God.
They are the Prophets, awliyÀ’ and
c
Àrifs, as mentioned in verse (17:70):
"And We have indeed honoured the
children of ¿dam, and We carry them in
the land and the sea, and We provide
them with subtle nourishments, and We
have exalted them with a marked
exaltedness over most of those whom
We have created."
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178
BanÄ ¿dam
(2)

Children of ¿dam:
It is said in verse (7:31): "O children of
¿dam, adorn yourselves at the time of
every cibÀdat with your (inner and
spiritual) ornament." The personal
world of those mu'mins who have truly
become the children of ¿dam blossoms
with spiritual prosperity. Thus, during
c
ibÀdat their heart is refreshed and
illumined in different degrees, according
to their struggle.

179
BÆrika

Is blessed:
Reflect over the great wisdom of verse
(27:8): "So when he (MÆsÀ) came to it,
he was called, saying: Blessed is
whosoever is in the fire and whosoever
is around it. Hallowed be God, the
Sustainer of the (personal) worlds."
Truly speaking "blessed (bÆrika)" is not
the attribute of God, it is the attribute of
the "Revealed light (nÆr-i munazzal)"
which is the light of monoreality.

180
Bi'r

Well:
The wise Qur’Àn abounds with varying
examples of the personal world.
According to one of them it is like a
central town, in which there is a well of
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sweet water and also a magnificent
palace (22:45). By the well is meant the
fountainhead of knowledge which never
exhausts and the palace is the symbol of
the fact that it is possible to have a
spiritual kingdom in every personal
world. However, if someone wrongs
himself, then all this is going to be
ruined.

181
Bayt

House:
It is mentioned in verse (22:26): "And
when We provided for IbrÀhÄm the place
of the House." The ta'wÄl of this verse is
that God built His house in the personal
world of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm, because he
was the Imam (2:124).

182
al-Bayt al-catÄq

Ancient house, the Kacbah, the
rank of the Imam:
See verse (22:29): "Then let them
cleanse themselves of the dirt and fulfil
their vows and circumambulate the
ancient House." Baytu'l-catÄq or the
ancient House is the Kacbah which, in
this world, is the first place and the
house which was built by ÇaÐrat ¿dam
for the worship of God. This is a mithÀl
and its mamthÆl is the Imam of the time.
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183
TÀbÆt

Chest, ark of tranquillity, the
ark of the covenant:
The ta'wÄl of what has been said in verse
(2:247) is that by the chest is meant the
totality of the spiritual miracles which
contain spiritual and intellectual
tranquillity from God and also the
blessings of the knowledge of
Prophethood and Imamat. Since the ark
of tranquillity is spiritual, therefore to
bring it is the work of angels. This
spiritual miracle is the sign of the
spiritual kingdom of the exalted Imam.

184
Ta’wÄl
(1)

To return to the origin, inner
meaning, wisdom:
It is derived from "awwala" which
literally means "to return something to
its origin (awwal)”. In a technical sense
it means to explain the inner or esoteric
meaning of a word or speech. Thus,
ta'wÄl is the inner or esoteric wisdom.

185
Ta’wÄl
(2)
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c

Ilm-i ladunÄ: Given knowledge:

A Qur’Ànic name of ta’wÄl is cilm-i
ladunÄ as given to the chosen servant of
God who was living at the confluence of
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two oceans (18:65). See also verses
(18:78-82).

186
Ta’wÄl
(3)

BÀÌin: Inner or esoteric aspect of
the Qur’Àn:
It is said in a HadÄth: "The Qur'Àn
indeed has a ÎÀhir (exoteric) and a bÀÌin
(esoteric) ..." (IÈyÀ', I, 99). Thus it is the
bÀÌin of the Qur'Àn which is the ta'wÄl
and which is extremely necessary,
because in it are hidden the gems of
secrets.

187
Ta’wÄl
(4)

Çikmat :Wisdom:
The Book and the wisdom are
mentioned together in numerous verses
of the Qur'Àn such as (2:129). In such
cases by the Book is meant tanzÄl and by
the wisdom ta'wÄl, as it is implied in
verse (2:151): "(O the group of Imams!)
as We have sent among you a
messenger from among you who recites
to you Our verses (in spirituality),
purifies you and teaches you the Book
and the wisdom."

188
Ta’wÄl
(5)

MamthÆl :The meaning of
mathal (parable, allegory):
The tanzÄl is the mithÀl (symbol or
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allegory) and the ta'wÄl is the mamthÆl
or the meaning of the symbol or
allegory. There is no doubt that it is the
progeny of the holy Prophet who know
the meaning of the allegories and
parables of the Qur'Àn after him and in
this sense they are called the custodians
of ta'wÄl (29:43). (DacÀ'im, I, 22-23).

189
Ta’wÄl
(6)

TaÌbÄq-i ruÈÀniyyat wa
c
aqlÀniyyat: Correspondence
with spiritual world and
intellectual world:
The
realities
and
recognitions
mentioned in the Qur'Ànic verses,
AÈÀdÄth and farmÀns are in the spiritual
and intellectual worlds, therefore to
explain a thing and to show its
correspondence with its origin in the
spiritual and intellectual worlds is ta'wÄl.

190
Ta’wÄl
(7)

c

Ilm-i qiyÀmat: Knowledge of
resurrection:
Nobody can do ta'wÄl without
undergoing the personal resurrection
which is the result of "dying before the
death" as the holy Prophet has said: "He
who dies, indeed his resurrection takes
place." (IÈyÀ', IV, 64).
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191
Ta’wÄl
(8)

TacbÄr: Interpretation:
Verses (12:43-44) show that ta'wÄl is
also called tacbÄr, the knowledge of
which is with the Imams, as God taught
ÇaÐrat Imam YÆsuf the ta'wÄl. (12:6, 21,
44, 101).

192
Ta’wÄl
(9)

BayÀn: Explanation:
The Beneficent God taught the given
knowledge of the Qur'Àn. He created the
Perfect Man (on the highest level) and
taught him the bayÀn or ta'wÄl (55:1-4).

193
Ta’wÄl
(10)

The esoteric wisdom of the
Qur’Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "O Allah, grant
him understanding of religion and teach
him ta'wÄl". (al-IttiqÀn, IV, 182). This
blessed prayer was said by the holy
Prophet for Ibn cAbbÀs and it is a clear
proof of the importance and necessity of
ta'wÄl.

194
Ta’wÄl
(11)

The esoteric wisdom of the
Qur’Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed, among
you there is he who will fight for the
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ta'wÄl of this Qur'Àn as I fought for its
tanzÄl", that is, MawlÀ cAlÄ. (SharÈ, IV,
p. 337).

195
Ta’wÄl
(12)

c

Ilm-i maknÆn: Hidden
knowledge:
Regarding the Qur'Àn, MawlÀ cAlÄ has
said: "Its ÎÀhir or exoteric aspect is an
obligatory act, its bÀÌin or esoteric
aspect is a hidden and veiled knowledge
which is known to and written with us."
(DacÀ'im, I, 53).

196
Ta’wÄl
(13)

To return something to its origin
(awwal), to explain the mamthÆl
(object of similitude):
It is said in verse (7:52): "And, indeed,
We have brought to them a Book, which
We have explained with a (special)
knowledge, (and) which is a guidance
and a mercy for a people who believe."
That is, the explanation and elucidation
of the Qur'Àn is done in the revealed
light (5:15) and that is the ta'wÄl.

197
Ta’wÄl
(14)
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Esoteric meaning:
The following verse (7:53) is: "Do they
wait for anything but its ta'wÄl?" Since
the Book (the Qur'Àn) is mentioned in
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the preceding verse, therefore, in its
ta'wÄl (ta'wÄlahu) the pronoun refers to
the Qur'Àn. Thus, the practical and final
ta'wÄl of the wise Qur’Àn is the great
resurrection, the physical aspect of
which is the scientific revolution and the
spiritual aspect is the spiritual
revolution.

198
Ta’wÄl
(15)

Esoteric wisdom:
"The day its ta'wÄl comes, those who
were previously forgetful of it will say:
Indeed, the Messengers of our Lord
brought the truth (Èaqq)." (7:53). By the
Èaqq (truth) is meant the walÀyat of
c
AlÄ. Thus, those who had forgotten the
ta'wÄl and the custodian of ta'wÄl,
namely ÇaÐrat cAlÄ, will feel great
remorse. (al-Èaqq=walÀyat of cAlÄ, see
ÉharÈ, II, 237; al-Mustadrak (in which
is mentioned that the truth is with cAlÄ),
III, 135).

199
Ta’wÄl
(16)

Esoteric wisdom:
ÇadÄth of KhÀÊifu'n-nacl says: "Indeed,
from among you is he who will fight for
the sake of the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn, as I
fought for the sake of its tanzÄl." (alMustadrak, III, 132).
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200
Ta’wÄl
(17)

Ta’wÄl of the Qur’Àn:
It is mentioned in the Kawkab-i DurrÄ
that the holy Prophet said: "Among you
is the one who will fight for the ta'wÄl of
the Qur'Àn as I fought for its tanzÄl.”
When the Prophet was asked who he
was, he indicated that it was MawlÀ cAlÄ
(a.s.), by whom is meant all the holy
Imams from the progeny of the Prophet,
because his holy light continues in them
in order to fight for the sake of ta'wÄl.
(Kawkab, p. 168).

201
Ta’wÄl
(18)

Ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn:
The holy Prophet prayed for cAbdu’llÀh
bin cAbbas bin cAbdu’l-MuÌÌalib in
these words: "O Allah, grant him the
understanding of religion and teach him
the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn." (al-Mustadrak,
III, 615). On another occasion he prayed
for him in this way: "O Allah! teach him
the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn." (Ibid.,618).

202
Ta’wÄl
(19)
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Wisdom of the Qur'Àn:
The above-mentioned ÇadÄth is
unanimously accepted and this is a clear
proof of the fact that God has enriched
those who are mentioned in the Qur'Àn
as the rÀsikhun fi'l-cilm (3:7). Had it not
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been possible, then the Prophet would
not have prayed for something
impossible. Thus, ta'wÄl is another name
of wisdom which nobody can deny.

203
Ta’wÄl
(20)

The ta’wÄl of the Qur’Àn:
In verse (7:53) after mentioning the holy
Qur’Àn, it is said: "Do they wait for
anything but its ta'wÄl (which will come
in the form of resurrection)." This verse
shows that the collective and general
ta'wÄl is going to come in the form of a
collective resurrection.

204
Ta'wÄl
(21)

The ta'wÄl of the Qur’Àn:
In verse (10:39) it is said: "Nay, they
(due to their ignorance) belied that
which they did not comprehend with the
knowledge thereof, while its ta'wÄl has
not yet come to them." That is, the real
light and the decisive knowledge is but
ta'wÄl.

205
Ta'yÄd

Help, Divine help:
It is said in verse (58:22): "And He has
helped them with a (special) spirit from
Himself." This verse is about the party
of God in which there is the
fountainhead of guidance and the help
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of the Holy Spirit, while the party of
Satan (58:19) fails to attain this bliss.

206
TabÀraka

Blessed be He:
It is mentioned in verse (7:54): "Verily,
His are the (world of) creation and the
(world of) command. Blessed be Allah,
the Sustainer of (personal) worlds." The
unique treasure of the secret of secrets
of the universal circle is hidden here.
That is, God lets one boundless ocean of
blessings flow from the world of
creation to the world of command and
another such ocean from the world of
command to the world of creation.
These Divine blessings have neither a
beginning nor an end, rather they are in
the form of an eternal circle.

207
Tabattal!

Cut off, sever, devote yourself!:
It is said in verse (73:8): "And
remember the name of your Lord and
devote yourself to Him with complete
devotion.” The teachings of this sÆrah
are related to kÀr-i buzurg, for the
purpose of which there is the vigil of the
night. But how can a mu'min who is
engaged in dhikr cut himself off from all
thoughts and merge in the ocean of
dhikr, an act which is not achievable in
a single day? Therefore, it is said that it
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is the continuous vigil of the night
which results in crushing the carnal
soul, in which lie the correctness of
speech and spiritual progress. (73:6)

208
Tubaddalu'l-arÐu

The earth will be changed:
In verse (14:48) God says: “On the day
when the earth will be changed into
other than the earth, and the heavens
(likewise), and they shall come forth
before
Allah,
the
One,
the
Overwhelming.”
On the Day of Resurrection the people
will be transferred from this material
earth to the spiritual earth of the
personal world, therefore, there will be a
different earth and different heavens and
the people will come forth before Allah,
the One, the Overwhelming. (purport,
14:48).

209
Tabica

He followed:
In verse (14:36) there is an extremely
important fundamental saying of ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm: "So whoever follows me, is
surely of me", that is, he is my spiritual
child. On reflecting upon this
fundamental principle, many wisdoms
are found in it. That is, in Islam which is
the religion of nature, there is no
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obstacle in progress, rather there is a
clear possibility of reaching the final
destination by following the Prophet and
the Imam.

210
TajallÀ
(1)

He/it became visible, evident,
manifest:
In the spiritual journey of the personal
world, there comes first the mountain of
soul and then the mountain of intellect.
The mountain of soul is smashed into
pieces by the manifestation of God,
therefore, ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ did not have His
vision (dÄdÀr) (7:143) at that place. It is
at the mountain of intellect, that every
Prophet and every walÄ of God has His
dÄdÀr, because it remains intact in its
place.

211
TajallÀ
(2)

He/it became visible, evident,
manifest:
Prophets and awliyÀ' have the vision of
God, not only in the hereafter, but also
in the spirituality of this world. There
are many proofs of this fact: The first
proof is the word "tajallÀ", i.e. He
manifested. (7:143). The second proof is
the name "aÎ-ÎÀhÄr (the Manifest)". The
third proof is the name "an-nÆr (the
Light)". The fourth proof is "ash-shahÄd
(Witness, Present)". The fifth proof is
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"fanÀ' fi'llÀh (annihilation in God)",
which is the result of dÄdÀr. The sixth
proof is the words cÀrif and macrifat
(recognition), the latter being impossible
without dÄdÀr. The seventh proof is the
Qur'Ànic
word
liqÀ'
(meeting,
encounter).

212
Tarkabunna

You will definitely ride:
It is said in verse (84:19): "That you
shall definitely ride from plane to
plane." That is, you definitely have to
climb the (ladder of) ranks. In this verse
there is an allusion to all material and
spiritual ranks. Indeed, man is on the
great journey of the study of the
universe for the sake of knowledge and
recognition or spiritual science.

213
TaÌma'innu
(1)

It/he finds peace, satisfaction:
The greatest praise of the remembrance
of God is in verse (13:28): "Be aware!
that the hearts find satisfaction in the
remembrance of God." Question: What
is the Qur'Ànic standard and the
Prophetic example of the act of
satisfaction? Answer: Its standard is the
observation of spiritual miracles and the
Prophetic example of the act is the ideal
practice of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm. (See eight
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different grammatical forms of iÌminÀn
in the Qur'Àn).

214
TaÌma'innu
(2)

It/he finds peace, satisfaction:
Real satisfaction is that which the
friends of God receive in the form of
inner observation, Divine vision,
recognition, knowledge and wisdom, as
a result of the dhikr of ism-i acÎam. This
is because the real dhikr in which the
ultimate level of satisfaction is hidden is
none other than the dhikr of the
asmÀ'u'l-ÈusnÀ, the beautiful Names of
Allah (7:180). We have already
discussed this subject in our books.

215
TaÌma'innu
(3)

It/he finds peace, satisfaction:
See verses (89:27-30): "O you satisfied
soul, return to your Lord well pleased
(with Him) and (He) well pleased (with
you); enter then among My (chosen)
servants (i.e. become fanÀ' fi'l-imÀm and
fanÀ' fi'r-rasÆl, because in this rank are
gathered all chosen servants) and enter
My paradise (because it is this rank of
annihilation which is the rank of
paradise)”.

216
TaÌma'innu
(4)
116

It/he finds peace, satisfaction:
The wisdom of the above verse (89:27)
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shows that Divine remembrance is
related to the heart. Therefore, the most
effective and useful dhikr is the one
which is performed in the heart, when
the heart has become tender. However,
if the heart is hard, we have to make it
tender with open or loud dhikr, so that
its (hidden) dhikr may be restored.

217
TacmÀ
(1)

It/he becomes blind:
O my dears! Verse (22:46) says: "Have
they not travelled in the earth (of the
personal world) that they could have
hearts to understand (the truth), or ears
to hear it? Verily, it is not the eyes that
are blind, but blind are the hearts which
are in the breasts."

218
TacmÀ
(2)

It/he becomes blind:
It is said in verse (22:46): "It is not the
eyes that are blind, but blind are the
hearts which are in the breasts." The
other aspect of this Qur'Ànic teaching is
that in this world there are certain
people whose eye of the heart (inner
eye) has opened. The inner eye is an
extremely important thing with which
the wonders and marvels of the personal
world and the recognition of all inner
bounties can be attained.
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219
TacmÀ
(3)

It/he becomes blind:
It is said in verse (13:16): "Say: Are the
blind and the seeing equal to one
another? Or the darknesses equal to
light?" This shows clearly that in this
world the majority of the people are
those whose hearts are blind and in
comparison to them the mu'mins whose
inner eye is open, are very few.
However, Divine vision is possible with
the inner eye.

220
TaqwÄm

To straighten:
Allah has gradually created man
physically, spiritually and intellectually
on the rungs of the ladder of ranks and
has made him reach the supreme
c
IlliyyÆn, and then with respect to the
shadow of the body and the lower "I",
reversed him to the lowest of the low.
However, for those who truly believe
and do good deeds in the light of
knowledge and recognition, their reward
is perpetual and incessant (95:3-6). That
is, those who recognise their own soul
also recognise the unique and
everlasting bounty of God that their
higher "I" is always in paradise.
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221
Taladhdhu'l-acyunu

The eyes delight in:
Regarding the bounties of paradise, God
says in verse (43:71): "And in it
(paradise) there is all that the souls
could desire and the eyes could delight
in." That is, everything is available in
paradise for the souls and intellects and
the supreme bounty is the holy Divine
vision, because it is the Divine vision
for which the eyes of the lovers of God
continue to shed tears.

222
TamÀthÄl (sing. timthÀl) Statues, idols, images, pictures:
(1)
TamÀthÄl are both statues and pictures.
Pictures are of two kinds: external and
internal. Thus the tamÀthÄl (21:52)
which ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm has mentioned
were of both kinds. There are many
people who hate the external idols, but
love the internal idols in which there is
utter loss.

223
TamÀthÄl
(2)

Spiritual pictures:
It is not idolatry if a mu'min sees a
miracle in his spiritual journey and
reflects upon it, rather idolatry means to
consider it the desired destination and
the object of worship and stop there,
because the wisdom-filled way in which
119
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idolatry is condemned in the abovementioned verse indicates that no
intelligent person should stop at a
secondary miracle and worship it and
become deprived of the treasure of azal.
This secret is hidden in the word cÀkifÆn
(those who remain constantly in any
place, or devote to something) (21:52).

224
TamÀthÄl
(3)

Living pictures of paradise:
The true and real kingdom of ÇaÐrat
SulaymÀn was in spirituality. For him
the jinns used to make pictures in his
personal world. Some culamÀ' are of the
opinion that the pictures were only of
the angels and Prophets, but the rational
proof is that in the spiritual kingdom
there is the live filming of paradise, not
that there are (lifeless) paper pictures
and statues.

225
Tamaththala
(1)

120

He took the form, he appeared:
According to verse (19:17), the
archangel, by the command of God,
appeared in front of ÇaÐrat Maryam in
the form of the Perfect Man, who in the
language of ta'wÄl is called the ibdÀcÄ
body of the Imam of the time, and
which can be seen by the asÀs, imÀm,
bÀb, Èujjat and dÀcÄ. Maryam in her
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time was one of the Èujjats, therefore
she is an example of the Èujjat.

226
Tamaththala
(2)

He took the form, he appeared:
ÇaÐrat Maryam is the example of those
fortunate people who become successful
in the sacred dhikr of ism-i acÎam, as
God says in verse (19:17): "Then We
sent to her Our Spirit, and he appeared
to her exactly like a perfect man." It
should be noted that ÇaÐrat Maryam
was one of the Èujjats, and therefore,
she is the example of the rank of Èujjat.

227
Tamaththala
(3)

He took the form, he appeared:
By the Perfect Man (basharun sawiyy)
is meant the ibdÀcÄ body which is
astonishingly miraculous. Another name
of it is mubdac. He is indeed a great
angel as well as the advanced
personality of the mu'min himself. In
other words, he is the perfect intellect,
the holy spirit and the subtle body.

228
TamshÆna
(1)

You walk or will walk:
O my dears! Try to grasp the Qur'Ànic
wisdoms with appreciation and gratitude
and in connection with the verses of
light, also study verse (57:28) carefully:
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"O you who believe, fear Allah and
believe in His messenger. He will give
you twice as much of His mercy and
will appoint for you a light wherein you
shall walk and He will forgive you."

229
TamshÆna
(2)

You walk or will walk:
Think about these wisdom-filled words:
"And He will appoint for you a light
wherein you shall walk". Does this light
not mean the Imam of the time? Indeed,
by this light is meant the Imam of the
time. The first condition of attachment
to the Imam of the time is to fear God
and duly believe in His messenger, who
has brought the Qur’Àn. Thus, it is clear
that it is God Himself who has
appointed the Imam from the progeny of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.) as the light of
guidance after the cessation of
Prophethood.

230
TamshÆna
(3)

You walk or will walk in the
illumination of the light of
guidance:
The straight path cannot be a straight
path of this world. It is the living light
of guidance, which is the personality of
the Imam of the time, the light revealed
by God (5:15). God guides to His light
whomsoever He wills (24:35).
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231
TannÆr

Oven:
In verse (11:40) God says: "And the
oven gushed forth." That is, the dhikr or
remembrance of ism-i acÎam became
fast and automatic and the flood of
spirituality started. Thus, by the tannÆr
is meant the remembrance of ism-i
acÎam.

232
Tawbah
(1)

To return:
Tawbah has many meanings and the
final and most exalted one is to return to
Allah and annihilation in Allah, as is
clear from the wisdom-filled verse
(2:54): "So return to (the presence of)
your Creator and slay your souls." That
is, the successful return to God is to die
spiritually before the physical death.
And this is the annihilation in God.

233
Tawbah
(2)

Return to God:
In verse (9:104) God says: "Indeed,
Allah is He Who accepts repentance
from His servants and takes ÊadaqÀt."
That is, Allah accepts the tawbah of His
chosen servants at the rank of Intellect
and the sign of this is that there He takes
the ÊadaqÀt of pearls.
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234
Tawbah
(3)

Reaching the destination of
annihilation:
In verse (66:5) tawbah is mentioned
following the mention of exalted
attributes such as islÀm (submission),
ÄmÀn (faith) and obedience. Here
tawbah implies reaching the destination
of annihilation. By studying the verse
carefully you can come to know that
tawbah here does not mean the one
which is made after committing a sin.

235
Tawbah
(4)

Weeping in Divine love:
In verse (2:222) God says: "Verily,
Allah loves those who do tawbah often
and loves those who clean themselves."
External
tawbah
and
physical
cleanliness alone cannot be sufficient
for the friendship of God unless there is
tawbah (return to God) with ardent love
and recognition and complete purity of
soul and intellect.

236
Tawakkul
(1)

To rely, trust in, to make
someone one's wakÄl (agent):
When you say “I trust in God” in your
heart, this is only an intention; when
you say this with your tongue, this is
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merely an expression until you traverse
many stages of faith, knowledge and
good deeds. This is because tawakkul is
a practical reality in which one observes
with the inner eye how God is actually
acting as one's wakÄl (agent).

237
Tawakkul
(2)

To rely, trust in, to make
someone one’s wakÄl (agent):
O my dears! There is profound wisdom
hidden in the meanings of the words of
the Qur'Àn. They are like a ladder up to
the sacred Sanctuary (ÈaÎirÀtu'l-qudus).
God willing, when you recognise this
wisdom, there will be a revolution in
your understanding of the Qur'Àn. Thus,
true tawwakul means that God actually
becomes your wakÄl and your free-will
comes to an end or is left only in name.
This pleasant state can at least be
observed during the spiritual revolution,
so that the recognition of the Prophets
and awliyÀ' may be attained.
The subject of tawakkul is really
magnificent in the wise Qur’Àn and is
spread over seventy places. Study it
carefully, God willing, you will have
ta'yÄd.
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238
TahwÄ

To yearn:
It is said in verse (14:37): "Therefore,
make the hearts of some of the people
yearn towards them." That is, cast in
their hearts the love for the progeny of
IbrÀhÄm (a.s.) and the progeny of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.).
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239
ThÀbit

Firm:
It is said in verse (14:24): "Its root is
firm and its branch is in the heaven."
That is, the root of the tree of Imamat,
which is the holy Prophet, is very firm,
and its branch is in the higher world,
where the sweet fruit of the knowledge
and wisdom of the Imam of the time is
prepared.

240
ThucbÀn

Serpent:
"Then he (MÆsÀ) flung down his staff
and lo! it was a manifest serpent." (7:17;
26:32). For the Perfect Men the supreme
Name or ism-i acÎam of God is the
miracle of the staff of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ.
Thus, there are many examples of how
the supreme Name turns into a serpent
in the personal world: (i) When the
spiritual revolution takes place the
personal world or microcosm becomes
like a serpent and devours the
macrocosm. (ii) In the spiritual battle
between the truth and falsehood the
successful dhikr of ism-i acÎam works
like the staff of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ. (iii)
Perfect intellect and profound wisdom
are like a serpent which swallows the
countless arguments of false religions.
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241
ThiqÀl

Heavy:
It is said in verse (13:12): "He it is Who
shows you the lightning to frighten and
give hope, and He creates heavy cloud."
This address of God is to cÀrifs and
kÀmils who are the representatives of
the people of faith. They have the
honour of having open luminous vision
(ÎÀhirÄ nurÀnÄ dÄdÀr), which is like
lightning. The sages have called this
manifestation mubdic and mubdac and,
in reality, this is the manifestation of the
name "aÎ-ÎÀhir", because this holy
name is not only for utterance, but it
also has an actual and real
manifestation.

242
Thaqalayn
(1)

Two weighty things:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "I am going to
leave among you two important
(weighty) things, of which one is greater
than the other: the Book of Allah, which
is a rope extended from the heaven to
the earth, one end of which is with Allah
and the other is in your hands. Thus
hold it firmly and also my ciÌrat
(progeny)”. (Muslim,
IV, 1873;
Kawkab, p. 171; SharÈ, X, 479-80).
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243
Thaqalayn
(2)

Two weighty things:
A ÇadÄth says: "I have left behind two
important things among you, one of the
two is greater than the other, as a rope
which is linked from heaven to the
earth, the Book of Allah and the other
my ciÌrat, my ahl-i bayt. They will never
separate from one another until they
come to me at the pond of Kawthar."
(SharÈ, X, 481).

244
Thaqalayn
(3)

Two weighty things:
The most authentic and clear statement
about ciÌrat is that they are the close
relatives of a person, such as his
children, grand-children and cousins.
Thus, the ciÌrat of the Prophet are:
children, i.e. FÀÌimah, grand-children,
i.e. Çasan and Çusayn and cousin
brother, i.e. cAlÄ bin Abi ËÀlib (s.a.)
(Ibid, X, 480)

245
ThalÀthah

Three:
See verses (56:1-11): "... And you will
be three groups: those of the right hand,
how (happy) will be those of the right
hand! And (then) those of the left hand,
how (miserable) will be those of the left
hand! And the foremost in the race, are
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the foremost in the race: Those are they
who are brought near (to Allah)." All
such necessary events are observed and
experienced in the personal world,
which is the path of spirituality and the
journey of recognition. The ultimate
destination of this blessed and sacred
journey is in the forehead of the sÀlik.

246
Thamma

There:
In the wisdom-filled words of verse
(2:115) God says: "And wherever you
turn, there is the face of Allah." From
this Qur'Ànic law it is evident that
although God is beyond and free from
spatial and non-spatial worlds, yet by
His omnipotence He is present
everywhere. And what a clear and
blessed allusion there is that He truly
dwells in the heart of His servants too.
This is the reason that one's own
recognition is considered necessary and
essential (for the sake of the recognition
of God), so that by offering the sacrifice
of dying before (physical) death, the
hidden treasure of His vision and
recognition may be attained. (see Wajh
c
Aliyy).

247
ThamÀniyah

Eight:
It is said in verse (69:17): "And that day
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eight will bear the Throne (carsh) of
your Lord." Here by the Throne is
meant the light of intellect (nÆr-i caql),
which is in the blessed forehead of the
seven Imams of ahl-i bayt, and
whenever a mu'min man or woman
becomes annihilated in the Imam of the
time through personal resurrection, then
he or she also becomes the bearer of the
light of the Throne, that is, the light of
intellect (57:12, 19; 66:8).

248
ThamarÀt
(1)

Fruits:
It is said in verse (16:67): "And in the
fruits of the date-palms and the vines,
from which you obtain inebriating
drinks and goodly nourishment: Verily
in this is a sign for the people who
understand." These two kinds of trees
which are mentioned in this verse are
examples of the Prophets and Imams,
and the wine of (true) love is obtained
from the fruits of their recognition. This
is because God has made the inner
elegance and beauty and perfection of
the light of Prophethood and the light of
Imamat the means of true love.

249
ThamarÀt
(2)
132

Fruits:
It is mentioned in verse (16:11): "He
grows with it (water) crops for you, and
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the olive and the date-palm, and grapes
and all kinds of fruit. Verily, in this is a
sign for those who reflect." This is an
example of the prosperity of the
personal world from the water of
spiritual rain, and the manifestation of
the Universal Intellect, the Universal
Soul, nÀÌiq and asÀs and the benefits of
other ÈudÆd.
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250
JÀhadÆ

They did jihÀd:
In verse (29:69) glad tidings is given to
those who do jihÀd against their carnal
soul in order to please God. The verse
is: "And We shall certainly guide those
who do jihÀd in Us (Our cause) to Our
paths. Verily Allah is with those who do
good." In this Divine teaching there is
an allusion to the paths of sharÄcat,
ÌarÄqat, ÈaqÄqat and macrifat, the
guidance of which is conditional on
doing major jihÀd.

251
Jadd

IsrÀfÄl, angel of love:
Verse (72:3) says: "Exalted is Jadd
(Glory) of our Lord; He has taken
neither a wife nor a son." Jadd is the
angel IsrÀfÄl. When he blows his ÊÆr, a
great glory of God appears. Indeed, he is
the angel of Divine love.

252
JalÄs
(1)

136

Companion:
A sacred ÇadÄth says: "I am the
companion of he who remembers Me."
God's mercy and blessing are in degrees
until one attains His holy vision and
what is mentioned in verse (4:87): "Who
is more true in statement than Allah?"
becomes clear to him.
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253
JalÄs
(2)

Companion:
ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ said: "O my Lord! Are you
close so that I may whisper to you? Or
are you remote so that I may call to
You? He was told: O MÆsÀ! I am the
companion of the one who remembers
Me." (al-Mucjam, p. 257).

254
Jumica

Is gathered:
It is said in verses (75:6-9): "He asks:
When will the day of resurrection be?
So when the eyes will be dazzled, and
the moon will be eclipsed and the sun
and the moon will be united."
Resurrection happens to a sÀlik
(traveller on the path of spirituality)
when his eyes are dazzled by the initial
light. Due to the severity of the event of
resurrection,
he
cannot
impart
knowledge and in this state, he becomes
annihilated in the Imam.

255
Jinn
(1)

Subtle creatures, invisible
creatures:
Jinn is mentioned in many verses of the
wise Qur’Àn. Its Persian translation is
"parÄ". It is a collective noun, the
masculine singular of which is "jinnÄ"
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and the feminine singular is "jinniyyah".
(see al-Munjid; "Coolness of the eye",
Appendix).

256
Jinn
(2)

Subtle creatures, invisible
creatures:
Study the sÆrah of Jinn (72) carefully.
“A group of jinn believed in the Qur'Àn”
(72:2). In verse (72:6) "men from jinn"
are mentioned. This shows that there are
also women amongst jinn.

257
JanÀÈ

Wing, name, remembrance of
God by which every subtle
creature flies:
The holy Prophet has said: "Last night I
entered paradise and there was Jacfar
flying with angels and there was
Çamzah reclining on a throne." The
Prophet also said: "I saw Jacfar bin AbÄ
TÀlib as an angel flying with angels with
two wings." (al-Mustadrak, III, 231). It
is the subtle body which is an angel as
well as a throne and the two wings are
two beautiful names for remembrance,
because the angels fly by the beautiful
names.
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258
Jannah

Paradise:
The following ÇadÄth is reported by
MawlÀ cAlÄ: "There will be a bazaar in
paradise in which there will be no
buying and selling. There will only be
the pictures of men and women.
Whenever a person likes a picture, he
enters it (i.e. becomes like that person)”.
(TirmidhÄ, IV, 686). This ÇadÄth
contains extremely amazing wisdoms.

259
JÄrÀn AllÀh
(1)

The neighbours of Allah:
It is mentioned in verse (10:25): "And
Allah calls (you) to the abode of peace."
In the light of this verse, the importance
of the abode of peace (dÀru's-salÀm)
increases among the other paradises.
And it is mentioned in a ÇadÄth: "Enter
paradise, you are neighbours of God in
dÀru's-salÀm." (DacÀ’im, II, 325). There
is extremely amazing wisdom in this
ÇadÄth. Nothing is impossible for
Almighty God, and therefore, those
mu'mins who have attained the rank of
the truth of certainty are the neighbours
of God.

260
JÄrÀn AllÀh
(2)

The neighbours of Allah:
Verse (66:11) says: "When (the wife of
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Pharoah) said: O my Lord, build for me
a house near You in paradise." The
ta'wÄl of this verse is that she was
yearning for the rank of annihilation in
God and the truth of certainty, so that
she may be among the neighbours of
God.
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261
al-Çubbu li'llÀh

Love for God:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "al-Èubbu li'llÀhi
wa'l-bughÐu li'llÀhi”. That is, love
should be for the sake of God and
hatred, too, should be for the sake of
God.

262
ÇibÀl (sing. Èabl)

Ropes:
In verse (20:66) there is the mention of
“their ropes” (Pharoah's magicians).
They mean the stories which were
narrated in proof of the claim of the
Pharoah.

263
Çubuk (sing. Èabikah, Ways:
ÈibÀk)
"By the heaven with paths." (51:7). By
this wisdom-filled heaven is meant the
Imam of the time, because it is his
sacred light from which the paths of
peace are made and he himself is the
Guide of these paths as well (5:15-16).

264
Çabl AllÀh
(1)

Rope of Allah, Imam of the
time:
God has sent the rope of His holy light
from the higher world to the inhabitants
of the lower world for the purpose that
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they may all together hold it fast so that
they may be lifted to the higher world
(3:103). Externally the luminous rope of
Allah is the holy personality of the
Imam of the time and internally it is his
ever-reaching light. The holy light of the
Imam of the time comes to you specially
through the ism-i acÎam (the supreme
Name). Thus the Imam within (bÀÌin)
you is the rope of Allah in the position
of the ism-i acÎam, to which you have to
hold fast in such a way that all faculties
of the heart and the mind are turned
towards and centred upon it.

265
Çabl AllÀh
(2)

The luminous rope of Allah, the
Imam of the time:
In the time of Prophethood, the holy
Prophet himself was the rope of Allah.
He was both the speaking Qur'Àn and
embodied Islam. After him the true
Imams from his progeny were the rope
of Allah in their respective times and
today this most exalted position is
indeed held by the Imam of the time.
Praise belongs to Allah!

266
Çabl al-warÄd
(1)

Jugular vein, the vein which
goes from the heart to the brain:
Verse (50:16) says: "And indeed We
created man and We know what his soul
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whispers to him and We are nearer to
him than his jugular vein”. If God is so
near to the "I" of His servant, then every
mu'min is annihilated in Him
potentially. Now, in order to be actually
annihilated in Him he has to eradicate
insinuation (waswasah) and the carnal
soul once and for all. This special work
can be accomplished through fanÀ' fi'limÀm (annihilation in the Imam) and
fanÀ' fi'r-rasÆl (annihilation in the
Prophet).

267
Çabl al-warÄd
(2)

Jugular vein, the vein which
goes from the heart to the brain:
O my dears! You should be sure that the
above-mentioned fanÀ' (annihilation) is
the chain of resurrection and spirituality
and in it are hidden the great secrets of
the holy vision and the treasure of
recognition. Thus, those who are
yearning to be annihilated through true
obedience, abundant dhikr, knowledge
and heavenly love, are very fortunate.
God, Who is the Causer of causes, will
create a cause for them and one day they
will be successful in their struggle and
be happy.

268
al-Çajj al-akbar
(1)
144

Greater Èajj:
The greater Èajj is mentioned in verse
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(9:3), which is the inner, spiritual and
intellectual Èajj and its symbol is the
external Èajj. Greater is a comparative
attribute which cannot be possible
without a smaller Èajj. Thus the
consummate wisdom lies in the fact that
God should have two houses, one as a
parable or symbol (mithÀl) and the other
as reality (mamthÆl), so that the people
of wisdom may be aware of parables
and their realities and recognitions.

269
al-Çajj al-akbar
(2)

Esoteric Èajj:
The external house (the Kacbah) of God,
Who is One and Independent from
everything and Who is above space and
non-space, is a sign or symbol of His
inner house "al-Èayy" (Everliving), who
is the reality or meaning. It is His living
house who is both His maÎhar (locus of
manifestation) and mirror, and who
possesses the hidden treasure of His
unique recognition.

270
al-Çajj al-akbar
(3)

Spiritual Èajj:
The inner house of God is al-baytu'lmacmÆr (the Prosperous House) (52:4),
which is the luminous rank of the Imam
of the time, and in which is hidden the
treasure of Divine knowledge, because
by baytu'l-macmÆr is meant that house
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of God which is prosperous with
spiritual and intellectual blessings. For
the ta'wÄl of the Èajj of the Kacbah and
baytu'l-macmÆr, see Wajh, pp. 262-66.

271
al-Çajj al-akbar
(4)

Intellectual Èajj:
Baytu'l-macmÆr is the qiblah of angels.
Seventy thousand angels come daily to
visit it, after which they return and
cannot come again. This is an indication
of the fact that the luminous
manifestation of the exalted Imam in
every personal world is its baytu'lmacmÆr, to visit which come seventy
thousand great angels. (DacÀ’im, II,
292).

272
Çujjah

Argument, proof:
It is mentioned in verse (4:165): "Lest
the people may have an argument
against Allah after (the coming of) the
Messengers."
This
wisdom-filled
allusion means that after every Prophet
his waÊÄ (legatee) and the Imam of the
time are also appointed by God. Only
then can it be understood that there
cannot be any argument of the people
against Allah. That is, on the Day of
Resurrection, they will not be able to
say that in their time God had not
appointed a living and present guide.
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273
al-Çajar al-aswad

Black Stone:
It is reported in a ÇadÄth: "The Black
Stone is the yamÄn of God in His earth."
(LughÀt, YÀ', p. 69). YamÄn means
strength, power, bliss, blessing, right
hand, oath. The ta'wÄl of the Black
Stone is the asÀs, who with all his
sublime meanings, is present in the form
of the Imam of the time. (Wajh, p. 265).

274
ÇadÄd
(1)

Iron, sharp, keen:
It is said in verse (57:25): "And We sent
down iron by which there is vehement
war, as well as many benefits for
mankind." That is, the spirituality of the
Imam is that iron of knowledge from
which the arms for the vehement
spiritual war of resurrection are made,
so that by this there may be the victory
and eminence of Islam on the one hand
and on the other, people may be made to
enter paradise willingly or unwillingly,
where there are bounties only.

275
ÇadÄd
(2)

Iron, sharp, keen:
Cold iron is very hard and nothing can
be made from it, but God made it supple
like kneaded flour for ÇaÐrat Imam
DÀwÆd (34:10). This is a clear proof
147
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that God has granted the Imam the
miracle of spirituality.

276
ÇadÄd
(3)

Iron, sharp, keen:
Verses (21:80; 34:11) show that the
coats of mail were made from this
miracle of iron of ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd. The
ta'wÄl of this is that paradisiacal attires
are created from the spirituality of the
Imam of the time, as is said in verse
(21:80): "Will you then be grateful (for
this unique bounty)?" These coats of
mail are also the same sarÀbÄl (sing.
sirbÀl, garments) which the kÀmils wear
during the spiritual war (16:81).

277
Çaram
(1)

148

Sanctuary:
It is said in verse (28:57): "Have We not
established for them a safe sanctuary to
which are brought fruits of everything
as a sustenance from Us?" O my dears!
A very great wisdom is hidden in this
verse, because the fruits of everything
do not exist in the physical world, they
are found only in the spiritual state, to
the extent that even things like stone are
not without fruit in spirituality and
intellectuality.
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278
Çaram
(2)

Inner sanctuary, spiritual
sanctuary, intellectual
sanctuary:
O my dears! External Èaram or
sanctuary is an example (mithÀl) and the
internal one is its meaning or object
(mamthÆl). The internal Èaram is
spiritual and eventually also becomes
intellectual. This is the luminous status
of the Imam of the time. These fruits are
such that when a sÀlik undergoes the
inner and spiritual resurrection, he is
surrounded by the world of particles.
These particles have many names, such
as arwÀÈ (souls), malÀ'ikah (angels),
YÀjÆj wa MÀjÆj (Gog and Magog),
junÆd (armies), nÀs (mankind), ÌÆfÀn
(deluge), habÀ' (motes), thamarÀt
(fruits), etc. Thus, these particles
together with many other examples are
spiritual fruits also, which are drawn to
the spiritual sanctuary.

279
Çaram
(3)

Inner sanctuary:
"Fruits of everything" mean that
everything has a spiritual fruit and an
intellectual fruit. This becomes known
after the spiritual revolution (personal
resurrection). After this experience, is
granted the light and it becomes evident
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that there is the explanation of
everything in the Qur'Àn. Reflect upon
verse (31:16) where there is an allusion
of presenting the particle of soul from
everything, including stones, heaven
and earth. Study carefully verse (2:74)
and tell me which are the stones from
which streams gush forth? The correct
answer is that this is spiritual water.
According to verse (40:7) everything is
encompassed by mercy and knowledge.
It should be noted that in mercy there
are spiritual bounties and in knowledge,
there are intellectual bounties. Thus,
there are two kinds of fruits in
everything, spiritual and intellectual.

280
Çaram
(4)

Spiritual sanctuary, intellectual
sanctuary:
In the sense of "fruits of everything", all
the miracles of all the Prophets of the
Qur'Àn are centred in the inner
sanctuary, in which there are
innumerable wisdoms. In other words,
at this place God enfolds the inner
universe, due to which the past and the
future are included in the present and
the concept of azal and abad comes
before one. It is about this reality that in
verse (36:12), it is said: "And We have
encompassed everything in the manifest
Imam."
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281
Çaram
(5)

Inner sanctuary, where all inner
fruits gather:
The bounties of paradise are mentioned
mostly under the title of "fruits" in the
wise Qur’Àn. This however, does not
mean that they are worldly fruits, rather
they are spiritual and intellectual fruits,
because worldly foods have been
experienced in this world. In paradise,
one has to experience the delight of
spiritual and intellectual fruits. Thus, the
fruits of paradise are shown as glad
tidings in spirituality and personal
resurrection.

282
ÇisÀb

Reckoning, day of resurrection:
In verses (84:7-9), it is said: "Then he
who is given his record of deeds in his
right hand will have an easy reckoning,
and will return to his (believing) people
full of joy." This is the mention of a
representative resurrection in which the
sÀlik completes his mission and returns
to his people happily with the treasures
of knowledge and recognition. Study the
entire sÆrah carefully, because many
secrets of the knowledge of resurrection
are mentioned in it.
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283
Çushira

Were gathered together:
It is mentioned in verse (27:17): “And
there were gathered together to
SulaymÀn his armies of jinn and men
and birds, and they were arrayed in
order and ranks." In this are mentioned
the armies of (spiritual) particles, which
appear as a result of the individual
resurrection in order to do spiritual
jihÀd.

284
ÇasharnÀ

We gathered:
It is mentioned in verse (6:111): "And
had We sent down to them the angels
and had the dead spoken to them, and
(even) if had We gathered all things
before their eyes, (even then) they
would not believe unless Allah so
wills." These are among the great
miracles of spirituality.

285
Çikmah
(1)

152

Special knowledge, wisdom:
The word "Èikmat" is apparently
mentioned in the wise Qur’Àn only
twenty times, but internally this entire
blessed Book is nothing but wisdom
from beginning to end. There cannot be
any room for any kind of doubt in
saying so, because it is the holy and
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wisdom-filled speech of God, the Allknowing, the All-wise, and in addition,
one of its names is the Wise (ÈakÄm)
(36:2). Therefore, those who pay
attention to Qur'Ànic wisdom are very
fortunate.

286
Çikmah
(2)

Special knowledge, wisdom:
Çikmat or wisdom is that supreme thing
which, if granted to someone by God,
automatically brings abundant good to
him, which is attached to it. (2:269)

287
Çikmah
(3)

Special knowledge, wisdom:
Wisdom comes to the heart and mind of
a mu'min from the teaching of that
Divine teacher whom God and the
Prophet have appointed, and who is
from the progeny of MuÈammad (s.a.s.)
and is the Imam of the time. The Book
of God has never been alone in any
cycle, nor is it alone now. See verse
(4:54) regarding the progeny of IbrÀhÄm
(a.s.), which is also about the progeny of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.).

288
Çikmah
(4)

Special knowledge, wisdom:
God granted wisdom to ÇaÐrat LuqmÀn
so that he may be grateful (31:12). O my
dears! You should never think that God
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commands (His servants) to be grateful
without granting (them) the inner
treasures. It is never so, rather the fact is
that there is (an allusion to) the
abundant spiritual and intellectual
bounties in the background of the
mention of gratitude and wisdom.

289
Çikmah
(5)

Special knowledge, wisdom:
The way Èikmat is defined by different
scholars is more or less the same.
According to us, the fundamental
Èikmat is the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn and the
same is also the spiritual aspect of
material science, as there is a link
between the signs of the external world
and the internal world (41:53). Thus, if
today these external signs are known as
material science, why should the
internal signs, like them, not be referred
to as spiritual science, so that by this
appropriate way of expression, the
importance of science may further
increase and religion and science may
come very close to one another.

290
Çikmah
(6)

154

Special knowledge, wisdom:
Study verses (2:122-129) carefully,
particularly verses 124, 128 and 129,
because in these verses is mentioned the
imamat of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm and the chain
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of his offspring. The manifestation of
the holy Prophet in the community of
the noble Imams is also prayed for, so
that he may recite the verses (ÀyÀt) of
God to them and purify them by
teaching the Book and wisdom.

291
ÇakÄm

Possessor of wisdom, Qur'Ànic
name of Imam cAlÄ:
ÇaÐrat cAlÄ (a.s.) has said: "My name in
the Qur'Àn is ÈakÄm, in the Torah kull,
in the Gospel Èatm, in the Psalms bushr,
and in the ÉuÈuf (scrolls) of IbrÀhÄm
awwal and Àkhir and I am eternal in the
world, seer in the heaven and knower of
what is in the earths." (SarÀ’ir, p. 117)

292
ÇimÀr

Donkey:
It is said in verse (62:5): "The similitude
of those who have been loaded with (the
knowledge and action of) the Torah
which they did not carry (out), is that of
a donkey which carries a load of books.
How wretched is the similitude of the
people who belie the signs of Allah!
Allah does not guide the people who are
unjust." Here, lack of intellect is
condemned more than lack of action,
because a donkey can carry a heavy load
of books, but it does not have the
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intellect to understand the exoteric and
esoteric value of its load.

293
Çamalat al-Qur'Àn

Bearers of the Qur'Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The bearers of
the Qur'Àn are the cÀrifs of the people of
paradise." That is, those who are bearers
of the Qur’Àn’s spirit, spirituality and
recognition, are the cÀrifs of the people
of paradise. The people of paradise will
acquire the knowledge of the secrets of
recognition from them. (DacÀ'im, I,
343).

294
ÇÆt
(1)

Fish:
Souls are like the big and small fish of
the ocean of spirituality. So long as the
fish of soul is imprisoned in the body, it
is dead or half dead, but when the sÀlik
establishes a link with the ocean of
spirituality, the soul revives and enters
its ocean. Study verse (18:63) carefully.

295
ÇÆt
(2)

156

Fish:
It is an event of ÇaÐrat YÆnus’ spiritual
journey that he was swallowed up by a
very great spiritual fish. It was a great
trial. In such a state with what humility
one should have recourse to God is
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mentioned in the practical example of
ÇaÐrat YÆnus in verse (21:87).

296
ÇÆr (sing. ÈawrÀ')
(1)

Women of paradise:
The word ÈÆr is mentioned in four
places in the holy Qur’Àn. Among the
ÈÆr some are parables (mithÀl) and
some are their meaning and reality
(mamthÆl). Those which are mamthÆl
are in the intellectual paradise beyond
the many ranks of paradise of the subtle
body and many ranks of the spiritual
paradise. They are neither in the dense
body nor in the subtle body, nor even in
spiritual existence. They only have an
intellectual existence and live in the
tents of the sacred Sanctuary. They are
the secrets of knowledge and
recognition and the pearls of the
treasure of wisdom.

297
ÇÆr
(2)

Women of paradise:
Here we record some of the discoveries
which we have obtained from spiritual
research and the study of the Qur'Àn, so
that they may be useful for the people of
the future, such as the intellectual ÈÆr
which are the supreme or the most
superb ÈÆr, and then the spiritual ones
who are spiritual subtleties (laÌÀ’if) and
luminous immaterial forms (Êuwar-i
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mujarradah). These are among the
bounties which are created for the
pleasure of the eyes. Yet, there is
nothing which is without the allusion of
knowledge and wisdom. Below them
are ÈÆr in subtle body in different ranks.
If I say that they are in reality the
women of the nation of jinn, you may be
very surprised. Thus, in other words,
they are the women of the nation of parÄ
(jinn). Alas! if you had duly recognised
jinn and parÄ, your own recognition
would have been very easy!

298
ÇÆr
(3)

Subtle women:
In verses (56:35-37) there is an allusion
to the great secret that God gives man a
subtle body after the dense one, such as:
"We created them (first in this world)",
then "We made them virgins (in
paradisiacal subtle body)", "beloved and
equal in age". Equal in age in the sense
that their azalÄ creation from the Single
Soul and their transformation from the
dense into the subtle body
is
simultaneous (31:28).

299
ÇÆr
(4)

158

ParÄs of paradise:
It is reported from MawlÀ cAlÄ that the
holy Prophet said: "And every mu’min
man (in whatever way he dies) becomes
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a martyr (shahÄd) and every mu’minah
(believing woman) becomes a ÈawrÀ'
(in the astral body, in whatever way she
dies)." (DacÀ'im, I, 217-18). This
universal law shows that the women of
paradise, i.e. the ÈÆr, are first created in
this world, because the law of creation
is the same for both man and woman.

300
ÇÆr
(5)

Women of paradise in the subtle
body:
See verses (55:72-74): "ÇÆr cloistered
in pavilions, then which of the bounties
of your Lord will both of you belie?
Whom neither man nor jinn have
touched before them." The first wisdom
of this Divine teaching is that the wise
Qur’Àn addresses the Muslims of every
age. Thus every promise of God is also
for the believers of all ages, such as in
verse (48:20): "Allah has promised you
many gains that you would take."
It should be known that every promise
of God is conditional on obedience and
knowledge and good deed. Thus the
minor resurrection of every successful
personal world is the major jihÀd and
universal victory of the religion of
Islam. This victory is spiritual and
related to the hereafter. In the gains of
this unprecedented victory are included
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the ÈÆr and the ghilmÀn of paradise as
well.

301
ÇÆr
(6)

ÇÆr in celestial bodies:
The second wisdom is that by the grace
of God, every woman is transformed
into a virgin when she, leaving the
dense body enters paradise in an astral
body and attains those attributes which
have been mentioned in the above.

302
ÇÆr
(7)

160

Intellectual ÈÆr of Paradise:
The third wisdom is that the intellectual
ÈÆr are the hidden secrets of elegance
and beauty of both the worlds. They are
hidden in the azalÄ pavilions and nobody
from man or jinn has touched them
before their paradisiacal husbands. That
is, these are the hidden secrets of the
sacred Sanctuary of every personal
world. The ta'wÄl of ÈÆrun maqÊÆrÀt is
the precious gems of the secrets of the
universe, because the word "maqÊÆr" is
the past participle of "qaÊara" meaning
to make short, to abridge, implying that
in it is abridged the knowledge and
wisdom of the universe in terse
symbols. Examples: aqÊarahu – shorten,
cut short, to reduce the length;
taqÀÊara'Î-Îillu - to contract, shrink,
become smaller, dwindling of the
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shadow; al-aÈÀdÄthu'l-qiÊÀr - terse and
succinct utterances.

303
ÇÆr
(8)

ParÄs of paradise:
It is mentioned in verse (2:25): "And
they will have purified wives in them."
That is, they will be pure physically,
spiritually and intellectually by being
transferred from the dense body to the
subtle (paradises), because "purified
(muÌahharah)" is a past participle which
means that the act of the purification of
God or His angels has been applied to
them in the hereafter. Thus it is true to
say that the ÈÆr of paradise will be
absolutely pure. That is, in the subtle
body they will be like the flame of a
candle, in spiritual progress like angels
and their intellectual purity will be such
that they will take the hidden Book in
their hand, and their fortunate husbands
will also have the same attributes. This
is what the allusion of wisdom says.

304
ÇÆr
(9)

Women of paradise:
It is mentioned in verse (44:54): "And
We shall wed them with ÈÆr with wide,
lovely eyes." Here in the example of the
beauty of the physical eyes there is the
praise of the inner or spiritual eye.
Therefore, it is certain that they are the
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ÈÆr of the rank of intellect which have
already been mentioned. Question:
People are right to ask: Is there a system
of procreation in paradise? If yes, how?
The answer is that paradise is the place
where every bounty is available and
since the happiness of children is a great
bounty, then why should it not be there?
But it is true that it is the world of
command, therefore everything appears
instantly from the word "Be".

305
Çayy

Alive, everliving:
It is said in a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ: "O the son
of ¿dam! I have created you for
eternity. I am everliving and I do not
die. Obey Me in what I have
commanded you and refrain from what I
have forbidden you. I will make you
everliving and you will never die. O son
of ¿dam! I am powerful that if I say to a
thing "Be!", it becomes; obey Me in
what I have commanded you and refrain
from what I have forbidden you so that I
may make you powerful that if you say
to a thing "Be!", it becomes." (RasÀ’il,
I, 298).

306
ÇayawÀn
(1)
162

Alive, life:
There is a Divine treasure of
fundamental wisdoms in verse (29:64),
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which is: "And verily the abode of the
hereafter is certainly alive, if they but
knew." For details, see Wajh, p. 41.

307
ÇayawÀn
(2)

Alive, life:
The clear and plain meaning of this
verse is that the entire hereafter is
living,
speaking
and
knowing.
Everything there speaks and purifies
God (from all attributes) (41:21; 17:44),
and nothing is without intellect, soul,
knowledge and wisdom. Truly speaking,
the abode of the hereafter is in the form
of a subtle man (insÀn-i latÄf), who, in
order to test the people, has many
hidden names in the wise Qur’Àn.

308
ÇayÀtan Ìayyibah

Pure life:
Whoever truly believes in God and does
good deeds, will be revived by Him in
the pure life (Holy Spirit) and enriched
with the wealth of the subtle body and
perfect intellect (16:97)
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309
Kharra

He fell:
Spiritually man has come to this world
from heaven, therefore his return and
abode is heaven, if he attains the
recognition of God. If he cannot attain
recognition, then this is shirk
(association with God). This is
tantamount to falling from the heights of
the heaven (purport of verse 22:31).
Read verses (22:26-33) carefully.

310
Khardal

Mustard, mustard seeds:
It is said in verse (31:16): "O my son,
verily, though it be equal to a mustard
seed in weight, and though it be in a
rock, or in the heavens, or in the earth,
Allah will bring it forth. Verily, Allah is
subtle and aware." In this verse it is
alluded that soul exists even in things
like stone.

311
KhazÀ'in (sing.
khazÄnah)
(1)

166

Treasures:
There is nothing which does not come
from the Divine treasures, whether it is
the inventions of material science or the
discoveries of spiritual science. If there
are extremely great and inexhaustible
treasures of God, the pure and crystal
clear river of their countless blessings
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has to flow forever to the people of the
world (15:21).

312
KhazÀ'in
(2)

Treasures, treasures of God:
Question: Where in the wise Qur’Àn are
the treasures of God mentioned?
Answer: They are mentioned in verse
(15:21).
Question: What are the things contained
in these treasures?
Answer: They contain everything, i.e.
every bounty.
Question: How can the chosen things of
the treasures of God be obtained?
Answer: They can be obtained through
obedience, knowledge and recognition.
Question: What is the supreme bounty
amongst these bounties?
Answer: The supreme bounty is the
vision of God in whom you have to
annihilate yourself, so that you may find
yourself alive in Him in azalÄ and abadÄ
state.
Question: Where are the treasures of
God?
Answer: They are in the personal world.
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Question: Who guides the people to the
treasures of God?
Answer: The manifest Imam, i.e. the
Imam of the time.

313
KhazÀ'in
(3)

Treasures, treasures of God:
It is necessary to reflect upon verse
(15:21) again and again, because by
doing so can be discovered the secrets
of the recognition of Divine treasures
from it. These Divine treasures are
indeed the Universal Intellect, the
Universal Soul, nÀÌiq, asÀs and Imam,
and they are full of the precious gems of
lÀhÆt (the world of divinity), jabarÆt
(the world of Divine attributes) and
malakÆt (the world of angels).

314
KhazÀ'in
(4)

168

Treasures, treasures of God:
O my dears! Never forget the pleasant
point that the chosen things of God are
the most noble and the most exalted. For
instance, the Divine Pen is not like a
worldly pen, without soul and intellect,
rather the Divine Pen and Tablet are two
great angels. Similarly, His treasures
too, are in the form of angels.
Furthermore, it should also be
remembered that there are two kinds of
angels, physical and spiritual. Thus,
God by His perfect power and profound
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wisdom, has created five such treasures
for the people of the heavens and the
earth, in reaching which there is no
obstacle of time and space.

315
KhazÀ'in
(5)

The treasures of God which are
in the form of great angels:
One of the examples of how the Divine
treasures, which are the great angels,
work can be found in verse (33:43): "He
it is Who sends blessing on you and His
angels also, that He may bring you forth
from darknesses into light." The
meaning of "sending of blessings by
God" is that He only commands, but the
duty of sending is accomplished by the
great angels who have the status of
being His treasures, whether it is
blessing (ÊalÀh) or anything else. It
should be noted that the command is
higher than the action, thus the action is
subordinate to the command. Therefore,
it is the glory of God that He does not
work in order to accomplish any work,
He simply commands.

316
KhazÀ'in
(6)

Treasures of God:
Another example is that if Allah willed,
He Himself would have sent blessing
upon mu'mins, but He did not do so,
rather He commanded the supreme
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angel of the earth and His supreme
earthly treasure (nÀÌiq), i.e. the holy
Prophet: "And send upon them
blessings. Verily your blessing is a
source of (spiritual and intellectual)
peace for them." (9:103).

317
KhazÀ'in
(7)

Treasures of God:
It is said in verse (15:21): "And there is
not a thing but its treasures are with Us,
and We do not send it down but
according to known measure." It is a
crystal clear fact, rather, it is Divine law
that nothing is outside the Divine
treasures. Thus, science and its products
have come from the Divine treasures
according to the endeavour and
knowledge of the people. This shows
that spiritual science and material
science are the same thing in the higher
world.

318
KhazÀ’in al-arÐ

The treasures of the earth:
In verse (12:55) God says: "He (YÆsuf)
said: Set me over the treasures of the
earth. Verily, I am a protector and
knowing." That is, the mustawdac
(Entrusted) Imam YÆsuf said to the
mustaqarr (Permanent) Imam: Make me
the custodian of the treasures of the
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personal world so that they may be used
with protection and knowledge.

319
KhazÀ'in Rabbika

The treasures of your Lord:
In verse (52:37) God says: "Or do they
own the treasures of your Lord?" That
is, they do not own such treasures;
rather all His treasures are in the blessed
personal world of the ImÀm-i mubÄn in
whom
God
has
encompassed
everything. (36:12)

320
KhazÀ'inuhu

His (Allah's) treasures:
It is said in verse (15:21): "And there is
not a thing but its treasures are with
Us." These treasures of God are in the
holy Imam of the time, who is His
Treasure of treasures and who has His
special proximity.

321
Khalq

Creation:
In verse (7:54) God says: "Verily, His
are the creation and the command." The
creation means the lower world and the
command, the higher world.
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322
Khalq ar-RaÈmÀn
(1)

Creation of the Compassionate
God:
O my dear! In the unique kingdom of
God, on the one hand there are ranks
(darajÀt) and on the other, there is
equality (musÀwÀt). O dearer than my
own soul, may I be sacrificed for you!
You should also note that there are
ranks among people in this world and in
the next, but there is equality in azal and
abad. This equality has been termed by
the wise Qur’Àn as the “creation of the
Compassionate”, as it is said in verse
(67:3): "You do not see any difference
in the creation of the Compassionate
God." In order to make this concept
understandable, ÇaÐrat Imam SulÌÀn
MuÈammad ShÀh, ÊalawÀtu'llÀhi calayhi
wa salÀmuhu, has presented the concept
of Monoreality, which is the key to the
Treasure of treasures of knowledge and
recognition.

323
Khalq ar-RaÈmÀn
(2)

Creation of the Compassionate
God:
(i) The holy Qur’Àn is one, but from the
beginning to today, it has innumerable
copies. Yet, this holy heavenly Book is
the same book. This is an excellent
example, in the light of which a wise
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mu'min can understand the concept of
"Monoreality". (ii) Another example of
equality and monoreality is the blessed
personality of the Perfect Man,
innumerable copies of which are made,
so that the people of macrifat in paradise
may be both one and innumerable at the
same time. (iii) It is not wise to ignore
the examples of the marvels and
wonders of science. Take the example
of television: How many copies of a
single person's image and voice can be
made, and where, how far and how
many homes can they reach! There is
nothing without an allusion of wisdom.

324
Khalq jadÄd

A new creation:
It is said in verse (50:15): "Rather they
are in doubt about a new creation." That
is, they are unaware of the life of the
subtle body.

325
KhalÄl

Intimate friend:
According to Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq, God
made ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm His servant (cabd)
before making him a Prophet (nabiyy)
and made him a Prophet before making
him a Messenger (rasÆl) and made him
a Messenger before making him an
intimate friend (khalÄl) and made him an
intimate friend before making him
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Imam. (al-KÀfÄ, I, 329; al-MÄzÀn, I, 276;
see also Translation of the Qur’Àn, by
MaqbÆl AÈmad, p. 22).

326
Khayr

Opposite of evil, good, good
deed:
O my dear! In reality, the entire Qur'Àn
is an account of spiritual and intellectual
marvels and wonders. A magnificent
example of this is that during the
individual resurrection in the personal
world, after passing many stages, one
comes to the destination of Intellect
where the annihilation of the world is
observed. That is, God enfolds the
universe. In this state, let alone the
good, even the evil turns into the good
in the hand of God. This is an exegesis
and ta'wÄl of verse (3:26): "In your
hand is the good."

327
Khayr al-wÀrithÄn

The best of inheritors:
It is mentioned in verse (21:89): "You
are the best of inheritors." The wisdom
of this verse is that fortunate people
attain the rank of fanÀ’ fillÀh and baqÀ’
bi’llÀh. In this sense, Allah is their best
inheritor. Further, in reality, they are not
dead, they have in fact become eternally
alive (zindah-yi azal-u abad).
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328
Khiyarah

Choice:
It is said in verse (33:36): "And it is not
for a believing man and believing
woman to have any choice in their affair
when Allah and His Messenger have
decided a matter." The ta'wÄlÄ purport of
this verse is that in the personal world of
a believing man or believing woman,
when their spiritual progress reaches the
place of tawakkul and the word "Be",
then God, the real wakÄl limits the
choice of such a person to a great extent.
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329
DÀbbah
(1)

Whatsoever moves on the earth,
that which walks:
It is said in verse (27:82): "When the
word shall come to pass concerning
them, We shall bring forth a dÀbbah
from the earth who shall speak to them,
that (most of) the people did not believe
(with certainty) in Our signs." Although
it is a single living creature, it has
innumerable particles which will spread
in the entire universe. MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.)
has said: "I am the dÀbbatu'l-arÐ".
(Kawkab, p.199).

330
DÀbbah
(2)

That which creeps, that which
walks:
It is said in verse (6:38): "And there is
not an animal (that moves) on the earth,
nor a bird that flies with its two wings,
but they are communities like you. We
have not left out anything in the Book;
then in the presence of their Lord they
will be gathered." The ta'wÄlÄ wisdom of
this verse is as follows: In this external
world, although there are many
categories of living beings (man and
others), fundamentally they are divided
into two big groups. Some of them walk
on the earth and others fly in the air.
The same is the case in the world of
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particles. This is so that by these two
kinds of testimonies, we will come to
know that the people of all communities
in paradise will be in two categories.
Some of them will walk on the earth and
some may also be able to fly.

331
DÀbbah
(3)

That which walks, including
human beings:
It is said in verse (6:38): "We have not
left out anything in the Book." That is,
this reality becomes evident when the
Qur’Àn is studied in the illumination of
the "Revealed Light" (5:15), when the
light of the Imam of the time shines on
the book of the soul, when the book of
the universe is studied with the inner
eye, and in the speaking Book (light of
Imamat), when someone is granted the
recognition.

332
DÀbbah
(4)

Animal, including man:
It is said in verse (6:38): "Then in the
presence of their Lord they will be
gathered." The gathering (Èashr) of the
people of the world is first in the form
of particles in the world of particles,
which is in the Perfect Man. Then there
are examples of ranks (darajÀt). Then at
the rank of singularity (fardaniyyat), all
of them will be gathered in the form of
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the Single Soul. This means that the
people of paradise will first be in
different ranks, and will then gradually
enter the sacred Sanctuary and become
united only in One luminous body
(haykal-i nÆr). This is the ta’wÄl of
Èashr.

333
DÀbbah
(5)

That which walks:
It is said in verse (27:82): "And when
the word will come to pass concerning
them, We shall bring forth a dÀbbah
from the earth who will speak to them,
that (most of) the people did not believe
in Our signs." DÀbbatu'l-arÐ is one of
the hidden names of the exalted Imam,
as MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.) says: "I am the
dÀbbatu'l-arÐ". DÀbbatu'l-arÐ is among
the signs of resurrection. (Kawkab, p.
199). During the individual resurrection
there is the manifestation of countless
marvels and wonders of the light of
Imamat.

334
DÀbbah
(6)

The worm of the earth, Gog and
Magog, living particles:
The spiritual death of every Perfect Man
takes place long before the physical
death. With this starts the personal or
individual resurrection. Study verse
(34:14) in which there is the mention of
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dÀbbatu'l-arÐ, which in reality is the
name of Gog and Magog, who demolish
the personal world for the sake of its
reconstruction. Thus, these were the
living particles who were gnawing
ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn's staff (carnal soul) so
that the spiritual death may occur to
him.

335
DÀr al-Èikmah

House of wisdom:
It is reported by MawlÀ cAlÄ that the
Prophet said: "I am the house of wisdom
and cAlÄ is its door." (TirmidhÄ, V, 637,
MishkÀt, IV, 545). This ÇadÄth indicates
that it is through the cAlÄ of the time that
the treasures of the wisdom of the
Qur'Àn and the ÇadÄth can be obtained.

336
DiÈyat al-KalbÄ

Name of a companion:
The holy Prophet has said: "When you
see DiÈyatu'l-KalbÄ with me, he is
JibrÀ'Äl who comes in his image."
(SarÀ’ir, p. 81). This shows that pure
abstract angels are in the form of
mu'mins and it is the mu'mins who
through knowledge and cibÀdat become
angels.

337
DarajÀt (sing. darajah) Ranks, degrees:
(1)
In some of the books on ÉÆfism, the
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following ÇadÄth is mentioned: SharÄcat
is my words, ÌarÄqat is my actions,
ÈaqÄqat is my states and macrÄfat is my
secret.
O the light of my eyes! As you know,
there are many ranks with respect to
value and worth in minerals,
vegetatives, animals and human beings,
and similarly, there are many levels of
Qur'Ànic and Islamic teachings.

338
DarajÀt
(2)

Ranks, degrees:
Read verse (3:163): "They are (of
diverse) ranks with Allah, and Allah
sees what they do." That is, there are
many ranks of people due to the
difference in their
knowledge and
deeds.

339
DarajÀt
(3)

182

Ranks, degrees:
In verse (13:76) God says: "We raise in
ranks whom We please; and over every
possessor of knowledge is a possessor
of knowledge." That is, whomever
Allah pleases to raise in ranks, He
grants him success in knowledge and
good deeds. Thus, there come into being
many ranks of people. The ranks of
sharÄcat, ÌarÄqat, ÈaqÄqat and macrÄfat
are therefore true.
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340
Dahr
(1)

Time:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Do not abuse the
dahr, because I Myself am the dahr."

341
Dahr
(2)

Immovable time, azal, renewal
of azal:
It is said in the wisdom-filled verse
(76:1): (First translation): "Has a time
(ÈÄn) from immovable time (dahr)
passed over man when he was not
anything worth mentioning." (Second
translation): "Has there come the time of
the manifestation of azal (and the
destination of annihilation) when he was
not anything worth mentioning (i.e. he
had become completely annihilated in
God).
Man in the renewal of azal was (is and
will be) a unique reality without a name
and trace, i.e. absolutely annihilated and
lost in the world of oneness, because "a
thing not worth mentioning" has two
aspects, one negative and the other
positive. The negative is a veil and the
positive is the veiled. Thus, here is the
great secret of fanÀ' fi'llÀh (annihilation
in God). The renewal of the immovable
time takes place in the personal world at
the place of intellect (76:1).
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342
Dahr
(3)

Immovable time, azal and abad:
When a fortunate mu’min, on the
spiritual journey and inner progress of
his personal world, reaches the rank of
azal and becomes fanÀ' in God, he
attains the essential and supreme
recognition that his higher "I" is always
in the world of oneness (i.e.
Monoreality) without any beginning and
end. It is in this sense that it is called
"ÈÄnun mina'd-dahr”, i.e. a ÈÄn from the
dahr, or a time from the immovable
time. ÇÄn is related to the lower "I" and
dahr to the higher "I".

343
Dahr
(4)

184

Immovable time:
In more than one place in the wise
Qur’Àn, it is said that God has created
you from a Single Soul. In this there is
an allusion to spiritual parents, even
though the mention of the spiritual Eve
is after the Single Soul or separately.
Now, he who has to return to his origin,
i.e. he who wants to attain the final rank
of fanÀ' fi'llÀh and baqÀ' bi'llÀh, has to
be annihilated first in his spiritual
mother (Imam), then in his spiritual
father (the Prophet), because he has to
return to Him in the way he has come
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from Allah. Reflect carefully on verse
(6:95).

344
Dahr
(5)

Immovable time which is in the
world of command:
In verse (6:95) it is said: "And indeed
you came to Us one by one as We
created you at the first, and you have
left behind your backs what We
bestowed on you." The wisdom behind
this veil is: (i) In reality, the spiritual
birth and resurrection of the people is in
the spiritual birth and resurrection of the
kÀmils (31:28). (ii) Therefore, people
can go near God one by one by being
annihilated in the kÀmils of their own
time. (iii) It means to become
annihilated in God. (iv) After
annihilation, no trace of the human
being and humanity remains. (v) He
becomes a pure reality (ÈaqÄqat-i
mujarradah) by becoming the proof of
"He
was
not
anything
worth
mentioning" (76:1).

345
DayyÀr

Dweller, inhabitant:
And NÆÈ said: "O my Lord, do not
leave a single dweller from the
unbelievers on the earth." (26:71)
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Question: Is this effective prayer of
ÇaÐrat NÆÈ related to the external world
or the personal world?
Answer: The final dacwat-i Èaqq (i.e.
invitation to the truth) is related to the
personal world and the states of all
people are improved in it. Thus, the
main aim of this prayer is that the
people of the world may enter his
personal world and become muslims and
mu'mins and that disbelievers and
disbelief should become completely
extinct.

346
DÄn
(1)

186

Islam, true religion:
In verses (9:33; 48:28; 61:9) the holy
Qur’Àn says: "He it is Who sent His
Messenger with guidance and the
religion of truth, that He may make it
prevail over all religions." This Qur'Ànic
prophecy has two aspects, one exoteric
and the other, esoteric. The esoteric
aspect is that the true religion has
continued to prevail over all other
religions in the personal world and in
the individual resurrection of every
Perfect Man. This great spiritual event
took place, first of all, in the pure life of
the holy Prophet. Study the chapter
"Victory (48)" from an esoteric and
spiritual point of view.
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347
DÄn
(2)

The religion of God, the
personality of the holy Prophet:
In verses (110:1-2) God says: "When
Allah's help came and (spiritual) victory
(was attained), and you saw the people
entering the religion of God in troops.”
The resurrection which is mentioned in
the wise Qur’Àn has continued to take
place spiritually in the chain of the
Perfect Men from the time of ÇaÐrat
¿dam. Thus the great secrets of
resurrection were revealed to the holy
Prophet practically when the people of
the world, in the form of particles,
entered the religion of God (i.e. his
blessed personality) and he attained
universal victory.

348
DÄn
(3)

The True Religion:
There is the renewal of the sunnat (law)
of God in the personal world of every
Perfect Man (40:85). This is the
fundamental Divine law from which no
great event is excluded, for example the
creation of the earth and the heaven, the
renewal of paradise and hell, the
appearance of the great events of azal
and abad, the miracles of the covenant
of "Am I not? (alastu!)", the stories of
the Prophets of the Qur'Àn and others,
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states of resurrection and the prevailing
of the true religion over other religions.

349
DÄn AllÀh

Religion of God:
MawlÀ cAlÄ has said: "I am truly the
religion of God; ... I am truly the
(Universal) Soul of God, which no one
can say other than me and no claimant
can claim except a liar." (SarÀ'ir, p.117)
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350
Dha’n-NÆn

The one swallowed by the fish,
ÇaÐrat YÆnus:
Read verses (37:139-48). Fish has
several ta’wÄls and the final one is the
Universal Soul. Thus, this great fish
swallowed ÇaÐrat YÆnus and spewed
him out in the plain of the Universal
Intellect.

351
DhÀhib
(1)

190

Goer:
It is mentioned in verse (37:99): "And
he said: Verily, I am going to my Lord,
He will guide me." In this blessed verse
there is a great light and a great secret
unveiled for the people of knowledge.
That is, Islam is the religion of nature,
namely, it is the religion of progress
externally and internally. Therefore, it is
necessary to act upon the sharÄcat in the
true sense and then to reach tarÄqat,
ÈaqÄqat and the desired destination of
macrifat. Thus, this is the meaning in the
firm resolve of a great muwaÈÈid such
as ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm: “I am going to go to
my Lord.”
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352
DhÀhib
(2)

SÀlik (traveller) of the firm
religion:
It is extremely difficult, but not
impossible to reach the treasures of
recognition walking in the footsteps of
Prophets and Imams. This is why an
extremely important and most special,
wisdom-filled prayer is taught in the
essential and fundamental teachings of
Islam, which is: "(O Lord of honour!)
Guide us on the right path, the path of
those upon whom you have bestowed
your bounties." (That is the path of the
Prophets, asÀses, imÀms and Èujjats 4:69).

353
DhÀhib
(3)

SÀlik of the path of spirituality:
The first destination of the blessed
spiritual journey of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm is
the night of the esoteric aspect of
religion (bÀÌin), the second destination
is the star, the third the moon, the fourth
the sun and then he had the great bliss of
micrÀj (study carefully verses 6:75-79).

354
DhÀhib
(4)

One who walks on the path:
The following ÇadÄth is recorded in
some of the books on ÉÆfism: “SharÄcat
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is my words, ÌarÄqat is my actions,
ÈaqÄqat is my states and macrifat is my
secret”.
O the light of my eyes! The wise Qur’Àn
not only invites, but also repeatedly
emphasises reflection upon the signs of
the external world and the internal
world. Therefore, it is incumbent upon
the people of wisdom to reflect upon the
law of nature. For instance, why are the
celestial fathers (nine heavens) in
different ranks? Why are the mothers
(four elements) not equal in density and
subtlety? Why is there a difference in
the ranks of generated beings (minerals,
vegetatives, animals)? Why is one
animal mute and the other speaking?
Why are there countless grades in the
minerals, vegetatives, mute animals and
speaking animals?

355
DhÀhib
(5)

One who follows the path of
religion:
The path of religion is the progressive
ladder of the order of nature which is
the example of the spiritual ladder as
well as the example of the straight path
and the rope of God. The wisdom-filled
allusion of it is that as long as the world
of unity is far away there are only ranks
on ranks: there are ranks of knowledge
of the Qur'Àn, there are ranks in the
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deeds of Islam, there are ranks in the
spiritual journey and proximity of God.
Thus it is true that there are four major
destinations of religion, namely,
sharÄcat, ÌarÄqat, ÈaqÄqat and macrifat
and it is also true that ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
went to his Lord walking from one
destination to another on the path of
religion.

356
DhibÈ
(1)

That which is sacrificed, a
sacrificial animal:
It is mentioned in verse (37:107): "And
We ransomed him with a great
sacrifice." That is, ÇaÐrat IsmÀcÄl was
sacrificed spiritually instead of his
external and physical sacrifice, which in
many senses was greater than his
physical sacrifice. He was sacrificed in
the dream, his soul continued to be
seized for several days in a wakeful
state, he attained the rank of martyrdom
in spiritual jihÀd and he was repeatedly
sacrificed at the place of intellect as
well.

357
DhibÈ
(2)

That which is sacrificed, a
sacrificial animal:
ÇaÐrat IsmÀcÄl was the Permanent Imam
and the asÀs. His intention and worship
in the above-mentioned sacrifices were
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for God and their spiritual benefits were
for the people. This is because the
Imam, on behalf of God, is always
present in this world so that he may
accomplish for the people of the world,
those useful deeds which they
themselves are not able to do. An
example of this is the spiritual sacrifice,
which is not possible for everyone to
accomplish.

358
DhibÈ
(3)

That which is sacrificed, a
sacrificial animal:
Question: How do the people of the
world benefit from the inner sacrifices
of the exalted Imam? Is there any such
allusion in the Qur'Àn?
Answer: The wisdom-filled allusion of
the Qur'Àn says that the Imam of the
time is not only the Imam of the
righteous (imÀmu'l-muttaqÄn, 25:74), but
the Imam of the people (imÀmu'n-nÀs,
2:124) as well. However, the great
difference is that, the door of knowledge
and wisdom opens instantly (in this
world) for the righteous, whereas for the
masses it is closed in this world.

359
Dhikr

Remembrance of God:
Question: In what age does man
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intensely remember his beloved father,
when, why and how?
Answer: He remembers him mostly in
his childhood when he is away from
him. In such a state he remembers him
with ardent love, shedding tears. The
holy Qur’Àn enjoins that God must be
remembered more ardently than the
children remember their fathers (2:200).

360
Dhikr ar-RaÈmÀn
(1)

The remembrance of the
Compassionate God:
It is mentioned in verse (43:36): "And
whoever goes blind to the remembrance
of RaÈmÀn, We assign unto him a devil
who becomes his close companion."
This is the negative aspect of the human
condition. The positive aspect is that a
mu'min should remember RaÈmÀn
abundantly, so that an angel may be
assigned to him. Indeed, the exegesis of
this verse is the ÇadÄth in which the
holy Prophet says that every heart has
two ears: near one there is a devil and
near the other, an angel.

361
Dhikr ar-RaÈmÀn
(2)

The remembrance of the
Compassionate God:
O my dears! You should always
remember God day and night with
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ardent love. Try to cure your inner
diseases with supplication and giryah-u
zÀrÄ (weeping and shedding tears) and
think of God, the Soul of souls and the
qiblah of lovers, in the light of
knowledge and wisdom. God willing,
the devil will be silenced and the angel
will start to speak. Initially the voice of
the angel is not heard, because it
remains confined to the ear of the heart,
but then gradually it progresses and the
spiritual revolution starts.

362
Dhikran kathirÀ

Abundant dhikr, to remember
abundantly:
In verses (33:41-42) God commands:
"O you who believe! Remember Allah
abundantly, and purify Him morning
and evening. He it is Who sends
blessings on you, and His angels, that
He may bring you forth from darknesses
(of negligence) unto light (of
remembrance and knowledge). He is
merciful to the believers." This
command is particularly for the cycle of
resurrection.

363
Dhikrukum

Your remembrance:
See the blessed words of verse (21:10):
"FÄhi dhikrukum": (i) "In it is
exhortation for you" (ii) "In it is the
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remembrance of ism-i acÎam for you"
and (iii) "In it is your own remembrance
provided you are successful." When the
Imam of the time grants ism-i acÎam to
one of his murÄds, it is certainly from
the holy Qur’Àn. The purpose of the
miraculous bridge of special cibÀdat (i.e.
c
ibÀdat of ism-i acÎam) is that he or she
may enter the luminosity of the Imam
and the Qur'Àn.

364
DhalÆl
(1)

Docile, tractable, obedient:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The Qur'Àn is a
tractable thing with many aspects, so
interpret it according to the best aspect."
(al-IttiqÀn, IV, 184). In another ÇadÄth
the holy Prophet says: "I have been
given the most comprehensive words."
(LughÀt, JÄm, p. 90; BukhÀrÄ, Delhi, IX,
281; Cairo, IX, 113). That is, the words
of the Qur'Àn and ÇadÄth are few in
number, but their meanings are
countless. Therefore, Qur’Ànic teaching
and guidance are according to the strata
and ranks of the people.

365
DhalÆl
(2)

Docile, tractable, obedient:
The above-mentioned ÇadÄth in alIttiqÀn shows that there are various
degrees of meaning in the exoteric and
esoteric aspects of the Qur'Àn, therefore
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gradually try to understand its higher
and higher meanings.

366
Dhu'l-FaqÀr

Name of sword:
On the day of the battle of UÈud,
someone called out from the heaven: LÀ
fatÀ illÀ cAliyyu wa lÀ sayfa illÀ Dhu'lfaqÀr" (There is no valiant one like cAlÄ
and there is no sword like Dhu'l-faqÀr).
Question: Where are the valour of cAlÄ
and the stroke of Dhu'l-faqÀr now?
Answer: In the light of the Qur’Àn and
the ÇadÄth it has been evident that in the
beginning there was the need for the
battle of tanzÄl, which was a symbol and
parable of the battle of ta'wÄl. However,
since according to the Divine Will the
age of ta'wÄl has started, the cAlÄ of the
time uses the Dhu’l-faqÀr of ta'wÄlÄ
wisdom, which is not limited like the
iron Dhu'l-faqÀr, but is all-inclusive and
universal. (For the age of ta'wÄl see
verses 7:53; 10:39).

367
DhÄ ciwaj
(1)

198

Oblique, distorted:
The verse (39:28) may have two
translations: First translation: "An
Arabic Qur'Àn, without any obliquity, so
that they may (understand it and) fear
God." Second translation: "A Qur'Àn in
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(your) mother tongue in which there is
no obliquity so that they (understand it
and) fear God." This means that the
inner and spiritual aspect of the great
Qur'Àn is in the mother tongue of every
Muslim. This is the universal and allembracing miracle of the Qur'Àn.

368
DhÄ ciwaj
(2)

Distorted or intricate, in the
sense of not understanding the
language:
A bright example of not being distorted
and intricate is that the dÀcÄ who
proclaims the resurrection will do so in
all the languages of the world and
therefore nobody will face any
distortion or intricacy in understanding
it, as it is said: "On that day they will
follow (the command of) the dÀcÄ
(summoner), who will have no
intricacy." (20:108). That is, he will
speak in every language and people will
listen to and understand him without
any difficulty.
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369
RÀjicÆn

Those who return:
Verse (2:156) shows that the human
soul has come here from the presence of
God and therefore, it has to go back to
Him, as is said: "(When a misfortune
befalls them) they say: Verily, we
belong to God and we have to return to
Him." It should be remembered that the
final stage of returning to God is fanÀ’
fi’llÀh (annihilation in God).

370
ar-RÀsikhÆna fi'l-cilm

Those who are firm in
knowledge:
In verse (3:7), it is mentioned: "While
none knows its ta'wÄl except Allah and
those (who are) firmly rooted in
knowledge." ÇaÐrat Imam MuÈammad
al-BÀqir has said: "The Messenger of
God is the most excellent among those
who are firm in knowledge." He (God)
has taught him all that which He reveals
to him of tanzÄl and ta'wÄl and nothing
was revealing to him, but he knew its
ta'wÄl. Then after him the rÀsikhÆn fi’l
c
ilm, who know the entire ta'wÄl of the
Qur’Àn, are the awÊiyÀ' (sing. waÊiyy),
the legatees." (DacÀ'im, I, 22-23)
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371
RÀcin
(1)

Shepherd, king, ruler:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Each one of you
is a shepherd and each one of you is
accountable for his herd (on the Day of
Resurrection)." Another translation:
"Each one of you is a king (potentially)
and each one of you is accountable for
his subjects (on the Day of
Resurrection)." That is, on the Day of
Resurrection each one of you will be
asked what did you do for your subjects.
(BukhÀrÄ, Cairo, II, 6; Delhi, II, 8-9;
LughÀt, RÀ', pp. 95-96, TirmidhÄ, IV,
208)

372
RÀcin
(2)

Shepherd, governor, sovereign:
O my dear! You have understood the
fact that there is a complete copy of the
universe and the existents in the
personal world of each individual. Thus,
by the infinite mercy of God, every
individual has potentially become a king
whose subjects are in the entire world.
However, it is now up to the people of
faith to actualise the kingdom of their
personal world through their knowledge
and good deeds.
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373
RÀcin
(3)

Shepherd, king:
In many Qur'Ànic verses and AÈÀdÄth it
is mentioned that obedient and
successful souls will be kings in
paradise. Those who will not be able to
attain this status, will have done
injustice to their personal world due to
their ignorance and inaction or lack of
good deeds.
O my dear! It is certainly a great favour
of God to teach the realities and
recognitions through the concept of the
personal world. Therefore, there has
been and continues to be great success
in this method of teaching.

374
Rabb
(1)

Sustainer, Nourisher, Lord:
It is said in verse (1:1): "All praise
belongs to Allah, the Sustainer of the
(personal) worlds." That is, He
nourishes human beings physically,
spiritually and intellectually.

375
Rabb
(2)

204

Sustainer, Nourisher, Lord:
It is said in verse (7:54): "Blessed is
Allah, the Sustainer of all (personal)
worlds." That is, there is a blessed
sustainer whom God has appointed for
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the intellectual
personal worlds.

upbringing

of

the

376
Ratq
(1)

Closed up, joined together, sewn
up:
It is mentioned in verse (21:30): "Have
not those who disbelieved seen that the
heavens and the earth were closed up,
and that We clove them asunder? And
out of water We made all things alive."
That is, man was once on the heaven of
the Intellect and Soul, then God brought
him into this material world, and made
it imperative for him to be saturated
with the water of knowledge, so that he
may be truly revived and return to the
higher world.

377
Ratq
(2)

Closed up, joined together, sewn
up:
"Have not those who disbelieve seen
that the heavens and the earth were
closed up, and that We clove them
asunder." (21:30) The secret that the
angel Universal Intellect is the heaven
and the angel Universal Soul is the earth
is extremely great. These two, by the
command of God, are one as well as
separate and there are countless
wisdoms in this decree of God.
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378
Ratq
(3)

Closed up, joined together, sewn
up:
At the exalted place where the heaven
and the earth are joined, the heaven has
descended and become the earth and the
earth has ascended and become the
heaven. From this aspect, the
vicegerency (khilÀfat) of ¿dam is
related not only to the planet earth, but
to the entire cosmic earth by which is
meant the Universal Soul, from which
the Universal Intellect is not separate.
Thus, such a universal khilÀfat or
vicegerency is created for ¿dam and his
children.

379
RajÄm

Primary meaning: one who
stones and is stoned:
This is derived from rajm (to stone) on
the pattern of facÄl in the sense of both
active participle “stoning” and passive
participle “stoned”. In a secondary sense
it also means "cursed". Satan is called
rajÄm in the sense that his work is to
stone by false and incorrect discourses,
so that a mu'min who is weak in true
knowledge may be frightened by it and
become his victim, or die with respect to
the soul of faith or suffer from doubt.
This is the esoteric wisdom. But
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exoterically, people neither know the
stoning Satan, nor do they feel the pain
of his stoning.

380
RaÈmÀn
(1)

The Beneficent:
It is said in verses (55:1-2): "The
Beneficent taught the Qur'Àn." Exegesis
and ta'wÄl: The Beneficent according to
His sublime law (sunnat) taught the
Perfect Man the spiritual and intellectual
secrets of the Qur'Àn through the
beautiful names. "He created man and
taught him speech (bayÀn)." (55:3-4)
Exegesis and ta'wÄl: He created the
Perfect
Man
spiritually
and
intellectually by teaching him the
esoteric and luminous knowledge of His
Book and then He taught him ta'wÄl
(bayÀn).

381
RaÈmÀn
(2)

The Beneficent:
It is said in verse (55:5): "The sun and
the moon rotate with a reckoning."
Exegesis and ta'wÄl: NÀÌiq and asÀs are
the sun and the moon of the world of
religion. Therefore, here the night too, is
as bright as the day. This is because the
physical moon is far away from the
physical sun and cannot be one with it
and illumine the universe, but the sun
and the moon of the world of religion
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are like "light upon light (24:35)”. Also
see verse (75:9): "And the sun and the
moon will be brought together."

382
RaÈmÀn
(3)

The Beneficent:
"And the star and the tree both prostrate
themselves." (55:6) Exegesis and ta'wÄl:
In the sacred Sanctuary of the personal
world, the star is the Universal Intellect
and the tree the Universal Soul. Both
prostrate to God in the sense of
obedience, so that the order of the world
of knowledge and recognition may
continue.

383
RaÈmÀn
(4)

The Beneficent:
"And He raised the heaven and placed
the Balance (in it)" (55:7) Exegesis and
ta'wÄl: In the beginning of the personal
world the heaven and the earth are
joined together (as one unit) (21:30).
Then with spiritual progress He
separates the heaven from the earth and
raises it and places the balance of
knowledge and wisdom in it and not on
the earth, so that it may be used only by
the one who is able to reach there.

384
RaÈmÀn
(5)
208

The Beneficent:
Another ta'wÄl of separating the heaven
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from the earth and raising it is that God
raises every Prophet and Imam from the
earth of dacwat and makes him the
heaven of knowledge and wisdom, as
God says: "Have not those who
disbelieve seen that the heavens and the
earth were joined together and then We
clove them asunder?" (21:30).

385
RaÈmah

Mercy, kindness, every bounty
which is necessary for the soul:
It is mentioned in verse (21:107): "And
We sent you not but as a mercy unto the
worlds (personal worlds)." According to
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq, by the worlds are
only meant human beings and human
beings are born in all times. Thus, the
holy Prophet is made the treasure and
centre of mercy or the universal mercy
for the cycle of Prophets as well as for
the cycle of Imams. Therefore, the holy
Prophet, according to his own blessed
words, is the chief of Prophets. If
someone is truly the leader of his
community, then he is the chief both in
word and deed. That is, the true chief is
the one who benefits the community in
every respect.

386
RaÈÄq
(1)

Pure wine:
It is mentioned in verses (83:25-26):
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"They will be given to drink a sealed
pure wine, the seal of which is musk."
By the sealed pure wine are meant the
spiritual words of the Qur'Àn, the ÇadÄth
and the Imam of the time, in which are
hidden the wonders and marvels of
wisdom and recognition, which are
pleasant and soul-nourishing like the
sealed pure wine.

387
RaÈÄq
(2)

Pure wine:
Sealed pure wine is the given
knowledge (cilm-i ladunÄ), and the
science of ta'wÄl which is received from
the perfect words and the hidden Book.
Thus, it is both the knowledge of the
Imam as well as the wine of love for
him. Just as worldly love awakens by
drinking worldly wine, similarly, the
vision of his knowledge is attained by
the wine of love for him. This is because
true knowledge is his light and is felt
and perceived in many ways.

388
Rizq

Sustenance:
It is said in verse (2:25): "And whoever
will be given fruits as food, they will
say: This is what was given to us
before." Three kinds of nourishment can
be received in this world: physical,
spiritual and intellectual. Physical
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nourishment is the one in which
mu'mins, disbelievers and animals share
equally. Spiritual and intellectual
nourishment is special for the people of
faith. It is this nourishment which is
given in paradise, but in the most
excellent and superb form.

389
RasÆl AllÀh

The Messenger of God:
Some of the names of the holy Prophet:
ËÀbaÌÀba (pure) in the InjÄl (Gospel);
MÀrmÀd (existent) in the Torah (the
Pentateuch); BÀrqalÄÌ (the one who
distinguishes between right and wrong)
in ZabÆr (Psalms); UkhrÀ yÀ qadmÀ (the
one who comes at the end but excels all
others) in ÉuÈuf of IbrÀhÄm; ÉÀmÊÀm
(the one who foils opponent's argument
by incisive proof) in the ÉuÈuf of ShÄth;
Muqnic (exalted) in the ÉuÈuf of ¿dam;
QÀnÄc (content) in the ÉuÈufs of AshciyÀ
and ArmiyÀ; cAbdu'l-JabbÀr (the servant
of the Omnipotent God) among the
groups of birds and cAbdu'l-GhafÆr (the
servant of the Forgiver) among the
cattle; Nabiyyu'r-raÈmah (the Prophet
of mercy) with Jinn and Nabiyyu'lmulÈamah (the eating and drinking
Prophet) with the devils. (MuntakhabÀt
IsmÀcÄliyyah, p. 215)
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390
RafÄc

Exalter, exalted:
It is mentioned in verse (40:15): "The
Exalter of ranks, the Lord of the Throne
(carsh)." The wisdom of this verse is
that the ladder of ranks goes up to the
Throne. You should also study verses
(70:1-4) carefully and note whether the
rank of fanÀ' fi'llÀh is on the Supreme
Throne or on the earth? Is the heart of a
believing servant not the throne of
recognition?

391
ar-RafÄq al-aclÀ

Higher "I", Monoreality:
At the end of his pure life, the holy
Prophet had said this wisdom-filled
prayer: "O Allah! Forgive me, have
mercy on me and join me with the
Companion-on-High.
(AÈÀdÄth-i
MathnawÄ, p. 130).
Question: Who is the Companion-onHigh? Answer: Higher "I". Question: In
what sense is he a companion?
Answer: He is a companion in the
journey of the endless life. That is,
every mu'min has a Companion-onHigh.
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392
RaqÄm

Inscription, writing:
One of the spiritual marvels and
wonders is that sometimes writing
appears in front of the inner eye. This
surely is an allusion to the fact that there
are bounties in paradise in the form of
writing too (18:9).

393
Ramayta

You threw:
It is mentioned in verse (8:17): "And
you did not throw (the dust) but Allah
did it." This shows that Allah has the
power of executing some of His acts by
the hand of His Messenger, because the
hand of the Messenger is the hand of
God. (48:10)

394
RawÈ AllÀh
(1)

Mercy of God:
It is mentioned in verse (12:87): "And
do not despair of Allah's mercy." Here
by the mercy of God is meant ÇaÐrat
Imam YÆsuf and thus it is correct to say
that the Imam of the time is God's
mercy after the holy Prophet.
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395
RawÈ AllÀh
(2)

Mercy of God:
In verse (12:87) God says: “And do not
despair of Allah’s mercy.” Allah’s
mercy, in reality, is the name of a great
soul, who is the Imam of the time. Thus,
rawÈu’llÀh and rÆÈu’llÀh are the same
thing.

396
Ru'yÀ (pl. ru'an)
(1)

Vision, dream:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed, the dream
of a mu'min is a part of the 46 parts of
Prophethood." (Muslim, IV, 1773;
TirmidhÄ, IV, 533). This is related to
true mu'mins, because the miraculous
dream is a kind of spirituality.

397
Ru'yÀ
(2)

214

Vision, dream:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The dream of
Prophets is revelation", as mentioned in
verse (37:102): "Verily, I saw in a
dream that I was slaughtering you."
(The dream of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm) and that
of a true mu'min is one of the 46 parts of
Prophethood. (BukhÀrÄ, Cairo, I, 46,
Delhi, I, 454)
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398
Ru'yÀ
(3)

Vision, dream:
Common people are not able to
understand that the dreams of the
Prophets and the Imams are linked with
the spiritual world, as was the dream of
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm, in which he, by the
command of God, sacrificed his beloved
son ÇaÐrat IsmÀcil (37:102). Indeed, in
such a luminous dream full of
spirituality, the holy Prophet had
observed extremely great secrets of
micrÀj (spiritual ascent) (17:60). God
tested the people by it. Since God
intended to try people, the key
explanation of micrÀj is not given and it
is left to knowledge and recognition.
And this Divine law (sunnat) has
continued to try people again and again.

399
RÄÈ YÆsuf

The fragrance of YÆsuf, i.e.
spiritual fragrance:
ÇaÐrat YacqÆb said: "I get the fragrance
of YÆsuf." (12:94). ÇaÐrat YÆsuf was
the Imam. One of the spiritual miracles
of the Imam is the manifestation of
spiritual fragrances.
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400
RayÈÀn

Sweet basil, sustenance:
By the sweet basil which is an aromatic
plant, is meant the spiritual aroma or
fragrance which is the food of the
people of paradise, as mentioned in
verse (56:89): "There is (for him) rest,
food of aroma and gardens of delight."
(Wonders and Marvels of Spiritual
Science, pp. 4-5 also "The olfactory
sense will discover a new nourishment"
in Balance of Realities, pp. 40-42)
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401
ZabÆr
(1)

To write, written, the heavenly
scripture which was revealed to
ÇaÐrat DawÆd:
According to some culamÀ', ZabÆr
means that heavenly scripture in which
there are only axioms and aphorisms
(QÀmus, p. 261). Although I agree that
that is definitely true, it is also true that
the ZabÆr is a clear example of the
treasure of Divine love. It provides a
detailed answer to the question: What
should be the means to His love for the
true lovers of God?

402
ZabÆr
(2)

218

A book, written:
Some people think that the word cishq
(love) is not mentioned anywhere in the
wise Qur’Àn, nor can it be used for God.
I would like to say that the holy Qur’Àn
not only mentions the synonyms of cishq
(love), but that it also testifies to a
heavenly Book, which from the
beginning to the end, contains nothing
but Divine love and its means, and that
Book is the ZabÆr (Psalms) of ÇaÐrat
DÀwÆd (4:163; 17:55).
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403
ZabÆr
(3)

Book of Divine love:
In addition to the synonyms of love and
attestation of the Book of Divine love
(the ZabÆr), the states of Divine love are
also mentioned in the great Qur’Àn. For
instance: "And they fall down on their
faces weeping and this increases their
humility." (17:109). Is this not Divine
love? Is it not an example of the love
which ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd had?

404
ZabÆr
(4)

Book of Divine love:
The holy Qur’Àn says in verse (2:165):
"And those who believe are the
strongest in love for Allah." If someone
has such strong love for God, then it is
c
ishq, or the ardent Divine love, which
is that wisdom-filled and blessed light
which illumines not only the heart and
mind, and the intellect and soul, but also
every cell and particle of the body. It is
for this reason that God granted ÇaÐrat
DÀwÆd the Book of Divine love, i.e.
ZabÆr (Psalms) and made him the
teacher of Divine love.

405
ZabÆr
(5)

A book of deeds:
It is mentioned in verse (21:105): "And
verily We did write (for our friends) in
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(their) book of deeds after (the
completion of) remembrance that My
righteous servants will inherit the
(cosmic) earth." You can also call it the
earth of paradise, because paradise is in
the length and width of the universe
(3:133; 57:21).

406
ZidnÄ cilmÀ

Increase me in knowledge:
There are amazing wisdoms in this
blessed prayer which God taught His
beloved Prophet. For instance: (i)
According to this wisdom-filled prayer,
there was an immeasurable daily
increase in the knowledge and wisdom
of the holy Prophet by His guidance and
help. (ii) The pleasure of God and the
sacred sunnat of the holy Prophet show
that in the entire cycle of the holy
Prophet, the believers should climb the
ladder of understanding of the Qur'Àn,
until the treasures of the secrets of
knowledge and wisdom open to them.

407
ZakariyyÀ
(1)

220

ZakariyyÀ:
He was a great Prophet and secretly
Imam also, as mentioned in verse
(21:89): “(Remember) ZakariyyÀ, when
he cried to his Lord: O my Lord! Do not
leave me alone (childless), though You
are the best of inheritors.”
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From this verse we understand at least
four wisdoms: (i) Children are prayed
for, for the sake of religious work. (ii)
The same children may be born at the
place of intellect of the personal world.
(iii) One seeks one’s own intellectual
birth. (iv) Finally, there is the indication
that at the place of intellect the best of
the inheritors is God Himself.

408
ZakariyyÀ
(2)

Imam ZakariyyÀ:
In verse (3:37) it is said: “And He made
ZakariyyÀ take care of her.” That is,
God made ZakariyyÀ guardian and
responsible for the spiritual upbringing
of ÇaÐrat Maryam. Thus ÇaÐrat Imam
ZakariyyÀ gave her the sacred
knowledge of ism-i acÎam according to
the religion of nature. This way of
imparting knowledge is called “cilmu’lasmÀ’”, which continues from the time
of ÇaÐrat ¿dam till the Resurrection of
resurrections.

409
ZakariyyÀ
(3)

Imam ZakariyyÀ:
“Whenever ZakariyyÀ came to see her
in the miÈrÀb, he found that she had
(spiritual) food. He said: O Maryam,
whence comes to you this (food)? She
said: It is from Allah. Verily, Allah
provides for whomsoever He likes
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without ÈisÀb (measure).” (3:37). By
miÈrÀb is meant the personal world and
by ÈisÀb is meant the day of reckoning
which is one of the names of
resurrection. To give sustenance without
ÈisÀb means that God gives her that
knowledge which for some is only
possible to receive in paradise after
physical death and resurrection.

410
ZakariyyÀ
(4)

Imam ZakariyyÀ:
MiÈrÀb and miÈrab stem from Èarb
(war, battle) and they mean warrior,
combatant, fighter, fortress, etc. Thus by
miÈrÀb is meant the fortress of the
personal world in which there is
everything related to spiritual war and it
is also the place of worship. MiÈrÀb is
also the name of the place of intellect
and ÇaÐrat ZakariyyÀ had made the sign
from there (19:11), because all the
highest ta’wÄls are gathered in the
ÇaÎirÀtu’l-qudus or sacred Sanctuary.

411
ZilzÀlan shadÄdÀ

To shake severely:
Spiritual quake is on many levels, as
mentioned in verse (33:11): "Then the
believers were tried and they were
shaken severely." That is, the spiritual
quake, in which there is very great
wisdom, was imposed upon them.
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412
Zulzilat

It was shaken:
The quake of the personal resurrection
is mentioned in the sÆrah of ZilzÀl
(99:1-8), which is a tremendous miracle
of the personal world, whereby the sÀlik
is purified and hears spiritual
conversation. The resurrection of all the
representative particles of people takes
place in a hidden way in this personal
resurrection.

413
Zalzalat as-sÀcah

The quake of resurrection:
In verses (22:1-2) it is mentioned: "O
people, fear your Lord. Verily, the
quake of the hour is a terrible thing! The
day you will behold it, every suckling
mother will forsake her suckling, and
every pregnant female will drop her
load. You will behold the people (as)
drunken, yet they will not be drunk, but
the punishment of Allah will be
terrible." That is, because of the severity
of resurrection every teacher forgets his
students, and the additional souls of
every sÀlik come out and they appear to
be intoxicated.

414
ZulzilÆ

They were shaken:
In verse (2:214) God says: "Or do you
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think that you would enter paradise
while there has not yet come upon you
the like of what befell those who passed
away before you? Distress and affliction
befell them, they were shaken so that
(ultimately) the Messenger and those
who believed with him started to say:
When will the help of Allah come?
(They were consoled that) verily,
Allah's help is near." This is a part of
the subject of spiritual quake.

415
ZÄnat AllÀh
(1)

Ornament of God, inner and
spiritual ornament,
embellishment:
It is said in verse (7:32): "Say (O
MuÈammad): Who has forbidden the
ornament which Allah has brought forth
for His servants, and the subtle
nourishments? Say: These, on the Day
of Resurrection will be exclusively for
those who believed during the life of
this world." This Divine teaching has
two aspects, one exoteric and the other
esoteric. However, the esoteric aspect is
very rational, logical and necessary, so
that by this Divine wisdom the wise
people may have recourse to the inner
ta'wÄl.
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416
ZÄnat AllÀh
(2)

Spiritual embellishment:
The special and extremely attractive
ornament of God is in the personal
world, which He has created for His
chosen servants. Who has prohibited to
do cibÀdat and spiritual exercise in order
to observe it? These bounties and
fragrances of paradise can be attained
by mu'mins even in the life of this
world, and specifically during the cycle
of spirituality.
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417
SÀhirah

Plain, the earth, plain of
resurrection, the earth of the
personal world:
It is a hidden name of the earth of the
personal world, which is given with
respect to the vigil of the night, as the
one who keeps vigils frequently is
called "sahhÀr" or "suharah" and
"sÀhirah" (f.). Verses (79:13-14) say:
"Verily, it shall be but a single (violent)
blast, when lo! they shall be in the
sÀhirah (plain of resurrection)."

418
Sabab

Rope, means:
Internally the Qur'Àn and citrat (ahl-i
bayt=Imam) are the same one light
which is like a rope or ladder between
the heaven and the earth, and this is also
the straight path. This rope is extended
from the supreme heaven to the earth, so
that people may reach the Lord of the
Throne through this rope or ladder of
knowledge and recognition. This is the
most marvellous as well as the most
understandable example. Thus, when an
c
Àrif gradually progresses upwards, at
every level he sees the Qur’Àn and the
Imam in the form of one Light. He sees
the upper end of this luminous rope
even in the presence of God, which is
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both the great Qur'Àn and the manifest
Imam.

419
Sabc
(1)

Seven:
It is mentioned in verse (15:87): "And
We have certainly given you seven
repeated (sÆratu'l-Çamd) and the
glorious Qur’Àn." One great ta'wÄl of
this is that by the seven repeated (sabc-i
mathÀnÄ) are meant the seven Imams. In
the cycles of previous nÀÌiqs every cycle
used to consist of seven Imams, but God
did (special) favour to the holy Prophet
and extended the chain of the seven
repeated (Imams) for the sake of his
work and granted him the glorious
Qur’Àn (i.e. qÀ'imu'l-qiyÀmat).

420
Sabc
(2)

Seven:
The universal and far reaching ta'wÄl of
the above-mentioned verse is that, in
reality from the very beginning, the
chain of the seven repeated (i.e. sabc-i
mathÀnÄ) Imams is in the blessed name
of the holy Prophet, because it is he who
is the chief of the Prophets, the lord of
the great cycle (dawr-i acÎam) and the
purpose of the very creation of the
universe.
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421
Sabcah aÈruf

Seven letters:
The holy Prophet says: "The Qur'Àn is
revealed on seven letters, each of those
letters is sufficient (in knowledge and
wisdom) and healing (from inner
diseases, i.e. spiritual and intellectual
diseases)." According to SayyidnÀ
ManÊÆru’l-Yaman, the ta'wÄlÄ wisdom
of this ÇadÄth is that by the Qur'Àn is
meant his waÊiyy (legatee) and asÀs
(foundation), because he is the
custodian of the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn and
maÎhar (locus of manifestation) of its
wonders and marvels and by seven
letters is meant the pure Imams from his
children, of whom each one is sufficient
(in knowledge and wisdom)
and
healing (from inner diseases) for the
people of his time (SarÀ’ir, p. 88).

422
Sittah ayyÀm
(1)
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Six days:
It is mentioned in verse (7:54): "Verily
your Lord is Allah Who created the
heavens and the earth in six days, then
established equality (musÀwÀt) on the
Throne." By this creation is meant the
creation of the world of religion which
became complete in six major cycles
and the creation of the personal world
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which became complete in six minor
cycles.

423
Sittah ayyÀm
(2)

Six days:
The six blessed days of Allah are:
ÇaÐrat ¿dam, ÇaÐrat NÆÈ, ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm, ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ, ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ and
ÇaÐrat MuÈammad (a.s.). The world of
religion became complete in the six
major cycles of these nÀÌiqs and the
seventh day which is Saturday is ÇaÐrat
qÀ’imu’l-qiyÀmat in which God
established equality (musÀwÀt) through
the Throne (light of Intellect), which is
renewed and recognised in the personal
world.

424
Sittah ayyÀm
(3)

Six days:
One day of God is a thousand years
(22:47). According to this, the creation
of the world of religion completed in six
thousand years and the last cycle of one
thousand years is assigned for ÇaÐrat
qÀ'imu’l-qiyÀmat (11:7; 25:59).

425
Sakhkhara

He subjugated, he made
obedient:
God has potentially made everything of
the heaven and the earth obedient to
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mankind. This is mentioned in various
Qur'Ànic verses. In this Divine teaching
attention is drawn to both external and
internal science. Those verses are
mentioned under the heading of "wa
sakhkhara lakum (And He has
subjugated to you)” (45:13; 31:20).

426
Sidrah
(1)

The lote-tree:
The lote-tree of the utmost boundary is
one of the examples of the Universal
Soul, who is beyond time and space, as
mentioned in verses (53:13-14): "And
he (the Prophet) saw Him yet another
time near the lote-tree of the utmost
boundary." Here there is a special
question for the seekers of truth: Whom
did the Prophet see? Who had invited
him? Obviously he was seeking the
vision of God and this he attained.

427
Sidrah
(2)

The lote-tree, the Universal
Soul:
It is said in verses (53:15-16): "Close to
which is the paradise of abode, while
the lote-tree was hiding (a precious
thing) and showing." The sacred
Sanctuary is the treasure of the secrets
of both the worlds, where there is
everything and no real bounty is outside
of it.
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428
Sidrah
(3)

The Universal Soul:
The lote-tree of the utmost boundary
namely, the Universal Soul, who is
beyond time and space, is at the end of
the spiritual journey and resurrection,
and therefore many things come to an
end there, such as humanity,
multiplicity, duality, doubt, ignorance,
separation, death, indigence, humility,
fear, grief, etc. Thus the name sidratu'lmuntahÀ or the lote-tree of the utmost
boundary is in the sense that by reaching
it, the above-mentioned things come to
an end. In this state, space and time are
transformed into a non-spatial and nontemporal state (dahr). Also resurrection,
man, multiplicity and duality, doubt,
ignorance, separation, death, indigence,
humility, fear and grief are transformed
into the hereafter, angel, unity, the truth
of certainty, knowledge, union, eternal
life, treasure, everlasting honour, peace
and permanent happiness, respectively.

429
Sidrah
(4)

The lote-tree of the utmost
boundary:
In connection with micrÀj, it is
mentioned in this way: "And he saw that
manifestation twice at the lote-tree of
the utmost boundary, near which is the
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garden of abode, when the lote-tree was
concealing what it was concealing."
(53:13-16)
The great scholars of the people of zÀhir
(exotericists/literalists) have confessed
that they do not know the reality of the
lote-tree of the utmost boundary,
because to discover such secrets is
extremely difficult. However, such
secrets of the Qur'Àn are certainly in the
treasure of the Imam of the time.

430
Sidrah
(5)

Lote-tree:
By sidratu’l-muntahÀ or the lote-tree of
the utmost boundary is meant the
Universal Soul at which the spiritual
journey of the personal world comes to
an end. The word "muntahÀ (utmost
boundary)" alludes to this meaning. It is
a lote-tree in the sense that it has the
precious pearls of Divine treasure which
are compared to lotes, and these were
the extremely precious pearls which
were shown and concealed repeatedly.

431
SarÀbÄl (sing. sirbÀl)

Shirts:
"And He has made shirts for you to
protect you from the heat, and shirts to
protect you in your fighting." (16:81).
These miraculous shirts are such that
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they are affected neither by heat, nor by
cold, nor can they be destroyed by war.
These subtle cosmic shirts are not
lifeless, rather they are living souls and
the Supreme Soul in them encompasses
all of us. This means that we live on the
stars even now in the ibdÀcÄ body which
is our higher "I".

432
SirÀj (pl. suruj)
(1)

Lamp:
In the wise Qur’Àn the sun is compared
to the lamp (sirÀj) and the moon is
called luminous (munÄr) and a light
(nÆr) (25:61; 71:16; 78:13). The great
wisdom of this is wondrous: just as the
lamp is lit with the oil and in order to
keep it lit during the whole night, oil is
poured into it repeatedly, similarly, in
order to keep the sun burning, the
Divine hand continuously casts the
cosmic fuel into it. For the detailed
explanation of this see the "Balance of
Realities", pp. 59-61.

433
SirÀj
(2)

Lamp:
One of the noble names of the holy
Prophet is a "luminous lamp (sirÀjan
munÄrÀ, 33:46). This means that those
fortunate souls who are annihilated in
the Prophet and the Imam as a result of
true love, are transformed into light
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forever, just as the cosmic fuel being
cast into the sun turns into light.

434
SirÀj
(3)

Lamp:
There is no doubt that the luminous
lamp, i.e. the holy Prophet is the sun of
the world of religion and his waÊiyy
(legatee) is its moon, as God says in
verses (91:1-2): "By the sun and his
forenoon, by the moon when she
follows him." Here, by the sun is meant
nÀÌiq and by the moon, asÀs, who are
the sun and the moon of the world of
religion.

435
SacÀ

He ran, he strove:
In verse (53:39) it is mentioned: "And
that for man there is nothing save what
he strives for." In this verse there are
satisfactory answers to many questions.
Praise belongs to Allah for His kindness
and favour!

436
SafÄnah

Ark, NÆÈ’s ark, ahl-i bayt:
The holy Prophet says: “The example of
my ahl-i bayt among you is like that of
NÆÈ’s ark. He who embarks on it is
saved and he who did not, drowned.”
(al-Mustadrak, III, 163)
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437
SikkÄn (pl. sakÀkÄn)

Knife:
By knife is meant the covenant and ismi acÎam, because it is by its
remembrance that the cow of the carnal
soul can be slaughtered, as verse (2:67)
says: "And when MÆsÀ said to his
people: Verily, Allah commands you to
slaughter a cow."

438
SulÀlah

Quintessence, extract:
In verse (23:12), it is mentioned that
man is created from the quintessence of
clay and in verse (32:8) it is mentioned
that he is created from the quintessence
of base fluid. By the quintessence of
base fluid is meant the particle of soul
which comes from the loins of the
father, which in reality is from the
Divine treasure (15:21). O my dears!
Initially everything is a particle and
nothing is exempt from this law of
nature.

439
SalÀm
(1)

Peace, protection:
God says in verse (37:79): "Peace be
upon NÆÈ among the people of the
world." Since all people do not send
peace upon ÇaÐrat NÆÈ, therefore it is
important to understand its ta'wÄlÄ
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wisdom which is very concise but most
comprehensive, which is that “there is
peace upon ÇaÐrat NÆÈ in every
personal world”. That is, the spiritual or
luminous record or movie of the
spiritual science of ÇaÐrat NÆÈ is safe
and preserved intact in the personal
world.

440
SalÀm
(2)

Peace, eternal protection:
It is said about ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm in verse
(37:109): "Peace be upon IbrÀhÄm."
That is, there is peace upon ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm in every personal world. He is
eternally alive and safe in the personal
world and also whatever is said about
him in the Qur'Àn is also safe and
preserved spiritually. In short, the
personal world is the mirror of
spirituality, in which all things related to
the perfect recognition of Prophets and
Imams are completely observed.

441
SalÀm
(3)
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Eternal peace:
It is said about ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ and ÇaÐrat
HÀrÆn in verse (37:120): "Peace be upon
MÆsÀ and HÀrÆn." That is, there is peace
upon them in all personal worlds. This
peace can be granted to all mu'mins of
all ummats through nÀÌiqs and asÀses,
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because those who are appointed by
God spread His mercy.

442
SalÀm
(4)

Eternal peace, source of
protection:
God says in verse (37:130): Peace be
upon “Il-YÀsÄn". Regarding “Il-YÀsÄn”
there are two readings: One is “IlyÀs".
In that case it means: There is peace
upon ÇaÐrat IlyÀs in all personal worlds.
The other is “¿lÄ YÀ-SÄn”, i.e. “¿li
MuÈammad (s.a.s.). The ta'wÄl in the
latter case is that there is peace on the
progeny of MuÈammad (s.a.s.) in every
personal world. There is no doubt that
Àli MuÈammad (s.a.s.) is the manifest
Imam as well as the actual personal
world. Therefore, he is both peace and
the source of peace from God (36:12),
other than whom there is no personal
world.

443
SalÀm
(5)

Peace, peace of baqÀ’ bi’llÀh:
In addition to the above-mentioned
verses, there is verse (37:18) in the same
sÆrah, in which God also says: "And
peace be upon all Messengers." That is,
there is peace on all Messengers in the
personal worlds. That is, the Prophets
have attained the rank of fanÀ’ fi’llÀh
and baqÀ’ bi’llÀh, therefore, they are
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eternally alive and safe in His blessed
name "as-salÀm". And this is the
meaning of God saying "peace be upon
them".

444
SalÀm
(6)

Everlasting bounty of eternal
peace:
O the light of my eyes! When men say
customary peace to one another, it is
used only in the sense of prayer, but
when God uses it, it is not in the sense
of prayer, there is actually the bounty of
peace, because God's speech transcends
prayer.

445
SalÀm
(7)

Abode of eternal peace,
paradise:
It is said in verse (10:25): "And Allah
invites to the abode of peace", which is
the personal world of the ImÀm-i mubÄn
in this world as well as in the next, and
it is his personal world which is the
living paradise full of the treasures of
intellect, knowledge and wisdom.

446
SalsabÄl

Name of a spring in paradise:
It is mentioned in verse (76:18): "It is a
spring in paradise, named SalsabÄl."
SalsabÄl = sal sabÄl (ask for the path).
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This is one of the names of the Lord of
command who is the fountainhead of
knowledge and guidance, and shows the
path of guidance externally and
internally if he (Imam) is duly asked.
Praise belongs to Allah, the Sustainer of
the worlds!

447
Sullam (pl. salÀlim,
salÀlÄm)

Ladder:
It is said in verse (52:38): "Or do they
have a ladder by which they can (climb
up to the higher world and) listen (to the
secrets)? Then let them bring a manifest
proof." This is a clear indication that
after the holy Prophet it is only the
Imam of the time who is the rope of
God and the ladder to the higher world.

448
SalmÀn
(1)

A name:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "SalmÀn is from
us, the ahl-i bayt." This ÇadÄth alludes
to the fact that mu'mins of the first rank,
male or female, can also be included in
the ahl-i bayt.

449
SalmÀn
(2)

SalmÀn:
It is stated in a ÇadÄth: "Inna SalmÀna
minnÀ ahli’l-bayt = Indeed SalmÀn is
from us, ahl-i bayt." This name was
given to SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ by the holy
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Prophet. Therefore, it is among the most
comprehensive words, as the holy
Prophet says: "I have been given the
most comprehensive words." That is,
every word of the Qur'Àn and the ÇadÄth
is most comprehensive and thus has
several meanings. The name "SalmÀn"
is one such comprehensive and selected
word.

450
SalmÀn
(3)

SalmÀnu’l-khayr:
(a) SalmÀn was an exemplary mu'min of
the time of Prophethood. (b) SalmÀn is a
proof of the verse of the sound heart
(26:89). (c) He became one of the doors
of paradise. (d) The sacred light of the
holy ahl-i bayt had risen in the personal
world of SalmÀn. (e) In the time of
every Imam, some pure mu'mins (men
and women) become like SalmÀn-i
FÀrsÄ.

451
SalmÀn
(4)

SalmÀn, one of the ahl-i bayt of
the Prophet:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed, SalmÀn is
from us, the ahl-i bayt." (SafÄnatu'lBiÈÀr, I, 647). The holy Prophet has
also said about SalmÀn: "SalmÀn is
given a part of knowledge." Also
"SalmÀn is so learned that nobody can
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reach him." (SÄrat-i SalmÀn, p. 146;
Kanz, XI, 690).

452
SalmÀn
(5)

SalmÀn as an cÀlim of given
knowledge:
When the Commander of the faithful
MawlÀ cAlÄ was asked about SalmÀn, he
said: "He is given the first knowledge
and the last knowledge, and that which
he has, cannot be grasped." (ËabaqÀt,
IV, 85). The Imam also said: "He has
the knowledge of the first ones and the
last ones." (SÄrat-i SalmÀn, p. 155)

453
SalÆnÄ
(1)

Ask me!:
MawlÀ cAlÄ said to the people present in
his time: "Ask me (the maxims of
knowledge and wisdom) before you lose
me." It is a fact that the exalted Imam,
whom the Benevolent God and the holy
Prophet had appointed for the sake of
the guidance of the people, has been lost
by many groups. (Kawkab, p. 299)

454
SalÆnÄ
(2)

Ask me!:
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.) says: "Ask me
whatever is under the Throne (i.e. the
light of intellect)" (Ibid., p. 298). That
is, I have the light of the Intellect which
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encompasses all things. Therefore, ask
me about whatever you want to know,
according to the way ordained for
asking me.

455
SalÄm
(1)

Faultless, flawless, pure, sound
heart, the heart which is free
from inner diseases:
In verse (37:84), it is mentioned about
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm: First translation: "When
he came to his Lord with a faultless
heart." Second translation: "When he
came to his Lord with a heart worthy of
submitting", so that God may take it in
His blessed hand and may turn it
between two of His fingers the way He
wants to turn it and make it the mirror of
His beauty, elegance and perfect
attributes and the treasure of the secrets
of azal and abad. So that a luminous
example of guidance would remain
forever for the people in this guiding act
of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm, who was the Imam
of the people (2:124).

456
SalÄm
(2)

The heart which is submitted to
God:
"Muqallibu'l-qulÆb, i.e. the Turner of
(the intentions of) the hearts" is one of
the names of God. In this there is a
ta'wÄlÄ wisdom which we will explain
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under the following ÇadÄth: "Indeed, the
hearts, all of them, are between the two
fingers of God (which He turns as He
likes)." Those cÀrifs who have attained
the holy vision of God can tell that by
the five fingers of RaÈmÀn are meant
the five higher ÈudÆd: the Universal
Intellect, the Universal Soul, IsrafÄl,
MÄkÀ'Äl and JibrÀ'Äl. The ta'wÄl of all
hearts being between the two fingers of
God is the "qalb-i salÄm (sound heart)"
which is the heart (intellect) of the
Imam which represents all hearts and is
between the Universal Intellect and the
Universal Soul.

457
SalÄm
(3)

The heart which is free from
inner diseases:
It is said in verse (26:89): "Save to him
who comes to Allah with a faultless
heart." To go to the presence of God in
such a way (i.e. with a faultless heart) is
not an ordinary thing, it is the excellent
character of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm and his
spiritual companions (60:4) and that of
the holy Prophet (33:21).

458
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(1)

The nearest heaven:
The nearest heaven is mentioned in
verses (15:16; 37:6; 41:12; 67:5). This
is the heaven of the personal world,
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which due to its being under the seven
spiritual heavens, is the nearest one, as
mentioned in verses (37:6-8): "Verily
We have adorned the nearest heaven
with an adornment of the stars and have
protected it against every rebellious
devil, (so that) they are not able to listen
to the (conversation of the) exalted
chiefs."

459
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(2)

Heaven of the personal world:
It is mentioned in verse (41:12): "And
We have adorned the nearest heaven
with lamps and (made it) guarding (the
heavens above it from devils)”. A few
great devils with extreme difficulty can
fly to the heaven of the personal world.
The colourful lights there are so
attractive and so fascinating that they
become trapped there and cannot come
out of them and go to the higher
heavens.

460
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(3)
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The heaven which is nearest:
The heaven of the personal world which
is illumined with lamps is both light as
well as fire, as mentioned in verse
(67:5): "Verily, We have adorned the
nearest heaven with lamps and We have
made them missiles to drive away the
devils, and We have prepared for them
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the chastisement of the flaming fire."
The devils are deprived of the great
secrets of the higher world because they
did not recognise the Vicegerent of God.

461
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(4)

The nearest heaven:
In verse (41:12) it is mentioned: "And
We adorned the nearest heaven with
lamps and made it as a guard (against
devils)." God has protected the
intellectual and spiritual heavens from
devils in the way that He has decorated
the nearest heaven (the True Guide)
with the lamps of knowledge and
wisdom, in which there is the light of
guidance for the people of faith, and
flaming missiles for the devils. (67:5)

462
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(5)

The nearest heaven:
God made His Prophet the luminous
lamp of guidance (33:46). He, in his
time, was that living and speaking
heaven of knowledge and wisdom who
could come closer to the people. His
every word and deed was a lamp from
which the mu'mins used to receive the
light of guidance, whereas flaming
missiles were thrown upon the
disbelievers.
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463
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(6)

The nearest heaven:
In verse (71:11) it is said: "He will send
upon you the heaven which pours
plenteous rain." That is, due to
obedience and humility, the spiritual
heaven will be very kind to you and will
pour the rain of knowledge and
guidance.

464
as-SamÀ' ad-dunyÀ
(7)

The nearest heaven:
In verse (72:8) it is mentioned: "And
We sought the heaven, but We found it
filled with strong guards and shooting
flames." It is clear that this is that
heaven of spirituality which is close to
man and jinn, i.e. the rank of Imamat,
but there are many lamps of protection
in it, from which light spreads and
flaming missiles are hurled.

465
Samc (pl. asmÀc)

Ear:
In verse (32:9) it is indicated that the
nÀÌiq acts as the spiritual hearing of the
people of bÀÌin, because this verse
alludes to the recognition of the Perfect
Man and hence the physical ears are not
mentioned in it.
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466
Samiyy

Namesake, equal, alike:
In verse (19:7) it is mentioned that
before YaÈyÀ, son of ZakariyyÀ, none
had this name. Then in the same chapter
in verse (19:65), it is mentioned that
God does not have a namesake. He says:
"Do you know of any who is worthy of
the same name as He?" That is, the
Prophets and Imams in their respective
periods are the beautiful supreme
Names of God, therefore, they are
unique and have no namesake. In this
sense God has no namesake, since the
Prophets and Imams with their countless
beauties are His names.

467
Sunnah

Habitual practice, customary
procedure or action, norm, law
of God, wisdom, law of nature:
The subject of sunnat is among the
fundamental subjects in the wise
Qur’Àn. There is no change in the
fundamental and principal matters of the
true religion. The sunnat of God
continues to manifest itself in the
personal world of the Perfect Men, and
its renewal always continues. Study
carefully the verses related to the
subject of the sunnat of God.
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468
Sawiyy

Straight, equal, correct:
In verse (19:17) the meanings of
"basharan sawiyyÀ (the sound human
being)" are: (1) IbdÀcÄ body, (2) The
appearance of the angel in the form of a
Perfect Man, (3) Astral body, (4)
Paradisiacal attire, (5) Creature of
paradise, (6) Believing jinn, (7)
Manifestation of mubdac, (8) Subtle
body, (9) Miracle of ibdÀc, (10) Miracle
of inbicÀth, (11) Similitudinal body
(jism-i mithÀlÄ), (12) A new creation,
(13) MiÈrÀb, (14) ÉaffÀ, (15) Éaffan
saffÀ, (16) Macrocosm, (17) Essence of
the universe, (18) New attire (thos
gatu), etc. Praise belongs to God for His
kindness and favour!

469
SÄrÆ

Travel:
In verse (29:20) it is mentioned: "Say:
Travel in the earth and see how He
originated creation; and then Allah
brings forth another creation." That is,
through true knowledge and special
c
ibÀdat, enter the personal world and
travel in its earth, so that you may have
the recognition of creation and the
Creator. Otherwise the purpose of
recognition cannot be attained by simply
travelling on the external earth.
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470
ShÀhid

Witness, present:
Study verse (11:17): "Is he then (like
unto him) who is on a clear proof from
his Lord, and a witness of him who
follows him." (SharÈ, Vol. 8, p. 311)
The one who is on the clear proof is the
holy Prophet and his witness is MawlÀ
c
AlÄ (a.s.). How can it be possible for an
ordinary person to be the witness of the
Prophethood and Messengership of the
holy Prophet while it is an inner and
spiritual matter and not an external one?
That is, one needed to see with the inner
eye how the glorious Qur’Àn revealed to
the holy Prophet from the Divine Word,
the Supreme Pen, the Guarded Tablet
and the angels. Without all these
observations there cannot be a true
testimony.

471
Shajarah

Tree:
The mamthÆl (meaning, object) of the
examples of all the blessed trees
mentioned in the wise Qur’Àn is only
one in the heaven of the personal world,
and that is the sÆrat-i RaÈmÀn or the
Supreme Angel. Since he himself is the
world of oneness, therefore he is the
Universal Intellect, the Universal Soul,
nÀÌiq, asÀs and monoreality as well. In
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short, all higher meanings are gathered
here and spread from here.

472
SharÀban ÌahÆrÀ

Extremely pure wine:
Verse (76:21) says: "And their Lord
shall give them to drink an extremely
pure wine." By this wine is meant the
Divine vision which is the wine of love,
and by drinking which the friends of
God become and remain pure.

473
Shicr

Poetry, poem:
ÇaÐrat Ibn cAbbÀs reports that the holy
Prophet said: "Indeed, in some of the
poetry there is wisdom." That is, there
can be wisdom in the poetry of those
poets who adhere to true guidance,
otherwise the holy Qur’Àn condemns
those poets who do not follow the true
guidance and have gone astray.
(26:224).

474
Shughul

Work, business:
It is said in verse (36:55): "Verily, today
the people of paradise have joy and
comfort in what they do." For instance,
the work of teaching those people who
are brought to paradise by the force of
the ÊÆr of IsrÀfÄl.
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475
ShifÀ'

Healing, health:
It is a bright proof of spiritual science
that one important aspect of the diverse
aspects of the Qur'Àn and the ÇadÄth is
related to heavenly medical science,
treatment and healing. Therefore, one of
the names of the wise Qur’Àn is "ShifÀ'"
(10:57; 17:82).

476
ShafÀcah

Intercession:
The holy Prophet has said: "Indeed,
from my ummat there are some who can
intercede for (many) groups." (TirmidhÄ,
IV, 627). This ÇadÄth is about the
kÀmils (the perfect ones) and cÀrifs
(those who have attained macrifat).

477
ShakÆr
(1)
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Very grateful:
Anyone can fulfil ordinary gratitude, but
special gratitude is very difficult,
because it is possible only in the light of
wisdom, as God says in verse (31:12):
"And We gave wisdom to LuqmÀn (and
said): Be grateful to Allah!” Wisdom is
a very great gift of God which He grants
to very few of His servants, as
mentioned in verse (34:13): "And very
few of My servants are grateful." That
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is, the people of wisdom are very few
indeed.

478
ShakÆr
(2)

Very grateful:
It is said about ÇaÐrat NÆÈ (17:3):
"Verily, he was a grateful servant." That
is, in his personal world there was the
inner wealth and wisdom of the entire
world and accordingly he was grateful
and appreciative in a practical sense.
Such attributes and virtues are possessed
by all Prophets and awliyÀ’.

479
ShakÆr
(3)

Very grateful:
Although the expression of gratitude is a
useful bandagÄ in all times, in its true
sense, it can only be accomplished at the
height of receiving great bounties. This
is stated after the mention of the
accomplishment of the work of jinn in
the spiritual kingdom of ÇaÐrat
SulaymÀn: "O children of DÀwÆd! Act
in the way of gratitude. Verily few of
My servants are grateful." (34:13). That
is, do favour to the people according to
the great bounties which God has
granted you, so that it may be a practical
gratitude to God, i.e. appreciation of His
bounties.
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480
ShuhadÀ' (sing. shahÄd) Witnesses:
(1)
God addresses the pure Imams thus:
"And thus We have made you a just
ummat, so that you may be witnesses
over mankind, and so that the
Messenger may be a witness over you."
A witness is the one who is present, thus
the Imam is witness over the people in
the sense that he, by the command of
God, is always present in their exterior
and interior.

481
ShuhadÀ'
(2)

Witnesses:
The wisdom of the above-mentioned
verse shows that the cÀrifs and kÀmils
can see the Imam of the time within
themselves as well, because the Imam as
the witness over their deeds is present
externally and internally. This is an
irrefutable proof in the light of the wise
Qur’Àn that the Prophet is witness over
the Imams and the Imams over the
people.

482
ShuhadÀ'
(3)
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Witnesses:
It is said in verse (9:105): "And (O
Prophet) say: Act, Allah beholds your
deeds, and His Messengers and the
believers (mu’minÆn)." According to
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Imam MuÈammad al-BÀqir, by the
mu'minÆn are meant the Imams who
guide the people (DacÀ'im, I, 21).

483
ShuhadÀ'
(4)

Witnesses:
The deeds of people are seen by the
Imams after God and the holy Prophet,
in the sense that they are present and
witness. Thus, the cÀrifs and kÀmils can
certainly see the Imam of the time in his
luminosity and can acquire spiritual
knowledge directly from him, because
he is the speaking Book. (23:62; 45:29).

484
ShuhadÀ'
(5)

Witnesses:
It is said in verse (23:62): "And with Us
(i.e. in Our special proximity) is a Book;
it speaks the truth, and they are not (will
not be) dealt with unjustly (yuÎlamÆn)."
"YuÎlamÆn" is an aorist which is used
both for the present and the future. How
then can this speaking Book be separate
from the glorious Qur’Àn? Had it been
so, there would have been some defect
in its completeness and perfection. It is
not so, rather the speaking Book is its
inner light and Teacher, who in reality,
is not separate from the Qur'Àn, as the
holy Prophet says: "The Qur'Àn is with
c
AlÄ and cAlÄ is with the Qur'Àn", just as
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the holy Prophet was not separate from
the Qur'Àn.

485
ShuhadÀ'
(6)

Witnesses, those who are
present:
It is possible to speak with the Imam in
spirituality and the inner states because
he is witness and the witness is present
and not absent. He is the speaking Book
in the sense that he speaks to the cÀrifs.
He is the light of guidance, but unlike
the rays of the sun, his rays are not
lifeless, irrational and silent, rather full
of life, rational and speaking.

486
ShuhÆr (sing. shahr)

Months:
It is mentioned in verse (9:36): "Verily,
the number of months with Allah is
twelve months in Allah's Book (since)
the day He created the heavens and the
earth. Of these four are sacred. That is
the religion of the qÀ'im." That is, the
twelve Èujjats of the Imam of the time
work during the spiritual creation and
progress of the personal world. This is
the number in the Speaking Book of
God (i.e. the Imam), of whom four
Èujjats are revered and close. This is the
firm religion of ÇaÐrat qÀ'im, may the
most excellent greeting and salutation
be upon him.
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487
ShayÀÌÄn (sing. ShaytÀn) Intractable and evil people from
among mankind and jinn:
Every Messenger has enemies from
among mankind and jinn (6:113). It is a
great secret of Divine wisdom that the
trial and tribulation of the Perfect Man
is not possible without this.

488
ShayÌÀn

(Personal) Satan:
The holy Prophet said: “There is nobody
among you who does not have a
(personal) Satan. (The Companions)
said: And you also, O the Messenger of
God? He said: I also had one, except
that God helped me against him and he
surrendered and does not command to
do except good.” (IÈyÀ’, III, 27-28).
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489
ÉÀd

Form, image:
It is said in verse (38:1): "By ÉÀd (Êurati RaÈmÀn, the Image of God), and the
renowned Qur'Àn." The relationship of
this Divine oath is that in the higher
world, where there is the vision of the
Compassionate God, there is the
manifestation of the azal of the glorious
Qur’Àn, which is in the hidden Book.
(56:77-79)

490
ÉÀhib
(1)

Companion:
It is mentioned in verses (53:1-2): "By
the star (of azal) when it set (after
rising), that your companion (the holy
Prophet) neither erred nor did he go
astray." In the first verse there is an
allusion to the ultimate destination,
which is the sacred Sanctuary and the
place of azal where the light of Intellect
by its shortest rising and setting makes
countless signs. This light of the world
of oneness is its sun, moon, and stars, in
fact it is everything, because it is the
quintessence and pearl of the universe
and existents.

491
ÉÀhib
(2)
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Companion:
In verse (53:2) the reason for God’s oath
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in the preceding verse is that when the
holy Prophet went to micrÀj, your world
of particles was with him in the state of
annihilation and oneness. This great
wisdom (ta’wÄl) is hidden in the phrase
"your companion". That is, the holy
Prophet is the companion and guide of
the people of faith until micrÀj. Praise
belongs to Allah, the Sustainer of all
worlds!

492
ÉÀhib
(3)

Companion:
Reflect upon the soul-nourishing words
of verse (57:28): "And He will appoint
for you a light in (the illumination of)
which you will walk." This is the light
of Imamat, the purpose of which is to
guide the people of faith on the straight
path. The purpose of walking is to reach
the final destination and the final
destination is God and where there is
God, there is His holy vision, as well as
the observation of the secrets of the holy
Prophet's micrÀj.

493
ÉÀdiqÄn
(1)

The truthful ones, those who are
given Qur'Ànic wisdom:
It is said in verse (9:119): "O you who
believe! Fear God and be with the
truthful." This wisdom-filled verse is
revealed about the Imams from the
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progeny of the holy Prophet. The
truthful are those only in whose
forehead there is the manifestation and
miracle of the revealed light. Thus, it is
the holy Imams who have the
truthfulness and reality of the Qur'Àn
and Islam. (DacÀ'im, I, 21)

494
ÉÀdiqÄn
(2)

c

AlÄ, pure Imams:

It must be noted that "Êidq (truth)" is
among the names of the Qur'Àn (39:33).
(See "al-IttiqÀn", I, 145). Thus the
truthful are those in whose hearts are
preserved all the spiritual and luminous
ÀyÀt, i.e. miracles of the wise Qur’Àn
(29:49), as the holy Prophet has said
about MawlÀ cAlÄ: "cAlÄ is with the
Qur'Àn and the Qur'Àn is with cAlÄ and
they will never separate from one
another until they will come to me at the
pool (of Kawthar)." (al-Mustadrak, III,
134) That is, the Qur'Àn and cAlÄ will
always remain together till the
Resurrection of resurrections. How? The
Qur'Àn always in a new edition and cAlÄ
in a new attire of Imamat.

495
ÉÀliÈ

Good, pious, virtuous, the one
who fulfils duties and
responsibilities (al-Munjid):
It is mentioned in verse (66:4): "Then
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verily his supporter is Allah, and JibrÀ’Äl
and the most virtuous of the believers
(ÊÀliÈu’l-mu’minÄn)." Here, by the most
virtuous of the believers is meant
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.). (See al-MÄzÀn, XIX,
341). Here, this sacred verse implies
that, as long as there are believers in this
world, the most virtuous of them is also
present.

496
Éadaqah

Charity, gift:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The best charity
is that a Muslim man may acquire
knowledge and then teach his Muslim
brother." (Ibn MÀjah, I, 89).

497
Éadaqah jÀriyah

Lasting charity:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "When a man dies,
all his actions are cut off from him
except three: ever continuing charity, or
knowledge from which benefit is
derived or a virtuous son who prays for
him." (MishkÀt, I, 347)

498
ÉiddÄqah

Very truthful woman, a
waliyyah:
SiddÄqah in reality is that exalted
woman who has reached the spirituality
and luminosity of the heavenly Book
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and she can thus confirm the heavenly
Books and know their ta'wÄl. This title
has been mentioned in the wise Qur’Àn
regarding ÇaÐrat Maryam (5:75). See in
verse (66:12) that the Divine Spirit was
breathed into her ear and with the help
of that she confirmed, in the light of
recognition (macrifat), the perfect words
and the heavenly Books and she became
one of those who truly obey God.
Indeed, allegorically the story of ÇaÐrat
Maryam is the story of a Èujjat.
Therefore, there is no spiritual event in
the story of ÇaÐrat Maryam which is not
found in the Èujjat. Thus you can ask
questions in this connection and see our
other writings as well.

499
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(1)

Straight path, the path of God,
the light of Prophethood and the
light of Imamat:
In verse (6:153) God says: "And (know)
that verily this is My straight path, so
follow it." That is, follow the nÀÌiq and
the imÀm, because it is the light of
Prophethood and the light of Imamat
which is the straight path. (JÀmicah, p.
200).

500
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(2)
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Straight path:
In verse (15:41) it is said: "He (Allah)
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said: This is the straight path which
leads to Me." It is obvious for the
people of knowledge that the ultimate
destination of the straight path is God
Himself, therefore, the people of faith
must continue to walk on it until they
reach God. Such an absolutely
successful spiritual journey is possible
only in the illumination of the light of
guidance.

501
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(3)

Luminous path:
It is said in verse (11:56): "Verily my
Lord is on the straight path." That is, the
representative of God (the Imam of the
time) is the path of luminous knowledge
and guidance from the beginning to the
end. And this is the ta'wÄl of the straight
path.

502
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(4)

The living path of luminosity:
Another example of the straight path is
an ark, because the ahl-i bayt of the
Prophet are compared to ÇaÐrat NÆÈ's
Ark. In this case the great secret is
revealed that the straight path in reality
is he who in his luminosity, carries the
inner and spiritual travellers and makes
them reach the ultimate destination. And
this is a bright example of the True
Guide.
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503
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(5)

The representative of God, the
Imam of the time:
See verse (3:101): "And whoever holds
fast to (the representative of) Allah is
surely guided to (the end of) the straight
path." That is, whoever holds fast to the
holy hem of the representative of God
can reach the ultimate destination of the
straight path. Thus, the straight path is a
mithÀl or example and the Imam of the
time is the mamthÆl or the meaning of
the example.

504
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(6)

Luminous rope of God:
An alternate example to understand the
reality of the straight path is the rope of
God, such as in verse (3:103): "And
hold fast, all of you together, to the rope
of God and do not separate." That is, the
blessed and holy personality of the
representative of God (Prophet and
Imam) is the luminous path of God as
well as His luminous rope.

505
ÉirÀÌ mustaqim
(7)
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Straight path, i.e. MawlÀ cAlÄ:
ÇaÐrat Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq says: "The
straight path is the Commander of the
faithful (cAlÄ)". (al-MizÀn, I, 41). There
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cannot be any doubt in this, because the
path of the true religion cannot be a
material path, rather it is a living,
rational and luminous path of God,
namely the exalted Imam.

506
ÉalÀh (pl. ÊalawÀt)
(1)

Blessing:
The sending of ÊalawÀt or blessings on
the holy Prophet is mentioned in verse
(33:56): "Verily God and His angels
send blessings on the Prophet (and his
progeny). O you who believe, send
blessings on him (and them) and greet
him (and them) with a worthy greeting."
In this Divine command are hidden the
great secrets of the grandeur of the holy
Prophet and his progeny.

507
ÉalÀh
(2)

Blessing:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Say! O Allah!
Send blessings upon MuÈammad (s.a.s.)
and upon the progeny of MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) just as you sent blessing upon
IbrÀhÄm and upon the progeny of
IbrÀhÄm. You are praiseworthy and
glorious." (BukhÀrÄ, Delhi, IV, 385,
Cairo, IV, 178; al-MÄzÀn, XVI, 344).

508
ÉalÀh
(3)

Blessing:
In this ÇadÄth there is a great treasure of
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macrifat for the people of knowledge
and insight. Where there are intricate
questions about the ÊalÀh (blessing) on
the holy Prophet and his progeny, he
himself has solved them in a wisdomfilled way by referring to those verses of
the Qur'Àn which are about ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm and his progeny. Thus,
concerning the meaning of ÊalÀh
(blessing), see all those verses which are
about God's mercies and blessings upon
IbrÀhÄm (a.s.) and upon his progeny,
because His blessing is not merely a will
or a speech, but also an universal act
which is beneficial to all.

509
ÉalÀh
(4)
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Knowledge and wisdom:
Before the mention of sending ÊalÀh
upon the mu'mins, it is commanded in
verses (33:41-42): "O you who believe,
remember Allah abundantly and do His
tasbÄÈ morning and evening". Then in
the following verse (33:43) it is said:
"He it is Who sends His blessings on
you and His angels also, so that He may
bring you out from darknesses (of
ignorance) unto light (of knowledge)."
That is, God and His great angels
(MuÈammad (s.a.s.) and the guiding
Imams from his progeny) send blessings
upon you, in which there is Divine help,
success, guidance, knowledge and
wisdom.
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510
ÉalÀh
(5)

Light of knowledge:
According to the above-mentioned
verse, if the purpose of sending ÊalÀh or
blessing upon mu'mins is to give them
the light of knowledge then this only
comes through the custodian of tanzÄl
and the custodian of ta'wÄl, as God
commands the holy Prophet in verse
(9:103): "And send upon them ÊalÀh.
Verily your ÊalÀh is a source of peace
for them." That is, since the ÊalÀh of the
holy Prophet is from God, therefore,
there is peace and tranquillity for the
intellect and soul of the mu'mins.

511
Éumm (sing. aÊamm)

Deaf:
It is said in verse (2:18): "Deaf, dumb,
blind; and they return not." The
wisdom-filled allusion of this verse is
that, first of all, one has to listen to the
conversation of the knowledge of
certainty, then in the light of that he has
to speak and then he has to see with the
eye of certainty. The reason for this is
that both physically and spiritually, the
importance of hearing is that whoever is
deaf from the very beginning also
necessarily
becomes
dumb
and
consequently the intellect is not created
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in him. That is, he remains blind with
respect to the inner eye, i.e. the intellect.

512
Éuwar (sing. ÊÆrah)
(1)

Pictures:
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.) says that the holy
Prophet said: "Indeed, in paradise there
will be a market in which there will be
no buying and selling, except the
pictures of men and women. When
someone likes a picture, he will enter
it." That is, he or she will become like
him or her. (TirmidhÄ, IV, 686)

513
Éuwar
(2)

Living and conscious pictures:
Nothing of paradise is without soul and
intellect. Therefore, we can say with
certainty that these pictures of the
market of paradise can be neither of
paper, nor of film, rather they are
pictures adorned with the beauties of
soul and intellect. In short, they are the
copies of the subtle personality of
perfect, pleasant and successful human
beings.

514
Éuwar
(3)

Spiritual pictures, attires of
paradise:
These pictures are those excellent and
unique attires which are enriched with
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the everlasting wealth of pure life and
perfect intellect. Therefore a rÆÈÀnÄ
said: "Thos gatu jo mayn shuro jo (O
Lord!) Grant me new attire and old
sustenance." That is, grant me new
spiritual attire and old intellectual
sustenance. Indeed, this wisdom is not
separate from the pictures of the market
of paradise.

515
Éuwar
(4)

Spiritual copies of the kÀmils:
It is a highly successful experiment of
spiritual science that thousands of
spiritual copies of kÀmils are made in
the destination of IsrafÄl and cIzrÀ'Äl of
the spiritual path and after further
progress at the place of intellect, so that
they may be the great bounties of
paradise. This explanation shows that
among the spiritual pictures of the
bazaar of paradise there are the blessed
pictures of the Prophets and Imams
(a.s.).

516
Éuwar
(5)

Statues, living pictures,
luminous bodies:
In addition to the ÇadÄth, it is better if
this is substantiated with Qur'Ànic
evidence. Thus, in verse (34:13) it is
mentioned that the jinn used to make
pictures for ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn. It is
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extremely interesting and pleasing that
these pictures were the spiritual copies
of ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn himself, who
possessed Prophethood, Imamat and
kingdom. Thus, O my dears! try to
attain the rank of “fanÀ' fi'l-imÀm
(annihilation in Imam)" today, so that
tomorrow in paradise you may be a
copy of the SulaymÀn of the time.

517
Éuwar
(6)

Copies of ibdÀcÄ body, luminous
bodies:
The Imam is called the lord of the ibdÀcÄ
body. It is in the sense that ÇaÐrat
TÀlÆt's knowledge and body are praised:
"He said: Verily Allah has chosen him
over you and has increased him
abundantly in knowledge and body."
(2:247). It is not possible for any body
except the ibdÀcÄ body to be spacious
and ever-reaching like knowledge.

518
ÉÆr

Trumpet:
A bedouin asked the holy Prophet what
the ÊÆr was? He answered: "It is a horn
which is blown (to create resurrection)."
(TirmidhÄ, IV, 620). Since the Prophets
speak according to the intellectual
capacity of the people, therefore, he
spoke only this much to him about the
ÊÆr.
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519
ÉÆrah
(1)

Form, image:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Whoever will
enter paradise will be in the image of
¿dam." (BukhÀrÄ, Delhi, IV, 342-43,
Cairo, VIII, 62). In another ÇadÄth it is
said: "Allah may He be mighty and
exalted, created ¿dam in His image."
(Muslim, IV, 2183). This creation is
neither physical nor spiritual, but
intellectual and in the sacred Sanctuary
(i.e. paradise). He who enters it, does so
in the image of his father ¿dam and
¿dam was created by God in His
Compassionate Image (RaÈmÀnÄ ÊÆrat).

520
ÉÆrah
(2)

Form, image:
The people and the angels of the entire
universe come to the personal world and
become annihilated in the ¿dam of the
time and thus they enter paradise and
become in the image of their spiritual
father, the ¿dam of the time. The
wisdom-filled allusion of this is that
here all become one as they were
previously. This is the great secret of the
Image of the Compassionate (ÊÆrat-i
RaÈmÀn) and Monoreality.
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521
ÉÆrah
(3)

Form, image:
It is said in a sacred ÇadÄth: "O My
servant! Obey Me so that I may make
you in My Image (ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn),
everlasting that you will never die,
mighty that you will never become
humiliated, self-sufficient that you will
never become indigent." (See “AÌicnÄ”,
ZÀd, p. 183).

522
ÉÆrah
(4)

Form, image:
It is said in verse (4:125): "And who is
better in religion than he who has
submitted his (spiritual) face to God,
and is righteous, and follows the path of
IbrÀhÄm who used to walk avoiding
falsehood? And God took IbrÀhÄm for a
special friend." This is the description of
every cÀrif whose spiritual face has
become ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn.

523
ÉawwarnÀkum
(1)
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We made your form:
O my dears! The friends of God live in
the personal world of the ¿dam of the
time, because he is the whole and they
are his parts and this great favour of
God is mentioned in these words in
verse (7:11): "And verily We created
you (in spirituality) and then We made
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your form (i.e. ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn,), then
We said to the angels: Prostrate
yourselves to ¿dam. They all prostrated
themselves except IblÄs."

524
ÉawwarnÀkum
(2)

We made your form:
In the external world minerals are in the
lowest level, vegetatives are in the
second level, animals are in the third
level and human beings are in the
fourth. It is clear that under each of
these levels, there are innumerable kinds
of creatures. Thus, among the countless
strata of the world of humanity, the
most elevated and exalted stratum is that
of the Prophets and the awliyÀ', in
whose personal world there is the
recognition of the beautiful names of
God. Thus, in verse (59:24) first of all is
the name "Allah", then "khÀliq", then
"bÀrÄ’" and finally "muÊawwir", the
ta'wÄl of which is that Allah creates the
Prophets and awliyÀ' first physically,
then spiritually and finally He creates
them intellectually and grants them His
ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn.
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525
ÏÀllah
(1)

Lost thing:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The word of
wisdom is a lost thing of a mu'min
(wherever he finds it he should take it as
his lost thing or he should continue to
search for it.)" (LughÀt, ÏÀd, p. 45)

526
ÏÀllah
(2)

Lost thing:
A great secret is alluded to in this
ÇadÄth, which is that a lost thing of a
person is that which was once in his
possession. Yes, it is true that where a
mu'min is in paradise and in the higher
"I", there he has a great treasure of
wisdom, but where he is in this world
and in the lower "I", there he has lost it.

527
Ïaraba

He struck (an example):
It is said in verse (14:24): "Have you not
seen how Allah has set forth a parable?
A pure word is like a pure tree, whose
root is firmly fixed and whose branch is
in heaven." The pure word is the ism-i
acÎam, which a pious murÄd receives
from the Imam of the time, and the pure
tree is the blessed personality of the
Imam of the time himself. Among these,
one ism-i acÎam is in the form of a
personality and the other is in the form
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of a word. But the very great miracle of
God is that in the personal world both
become one. That is, the Imam becomes
the speaking word and the word
becomes the blessed light of the Imam.

528
Ïighth

Bunch, a handful of green and
dry grass or other herbs,
broom:
This is one of the numerous examples of
the particles of souls. It is said in verse
(38:44): "Take a handful of straw. Strike
your wife with it and break not your
oath." The intellect is like a husband and
the soul like a wife. Thus, there is
punishment for the sake of the
improvement of the soul, and at an
appropriate time it is also mitigated.

529
ÏafÀdic (sing. Îifdic)

Frogs:
See verse (7:133): "So We sent upon
them (Pharoah and his people) flood,
locusts and lice, and frogs and blood
(which were) clear miracles." Those
mu'mins who walk on the path of
spirituality and the way of recognition,
can certainly tell you that all the
miracles of the Prophets are observed in
the personal world, so that they should
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have their detailed and comprehensive
recognition. They have seen numerous
such animals in the ibdÀcÄ form.
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530
Ëibb an-Nabiyy

The method of treatment of
patients by the holy Prophet:
A section on medicine has necessarily
been included in the works which deal
with Islamic jurisprudence. This section
on medicine contains those wisdomfilled AÈÀdÄth which are related to
physical, spiritual and intellectual
health.

531
Ëabaq (sing. Ìabaqah) Layers, categories, classes,
(1)
levels, planes:
It is said in verse (84:19): "That you
will certainly pass through one plane
(Ìabaq) to another." This is the mention
of man's travelling through the
heavens/universe, because Ìabaq is
linked with the verses "sabca samÀwÀtin
ÌibÀqÀ (the seven heavens one above the
other)" (67:3; 71:15). That is, the seven
heavens are the seven big layers or
planes, and if we count the seven earths
as well (65:12), they become fourteen
layers or planes under which there can
be their countless subsidiary layers.
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532
Ëabaq
(2)

Layers, categories, classes,
levels, planes:
There are seven heavens and seven
earths and their numerous subsidiary
stages in the personal world too. That is,
the six nÀÌiqs and the qÀ'im are the
seven heavens and their Èujjats are the
seven earths. All these are macÀrij
(ladders) and the micrÀj (ladder)
respectively, which enable every cÀrif
to reach God.

533
Ëariyy

Fresh:
In verses (16:14; 35:12) fresh meat is
mentioned, which is that of fish. The
ta’wÄl of it is the fresh knowledge which
is directly received from the spiritual
ÈudÆd, whereas the ta'wÄl of the meat of
sheep and other (land) animals is the
knowledge of certainty which is
received from the physical ÈudÆd. In
addition to fish, pearls are also brought
out from the ocean, and its ta'wÄl is that
the cÀrifs can also have access to the
pearl of Intellect.
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534
ËacÀm
(1)

Food, nourishment, repast,
edible:
It is said in verse (2:61): "And
(remember) when you said: O MÆsÀ!
We cannot bear one kind of food (i.e.
manna and quails)." The secret of
secrets behind this wisdom-filled veil is
that by one kind of food is meant the
manifestation and recognition of the
Universal Intellect and the Universal
Soul, because manna is the example of
Intellect and quail the example of Soul.

535
ËacÀm
(2)

Food of intellect, soul and subtle
body:
"ËacÀmin wÀÈid" has two meanings, one
general and the other special: (i) One
kind of food (ii) and an extremely great
and unique inner bounty which is a
compendium and treasure of all spiritual
and intellectual bounties. Because in
ÌacÀmin wÀÈid, wÀÈid is on the pattern
of fÀcil, an active participle, and hence it
means that which unifies and brings
together the inner bounties. And it is a
fact that undoubtedly the treasure of
treasures is received at the exalted place
where there is the manifestation and
recognition of the Intellect and the Soul.
The position of this exalted place is
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expressed in "Oomanasan apÄ" (Nothing
is impossible). That is, there is no
bounty which is not available at this
sublime place.

536
ËacÀm
(3)

Every kind of inner bounty:
Every appropriate question is a proof of
inner hunger and every satisfactory
answer is a food of paradise. Therefore,
is it not possible for there to be a
miraculous and comprehensive answer
in the treasure of the knowledge of the
Imam, by which every kind of question
comes to an end? Why not? There are
many such answers in the spiritual
school of the wise Qur’Àn, the ÇadÄth
and the Lord of command. Countless
thanks to God that no bounty is
impossible. Oomanasan api!

537
ËacÀm
(4)

Every kind of inner bounty:
The literal translation of "ÌacÀmin
wÀÈid" is one kind of food, but its ta'wÄl
is "the enfolded universe of all inner
bounties”, which is full of the precious
gems of Divine manifestations and the
secrets of recognition. In these gems
there are the most terse and
comprehensive answers to many
questions and key (maxims of)
knowledge and wisdom. For instance,
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"o mush o". This is a spiritual
translation of the Divine Word
(kalimah-yi bÀrÄ). You will be highly
amazed to know its wisdom-filled
wonders and marvels. God willing, we
will discuss them sometime in the
future. Read my book "Tree of ËÆbÀ'"
too.

538
Ëall

Dew, fine rain, drizzle:
In verse (2:265) it is said: "And the
likeness of those who spend their wealth
to seek Allah's pleasure, and to assert
themselves in devotion, is as the
likeness of a garden on an elevated
ground. Heavy rain falls upon it and it
yields its fruit twofold; and if heavy rain
does not fall upon it, then gentle shower
(or dew) is enough. And Allah sees
what you do."
The actualised personal world is like a
garden which is on elevated ground. In
this personal world, if spiritual
knowledge comes openly and with
voice, it is like heavy rain, and if it
comes without voice, it is like drizzle or
dew.

539
Ëalab al-cilm
(1)
288

Seeking of knowledge:
The holy Prophet has said: "Seeking
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knowledge is obligatory upon every
Muslim, male or female." (AÈÀdÄth-i
MathnawÄ, p. 209). The command to
acquire knowledge is with the word
"Ìalab (seeking, searching for)", in
which there is a very great wisdom, and
that is the word “Ìalab” alludes to time,
space, the manifest and the hidden.

540
Ëalab al-cilm
(2)

Seeker of knowledge:
The holy Prophet says: "Seek
knowledge even if you have to go to
China (for its sake)". In this ÇadÄth, it is
not without wisdom to mention the
name of China from among the
countries of this world.

541
ËayyibÀt
(1)

Lawful and pure things, pure
women, spiritual nourishment,
intellectual nourishment:
ËayyibÀt has four meanings: (i) Those
things which are lawful as well as pure,
which the Qur'Àn calls ÈalÀlan Ìayyiban
(5:88). (ii) Pure women who are
mentioned in the verse (24:26). (iii)
Spiritual nourishment in the form of
fragrances, etc., a clear example of
which is the "smell of YÆsuf" (12:94).
(iv) Intellectual nourishment, an
example of which is "manna and quails"
(2:57), in which lie the great secrets of
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the Universal Intellect and the Universal
Soul. Thus, it is mentioned in verse
(23:57): "O you messengers, eat of pure
things and do good deeds." It is obvious
that these bounties are specifically for
the Prophets and the Imams.

542
ËayyibÀt
(2)

Pure things, subtle
nourishments, spiritual
nourishments:
This word has been mentioned twenty
times in the noble Qur’Àn and in almost
ten places it is used in the sense of
spiritual nourishments which are
spiritual fragrances, such as in verse
(23:15): "O you Messengers, eat of pure
things, and do good deeds."

543
ËayyibÀt
(3)

290

Spiritual fragrances:
Those fortunate mu'mins who have
attained the luminous recognition of the
Prophets and Imams can tell that the
miracle of spiritual fragrances is true. At
the place of soul it is the pure bounty of
manna and quails (2:57) as well as the
table spread of ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ (5:114). The
wise Qur’Àn mentions fruits in many
places, by which are (also) meant subtle
particles and fragrances.
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544
ËayyibÀt
(4)

Spiritual fragrances:
The holy Prophet used to like physical
fragrances too. It is a clear allusion that
in spirituality and paradise, in addition
to other bounties there is the bounty of
fragrances too. It must be understood
that the different fragrances of fruits,
flowers, trees and medicinal herbs are
not without wisdom.

545
ËayyibÀt
(5)

Spiritual fragrances for subtle
food:
ÇaÐrat YÆsuf's shirt was placed on
ÇaÐrat YacqÆb's face in order to restore
the inner senses (12:93). Here the shirt
is only a symbol (mithÀl) and there is
much more in its meaning (mamthÆl).
Among them is fragrance which is also
of every kind, because there are many
blessings in one thing of the Qur'Àn. I
have also previously written about
spiritual fragrances, so study all my
writings.
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546
ÍÀhir
(1)

Apparent, manifest, external,
visible:
In verse (57:3) God says about His holy
light: "He (i.e. the light of God) is the
first, the last, the apparent and the
hidden, and He knows everything."

547
ÍÀhir
(2)

Apparent, manifest:
In verse (24:35) the ideal explanation
(of light) starts with the name of "Allah"
from which it appears as if this sublime
and most beautiful example is that of
His Essence. But when a person with
insight comes to the phrase "the
similitude of His light" in this verse, he
becomes certain that it belongs to His
light, and which is further affirmed by
"light upon light" and it becomes more
evident by the blessed words "Allah
guides unto His light whomsoever He
wills". The first, the last, the apparent
and the hidden are among the names of
His light.

548
ÍÀhir
(3)
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Apparent, manifest:
The best example of light is the sun
which is manifest, not only itself, but it
makes manifest all those things which
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are concealed by the darkness of the
night. Centuries would not suffice to do
research on what and how many
benefits of the material sun accrue to the
solar system and the planet earth, so
how can it be possible to count or assess
the grace and blessings of the sun of the
world of religion, namely the Imam of
the time?

549
ÍÀhir
(4)

Apparent, manifest:
The holy light of God is always
manifest in this world. Had he not been
manifest, living and present, and was
absent and invisible, then the
unbelievers would not have attempted to
extinguish it (61:8), because it is
impossible to intend to extinguish
something which is hidden and
invisible.

550
Íill (pl. ÎilÀl)
(1)

Shadow:
In verse (56:30) there is the mention of
the bounties of paradise for the people
of the right hand and one of them is:
"And spread shadow."
Question: What is this spread shadow?
Answer: By the spread shadow is meant
the totality of the external and internal
universe in the sense that the Universal
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Intellect is the shadow of the Universal
Command and the Universal Soul is the
shadow of the Universal Intellect and
the shadow of the Universal Soul is the
world of the subtle body and the dense
body. This also shows that the
sovereignty of the people of paradise
will be over the people of this world.

551
Íill
(2)

Shadow:
See verses (25:45-46): "Have you not
seen your Lord, how He has spread the
shadow? If He willed He would
certainly have it still. Then We made the
sun a guide to it. Then We seized it
easily in Our hand." In this wisdomfilled verse there is an allusion to the
fact that in the night of micrÀj, the holy
Prophet not only had the vision (dÄdÀr)
of God, but he also observed how He
spreads the universe of the earth and the
heaven and how He easily enfolds and
seizes it in His hand.

552
Íill
(3)
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Shadow:
God created the Universal Intellect from
the Universal Command (Word "Be") as
its shadow and the Universal Soul from
the Universal Intellect as its shadow and
the Universal Body (subtle and dense)
as its shadow. Thus, all external and
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internal bounties are mentioned in the
word shadow.

553
ÍilÀl (sing. Îill)
(1)

Shadows:
God has created shadows of all sacred
things of the world of religion in the
personal world, particularly those of the
Universal Intellect, the Universal Soul,
nÀÌiq, asÀs, as well as of jadd, faÌh,
khayÀl, imÀm, Èujjat and dÀcÄ. (16:81;
25:45).

554
ÍilÀl
(2)

Shadows:
God says: "And God has made shadows
for you of what He has created."
(16:81). In this verse there is also the
wisdom-filled allusion that man is
always in the higher world and his
shadow is sent to the lower world.
According to this proof it is a fact that
each individual has two "I's" (higher "I"
and lower "I").

555
ÍilÀl
(3)

Shadows:
"And Allah has made for you the
shadows of what He has created."
(16:81). The beautiful spiritual and
intellectual shadows of all things are in
the personal world.
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556
ÍilÀl
(4)

Shadows:
It is said in verse (16:48): "All the
things Allah has created cast their
shadows to the right and to the left,
prostrating themselves to Allah." The
shadow on the right hand means the
physical existence and the shadow on
the left hand means the subtle or inner
existence.

557
ÍulumÀt (sing. Îulmah) Darknesses:
It is said in verse (39:6): "He creates
you in the womb of your mothers,
creation after creation, in three
darknesses."
Question: What are these three
darknesses?
Answer: Physical darkness, spiritual
darkness and intellectual darkness. This
shows that light too, is of three kinds:
material light, spiritual light and
intellectual light.

558
ÍalÆm

Very unjust, very dark:
It is said in verse (33:72): "Verily
offered
the
trust
(choice
responsibility of recognition) to
heavens and the earth and
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mountains, but they refused to bear it
and were afraid of it, but man undertook
it, verily he was unjust (and) ignorant
(or very dark and ignorant)." Since man
is very dark and ignorant, he needs light
and intellect which can be attained only
by bearing this burden of trust.

559
Íann

Opinion:
Good opinion is lawful and evil opinion
is forbidden, as mentioned in verse
(49:12): "O you who believe, avoid
much suspicion, for verily, suspicion in
some cases is a sin."
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560
c

¿diyÀt (sing. cÀdiyah) Swift mares:
It is said in verse (100:1): "By the
snorting chargers." Exoterically they are
the chargers of those who do jihÀd, but
esoterically they are the angels who do
breathing dhikr, rapid dhikr and dhikr
with the blowing of ÊÆr.

561
c

¿rif

One who recognises God:
It is said in a HadÄth: "The cÀrif is like
an ocean". (LughÀt, cAyn, p. 84,). First
and foremost the cÀrif is an ocean in the
sense of knowledge.

562
c

¿lamÄn (sing. cÀlam)
(1)

Worlds:
It is related from Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq
that, by cÀlamÄn are meant only human
beings, because each one of them
individually is an independent world.
(QÀmÆs, p. 344)

563
c

¿lamÄn
(2)

302

Worlds:
Each of the personal worlds, i.e. each
human being is a world in which the
entire external world is going to be
enfolded. The word "cÀlamÄn" is
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mentioned seventy-three times in the
Qur'Àn.

564
c

¿lamÄn
(3)

Worlds:
Since every individual is a world,
therefore the word "cÀlamÄn" is used for
human beings, and all attributive names
of God are (mainly) related to them.

565
c

¿'ishah

ÇaÐrat c¿'ishah:
c

AllÀmah ibn al-Qayyim writes that it is
c
reported
from
ÇaÐrat
¿'ishah,
c
Mu Àwiyah and Çasan BaÊrÄ that isrÀ’
(i.e. the micrÀj of the holy Prophet)
happened to his blessed soul, and his
blessed body had not disappeared from
its place. (RaÈmatan lil-cÀlamÄn, I, p.
65, footnote). In reference to verse
(17:60) cAbdu’llÀh ibn cAbbÀs also says
the same thing. (Ibn Çanbal, I, 223)

566
c

Ajal
(1)

Haste, speed, hurry:
It is mentioned in verse (21:37): "Man is
created out of haste. Soon I shall show
you My signs, so do not ask Me to
hasten."
The spiritual light and progress of a
sÀlik are initially created from the speed
of rapid dhikr and strenuous discipline,
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but when the minor resurrection and its
signs (miracles) start to manifest, then
many means and causes speak and work
automatically.

567
c

Ajal
(2)

Haste, speed, hurry:
Since the time of this world continues to
pass, therefore, it is necessary to
accomplish good deeds fast, as the holy
Qur’Àn commands: "Hasten!" (3:133),
"Excel!" (57:21) and "So flee to Allah!"
(51:50). Contrary to this the time of the
hereafter is immovable and never
passes.

568
c

Arshuhu
(1)

His Throne:
Study verse (11:7) carefully: “And He it
is Who created the heavens and the
earth in six days and His Throne
was/became/is on the water, (i.e. the
allegorical manifestation of His Throne
took place on water), that He may try
you, which of you is best in conduct.”
“And His Throne was/became/is on
water” shows that the real story is that
of the world of religion which can be
observed in the personal world in the
light of recognition. Thus, the cÀrifs [at
the end of their spiritual journey] see in
their luminous dream that there is a
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ship-like throne on the ocean and upon
it the manifestation of light. This is an
allegorical manifestation of the Lord of
the Throne and an indication that now
the personal world has become complete
and entered the stage of knowledge and
recognition.

569
c

Arshuhu
(2)

His Throne:
The parable of the Divine Throne on
water (ocean) is among the highest
parables of the personal world, as
mentioned in the above and indeed, the
same Throne is the “laden ark” (36:41)
and the “floating ark” (69:11), namely
the ark of salvation.

570
c

Arshuhu
(3)

His Throne:
In verse (69:11), it is said: “Verily,
when the water rose high, We bore you
in the floating ark.” That is, when the
flood of minor resurrection started in
your time, We bore you in the ark of
ahl-i bayt. This ark of salvation is the
Throne of the ocean of knowledge also.
And the Lord of the Throne is that
majestic and august personality, in
whom the people of the ark have to be
annihilated and attain eternal life. It is
because of this that in the laden ark
nobody appears except the Face of God,
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because all of them have
annihilated and merged in him.

been

571
c

Arshuhu
(4)

His Throne:
Only the great bounties are mentioned
in the chapter of RaÈmÀn (55). One of
them is that there is a unique ark (55:24)
in the ocean of every personal world,
which is also the Divine Throne on the
water (11:7) and the laden ark (36:41),
the embarkees of which become
annihilated in the “Face of God” (55:2627). It should be noted that by the Face
of God is meant the holy Imam. Imam
aÊ-ÉÀdiq says: “We (the Imams) are the
Face of God.” (al-MÄzÀn, XIX, 103).

572
c

Arrafa
(1)
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He made (them) recognise (it):
O my dear ones! Listen carefully and
with a sense of responsibility that it is
extremely necessary to study deeply the
way the subject of "recognition" has
been mentioned in the Qur'Àn. One
extremely important key wisdom in this
connection is mentioned in verses (47:46) in which there is an allusion to the
fact that it is the inner (spiritual) martyrs
who recognise paradise in this life.
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573
c

Arrafa
(2)

God made them recognise
paradise:
The inter-connected subject of spiritual
martyrdom and recognition is in verses
(47:4-6): "And those who are slain in
the way of Allah (spiritually), He
renders not their deeds vain. He will
guide them and improve their state and
admit them into paradise which He has
made recognised to them."

574
c

Arrafa
(3)

Recognition of everything:
Question: Is it possible to recognise
paradise without the recognition of God,
the Prophet, the Imam and one's own
self?
Answer: No, not at all. Then this means
that paradise is the world of recognition
(cÀlam-i macrifat) and therefore no
recognition is outside of it. Thus, those
who recognise paradise, recognise
everything.

575
c

Ayn-SÄn-QÀf
(1)

c

Ishq: love:

Divine love is among the great secrets,
therefore it is mentioned secretly and in
a veil. Indeed, the abbreviated letters
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(ÈurÆf-i muqaÌÌacÀt) contain such
secrets. Another point is that a great
wisdom is hidden wherever in the wise
Qur’Àn the allusion of "kadhÀlika" (like
that) is mentioned. One proof of this is
that the Qur'Àn is revealed on seven
letters aÈruf (sing. Èarf). (al-IttiqÀn, I,
131-41).

576
c

Ishq
(2)

Divine love:
Perhaps someone might think that the
word "cishq" does not exist in the
glorious Qur’Àn. This is not true. As you
have seen cishq exists in the Qur'Àn.
Further, it has many synonyms and is
implied in many parables. The
synonyms are: maÈabbat (love),
mawaddat (love, friendship), walÀyat
(friendship),
khullat
(friendship),
shaghaf (love, passion, ardent zeal,
infatuation),
unsiyyat
(intimacy,
familiarity),
raÈmat
(compassion,
kindliness, mercy), etc.

577
c

Ishq
(3)

308

Heavenly love:
The pure love for God, the Prophet and
the Imam of the time is that unique wine
of the supreme paradise whose pleasure
and delight cannot be described in
words. For, it is the wine of love as well
as the light of intellect. We will furnish
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proofs in the following how there are
the intellect and knowledge in the wine
of paradise, i.e. true love.

578
c

Ishq
(4)

Love and intellect:
It is said in verses (83:25-28): "They
will be given to drink a pure wine,
sealed, whose seal is of musk. For this
let (all) those who strive for bliss, strive
for it - mixed with water of TasnÄm, a
spring whence those who are nearest (to
God) drink." Thus the ta'wÄl of the
mixture of water of TasnÄm with pure
wine is that true love is mixed with
intellect and knowledge.

579
c

Ishq
(5)

Love for God, the Prophet and
the Imam:
O the light of my eyes! Study the
blessed words of verse (2:165)
carefully: "And those who believe are
strongest in love for Allah." The holy
Qur’Àn also says that love for God is not
possible directly, it is possible only
through the Prophet (3:31) and the real
love for the Prophet according to the
indication of the sound AÈÀdÄth is
possible through the love for the ahl-i
bayt. Thus in verse (2:165): "And those
who believe are strongest in love for
Allah" is the mention of friendship and
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love for God, the Prophet and the Imam,
with which the people of faith are
blessed.

580
c

Ishq
(6)

Heavenly love, i.e. the love for
God, the Prophet and the Imam
of the time:
O my spiritual brothers and sisters!
Congratulations for having ardent love
for the one light! May you progress so
much in knowledge, cibÀdat, humility,
supplication, service, good manners and
love for the light, that the veil may be
lifted for you and you may have the
luminous
dÄdÀr
and
gradually
experience the first, the second and the
third annihilations and then may you be
enriched with the everlasting wealth of
knowledge and recognition.

581
c

Ishq
(7)

310

Luminous love:
It is said in a sacred ÇadÄth: "He who
loves Me, I kill him and he whom I kill,
I am his blood-money." (AÈÀdÄth-i
MathnawÄ, p.134). For a soul-sacrificing
lover there is no greater reward than this
and there is no greater cibÀdat than
Divine love. This is the most excellent
interpretation of spiritual death.
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582
c

Ishq
(8)

Divine love:
ÇaÐrat
MawlÀnÀ
Imam
SulÌÀn
MuÈammad ShÀh (a.s.) has taught
Divine love very beautifully. The heart
yearns for such exalted farmÀns to be
repeatedly read in the assembly of
lovers, and to be drowned in the ocean
of love by doing giryah-u zÀrÄ. Alas! If
we were worthy of Divine love! Alas, if
we were able to understand the miracles
of love! However, we are neither
despondent nor are we deprived.

583
c

Ishq
(9)

Heavenly love:
The sacred, blessed and wisdom-filled
teaching by which the power of flying to
the higher world is created in the soul of
faith of the mu'mins - male and female,
is only with the exalted Imam.
Therefore, O my dears! continue to
study together all the books and writings
of sacred farmÀns with ardent love,
particularly those farmÀns which are
related to heavenly love, so that you
may be blessed.

584
c

Ishq
(10)

Heavenly love:
I think that "heavenly love" is my term,
while others generally call it "true love".
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"Heavenly love" means the love for
God, the holy Prophet and the Imams,
the description and proof of which is in
the heavenly Book (the Qur'Àn). It is a
very magnificent allusion, whether in
religion or in the world, that there are
both the common people as well as the
chosen ones, because there have never
been only the common people without
the chosen ones. Thus, heavenly love is
for the chosen ones. Further, it is not
impossible that common people may
progress and become the chosen ones.

585
c

Ishq
(11)

Heavenly love:
"It is incumbent upon man to have love
for God in his heart. How intoxicated
man remains in worldly love and how
much trouble and restlessness he feels!
Man must have love for God thousands
of times greater than worldly love. The
light of God dwells in your heart. You
should try to increase it day by day
through love." (farmÀn of ÇaÐrat
MawlÀnÀ SulÌÀn MuÈammad ShÀh, a.s.).

586
c

AÊÀ
(1)
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Staff, rod:
The staff of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ is mentioned
in ten places in the wise Qur’Àn. In one
of them it is said: "And when MÆsÀ
asked for water for his people, We said:
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Strike the rock with your staff! (He
struck and) then twelve springs gushed
forth from it." (2:60).
Staff=ism-i acÎam and miracle of
Prophethood; revered rock=asÀs (ÇaÐrat
HÀrÆn); twelve springs=twelve Èujjats
of the asÀs who were the fountainheads
of the water of knowledge; to strike the
rock with the staff=to use ism-i acÎam
and the light of Prophethood on the
asÀs.

587
c

AÊÀ
(2)

Staff, ism-i acÎam:
In verse (26:63), it is mentioned: "Then
We revealed to MÆsÀ, saying: Strike the
sea with your staff. (Then it parted, and
every part was like a huge mountain)."
When ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ by the command of
God, used ism-i acÎam and the miracle
of Prophethood on the ocean of
spirituality, then the path of security
appeared across it for the children of
Israel, but Pharoah and his people were
drowned in it.

588
c

AÊÀ
(3)

Staff of ism-i acÎam:
When the staff of ism-i acÎam used to be
in the grasp of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ (i.e. the
chain of dhikr continued), it engendered
a state of blessings of knowledge and
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c

ibÀdat. Whenever it was given up, it
used to turn into a huge serpent and
swallow every false thing. This means
that there is supreme knowledge and
c
ibÀdat, as well as spiritual jihÀd in kÀr-i
buzurg.

589
c

AÊÀ
(4)

Staff:
That is, the staff of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ, the
ta'wÄl of which is ism-i acÎam in
spirituality and the demonstration of
Intellect in intellectuality. It is the
serpent of true knowledge before which
the wrong arguments of the people of
falsehood cannot stand (26:45).

590
c

AÊr
(1)
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Time:
The sÆrah of cAÊr (103:1-3) is full of the
wonders and marvels of wisdom.
Therefore in order to derive greater
benefit from it, we are posing some
questions related to it. Question 1: What
is the sanctity of the caÊr that God
swears by it? Question 2: Which people
are meant here by man? What kind of
loss are they in? Question 3: In this
world, one is a teacher and the other is a
student, but here it mentions to exhort
one another, so what is the secret in
this? Question 4: What is meant by the
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truth (Èaqq) and what does patience
(Êabr) mean?

591
c

AÊr
(2)

Time, (the lord of time):
Answer 1: God does not swear by an
ordinary thing, so by the time is meant
the lord of the time (i.e. the Imam of the
time). Thus God has sworn by the Imam
of the time. Answer 2: Here by man are
meant all people, some of whom are
exempt from the loss. The reason for the
majority being in loss is that they did
not recognise the lord of the time,
otherwise the entire time would have
been theirs internally. Answer 3: Every
wisdom of the religion of nature (Islam)
is circular. Thus, if a successful teacher
gives true knowledge to his students,
then God helps him through the souls of
his students. This is the ta'wÄl of
exhorting one another. Answer 4: By the
truth (Èaqq) is meant the truth of
religion and the holy Prophet had
prayed for it to remain with cAlÄ (a.s.)
and patience is the name of
steadfastness in the path of spirituality.

592
c

AÊr
(3)

Lord of the time:
“By (the lord of) the time, verily man is
in (great) loss (because he does not
recognise the lord of the time), save
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those who (truly) believe and do good
deeds and exhort one another to truth
and exhort one another to patience.”
(103:1-3).

593
c

IÊiyy (sing. caÊÀ)

Sticks, rods:
In verse (20:66) it is mentioned: “Their
rods”. By these rods are meant the rods
of Pharoah's magicians, i.e. their
arguments. Since an argument is used
for support, therefore, it is compared to
a rod.

594
c

Aqib
(1)

Children, progeny:
It is said about ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm in verse
(43:28): "And He made it (knowledge of
tawÈÄd) an everlasting word in his
progeny also, so that people may return
(to the Imam of the time in every age)."
Question: How is the bridge of spiritual
link made between the exalted Imam
and his heir and followers?
Answer: It is made through four unique
things, which are: love for the Imam,
Imam’s special blessings, special
teaching and the gift of ism-i acÎam
(supreme Name). These are like the four
elements of this spiritual construction.
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595
c

Aqib
(2)

Children, progeny:
In order to understand the above verse
reflect on at least four more verses, and
see whether or not the chain of guidance
continues in this world. The verses are:
The verse of selection (iÊÌifÀ’, 3:33); the
verse of the Imamat of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
(2:124); the verse of the progeny of
IbrÀhÄm (4:24); and the verses of the
pure tree (14:24-25).

596
c

Aqib
(3)

Children, progeny:
Regarding verse (43:28): "And he made
it an everlasting word in his progeny",
in Majmacu’l-bayÀn it is reported from
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq that he said: "By
the everlasting word in his progeny is
meant the Imamat in the progeny of
IbrÀhÄm till the Day of Resurrection."
That is, it is and will continue till the
Resurrection of resurrections in the
progeny of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm (al-MÄzÀn,
XVIII, p. 106).

597
c

Aqib
(4)

Children, progeny:
According to verses (43:26-27) the way
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm had severely condemned
the physical and spiritual idolatry of his
community was in the illumination of
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the light of Imamat, therefore, it was
necessary for the Imamat to continue in
his progeny till the Resurrection of
resurrections as an everlasting word in
the form of the supreme Name, so that
the people may have recourse to the
Imam of the time in the recognition of
religion and the recognition of God.

598
c

Aql
(1)

Spiritual light with which
imperceptible things are
conceived; heart:
According to a ÇadÄth, God first of all
created the Intellect. According to
another, God first of all created the Pen,
and according to a third, He, first of all,
created the Light of the holy Prophet.
This is certainly one reality, and of its
numerous names only three are
mentioned here. Intellect is Light, the
Pen is Light and the Light of the holy
Prophet itself is Light. These lights are
not three; they are but one living light in
the form of a great angel.

599
c

Aql
(2)
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Light of intellect:
Man attains the recognition of
everything in the personal world.
Therefore, it can certainly be said that
God first created the Intellect in it. This
priority is not temporal, rather it is in the
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sense of priority in honour, because it is
the Intellect which has precedence and
excellence over all other things with
respect to eminence and honour.
Every personal world in which the light
of Intellect is not created is like a nonexistent thing. In this state when God
created the Intellect, then by its
blessings, the personal world was truly
created. Thus, the Intellect not only has
priority in honour, but also priority in
time in the personal world.

600
c

Aql
(3)

Light of intellect:
The root of caql is "cayn, qÀf, lÀm". In
the wise Qur’Àn it is used in various
grammatical forms, such as: caqalÆhu
(once), tacqilÆna (24 times), nacqilu
(once), yacqiluhÀ (once), yacqilÆna (22
times). Thus, the Intellect is mentioned
altogether in forty-nine places of the
Qur'Àn. It is very amazing that wherever
it is mentioned, it is done so with the
meanings of the highest praise. For
instance, when someone is called
intelligent (cÀqil), it is the intellect
which is primarily praised in this, and
only in relation to the intellect, is the
intelligent praised. This is the direct
praise of Intellect. If you call someone
stupid, then in this case the intellect is
praised indirectly in the sense that he is
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deprived of an everlasting wealth like
intellect.

601
c

Aql
(4)

Light of intellect:
It is transmitted from Imam MuÈammad
al-BÀqir that the holy Prophet said:
"When God created the Intellect, He
interrogated him and said to him: Come
forward. He came forward. Then He
said: Go back. He went back. Then He
said: By My honour and majesty! I did
not create a creature more beloved to
Me than you. And I will not perfect you
except in him whom I love. But you
alone I will command and you alone I
will prohibit, and you alone I will
punish and you alone I will reward." (alKÀfÄ, I, 10)

602
c

Aql
(5)
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Pearl of Intellect:
There is no doubt that punishment and
reward depend on the intellect. The
clear proofs of this are everywhere in
the holy Qur’Àn, such as verse (67:10):
"And they will say: Had we but listened
or used our intellect, we would not have
been among the inmates of the blazing
fire." This shows that the fundamental
disobedience and unforgivable sin is to
turn one's face away from the guidance
of the fountainhead of intellect and this
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disobedience was first perpetrated by
IblÄs.

603
c

Aql
(6)

Pearl of intellect:
The Supreme Pen is the sun of Intellect
and the wise Qur’Àn is the unfathomable
ocean of its radiant rays. Thus the
question of where in the Qur'Àn the
virtues of intellect and knowledge are
mentioned ceases, because the entire
Qur'Àn is an infinitely great and deep
ocean of the rays of knowledge of the
intellect. Thus, not a single verse in the
Qur'Àn is without the direct or indirect
praise of intellect and knowledge.

604
c

Ilm
(1)

Knowledge of religion:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "He whom God
wills a good (thing), He grants him the
understanding of religion." (TirmidhÄ,
V, 28).

605
c

Ilm
(2)

A jurist, a learned one:
In another ÇadÄth it is said: "One faqÄh
(learned one) is stronger than a thousand
worshippers (to fight) against the devil."
(Ibid., 48) That is, you can defeat the
devils from among mankind and the
jinns externally and internally, only
through true knowledge.
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606
c

Ilm
(3)

Seeker of knowledge:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: “God clears a path
to paradise for the one who follows a
path seeking knowledge. And the angels
lay down their wings for the pleasure of
the seeker of knowledge. As for the
learned (cÀlim), whoever is in the
heavens and the earth, including the fish
in the water seek forgiveness for him,
and the excellence of the learned one
over the worshipper (cÀbid) is like that
of the moon over all the stars”.
(TirmidhÄ, 1V, 48-49)

607
c

Ilm
(4)

A Teacher:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed God, His
angels and the people of the heavens
and the earth including the ant in its
hole and the fish, send blessings upon
the teacher who teaches the people
good." (TirmidhÄ, V, 50)

608
c

Ilm
(5)

To know, to understand, Divine
knowledge:
Question: Who is the treasurer of the
Divine knowledge? Apart from this
greatest question there is another
question related to it: What is the extent
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of knowledge? What is the concept of
the space and capacity of knowledge?
Answer: It is a fact that Divine
knowledge is in the Qur'Àn. However
we have to also know: Do all the signs
of the macrocosm and microcosm testify
to the knowledge and wisdom of the
Qur'Àn or not? If they do, it means that
the glorious Qur’Àn is the ocean of
Divine knowledge, in which everything
of the external world and the internal
world - the universe and the personal
world is immersed.

609
c

Ilm
(6)

To know, to understand, Divine
knowledge:
Knowledge is a light which can be
compared to fire. Thus, whether it is the
external world or the personal world, it
appears in front of the inner eye as a red
ember, because it is immersed in the
ocean of the fire (light) of knowledge.
In this case why should there not be
light of knowledge in the exterior and
interior of everything? Furthermore, this
knowledge is not static, rather it is
dynamic, because light/fire is dynamic.
This means that spiritual knowledge is
according to the law of different
manifestations. An example of this can
be given by a perfect word, which by
being uttered as "kun (Be!)", everytime
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causes a new spiritual thing (macnawÄ)
to come into existence.

610
c

Ilm
(7)

To know, to understand, Divine
knowledge:
There is the light of knowledge in the
exterior and interior of everything in the
Qur'Àn, the external world and the
personal world. This is the concept of
the spatiality and capacity of
knowledge. Study verses (6:80; 7:89;
20:98) carefully. This means that God
has very skilfully kept knowledge in the
exterior and interior of everything and
nothing is exempt from this Divine law.

611
c

Allama
(1)
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He taught:
It is said in verse (2:31): "And He taught
¿dam the (beautiful) names, all of
them." First of all, He granted him one
ism-i acÎam for the hidden dhikr or the
dhikr of the heart, and at its completion
appeared other names, and their named
ones as well. The named ones
(musammiyÀn), were the Imams.
Because when it is said that the Imam of
the time is the living ism-i acÎam of
God, it means that he is not only the
name (ism), but also the named one
(musammÀ).
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612
c

Allama
(2)

He taught:
If it is accepted that ism-i acÎam is in the
Àyatu'l-kursÄ (2:255), then obviously we
have to also accept that the ism cannot
have any effect without acknowledging
its musammÀ (named one). That is, the
verbal ism has no effect without
affirming and recognising its musammÀ,
i.e. the living ism-acÎam. This is the
reason that many people do not benefit
from the treasure of ism-i acÎam.

613
c

Allama
(3)

He taught:
The special things of God are most
noble, excellent, perfect and exalted,
and therefore, they are living and
possess the supreme soul and the
supreme intellect. Thus His Pen, Tablet,
Throne, Dais and seven days are all
living. Everything of His is living, and
hence His beautiful names are also
living.

614
c

Allama
(4)

He taught:
God granted ÇaÐrat ¿dam the
recognition of every name and its
named one, i.e. the person whose name
it was. Then these named ones were
brought in front of the angels and God
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said: "Tell Me the names of these if you
are truthful." (2:31). Every name and
named one is in the manifest Imam, and
hence all recognitions are gathered in
his luminous recognition.

615
c

Allama
(5)

He taught:
In verse (2:31) God says: "And He
taught ¿dam the names, all of them."
That is, He taught him the ism-i acÎam
and the beautiful names, which were the
treasures of the knowledge of the
realities of things. That is, the
knowledge of the reality of everything
started from here. You can call this
knowledge of ¿dam the foundation of
spiritual
and
material
science
potentially, because science is among
the knowledge of the realities of things.

616
c

Allama
(6)
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He taught:
If spiritual science is the new name of
wisdom (Èikmat), then did ÇaÐrat ¿dam
not invent the wisdom of humility and
giryah-u zÀrÄ (weeping and shedding
tears) in which are hidden countless
benefits? Did he not successfully
experiment with the spiritual science of
ism-i acÎam and abundant dhikr in
which lie countless benefits for the
children of ¿dam?
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617
c

Allama
(7)

He taught:
The wise Qur’Àn is the speech of God
and His unique and miraculous Book.
Therefore, it has numerous kinds of
manifestations of knowledge and
wisdom. One of these manifestations is
in the form of science, because one of
the names of the Qur'Àn is shifÀ'
(healing) (10:57) and another is Èikmat
(wisdom) (54:5). If the Qur'Àn is
wisdom (spiritual science) from the
beginning to the end, then spiritual
science definitely started with the
science of the names taught to ÇaÐrat
¿dam.

618
c

Ilm al-kitÀb
(1)

Knowledge of the book,
knowledge of the heavenly
Book:
It is said in verse (13:43): "And (O
Prophet!) those who disbelieve say: You
are not the Messenger. Say: Allah is
sufficient as witness between me and
you (to testify my messengership) and
he who has knowledge of the (heavenly)
Book." The first witness of the holy
Prophet being the true messenger is God
Himself and the second witness is the
light of Imamat. Since this testimony is
not related to external circumstances,
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but rather to the inner miracles, it cannot
be cursory and superficial, but is
detailed and comprehensive. Therefore
God kept His maÎhar with Himself for
this great testimony.

619
c

Ilm al-kitÀb
(2)

Knowledge of the Book, namely,
the Qur'Àn:
The last part of the above-mentioned
verse is: "And he who has knowledge of
the Book." (13:43). The first proof of
this is certainly MawlÀ cAli (a.s.). That
is, the heavenly knowledge which God
and the Prophet have kept in his light is
to be found nowhere else. Question:
Where are the inner secrets of the holy
Qur’Àn? Answer: They are in the word
"Be", the Supreme Pen, the Guarded
Tablet, in IsrÀfÄl, MikÀ'Äl and JibrÀ'Äl, in
the light of the holy Prophet, in that
Divine Speech which is heard from
behind the veil, in that vision in which
there is no speech, at the rank of micrÀj,
in the hidden Book, etc. You can
estimate from this what great secrets
there are in the testimony and
knowledge which are mentioned here.
(ArjaÈ, pp. 27-28; al-Mustadrak, III,
148).
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620
c

Aliyy
(1)

Chief, Imam, leader:
The holy Prophet said: "On the night of
micrÀj God revealed to me three titles of
c
AlÄ, that he is the chief (sayyid) of the
mu'mins, the Imam of the righteous and
the leader (qÀ'id) of those whose face,
hands and feet are white (luminous)”.
That is, he is leading them to paradise.
(al-Mustadrak, III, 148; ArjaÈ, pp. 2728).

621
c

Aliyy
(2)

Vision of cAlÄ:
The holy Prophet said: "To look at the
face of cAlÄ is worship." (al-Mustadrak,
III, 152-53; SharÈ, IX, 381; Kawkab, p.
161). cAlÄ's vision is worship because of
the fact that he is the speaking Qur'Àn,
the supreme Name, the maÎhar of the
Divine light, the mirror which shows
God and he is the legatee of the holy
Prophet. This is why the true lovers
yearn for the sacred vision of the cAlÄ of
the time with heart and soul.

622
c

Aliyy
(3)

That Book (2:2), i.e. the
speaking Qur’Àn:
MawlÀ cAlÄ says in his KhuÌbatu'lBayÀn: "I am that Book in which there
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is no doubt. I am the beautiful names
through which God has commanded to
invoke Him (7:180)." (Kawkab, p. 200).
There is no doubt that the great secret of
the abridged letters, such as ALM is
c
AlÄ. Thus, MawlÀ cAlÄ is that Book in
which there is nothing but certainty.

623
c

Aliyy
(4)

AsÀs:
MawlÀ cAlÄ says: "Indeed, on the day of
resurrection the light of AbÆ ËÀlib (a.s.)
will extinguish the light of the rest of
the creatures, except the five lights."
(AbÆ ËÀlib - Mu'minu Quraysh, p. 248).

624
c

Aliyy
(5)

c

AlÄ:

There are some AÈadÄth about MawlÀ
c
AlÄ (a.s.) quoted in TirmidhÄ, (V, 632).
One of them is: "Indeed, cAlÄ is from
me, and I am from him, and he is the
waliyy (guardian) of every mu'min after
me." That is, the light of walÀyat
appears from the light of Prophethood
and again the light of Prophethood is
concealed in the light of walÀyat.

625
c

Umr ad-dunyÀ

Age of the world:
It is reported from the holy Prophet that
he said: "The age of the world is seven
thousand years. I have been sent in the
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last thousand years. And he said: After
me there will be no Prophet. And he
said: The resurrection will take place in
the last (part of the) life of this
community." (JÀmicah, p. 88). By this
world is meant the physical cycle and by
the resurrection is meant the spiritual
cycle, in which there is going to be great
progress in this world due to spiritual
science.

626
c

AmÆn (sing. camin)
(1)

Blind, blind of heart:
It is said in verse (27:66): "Still more,
they are blind to it (hereafter)." This
means that the hereafter can be observed
with the inner eye to the extent of
certainty.

627
c

AmÆn
(2)

Blind, blind of heart:
Is the knowledge of resurrection and the
hereafter necessary for the people of
knowledge, or not? A decisive verse in
this connection is verse (27:66) in which
God says: "Nay, but their knowledge
fails as to the hereafter? Nay, they are in
doubt about it. Still more, they are blind
to it." Had the knowledge of dying
before death, personal resurrection and
the hereafter not been possible before
physical death, God would not have said
that their knowledge has ceased, that
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they are in doubt and that they are blind
to it.

628
c

An cAliyy
(1)

Narrated by cAlÄ:
It is reported by MawlÀ cAlÄ that the
holy Prophet said: May God have mercy
on AbÆ Bakr that he gave me his
daughter in marriage, brought me to the
dÀru'l-hijrah (abode of migration =
MadÄnah) and also emancipated BilÀl
with his wealth. May God have mercy
on cUmar who always speaks the truth,
even though it may be bitter; and it is
because of this that he does not have
any friend. May God have mercy on
c
UthmÀn that even angels are bashful of
him. May God have mercy on cAlÄ: O
Allah! turn the truth with him wherever
he turns. (TirmidhÄ, V, 633)
This blessed prayer of the holy Prophet,
in which he has prayed that may God
remove falsehood from MawlÀ cAlÄ and
attach the truth to him, is for the light of
Imamat, because whatever God and the
Prophet say about MawlÀ cAlÄ, the asÀs,
relates to all the pure Imams.

629
c

An cAliyy
(2)
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Narrated by cAlÄ:
MawlÀ cAlÄ reports that the holy Prophet
said: "I am the house of wisdom and
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c

AlÄ is its door." (Ibid., 637)

Question: Which wisdom is mentioned
in this ÇadÄth?
Answer: The wisdom of the Qur'Àn, the
ÇadÄth and spirituality, whose house is
the Prophet and whose door, the cAlÄ of
the time.

630
c

An cAliyy
(3)

Narrated by cAlÄ:
MawlÀ cAlÄ says: Once the holy Prophet
held the hands of Çasan and Çusayn and
said: "He who loves me and them and
their parents will be with me in my rank
on the Day of Resurrection." (Ibid., 64142) That is, he will attain the status of
annihilation in the Prophet (fanÀ' fi'rrasÆl).

631
c

IyÀl AllÀh
(1)

Household of God:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The people are
God's household and the most beloved
to God is he who helps His household
and makes them happy." (MÄzÀnu'lÈikmat, II, 347).

632
c

IyÀl AllÀh
(2)

Household of God:
It is mentioned in a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ that
God says: "The people are My
household and the most beloved to Me
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is the one kindest to them and the one
who is the most striving from among
them in fulfilling their needs."
(MÄzÀnu'l-Èikmat,
II,
827).
The
teachings of God and the Prophet are in
stages and this is the teaching of the
final stage, the example of which is very
magnificent.

633
c

UyÆn (sing. cayn)

Fountains:
It is said in verse (15:45): "Indeed, the
righteous (muttaqÄn) will be in gardens
and fountains." Question: Since ta'wÄlÄ
wisdom is hidden in the lexical meaning
of the wise Qur’Àn, therefore, the
question arises: How will the righteous
live in the fountains of paradise?
Answer: There are four fountains of the
four streams of paradise: the Universal
Intellect, the Universal Soul, nÀÌiq and
asÀs. The righteous remain immersed in
the lights of these higher ÈudÆd. In
paradise this excellence is granted only
to the righteous.
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634
GhÀlib

Subduer; he who overcomes:
This is a martial term, as mentioned in
verse (3:160): "If Allah helps you, none
shall overcome you." Also in verse
(58:21): "Allah has decreed: I shall
overcome, I and My messengers." This
verse conveys the idea that all the
messengers had done physical jihÀd, but
that is not the case. Thus it is correct to
say that every minor resurrection is the
spiritual jihÀd of the party of God, in
which the true religion certainly
overcomes (other religions).

635
GhadÀh

Early morning:
It is said in verse (6:52): "And do not
drive away those who call upon their
Lord morning and evening, seeking His
pleasure (or vision=wajhahu=His face)
..." In this verse there is an allusion to
sharÄcat, ÌarÄqat, ÈaqÄqat and macrifat,
because these are the stages to the vision
of God.

636
GharÀbÄb (sing. ghirbÄb) Raven black:
Study carefully verses (35:26-28) where
in the example of the mountains, it is
alluded that the manifestations of the
Pearl of Intellect are in different colours.
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This is for the purpose that the colours
and shapes of various gems, fruits,
individuals and other creatures may be
represented by this wisdom of colours.

637
GharÄb
(1)

Poor, indigent:
It is reported in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed, Islam
started as a stranger and it will return (to
be a stranger) as it had started. Then
paradise (ÌÆbÀ) is for the strangers."
(LughÀt, Ghayn, p. 18; TirmidhÄ, V, 18)

638
GharÄb
(2)

Stranger, alien:
The embodied Islam was the nÀÌiq
Messenger, then the asÀs, then the
Imam and finally the qÀ'im from the
progeny of MuÈammad (s.a.s.). Just as
the people could not recognise the holy
Prophet in the beginning, in the same
way at the end, his successor became a
stranger in the eyes of the people.
Therefore, it is said: "... gharÄbam qalb-i
tÆ ... MawlÀnÀ cAlÄ"

639
GhilmÀn (sing. ghulÀm) Lads, youths:
It is said in verse (52:24): "And there go
round, waiting on them youths of their
own, as if they were hidden pearls."
That is, the intellectual ghilmÀn who
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continue to present, time and again,
examples
of
knowledge
and
demonstration of wisdom. In this verse
there are subtle allusions to the secrets
of the treasure of azal, the Pearl of
Intellect and the hidden Book.

640
GhawwÀÊ
(1)

Diver:
The inner kingdom of ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn
was far greater than his external
kingdom. Thus, both the powers of good
and evil were subjugated to him as
mentioned in verse (38:37): "And the
devils, the builders and divers of all
kinds."
Since the external king does not himself
work but uses different workers, it is
certain that the spiritual king also does
not himself work, rather all the powers
of good and evil work for him.

641
GhawwÀÊ
(2)

338

Diver:
O my dears! Do not think that beautiful
buildings are built only in the external
world and that diving is done only in the
material ocean, because in fact all those
things very skilfully take place in
spirituality. The glory of the spiritual
kingdom is such that even the devils
accomplish constructive feats. How
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amazing it is that the devils dive in the
ocean of spirituality and bring out the
pearls of knowledge and wisdom. Glory
be to God!
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642
FÀÌimah
(1)

Daughter of the Prophet, chief
of the ladies of paradise:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "FÀÌimah is the
chief of the women of paradise."
(BukhÀrÄ, Cairo,V, 36; Delhi, V, 74).
This ÇadÄth is among the proofs of the
greatness of the holy ahl-i bayt.
This ÇadÄth shows that FÀÌimah is the
sovereign of the women of paradise,
because there is sovereignty for the
great people of faith. (see verse 76:20).

643
FÀÌimah
(2)

Chief of the ladies of the
believers:
The holy Prophet said to ÇaÐrat
FÀÌimah: "Are you not happy to be the
chief of the ladies of the mu’mins, or the
chief of the ladies of this community."
(BukhÀrÄ, Delhi, IV, 527; Cairo, IV,
248; Muslim, IV, 1906).

644
FÀÌimah
(3)

342

Chief of the ladies of the world:
The holy Prophet said to ÇaÐrat
FÀÌimah: "Are you not happy that you
are the chief of the ladies of the worlds."
FÀÌimah said: My dear father, where is
Maryam? He said: She is the chief of
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the ladies of her time and you are the
chief of the ladies of your time and your
husband is the chief in this world and in
the next." (al-IstÄcÀb, 750)

645
FÀÌimah
(4)

Chief of the ladies of paradise:
Once the holy Prophet drew four lines
on the ground and asked the people:
“Do you know what this is? They said:
God and His Prophet know better. The
holy Prophet said: They are FÀÌimah,
daughter of MuÈammad, KhadijÀh,
daughter of Khuwaylid, Maryam,
daughter of cImrÀn and ¿siyah, daughter
of MazÀÈim (wife of Pharoah). They
have the greatest superiority over the
ladies of paradise”. (Ibid., 750).

646
Fajr

Dawn, the dawn of azal:
The sÆrah of Qadr (97), although it
consists of only five verses, is full of
numerous universal wisdoms and
realities of the cycle of resurrection. The
last of these verses reads: “It (the night
of Qadr) is peace, till the break of
dawn.”
Ta’wÄl: The age of the Èujjat-i qÀ’im is
the source of spiritual help till the dawn
of azal breaks. Since everything rotates
on a circle (21:33; 36:46), therefore the
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spiritual journey returns to the direction
of azal where the dawn of resurrection
breaks, as it is said in the Qur’Àn
(79:44): “To your Lord is its (i.e.
resurrection) termination.”

647
FidÀ'
(1)

Sacrifice, ransom, recompense:
It is reported by MawlÀ cAlÄ that the
holy Prophet never uttered “May my
father and mother be sacrificed for you”
for anyone except Sacd bin WaqqÀs. On
the day of the battle of UÈud, the
Prophet said to him: "Shoot (your
arrow)! May my father and mother be
sacrificed for you (IrmÄ fidÀka abÄ wa
ummÄ)!” (Muslim, IV, 1876; TirmidhÄ,
V, 650)

648
FidÀ'
(2)

To sacrifice, to ransom, to
recompense, to be ready to lay
down one’s life:
How deep and full of wisdom is the
above-mentioned ÇadÄth of the holy
Prophet, who was the most illustrious,
matchless, unique and the beloved of
God in the heavens and the earth. The
word fidÀ' comes from fidyah, which in
its different forms is used thirteen times
in the Qur'Àn, the brightest example of
which is verse (37:107): "And We
ransomed him (fadaynÀhu) with a great
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sacrifice (i.e. ram)." The ta'wÄl of this is
that ÇaÐrat IsmacÄl underwent an inner
and spiritual sacrifice, which is greater
than the physical one.

649
FidÀ'
(3)

To be sacrificed:
According to me sacrifice has two
aspects, and so there are two kinds of
sacrifice: one is ascending and one
descending. For instance, the fuel which
falls into the sun, is an ascending
sacrifice and the light which the sun
emits and spreads throughout the
universe is a descending sacrifice.
Similarly, the melting of mu'mins in the
love of the Imam is an ascending
sacrifice whereas the radiation of his
light upon them is a descending
sacrifice.

650
FarÀsh (sing. farÀshah) Moths, butterflies:
It is mentioned in verse (101:4): "The
day (i.e. Day of Resurrection) on which
human beings shall be like scattered
moths." The wisdom-filled allusion of
this verse is that due to the darkness and
dreadfulness of the resurrection, all the
moths of soul will scatter around the
lamp of the light of Imamat, as
mentioned in another related verse
(17:71): "The day when We will invite
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every people (of the time) with their
Imam."

651
FurqÀn
(1)

To differentiate between true
and false:
The children of Israel are addressed in
verse (2:53): "And (remember) when
We gave unto MÆsÀ the Book and the
furqÀn (the compendium of miracles,
the differentiator between right and
wrong) that you may be guided aright."
The word "furqÀn" is primarily an
infinitive, which means to decide
between right and wrong, to distinguish,
to differentiate. It is also used as a
present participle, i.e. the one who
differentiates between right and wrong.
Thus, it is used in the noble Qur’Àn in
the sense of the light of the heart of a
mu'min, Divine grace, Divine speech
and miracle (QÀmus, p. 399).
The means of guidance which God had
given for the cycle of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ were
the Book, the Prophet (MÆsÀ), the Imam
(HÀrÆn)
and
furqÀn
(miracles).
Similarly, for the cycle of the holy
Prophet, for the sake of guidance, He
gave four very great things, which are:
the wise Qur’Àn, the holy Prophet, the
Exalted Imam and the ta'wÄls of the
Qur'Àn which are the intellectual
miracles of the Prophet and the Imam.
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652
FurqÀn
(2)

Torah and miracles:
It is mentioned in verse (21:48): "And
verily, We granted to MÆsÀ and HÀrÆn
the criterion (Torah) and a light and
remembrance for the righteous ones
(muttaqÄn)." Here you should remember
the ÇadÄth in which MawlÀ cAlÄ is
compared with Imam HÀrÆn and
recognise the rank of the ta'wÄl of
MawlÀ cAlÄ. Also be sure that through
the light of Prophethood and the light of
Imamat, all miracles of the heavenly
Book related to soul, intellect,
knowledge and recognition come to the
righteous ones who are attached to the
remembrance of the supreme Name,
because all these miracles are eventually
for them.

653
FurqÀn
(3)

Spirit and spirituality of the
Qur'Àn:
It is said in verse (8:29): "O you who
believe! If you fear God, He will grant
you a furqÀn (i.e. the esoteric
knowledge of the Qur'Àn)." In order to
have wider knowledge of the Qur'Àn,
study its different translations too.
According to me, this verse also has the
same purport of the above-mentioned
verse that the spiritual and intellectual
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miracles of the Qur'Àn are for those who
fear God.

654
FurqÀn
(4)

Luminous miracles:
According to MujÀhid, "RamaÐÀn" is
one of the names of God, and just as the
month of God is called "shahru'llÀh" in
the same way it is called “shahru
RamaÐÀn” (LughÀtu'l-Qur’Àn, III, 98,
see also LughÀt, RÀ’, p. 134). This
confirms the ta'wÄl of RamaÐÀn quoted
in Wajh-i DÄn, of the verse (2:185)
which is: "The month of RamaÐÀn is the
person in whom the Qur'Àn is revealed
(in the form of ta'wÄl)”. That is, the
waÊiyy (legatee) of the holy Prophet, so
that he may guide the people on the
right path and distinguish its clear
proofs”. (Wajh, pp. 253-54).

655
FirrÆ!

Run!:
God says in verse (51:50): "So, you run
unto Allah!" The wisdom-filled allusion
of "running" is that every work of
religion should be accomplished with
full vigour and promptness. For
instance, if the open or hidden dhikr
(remembrance) is not satisfactory, what
then can be the reason for it other than
laziness? So, its remedy is that you
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should run unto Allah, i.e. you should
do rapid dhikr.

656
FaÊl al-khiÌÀb

Decisive speech, clear statement:
In verse (38:20) it is said about the
physical and spiritual kingdom of
ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn: "And We made his
kingdom strong and gave him wisdom
and decisive speech." Ta'wÄl: The
practical recognition of the Pearl of
Intellect is called wisdom (Èikmat) and
that of the Divine Word (kalimah-yi
bÀrÄ) is called decisive speech (faÊlu'lkhiÌÀb).This secret of secrets (sirru'lasrÀr) is so great and so hidden that I
am scared to divulge it, therefore this
much explanation will suffice here.

657
FiÌrah
(1)

Creation, formation, law of
nature:
The law of nature can be defined in
many ways. One pre-eminent definition
is that God created ÇaÐrat ¿dam in His
ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn and when his children
enter paradise, they also become in the
image of their father. That is, they are
also created on the ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn (see
ÉÆrah).
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658
FiÌrah
(2)

Creation, formation, law of
nature:
In verse (30:30) the Qur'Àn says: "So set
your (spiritual) face devotedly to the
religion of qÀ’im (i.e. become
annihilated in ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn and
become
ÊÆrat-i
RaÈmÀn).
The
(intellectual and luminous) creation of
God is the one according to which He
created people”. (That is, physical
creation is followed by spiritual creation
after which there is finally the
intellectual creation, in which one has to
be created in the ÊÆrat-i RaÈmÀn like
ÇaÐrat ¿dam).

659
FiÌrah
(3)

Creation, formation, law of
nature:
In the same verse (30:30) God
continues: "There is no change in (the
special and intellectual) creation of God
and this is the religion of the qÀ’im (but
most people do not know)". It is
inconceivable that people are created
from God as such, rather they are
created from the reflection of the sÆrat-i
RaÈmÀn, i.e. the Single Soul or ¿dam.
¿dam or the Single Soul embraced all
of them. Thus when the people begin to
merge in their origin, they regain the
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same image of ¿dam, which they used
to have originally.

660
FiÌrah
(4)

Religion of Islam:
It is narrated in a ÇadÄth: "Every child is
born according to nature (Islam), then it
is his parents who make him a Jew, or
Christian or Magus." (MishkÀt, I, 194).
The greatest secret here is that fiÌrah is
used in the sense of the religion of
Islam. How can the law of nature and
law of religion be two, while Islam itself
is the religion of nature? That is, Islam
is the religion which is exactly
according to the law of creation.

661
FiÌrah
(5)

Religion of Islam:
The wisdom of this ÇadÄth is that
potentially every child of the nations of
the world is born according to nature
(Islam) and then through progress,
gradually he can eventually actualise
within himself all the beauties of Islam.
But, it is necessary to observe what the
influence of parents is upon him. If the
parents were unable to influence their
children at all, then the wise Qur’Àn
would not have said: "O you who
believe, save yourselves and your
families from the fire (of hell)." (66:6)
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662
Fulk
(1)

Boat, ship, the personal world of
the manifest Imam:
The Imam of the time is NÆÈ's Ark, just
as mentioned in verses (36:41-42): "A
sign unto them is that We bore their
spiritual particles (dhurriyyat) in (his)
laden ark and We have created for them
the like of it whereupon they ride." The
blessed personal world of the true Imam
has continued to be the inner ark in
which there is the world of particles, so
that the particles of all things and all
human beings may be preserved in it.

663
FanÀ’

Annihilation, death, spiritual
death:
O my dears! There is no doubt that the
Imam of the time is your pure soul (or
Holy Spirit). Thus, you should try to
attain this pure soul by being annihilated
in him through ardent love, knowledge
and true obedience, so that you may be
liberated from the torment of ignorance.
You have heard and seen time and again
that the soul of minerals is vegetable
and the additional soul of vegetables is
animal and the conscious soul (rational
soul) of animals is the human soul and
the Holy Spirit of all human beings is
the Imam of the time, because in order
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to go to God's presence, there are the
ladders of spiritual progress (70:3).

664
Fi’llÀh

About God:
Imam MuÈammad al-BÀqir says:
“Whatever is said about God is about
us, and whatever is said about us, is
about those of our Shicah who are
advanced (bulaghÀ’).” (Ta’wÄlu’z-zakÀt,
fol. 140). This is a unique and
everlasting treasure of recognition.
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665
QÀf
(1)

Supreme Pen:
In verse (50:1), it is said: "By QÀf
(Supreme Pen) and the glorious
Qur’Àn." The allusion made in this oath
is that the Qur'Àn, which is in the
Guarded Tablet, is written by the
Supreme Pen.

666
QÀf
(2)

Mount QÀf:
By the QÀf is meant the mount of
Intellect, as MawlÀ cAlÄ says: "I am the
pearl of the oysters, I am the mount of
QÀf.” That is, I am the unique pearl in
which are gathered all purposes and I
am the mount of QÀf upon which are the
wonders and marvels of the world of
Intellect." (For details see: Forty Keys:
Key 33 "The Mount of QÀf"; Pure
Intellect: "The Mount of QÀf", p.28)

667
QÀla an-Nabiyy

The Prophet said:
The holy Prophet said: "By He in
Whose hand is my soul, the faith does
not enter the heart of a servant who does
not love my ahl-i bayt, for the sake of
God and me." Here it is clear that the
first and fundamental condition of true
faith is the love for the holy ahl-i bayt.
(SharÈ, X, 483).
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668
QÀla al-BÀqir

Imam al-BÀqir said:
"Whatever is said about God is about us
and whatever is said about us is about
those of our ShÄcahs who are advanced
(bulaghÀ'). (Ta'wÄlu'z-zakÀt, fol. 140).

669
QÀla RasÆl AllÀh
(1)

The Messenger of God said:
The holy Prophet said: "I have left
behind among you two weighty things
as a rope reaching the earth from
heaven, one of them is greater than the
other: the Book of Allah and my citrat
(progeny), the people of my house.
They will never separate until they will
come to me at the pond (of Kawthar)."
These
two
unprecedented
and
magnificent things, each one of which is
weightier than the heaven and the earth,
or rather the entire universe, are the
Qur'Àn and its Teacher (the Imam)
whom the Prophet appointed as his
khalÄfah or successor. It is they who are
the rope of God which is stretched from
the heaven to the earth in order to lift
the people of the earth to the heaven.
(SharÈ, X, 481).

670
QÀla RasÆl AllÀh
(2)

The Messenger of God said:
The holy Prophet said: "I am leaving
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two weighty things among you. One of
them is greater than the other: the Book
of Allah which is as a rope which is
stretched from the heaven to the earth,
one end of which is with Allah and the
other in your hands. So hold it fast and
my progeny (together with it)." The
Qur'Àn and the Imam in the world of
oneness are one light which lasts forever
like a rope (or pillar) stretched between
the supreme Throne and the earth.
(SharÈ, X, 479).

671
QÀla cAliyy

c

AlÄ said:

MawlÀ cAlÄ said: "The Qur'Àn is
revealed in quarters: One quarter is
about us, one quarter about our enemies,
one quarter consists of ways of life
(siyar) and parables and one quarter
consists of obligations and rules. And in
favour of us are the most noble verses of
the Qur'Àn." (SharÈ, IX, 353).

672
QÀlib
(1)

358

Mould, matrix, body:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: The soul of the
mu'min after death is in a body like his
body in this world. (The only difference
is that the worldly body was dense and
the one after death is subtle and
luminous) (LughÀt, QÀf, p.142).
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673
QÀlib
(2)

Mould, dense body, subtle body:
According to the wisdom of the ÇadÄth,
another name which is used for the
human body is "qÀlib (mould)". This is
because of the fact that by the command
of God, at the place of spirituality the
body of the Perfect Man is actually used
as a mould to make his countless copies,
i.e. living pictures, by casting the
Universal Soul into it. Take the example
of ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd: each copy of his
blessed mould is he himself, the
personal world, enfolded universe,
angel, subtle body as well as
paradisiacal attire.

674
QÀlib
(3)

Subtle body, garments, ibdÀci
body:
In verse (21:80) God mentions His great
favours in these words: "And We taught
him the art of making garments (labÆs)
(of mail) for you." Here if we do not
disclose the main favour of God by
explaining the mithÀl and mamthÆl of
the word labÆs, many questions may
arise today about the mithÀl, i.e. the
garments (of mail). Therefore, here we
should say that the ta'wÄl of labÆs is the
subtle body and that of DÀwÆd is the
Imam of the time.
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675
QÀlib
(4)

Paradisiacal attire, a miraculous
man like a flying saucer:
Worldly attire has neither intellect nor
soul nor sense and no movement, but
the paradisiacal attire is adorned with
the beauties of pure life and perfect
intellect. Thus, it has as many names as
it has functions, such as subtle body,
ibdÀcÄ body, celestial body, astral body,
angel, subtle man, a believing jinn,
miÈrÀb (fortress), sirbÀl (pl. sarÀbÄl,
garment), rÄsh (feathers), labÆs (attires),
silk, etc. Thus, these are the luminous
attires cast in the mould of the Revealed
Light for mu'mins (male and female).
The act of making them and its secret
has been discussed in many of our
writings.

676
QÀlib
(5)

Living and conscious pictures:
MawlÀ cAlÄ has reported the following
ÇadÄth from Prophet MuÈammad:
“There will be a bazaar in paradise in
which there will be no buying and
selling, only the pictures of men and
women. Whenever a person likes a
picture, he enters it (i.e. becomes like
it)”. (TirmidhÄ, IV, 686).
There is nothing in paradise without
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intellect and soul. Therefore, these
pictures are the beautiful copies of
chosen as well as common people,
including the copies of cÀrifs and
kÀmils, which are made during the
individual resurrection.

677
QÀnit

Obedient to God, devout,
constant in prayer, submissive:
O my dears! With the inner eye note the
extremely marvellous wisdom in verse
(16:120), which is that ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
was a great ummat in his personal
world, and his characteristics were
humility, submissiveness and remaining
obedient to God and recognising Him.
Although the entire universe was
enfolded in him, here there is a
reference to those obedient servants of
God who were moulded in his blessed
personality and had become his copies
and that he was the Imam of the people.

678
QÀ'im

ÇaÐrat qÀ'im:
At the end of chapter 33 of Wajh-i DÄn,
it is said: No one will be able to
recognise ÇaÐrat qÀ'im except through
five ÈudÆd: AsÀs, imÀm, bÀb, Èujjat and
dÀcÄ. ÇaÐrat qÀ'im is mentioned
everywhere in this excellent book. Read
it carefully.
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679
Qabr (pl. qubÆr)

Grave:
Human personality consists of three
things: body, soul and intellect.
Therefore, the grave is also of three
kinds:
physical,
spiritual
and
intellectual. This shows that the physical
grave is only for the body, and the soul
enters in one of the ÈudÆd-i dÄn and that
the intellectual grave is for the sake of
the demonstration of wisdom.

680
Qabas
(1)

Live coal, firebrand, spark,
flame, flame of burning wood:
Qabas or miqbÀs means the flame
which is taken from a big fire. The fire
which is mentioned in verses (20:10;
27:7; 28:29) in the Qur'Ànic story of
ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ, is the fire of love, the
lamp of guidance and the light of
Intellect as well. It is among the
miracles of the wise Qur'Àn that unique
secrets are hidden everywhere in it, as
mentioned in verse (20:10): "When he
saw a fire he said to his family: Wait
here, verily I have seen (Ànastu) a fire."
Here in Ànastu there is a subtle allusion.
It was possible to use "ra'aytu" instead
of "Ànastu", but in the latter there is an
allusion to the ardent love and affection
for the light, because the words which
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are derived from its root letters (hamza,
nÆn, sÄn) have the meanings of
familiarity, kindness, love and solace.

681
Qabas
(2)

Spark of light:
Prior to the mention of the bringing of
the spark of light or flame in verse
(20:10), there is the mention of Allah's
beautiful names in verse (20:8), which is
an indication that by the grace of God,
the True Guide can establish a luminous
bridge of ism-i acÎam between himself
and his followers. He can initially give
them a spark of light and gradually
perfect it, but there is the pre-requisite
of love, knowledge and good deeds on
the part of the followers.

682
Qabas
(3)

Flame of light:
If one of the names of light is
sibghatu'llÀh (colour of Allah, 2:138),
what is this colour like? It is an
extremely pleasant, faith-illumining,
soul-nourishing,
amazing
and
miraculous in comparison to the most
superb and attractive colours of this
world. In such a case, how is it possible
not to have ardent love and affection for
it!
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683
Qiblah
(1)

House of God:
In verse (10:87) God says: "And We
revealed to MÆsÀ and his brother:
provide some houses for your people in
Egypt (miÊr) and make your houses
qiblah (house of God) and establish
prayers, and give glad tidings to the
believers." This verse has an exoteric
aspect and an esoteric aspect.

684
Qiblah
(2)

House of God:
MiÊr means a city, by which is meant
the personal world. That is, according to
the Divine command, ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ and
ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn ordained in their personal
world some ÈudÆd-i dÄn as the houses of
the community, so that they may be
further elevated to the rank of qiblah
(house of God) in which to establish
true prayers, so that this may be glad
tidings for the people of faith.

685
Qiblah
(3)

364

House of God:
In verse (24:36) God says: "(This lamp
of Divine light is lit) in houses which
Allah has commanded to be exalted, and
His name to be remembered therein."
The inner house of God is first in the
hearts of Prophets, Imams and cÀrifs and
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then after the spiritual revolution it rises
to their forehead, just as the Kacbah was
lifted to the heaven during ÇaÐrat NÆÈ's
deluge.

686
Qiblah
(4)

House of God:
By the command of God, ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm and ÇaÐrat IsmÀcÄl had
constructed a spiritual qiblah, in
addition to the physical Kacbah and this
is why God says in verse (2:125): "Take
as your place of prayer the maqÀm-i
IbrÀhÄm (place of standing of IbrÀhÄm)."
That is, you should perform the spiritual
prayer in the spiritual Kacbah like
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm (a.s.) did.

687
Qur'Àn
(1)

Qur'Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "How many
reciters of the Qur'Àn are such that the
Qur'Àn curses them!" (LughÀt, QÀf, p.
54). Such a curse means deprivation and
separation from the treasures of the
Qur'Àn.

688
Qur'Àn
(2)

Qur'Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Indeed, the
Qur'Àn has a ÎÀhr (exoteric aspect) and a
bÀÌn (esoteric aspect) and every bÀÌn
goes up to seven bÀÌns or upto seventy
365
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bÀÌns." (al-MÄzÀn, I, 7). These are the
external and internal bounties of the
True Religion as mentioned in verse
(31:20): "And He has completed His
favours upon you, both externally and
internally."

689
Qurrat acyun

Coolness of the eyes:
In verse (32:17) the bounties of paradise
are mentioned as follows: "No one
knows what coolness of the eyes is kept
hidden (ukhfiya) for them." From
"ukhfiya (is kept hidden)" it becomes
evident that paradise is not far; it is in
front of us, i.e. it is in the personal
world, but it is veiled.
With respect to the coolness of the eyes,
there can be three allusions such as: (a)
all the bounties of paradise, (b) in
paradise every wish related to children
will be fulfilled, (c) for eyes there is
every scene and every vision. However,
God’s visions and manifestations are so
sublime that it is only He Who can duly
describe and praise each of His
manifestations and visions.

690
QarÄn
(1)
366

Companion:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "There is none
among you except that he has a
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companion from among jinn and a
companion from among angels”. The
companions asked him: You also? He
said: “Yes, indeed, I had also, but God
helped me against the devil and he
submitted to me."

691
QarÄn
(2)

Companion:
It is said in verse (43:36): "And
whosoever
goes
blind
to
the
remembrance of the Beneficent, We
appoint for him a devil who becomes a
(constant) comrade." The wisdom of
this verse is revealed by the ÇadÄth in
which it is mentioned that the heart of
every individual has two ears where
there are two companions, a devil and
an angel. In the case of negligence the
devil gets an opportunity to insinuate
and in the case of constant Divine
remembrance the angel gets an
opportunity to inspire good thoughts.

692
QarÄn
(3)

Companion:
This Divine law continues not only
internally but also externally. That is,
the Imam of the time is the supreme
Name of God and His sacred
remembrance. He who recognises the
Imam of his time and remembers God
through him escapes the major devil and
367
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is protected in the refuge of God. Thus
the angel who is on one side of the
human heart is a spark of the light of the
Imam, and the devil who is on the other
side is the soul of the enemies of the
Imam.

693
Qalb
(1)

Heart:
In a sacred ÇadÄth it is said: "I am
contained neither by My heaven nor by
My earth, but I am contained by the
heart of My believing servant." (alMucjam, p. 1265). That is, I am dwelling
in the heart of My believing servant. We
should know that such a perfect mu'min,
in the mirror of whose heart God
manifests, is the successor of the holy
Prophet, namely the Imam who, in
reality, is the maÎhar of the Divine
Light.

694
Qalb
(2)

368

Heart:
According to the great wisdom hidden
in verse (8:24), the heart means the
Imam, i.e. ÇaÐrat qÀ’Äm (a.s.), who is
the heart of every mu’min man and
mu’min woman.
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695
Qalb
(3)

Heart, the heart which is
between the two fingers of God
in the higher world:
It is reported in a ÇadÄth: "There is not a
heart but is between the two fingers of
the Lord of the worlds." (Ibn Hanbal,
IV, 182; Ibn MÀjah, I, 13). The ta'wÄlÄ
wisdom of this ÇadÄth is extremely
important, because God has given
freewill to everybody and has not
compelled anyone. Thus the ta'wÄl is
that the representative of all hearts is the
Pearl of Intellect and the fingers of the
Lord are the Universal Intellect and the
Universal Soul, jadd, fatÈ and khayal.
The two among them are the Intellect
and the Soul, between which there is the
demonstration of the Pearl in which are
contained the keys of knowledge and
wisdom. Otherwise, if we rely upon the
exoteric aspect then the concept of
freewill ceases to exist.

696
Qalb salÄm
(1)

Immaculate heart, sound heart:
It is the heart which is free from inner
diseases and is always under God's
providential care and guidance, as was
the blessed heart of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
(37:84).
369
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697
Qalb salÄm
(2)

Sound heart:
In verse (26:89) is mentioned qalb-i
salÄm, the sound heart, by which is
meant a heart which has been illumined
with the light of Imamat. In the case of
such a mu'min, the Imam himself
becomes his heart.

698
QamÄÊ
(1)

Shirt:
ÇaÐrat YÆsuf said: "Go with this shirt of
mine." (12:93). This miraculous shirt
was the ibdacÄ body of the Imam. The
shirt is like a veil and the one veiled is
the Imam himself.

699
QamÄÊ
(2)

370

Shirt:
In verse (12:93), quoting the words of
ÇaÐrat YusÆf, it is said: "Go with my
shirt and put it on my father's face, he
will become a seer again." This is a
bright example of the miracle of the
light of the Imam of the time, that he
can cast the reflection of his light on a
lover and can give him a copy of his
ibdÀcÄ body. ÇaÐrat YusÆf was both the
physical and luminous son of ÇaÐrat
YacqÆb, but here it is necessary to know
that all the weeping and shedding of
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tears of the latter was for the luminous
vision of the luminous son.

700
QamÄÊ
(3)

Shirt:
Question: In the example of ÇaÐrat
YacqÆb and ÇaÐrat YusÆf, God
transferred Imamat from the father to
the son long before and then He
separated them from one another and let
the father weep profusely. What is the
wisdom in this? Answer: There is
guidance for the people of faith in every
example of the Prophets and Imams.
Thus, between the Imam of the time and
a true lover, there are many exalted
links. One of them is that the Imam is
the father and at a special place, i.e. the
personal world, he is like a son also. For
instance, the Èujjat is the spiritual son of
the Imam, but it is also true that in his
personal world, the Imam is his
luminous and intellectual son also.
Thus, O my dears! there is an indication
in the story of ÇaÐrat YacqÆb for you to
shed tears with ardent love for the
spiritual dÄdÀr of the luminous son of
your personal world.

701
QiyÀmatuhu

His resurrection:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "He who dies, his
resurrection takes place." (IÈyÀ', IV,
371
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64). In this ÇadÄth there is the mention
of the death of macrifat and the
individual or minor resurrection, in
which however, is hidden the major
resurrection and it is this individual
resurrection or spiritual revolution
which is the ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn also.

372

Chapter: KÀf
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702
Ka's

Wine-cup, goblet:
It is said in verse (37:45): "A goblet
from a spring of wine (macÄn) is brought
round for them." Wherever in the holy
Qur’Àn the wine of paradise is
mentioned, it means the true love which
is aroused by the Divine vision, which
according to "Everyday He is in a
(different)
splendour"
(55:24),
necessitates different manifestations.
This means that maÎhar and maÎÀhÄr
(locus and loci of manifestation) are the
attributive names of God.
Check a dictionary for the explanation
of the word "macÄn", which is the past
participle of "cayna - yacÄnu", which
means to possess eyes with wide pupils.
Therefore, here there is an allusion to
the wine of vision (sharÀb-i dÄdÀr)
which is the wine of love. Further when
it is used as an adjective of water, it
means the spring which flows on the
surface of the earth and is seen with the
eyes.

703
KitÀb
(1)

374

Record of deeds:
In verses (83:18-21), it is mentioned:
"Nay, the record of the righteous is in
c
IlliyyÆn. What makes you know what
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c

IlliyyÆn is? It is a written Book which
can be seen only by those who are near
to God." cIlliyyÆn is the name of a
luminous subtle personality. You can
call it an angel. It is one as well as
many. It is the Book as well as the
record of deeds of the righteous. It can
be observed in this world only by those
who are close to God.

704
KitÀb
(2)

Record of deeds:
It is said in verse (23:62): "And with Us
is a Book; it speaks the truth, and they
will not be dealt with unjustly." This is
the sacred light of the exalted Imam
who is the speaking Book (Speaking
Qur'Àn) and as the witness over the
people, their record of deeds as well.

705
KitÀb
(3)

Record of deeds:
Those sÀliks who have experienced the
spiritual death, necessarily see their own
record of deeds, because personal
resurrection is not possible without this.
This is also the annihilation in the Imam
(fanÀ' fi'l-imÀm) without which nobody
can enter the city of knowledge and the
house of wisdom of the holy Prophet.
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706
KitÀb
(4)

Record of deeds:
In verse (78:29) it is mentioned: "And
We have encompassed everything in
(the form of) a Book." That is, the entire
world is enfolded in the personal world
of everybody and this is the witness of
the extremely detailed book of deeds,
i.e. the light of Imamat.

707
KitÀb maknÆn
(1)

Hidden Book:
This treasure of wisdom is mentioned in
verses (56:77-78): "That, verily, it is an
honourable Qur'Àn in a hidden Book."
That is, all the secrets of wisdom of the
holy Qur’Àn are hidden in the
magnificent signs of the Pearl of
Intellect.

708
KitÀb maknÆn
(2)

Hidden Book:
This treasure of wisdom is in verses
(56:77-79): "That, verily it is an
honourable Qur'Àn, in a Hidden Book,
which none can touch save the purified
ones." That is, the Pearl of Intellect.

709
KitÀb maknÆn
(3)
376

Hidden Book:
In verse (38:45) ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm, ÇaÐrat
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IshÀq and ÇaÐrat Yacqub are praised as
having hands that could reach the Pearl
of Intellect and eyes which could
observe
the
sacred
Sanctuary
(ÈaÎirÀtu’l-qudus). This indicates that
they were among those pure persons
able to touch the hidden book and see
the sacred Sanctuary.

710
KitÀb maknÆn
(4)

Hidden book:
SÀmirÄ was an ignorant person of the
children of Israel, who did not recognise
ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn. He used his initial and
trying spirituality to gain honour and
respect, and misguided the people and
deprived them of higher concepts, as a
result he was punished in the form of
"not touching (lÀ misÀs 20:97)”. This
indicates that without the guidance of
the True Guide, nobody can touch the
hidden Book.

711
KitÀb maknÆn
(5)

Hidden Book:
There is a consummate wisdom hidden
in every Qur'Ànic verse. That is, a
wisdom which is lofty and penetrating
and in which a great secret of the sacred
Sanctuary is hidden, even though the
verse may be about AbÆ Lahab, such as
(111:1): "AbÆ Lahab's two hands
perished and he also perished." That is,
377
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he would not be able to touch the hidden
Book in the future, because his two
inner hands had perished and he too had
perished spiritually.

712
KitÀb munÄr

Luminous Book, the light of the
truth of certainty:
By the luminous Book is meant that
light of Intellect which is at the rank of
the truth of certainty, also called the
hidden Book, as has been said in verse
(22:8): "And among the people are those
who dispute about God, without
knowledge, guidance and a luminous
Book." That is, there are some people
who dispute about God without the
knowledge of certainty, the eye of
certainty and the truth of certainty. For
the luminous Book see also verses
(3:184; 35:25).

713
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(1)

Speaking Book, the Qur'Àn
within the Imam:
O my dears! Try to understand the
wisdom of verse (23:63): "And with Us
is a Book which speaks the truth and
they shall not be dealt with unjustly".
This Book is the Qur'Àn within the
exalted personality of the Imam and in
this sense the Imam is called the
speaking Book. Had it not been so, the
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Qur'Àn would not have been universal, it
would have been limited, which is
absurd and impossible.

714
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(2)

The Qur’Àn within the Imam:
O my cazÄzÀn! Wherever in the wise
Qur’Àn the word "kull", i.e. whole,
everyone, everything is mentioned, it
shows a universal law or rule, as
mentioned in verse (41:21): "They
(skins) shall say: Allah Who makes
everything speak, made us speak." This
universal law means that those things
which apparently do not speak, also
speak at a particular place by the
command of God. Thus the holy Qur’Àn
even though it is apparently silent,
always speaks in the legatee of the holy
Prophet, and therefore the Imam is
called the speaking Qur’Àn.

715
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(3)

The Qur'Àn within the Imam,
which is also the record of deeds
of the righteous ones:
God says in verse (45:29): "This Our
Book (which is also your record of
deeds) speaks against you with truth."
That is, the Qur'Àn and the Imam
together in the state of a single Light
(nÆr-i wÀÈid). Had there been any other
miraculously speaking Book other than
379
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the Qur’Àn in the Imam, then that would
have been more praise-worthy and the
Qur'Àn
would
not
have
this
comprehensive and universal attribute
of "And We have revealed to you the
Book as an explanation for everything."
(16:89). Thus it is evident that the single
light of the glorious Qur’Àn and the holy
Imam is also the record of deeds of the
righteous, which is in cIlliyyÆn (83:18).

716
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(4)

The Qur’Àn within the Imam,
which is also the record of deeds
of the righteous ones:
Every Muslim accepts that the holy
Prophet in his time was the embodied
light (nÆr-i mujassam) and the speaking
Qur'Àn, as God says in verses (53:3-4):
"Nor does he speak out of (his own)
desire, it is but a revelation revealed."
That is, his speaking is the speaking of
the Qur'Àn, therefore, he became the
speaking Qur'Àn.

717
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(5)

380

Speaking Book, i.e. the Imam:
O my cazÄzÀn! With the inner eye see
the fact in verse (42:52) that the Qur'Àn
was revealed on the heart of the holy
Prophet in the form of a Holy Spirit and
a Light which gradually came into
written form, but the Spirit and Light of
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the Qur'Àn were to remain in his heart,
so that when the time came it would be
transferred to his legatee.

718
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(6)

Speaking Qur’Àn:
O the light of my eyes (i.e. everyone
who is a lover of knowledge)! You
should not forget that if in a verse there
are more than one name, there are as
many things as there are names. For
instance, if in verse (5:15) two names,
the Light and the clear Book (kitÀb-i
mubÄn) are mentioned, then definitely
there are two things, and without any
doubt these two things are the holy
Prophet and the holy Qur’Àn. It has
always been the Divine law to appoint a
Teacher together with the heavenly
Book and that same Teacher is called
the speaking Book.

719
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(7)

Speaking Qur’Àn:
Here we are mentioning at least two
meanings of the kitÀb-i mubÄn: the clear
Book and the speaking Book. That is,
when the Qur'Àn is apparent and in front
of you (in a physical form), it does not
speak, but it continues to speak where it
is hidden within the Divine Teacher.
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720
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(8)

382

Speaking Qur’Àn:
O the light of my eyes! In connection
with the recognition of the Qur'Àn, refer
to verses (85:21-22), in which the
Qur'Àn is in the Guarded Tablet with
grandeur and glory and there its
adjective is majÄd (glorious), which is
also one of the attributive names of
God. You might also have read that the
Divine Pen is the supreme living angel,
namely the Universal Intellect, and the
Guarded Tablet is the other great angel,
the Universal Soul. The Divine Pen is
the light of the Prophet and the Guarded
Tablet is the light of MawlÀ cAlÄ. Thus
by the command of God, the Divine Pen
(the light of MuÈammad s.a.s.) wrote
the glorious Qur’Àn in its azalÄ luminous
form on the Guarded Tablet (the light of
c
AlÄ (a.s.)). This event took place in the
higher world, and God decreed the same
command to be executed in the lower
world. Thus, God commanded the
maÎhar of the Divine Pen, the holy
Prophet to transfer the spirituality and
luminosity of the holy Qur’Àn to the
Guarded Tablet, the ImÀm-i mubÄn,
namely MawlÀ cAlÄ and the Prophet
definitely
executed
the
Divine
command.
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721
KitÀbun yanÌiqu
(9)

The Imam who is the Speaking
Book:
It is said in verse (29:49): "Nay, it (the
Qur'Àn) is (in the form of) clear miracles
in the breasts of those who are given
knowledge." This blessed verse is
revealed about the Imams of ahl-i bayt
that, the spirit and spirituality and light
and luminosity of the holy Qur’Àn
function within each of the Imams and
through the Imam of the time, this
miracle also takes place in the kÀmils
and cÀrifs.

722
KursÄ
(1)

Dais:
The word kursÄ is mentioned twice in
verses (2:255; 38:34). With respect to
the macrocosm, the Universal Body is
the earth, the Universal Soul is the Dais
and the Universal Intellect is the
Throne. According to this law the body
is the earth, the soul the dais and the
intellect is the royal throne in the
microcosm or the personal world.

723
KursÄ
(2)

Universal Soul:
In verse (2:255) it is said: "His kursÄ
comprises the heavens and the earth."
383
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That is, the universe is immersed in the
fathomless ocean of the Universal Soul
and from its depths emerges the Pearl of
Intellect.

724
KursÄ
(3)

Human soul:
Reflect upon verse (38:34): "Verily, We
did try SulaymÀn and cast upon his kursÄ
a body, then he returned." That is, the
subtle body which is given to the Perfect
Men is initially trying and painful and is
cast on this kursÄ (dais) of body and
soul. Initially there are insects, etc. in it
and then the miraculous subtle body
appears from it.

725
KursÄ
(4)

384

Personal world:
The blessed and sacred body of the
Imam of the time is like a pure ground
on which his pure soul as the Universal
Soul is a unique kursÄ (dais) and upon
which his perfect intellect as the
Universal Intellect is the throne of the
personal world. This is the meaning of
“His (God’s) kursÄ comprises the
heavens and the earth” (2:255), as it is
also said in the Qur’Àn that God has
encompassed everything in the manifest
Imam (36:12).
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726
KursÄ
(5)

Universal Soul, the Soul of souls,
Guarded Tablet:
It is said in verse (2:255): "His kursÄ
comprises the heavens and the earth."
By the kursÄ is meant the Universal Soul
and by the Throne, the Universal
Intellect.

727
KursÄ
(6)

The Universal Soul, the cosmic
Soul:
MawlÀ cAlÄ says: “Indeed, the heaven
and the earth and whatever creation is
between them, are created inside the
kursÄ, which four angels carry by the
command of God”. (al-MÄzÀn, II, 341)
Among the four great angels, two are
spiritual, who are the Universal Intellect
and the Universal Soul and two are
physical, who are the nÀÌiq and asÀs.
Since the higher world is the world of
oneness, therefore there in their azalÄ
oneness, they are one great angel, who
is both the bearer of the Throne and the
Throne itself.

728
KursÄ
(7)

Soul:
It is mentioned in the Qur'Àn twice
(2:255; 38:34). In verse (38:34), it is
385
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said: “And verily, We did try SulaymÀn
and cast upon his kursÄ a body, then he
turned (to God).” ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn was
tried in this way that initially an inferior
(adnÀ) subtle body was cast upon his
soul, which consisted of countless tiny
animals, in which tremendous ibdÀcÄ
wisdom was hidden.

729
KursÄ
(8)

Dais:
The king is sitting on the throne and the
throne is set on the dais, which is placed
on the ground. Similarly, the royal
throne of the human reality (“I”) is the
intellect, the dais is the soul and the
ground is the body, just as in the
macrocosm the Throne is the Universal
Intellect, the kursÄ (dais) is the Universal
Soul and the ground is the Universal
Body.

730
Kullu shay'in
(1)

386

Everything, all things:
O my dears! Everything exists in the
word "Be (kun)" in the form of
possibility. Study all those verses of the
wise Qur’Àn in which the command of
"Be"
is
mentioned.
Similarly,
everything is also in the Supreme Pen as
well as in the Guarded Tablet in a
spiritual form and also in the manifest
Imam. It should be remembered well
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that by the Pen is meant the light of the
holy Prophet and by the Guarded Tablet
is the light of the manifest Imam. It is
God Himself Who has created all these
higher ranks and made their spiritual
and intellectual shadows appear in the
personal world (16:81). These shadows
are bright, just as the reflection of the
sun, which appears in the mirror.

731
Kullu shay'in
(2)

Everything, all things:
God says in verse (16:81): "And God
has made for you the shadows of that
which He has created." This is the
mention of the supreme favour of God.
Therefore, here it is not the mention of
small things, rather the great wisdom in
this verse is the mention of the fact that
the shadow (living image) of every
higher thing exists in the personal
world. Those great treasures whose
shadows reflect in the personal world
are: the Word "Be", Supreme Pen,
Guarded Tablet, the manifest Imam, etc.

732
Kullu shay'in
(3)

Everything, all things:
The wise Qur’Àn is the perfect and
complete Book in whose exoteric and
esoteric aspects there is the explanation
of everything (16:89). The magnificent
and unique universal principle which is
387
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the treasure of its heart cannot be
praised by us human beings and that
universal principle full of the
quintessence of wisdom is: "And We
have encompassed everything in a
manifest Imam." (36:12) That is, all
spiritual and intellectual subtle things of
the kingdom of God can be found
gathered and enfolded in the manifest
Imam, provided someone recognises
himself or herself.

733
Kalb

Dog, wrath, anger, torment:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "Angels do not
enter a house in which there is a dog or
a picture." (Ibn Çanbal, I, 104; LughÀt,
KÀf, p. 82). The external dog either
watches at the door or it is used for
hunting according to the permission of
the Qur'Àn (5:4) and the internal dog
(wrath, anger) lives in the house of the
heart. Now, consider that when a dog is
in someone's heart, would angels enter
it? Similarly, there are external pictures
and internal pictures. The internal
pictures are the idols of worldly love.
Thus, it is not possible for angels to
enter a heart in which there is idolatry
day and night.
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734
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(1)

Pure speech:
In verse (35:10) God says: "Pure speech
ascends to Him and good deed exalts it."
This is the mention of knowledge,
recognition and good deeds, because it
is through these means that man reaches
God.

735
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(2)

Pure speech:
Pure speech consists of the entire
c
ibÀdat and Divine remembrance as well
as heart-burning prayer, supplication,
weeping and shedding tears, and good
deed consists of the service of religion
which exalts the pure word to the
presence of God.

736
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(3)

Pure speech:
In connection with kÀr-i buzurg
(supreme feat), when fortunate mu'mins
enter the stage of cIzrÀ'Äl, the
remembrance of the pure speech, i.e.
ism-i acÎam rises higher than even the
heavens with the help of IsrÀfÄl and
c
IzrÀ'Äl, so that, God willing, the
universe may be subjugated for the
future.
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737
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(4)

Pure speech:
Some darwÄshes have seen an amazing
annihilation after experiencing spiritual
annihilation
and
intellectual
annihilation, and that was indeed the
annihilation of love. One evening a
subtle throne appeared before me. The
tender waves of the ocean of soul were
moving towards the throne, together
with the harmony of a living and singing
perfect word and a musical instrument
of paradise and the throne carrying the
soul was ascending gradually.

738
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(5)

Pure speech:
The upper end of the soul is always
linked with its universal fountainhead
and the lower end has descended to the
world of humanity for the sake of the
acquisition of recognition. If this lower
end fortunately accomplishes its work in
time, it is lifted to the higher world with
great honour as the “satisfied soul”
(89:27-30, 35:10).

739
al-Kalim aÌ-Ìayyib
(6)
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Pure speech:
In verse (35:10), it is mentioned:
"Towards Him the good words ascend
and good deeds exalt them." That is, the
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good words of true knowledge and pure
c
ibÀdat ascend towards God and due to
good deeds, they can be exalted to His
presence, so that the word and deed of
the sÀlik may be annihilated in His word
and deed.

740
Kalimat AllÀh
(1)

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
O my dears! You may be amazed to
hear that ism-i acÎam and kÀr-i buzurg
are alluded to from the beginning to the
end of the holy Qur'Àn. Try to
understand the meaning of this
statement through these wisdom-filled
questions: Was the holy Prophet not
doing cibÀdat through the beautiful
names of God from the very beginning?
Are the Prophet and the Imam not the
ism-i acÎam? Is the purpose of the entire
Qur'Àn not the special cibÀdat? Can the
ism-i acÎam be on a path other than the
straight path? Can the light of guidance
and the ism-i acÎam be two different
things? Is the spirituality of the Qur'Àn
and that of the beautiful names not the
same? Had the Prophets and Imams not
taught ism-i acÎam to chosen mu'mins in
their respective times?

741
Kalimat AllÀh
(2)

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
It is a fact that ÇaÐrat Maryam’s
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spirituality is the product of ism-i acÎam
and is an example of the Èujjat. The
Imam gave her ism-i acÎam which is
also called kalimah (word) (4:171). The
light of ÇaÐrat cIsÀ was potentially
hidden in this word, and it became
actually manifest in the heart of ÇaÐrat
Maryam after a certain time. It should
be remembered that every Prophet and
every Imam is kalimatu'llÀh (the Word
of God), i.e. the ism-i acÎam. Thus, if
you are granted ism-i acÎam, you should
be very careful since potentially the
Imam has come to your heart (bÀÌin).
But now you have to become
annihilated in him in this life-time so
that he may guide you actually.

742
Kalimat AllÀh
(3)

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
In the forehead of ÇaÐrat Maryam there
was neither the light of Prophethood nor
the light of Imamat, but definitely there
was the light of macrifat. That is, she
had the rank after the Prophet and the
Imam. She was a Èujjat, which is a
bright example of the spiritual progress
of the people of faith. This is possible
for every mu'min, male or female.

743
Kalimat AllÀh
(4)
392

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
In verse (14:24), the ta'wÄl of the pure
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word is ism-i acÎam, and that of the pure
tree, the light of Prophethood and the
light of Imamat, that of the root of the
tree, the holy Prophet and that of the
branch of the tree which gives fruit in
the higher world, the Imam. How
marvellous, magnificent and wisdomfilled this example is, according to
which the Imam is externally in the
physical world and internally in the
higher world.

744
Kalimat AllÀh
(5)

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
In verse (9:40), God says: "And the
word of Allah (ism-i acÎam) is the most
exalted." The blessed allusion of this is
that the original place of ism-i acÎam is
the higher world. Therefore, he who is
attached to it in a real sense is exalted to
the ultimate extent, as it is said in verse
(94:4): "And We exalted for you your
dhikr (remembrance)."

745
Kalimat AllÀh
(6)

Ism-i acÎam, Supreme Name:
In verse (43:28) God says about ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm: "And he made it (luminosity
and recognition) a lasting word in his
progeny so that they may return (to
God)." The lasting word (ism-i acÎam)
continues in the progeny of ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm forever, so that due to the
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resurrection in every age, people may
return to God, since resurrection is
hidden in the ism-i acÎam.

746
Kulliyyah

General rule, principle,
universal:
In verse (14:34) there is the mention of
a unique and general principle of Divine
favours and the treasures of His mercy.
If we look into this verse with the inner
eye, it becomes certain that no bounty is
impossible in spirituality and paradise,
as the verse says: "And He gave you of
all that you asked Him." (14:34). What
do the masses know which bounties are
possible? Therefore it is the Prophets
and the Imams who asked everything
for the people, because it is they who
are the true representatives of God from
among the people. Thus, the kÀmils are
those treasures of God in which He has
kept all bounties for the people of faith.

747
Kun!
(1)

394

Be!:
In God's kingdom, the greatest secret is
the Word "kun", which literally means
"Be". It is mentioned 11 times in the
Qur'Àn, of which 8 are related to God's
act. (2:117; 3:47, 59; 6:73; 16:40; 19:35;
36:82; 40:68).
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748
Kun!
(2)

Be!:
It is said in verse (2:117): "He is the
Originator of the heavens and the earth
and when a work is completed He
commands "Be" and it becomes”. That
is, it is by the Word "Be" that He
originated the heavens and the earth of
the world of command. And it is His
everlasting sunnat (law) that when a
work is accomplished, He says to it
"Be!" and it becomes.

749
Kun!
(3)

Be!:
In verse (3:47) it is said: "When He
decrees a thing He only says to it: Be!
and it becomes." This is the Divine law
which always continues in the world of
command and which has neither a
beginning nor an end, as it is said: "o
mush o". This has many meanings. One
of them is that there is no end to azal
and abad. You should maintain this!

750
Kun!
(4)

Be!:
It is said in verse (3:59): "Verily, the
likeness of cIsÀ in Allah’s sight is as the
likeness of ¿dam: He created him out of
dust, then He said to him: Be! and he
became." In this heavenly teaching,
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there are several allusions of
consummate wisdom, such as: (i) the
external creation of every human being
is according to the law of the world of
creation; (ii) the internal completion of
every Perfect Man is according to the
law of the world of command, which is
saying "Be!" by God

751
Kun!
(5)

Be!:
It is said in verse (6:73): "And the day
(when) He says (yaqÆlu): Be! and it
becomes (yakÆnu)." That is, by the
command of God, the personal world or
microcosm comes into being from the
external world or macrocosm in the
personal resurrection of the Perfect
Man. It should be noted that both the
verbs yaqÆlu and yakÆnu are in aorist
(muÐÀric) tense (that is, they embrace
the meanings of both the present and the
future).

752
Kanz
(1)

Treasure:
It is said in a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ: "I was a
hidden treasure, I liked to be recognised,
so (for this purpose) I created
creatures." (AÈÀdÄth-i MathnawÄ, p. 29).
O the light of my eyes! Try to
understand this sacred ÇadÄth, which is
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full of secrets from the perspective of
the personal world and not from the
perspective of the physical world,
because it is in the personal world of
His friends that He was a hidden
treasure and when He created them
spiritually and intellectually, He
enriched them forever with the treasure
of recognition.

753
Kanz
(2)

Treasure, treasure of secrets:
It is said in a sacred ÇadÄth: "I was an
unrecognised treasure, then I liked to be
recognised so I created creatures and
made them recognise Me. Thus, they
recognised Me through Me." (alMucjam, p. 1266).
This ÇadÄth is not related to the external
world, but it is related to the personal
world, because until the sÀlik dies
spiritually, God remains for him an
unrecognised treasure. It is after
spiritual birth that cÀrifs and kÀmils are
enriched with the everlasting wealth of
dÄdÀr and recognition.

754
Kanz
(3)

Treasure of recognition:
In verse (51:56) God says: "I did not
create jinn and man but to worship Me."
Ibn cAbbas has interpreted the last
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phrase of this verse “to worship Me” as
“to recognise Me”. (al-Mucjam, p.
1267).

755
Kanz
(4)

Treasure of the secrets of
recognition:
It is related from ÇaÐrat c¿’ishah that
the holy Prophet was asked: "Who has
the greatest recognition of his Lord
among the people? The holy Prophet
said: He who has the greatest
recognition of himself." (al-Mucjam, p.
1261). It is true that the recognition of
God is in the personal world.

756
Kanz
(5)

398

Divine attributes, absolute light:
ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd said: "O Lord! For what
purpose did you create the creation? He
said: I was a hidden treasure, I wanted
to be recognised, so I created creatures
so that I may be recognised." (AÈÀdÄth-i
MathnawÄ, p. 29). This sacred ÇadÄth is
related to the people of recognition. The
Benevolent Lord has compared Himself
to a hidden treasure so that every cÀrif
may attain it in his personal world, as
the Prophet says: "Whoever belongs to
God, God belongs to him." That is, he
who attains recognition, himself
becomes the treasure of recognition.
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757
Kanz
(6)

A treasure, a treasure of
paradise:
The holy Prophet says: “Indeed, lÀ
Èawla wa lÀ quwwata illÀ bi’llÀhi’lc
aliyyi’l-caÎÄm (There is no protection
and strength except by Allah, the High,
the Great) is a treasure among the
treasures of paradise and it is a healing
for ninety-nine diseases and the first of
them is anxiety.” (DacÀ’im, II, 137, 331,
352; Wajh, p. 340; TirmidhÄ, V, 580; alMustadrak, I, 727).

758
Kanz
(7)

Treasure, hidden treasure:
The holy Prophet said: "O cAlÄ, indeed
there is a treasure for you in paradise
and you are its Dhu'l-Qarnayn (i.e.
universal king)" (al-Mustadrak, III,
133). There can be many treasures in
paradise, but the glad tidings of the holy
Prophet which is for the Dhu'l-Qarnayn
of paradise is related to the supreme
treasure. This greatest and unique
treasure, which cannot be described in
appropriate terms, is not of silver, gold,
gems and pearls, but it is the hidden
treasure which is for cAlÄ and his
friends. The characteristic of this
treasure is that whoever enters it, finds
himself to be that treasure.
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759
KÆnÆ

Be!:
Every verse of the wise Qur’Àn is by
itself a book of wisdom and a decisive
decree. Thus, in the following command
of God there are satisfactory answers to
many questions related to religion and
science: "Be stones or iron." (17:50). It
should be noted that nothing in the
Qur'Àn is without wisdom, and
therefore, it is a fact that soul and matter
are not two separate things, rather they
are two forms of the same thing.
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760
LÀ taqnaÌÆ

Do not despair:
In verse (39:53) God says: "Do not
despair of Allah's mercy." The mercy of
God is the Imam of the time after the
holy Prophet. (see RawÈ AllÀh)

761
LÀ rayba
(1)

There is no doubt:
It is said in verses (2:2; 10:31): "That
Book in which there is no doubt." That
Book is the asÀs.

762
LÀ rayba
(2)

There is no doubt, i.e. there is
certainty:
Regarding the Day of Resurrection it is
repeatedly said: “There is no doubt in it”
(i.e. there is only certainty). In order to
understand its wisdom, an intelligent
person may ask: Is this decree about the
doctrine of resurrection, whereas some
people do not believe in it and of those
who believe, the majority have not yet
seen it? How then can they have
certainty about it?
Answer: The Day of Resurrection, in
reality, is ÇaÐrat MawlÀ cAlÄ, and the
c
AlÄ of the time has the same position,
as he himself says: "I am the Hour
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(Resurrection), for whoever belies it, a
blazing fire is prepared." By this Hour is
meant the Day of Resurrection.
(Kawkab, p. 200).

763
LÀ rayba
(3)

There is no doubt, i.e. there is
certainty:
The wisdom of "LÀ rayba fÄhi": LÀ
rayba means there is no doubt, fÄhi,
means in him. By this is meant MawlÀ
c
AlÄ (a.s.) or cAlÄ of the time (a.s.), in
whose spirituality (bÀÌin) there is no
doubt. When an cÀrif enters his
spirituality and luminosity, or his light
rises within himself (i.e. the cÀrif), then
all doubts and suspicions disappear and
there prevails absolute certainty. In
short, in "lÀ rayba fÄhi" doubt is
condemned and certainty praised and it
is also alluded that mu'mins should enter
the spiritual recognition of the Imam of
the time.

764
LÀ rayba
(4)

There is no doubt, i.e. there is
certainty:
In the beginning of the sÆrah of
"Baqarah" (2), a great fundamental
wisdom is hidden in the veil of tanzÄl
(revelation): "Alif-LÀm-MÄm is that book
in which there is no doubt." By this
book is meant the speaking Qur'Àn, after
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entering the spiritual recognition of
which, all the treasures of certainty are
received, as MawlÀ cAlÄ has said: "I am
that Book in which there is no doubt."
(Kawkab, p. 200).

765
LÀ makÀn
(1)

The spiritual world, non-spatial
world:
The non-spatial world is the world in
which there is no material place, such as
the world of dream and the world of
imagination, in which there is the
concept of space, but there is no
materiality and corporeality. Similarly,
there is the spiritual world, which is
non-spatial and which at its level of
perfection is paradise.

766
LÀ makÀn
(2)

The spiritual world, non-spatial
world:
If you want to see body and soul
separately, then the former is spatial and
the latter non-spatial. If you want to see
them together, see the perfect personal
world. Since paradise is intellect and
soul, in that respect it is non-spatial, but
due to the Universal Soul, it is linked
with the earth and the heaven (3:133;
57:21).
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767
LÀ makÀn
(3)

The spiritual world, non-spatial
world:
That which is non-spatial is also nontemporal from one aspect, because time
comes into existence as a result of the
rotation of space, i.e. heaven, and where
there is no space, there is no time. For
instance, in paradise, there is no past, no
future, nor is there a present which
passes with great rapidity. There is only
immovable time (khulÆd, 50:34).

768
LÀ makÀn
(4)

The spiritual world, non-spatial
world:
By the non-spatial world is meant the
higher world which is beyond space and
time. It is the paradise in which the clear
concept of space and time is according
to your wish. Whatever place, time and
thing you wish, only that appears in
front of you and the rest remain absent.

769

LÀ yanfac

A thing which does not benefit:
A wisdom-filled prayer of the holy
Prophet is: "O Allah! I seek refuge in
You from four things: from a
knowledge which does not benefit, a
heart which is not submissive, a soul
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which is not satiable and a prayer which
is not heard." (al-Mustadrak, I, 185)
This ÇadÄth shows that there are people
in this world who claim to have
knowledge, whereas their knowledge is
not useful.

770
LibÀs
(1)

Garment, raiment, attire:
See verse (7:26): "O children of ¿dam!
We have sent down to you a garment to
cover your shameful parts and garments
of adornment (rÄsh=subtle body), and
the garment of piety (libÀsu’t-taqwÀ) is
best." In this verse, three kinds of
garments are mentioned: the external
garment, the garment of the subtle body,
and the garment of the subtle soul or the
garment of piety, which is the best.
If one of us sees a dream in which he is
attired in clean clothes, this is a sign of
"the garment of piety". Contrary to this,
torn or dirty clothes and nudity are a
sign of the absence of piety.

771
LibÀs
(2)

406

Garment of piety:
The supreme example of the garment of
piety is that a mu'min with high
ambition reaches the height of the
treasure of azal and attains there the
supreme vision. This holy vision is the
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rank of annihilation, the world of
oneness and monoreality. Therefore, all
meanings are gathered together in it.
And in a sense according to "He who
recognises himself ..." he recognises
himself in the garment of piety.

772
LibÀs
(3)

Silken garments of paradise:
In verses (22:23; 35:33), it is said that
the garments of the people of paradise
will be silken. By these garments are
meant the subtle bodies which are
rational like believing jinn or angels.
The resemblance of silk to the subtle
body is that when a silk worm is in the
process of metamorphoses to become a
moth, it starts to produce the thread of
silk from within it. Similarly, when the
Perfect Man is transforming from a
human being into an angel and the
seizing of the soul continues, thousands
of his copies are made, which are subtle
bodies or angels or silken garments of
paradise.

773
LaÈm Ìayr
(1)

Flesh of birds:
One of the bounties of paradise is the
flesh of birds, as mentioned in verse
(56:21): "And the flesh of birds that
they relish." The ta'wÄlÄ wisdom of this
verse is that there are no dense foods of
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this world in paradise, therefore the
flesh of birds is the example of the fact
that the people of paradise will have the
vision of pure souls and angels, which
will give them extreme delight and
happiness. Further, they will know the
azalÄ and abadÄ unity and monoreality,
by which the concept of alienation will
come to an end and everybody will be
sure that he is a whole and the rest are
his parts.

774
LaÈm Ìayr
(2)

The vision of souls and angels:
How amazing and great is the wisdom
that each of the male and female
mu'mins is a universal among
universals. Thus, by the grace of God,
every individual in paradise will
gradually consider souls and angels
parts of his universal existence until the
secrets of macrifat are completely
uncovered to him at the rank of Èaqqu'lyaqÄn, the truth of certainty. This is the
ta'wÄl of eating the flesh of birds in
paradise, al-Èamdu li'llÀh!

775
LisÀn (pl. alsinah)
(1)

408

Language:
Every language is among the signs of
God's power as mentioned in verse
(30:22): "And among His signs is the
creation of the heavens and the earth
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and the variety of your tongues and
hues. Verily there are signs in this for
those who know." Thus, the creation of
languages and the variety of hues are
from God, in which there are countless
scenes of natural beauty and elegance,
such as the stars in the heavens, the
exotic scenes of the earth and the
complexions of human beings.

776
LisÀn
(2)

Language:
It is also a great discovery of spiritual
science that every heavenly Book has a
ÎÀhir (exoteric aspect) and a bÀÌin
(esoteric aspect). For instance, the ÎÀhir
or tanzÄl of the Qur'Àn is in Arabic and
its bÀÌin or ta'wÄl is in every language of
the world. This is the great universal
miracle of the Qur'Àn, as mentioned in
verse (14:4): "And We did not send any
messengers but with the tongue of his
people, so that he may clearly explain to
them." (liyubayyina lahum, bayÀn =
ta'wÄl). [That is, he may give them the
ta’wÄl].

777
LisÀn
(3)

Language:
It is said in verse (7:158): "Say (O
MuÈammad): O people, verily I am the
messenger of Allah to you all." This
command shows that the holy Prophet
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was sent to all people and therefore as a
mercy for all of them (21:107), he was
able to speak in every language
internally (spiritually).

778
LisÀn
(4)

Language:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "The language of
the people of paradise is Arabic."
(JÀmicu’l-AÈÀdÄth, I, 133). I believe that
the supreme and central language of
paradise is Arabic and therefore all
mu'mins will be able not only to speak
Arabic, but also to benefit from the
esoteric wisdoms of the Qur'Àn and
ÇadÄth. Yet, the intellect is convinced
that there are countless subsidiary
languages in paradise, the evidence of
which is found in verses which indicate
the availability of every pleasant bounty
in paradise.

779
LisÀn
(5)

410

Language:
Question: Please tell us what are or will
be the bounties in paradise? Answer:
There is no bounty which is not found in
paradise. Whatever bounty you wish for
is available. For instance, if you want to
know about your own language, it is
possible, because there are the treasures
of everything with God (15:21),
including the treasures of knowledge,
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true information about languages and
the true history of the nations of the
world.

780
LisÀn
(6)

Language:
When God wills to create a language,
first He creates the Universal Word
(kalimah-yi kull). This word is like the
¿dam of the countless words of this
language. Then He creates another word
from it like ÇawwÀ', then from these
two words He creates numerous
branches of other words and completes
the language.

781
LafÄf

Enfolded, gathered together:
It is said in verse (17:104): "But when
the promise of the hereafter comes, We
shall bring you all rolled up together."
Since the souls of the people of the time
were spread from the Single Soul,
therefore they are again gathered
together in it and taken back to the
hereafter. That is, all people are
annihilated in the Perfect Man who
undergoes resurrection, and through him
they become one person and go to the
presence of God.
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782
LiqÀ'
(1)

Meeting, reunion:
Meeting with God is mentioned in
numerous verses of the wise Qur’Àn.
Here the important question: Is this
meeting (lÄqÀ’) in the sense of dÄdÀr
(vision)? Answer: Yes, it is in the sense
of dÄdÀr. Further, is the dÄdÀr of God
possible in this world or is it possible
only in the hereafter? Answer: Had it
not been possible in this world, God
would not have said: "And whosoever is
blind in this (world) he shall (also) be
blind in the hereafter." (17:72)

783
LiqÀ'
(2)

Meeting, reunion:
O my dear! See verse (53:11) carefully,
according to which the holy Prophet had
seen his Lord with his inner eye. This is
his practical guidance to all, because
real guidance is that which leads the
followers to the desired destination and
for the people of faith such a destination
is only God. Thus, meeting with God or
His dÄdÀr is a reality.

784
LuqmÀn

The sage LuqmÀn:
ÇaÐrat LuqmÀn was a contemporary of
ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd (SarÀ'ir, p.189). It is
reported that God revealed to ÇaÐrat
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LuqmÀn and said: "I wish to make you a
vicegerent over the children of Israel
after ËalÆt. He besought: If it is not an
insolence to my Lord, then excuse me,
because I am afraid of the desire of the
carnal soul and selfishness. If it is
unavoidable to execute the Divine will,
then I will have patience for this
command and decision”. Then God
diverted the vicegerency away from him
and granted it instead to ÇaÐrat DÀwÆd
who accepted it. (Ibid.)

785
Li'l-qalbi udhnÀn

The heart has two ears:
It is stated in a ÇadÄth: "There is no
heart except that it has two ears: in one
of them is an angel who guides and in
the other a devil who insinuates." (alKÀfÄ, II, 287-88).

786
LiwÀ' al-Èamd

The banner of the Èamd:
The holy Prophet says: Indeed, Allah,
may He be exalted and glorified, has a
banner of light and its shaft is also of
light. He created it a thousand years
before the creation of the world (and)
there is written on it: "I am God, there is
no God except Me, MuÈammad is My
servant and messenger to the people and
his progeny are the best of creatures."
(SharÈ, X, 472). The LiwÀu’l-Èamd is
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the banner of the Intellect, that is the
light of Intellect.

787
LÆÌ

Name of a Prophet who was a
nephew of ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm
(a.s.):
It is mentioned in verse (21:71): "And
We delivered him and LÆÌ to the land
which We have blessed for the worlds
(personal worlds)." In the external world
there is no country or city which is
blessed for all worlds. Thus, it is a fact
that ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm and ÇaÐrat LÆÌ, by
the infinite grace of God, had reached
the earth of the Universal Soul where
mercy is kept for all the personal
worlds.

788
Law lÀka

If it were not for you:
It is said in a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ: "If it were
not for you (O MuÈammad), I would not
have created the heavens (i.e.
universe)." Thus a Prophet so beloved
of God has said to MawlÀ cAlÄ: "You are
from me and I am from you." (BukhÀrÄ,
Cairo, V, 22; Delhi, V, 43)
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789
MÀta

He died:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "He who dies,
indeed his resurrection is resurrected."
That is, for the sÀlik who dies spiritually
before the physical death, the personal
(spiritual) resurrection takes place.
(IÈyÀ', IV, 64)

790
MÀ'
(1)

Water:
The ta'wÄl of water is knowledge. Study
verse (24:45): "Allah has created every
moving creature from water (i.e. He has
created those who walk by dhikr and
c
ibÀdat from knowledge). Some of them
crawl on their bellies (i.e. the dhikr of
some of them is in an inner state without
fixed words), some of them walk on two
legs, some of them walk on four (i.e. the
dhikr of some is of two names and of
some four names)”.

791
MÀ'
(2)

416

Water:
The water of spiritual knowledge always
rains from the heaven of the light of
guidance, as mentioned in verse (25:48):
"And We sent pure water down from the
heaven." Water also comes from far
distant streams, but such water is not
praised in this way.
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792
MubÀrak
(1)

Blessed:
The holy Qur’Àn is the treasure of the
good and the beauty of God and the
centre of His gifts and bounties (6:92).
It is necessary to repeatedly reflect upon
its verses because their spiritual and
intellectual blessings never cease
(38:29). The inner blessings of the silent
Qur'Àn are attained when a fortunate
mu'min recognises the speaking Qur'Àn,
because he is its light and teacher.

793
MubÀrak
(2)

Blessed:
In this book refer to "cilm (knowledge)"
which shows that there is knowledge in
the exterior and interior of everything.
The word barakah (blessing) is
mentioned in many places in the holy
Qur’Àn, the ultimate and special
meaning of which is the blessing of
intellect and knowledge. Knowledge is
the light of intellect which, according to
a ÇadÄth-i qudsÄ, is the most beloved
creature of God that is created in a
beloved (servant) of God. Thus, there is
the greatest honour and the fragrance of
Divine love in knowledge.
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794
MubÀrak
(3)

Blessed:
In verse (23:29) there is a very great
wisdom-filled representative prayer,
which is: "And say: O my Lord,
disembark me in a blessed place (of
embarkment) and you are the best of
disembarkers."
Murda qabrar aki un tiku lo pasoom
aasiqe ruu!
Duuste jismu lo dukuwar chaa gane
zindaw lo hurut
"O the soul of lover! do not enter in a
dead grave, it is not worthy of you;
Revive in the subtle body of the
Beloved and remain forever in this
ever-living (subtle body)." (DÄwÀn-i
NaÊÄrÄ, p. 111)
Thus, the blessed place for our souls is
the astral body of the Imam.

795
Mithlahum

The like of them:
In verse (36:81) it is mentioned: "Is not
He Who created the heavens and the
earth able to create the like of them",
that is, the body of similitude which is
the ibdÀcÄ body. Thus, in paradise there
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will be the ibdÀcÄ body and not the
physical body.

796
Mithlahunna

Like them:
In verse (65:12) God says: "Allah is He
Who created seven heavens and of the
earth like them." That is, there is an
earth under every heaven. Thus, there
are seven heavens and seven earths. The
recognition of these heavens and earths
in the world of religion and in the
personal world is such that the lords of
the seven cycles are the seven heavens
and their abwÀb (sing. bÀb, gates) are
the seven earths.

797
MathÄl HÀrÆn

Like or match of HÀrÆn:
The holy Prophet said to MawlÀ cAlÄ:
"O cAlÄ! You are to me as HÀrÆn was to
MÆsÀ, except that there will be no
Prophet after me." (SharÈ, X, 177). The
wisdom-filled allusion of the Prophet is
that we should also see MawlÀ cAlÄ in
the mirror of the manifestation of ÇaÐrat
HÀrÆn in the wise Qur’Àn.

798
(ghayr) MajdhÆdh

Incessant:
In verse (11:108) it is mentioned that the
fortunate people remain in paradise
forever. They have an incessant gift.
419
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Here there is an indication that the upper
end of soul or the higher “I” is always in
paradise, because it is the azalÄ
reflection of the Divine light and
therefore, it is everpresent.
Everything of the universe and existents
constantly moves on a circle (21:33;
36:40). Thus, the innumerable and
infinite bounties of paradise are on a
circle which has neither a beginning nor
an end.

799
MaÈabbatan minnÄ

Love from Me, love from God:
God said to ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ in verse
(20:39): "And I cast down upon you (the
reflection of) love from Me." Here it is
clear that the love for the Prophet and
Imam is obligatory, because they are the
maÎhar of the Divine love from the very
beginning.

800
MaÈjÆbÆn

Barred, veiled:
See verse (83:15): "Nay, verily that day
they shall be barred from (the vision of)
their Lord." Contrarily, this shows that
on the Day of Resurrection, some
people will have the holy vision of their
Benevolent Lord.
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801
MuÈammad

Praised:
The name of the holy Prophet which is
mentioned in four places in the wise
Qur’Àn (3:144; 33:40; 47:2; 48:29).
The root of MuÈammad is "Èamd"
which is one of the names of the
Universal Intellect. The ta'wÄl of this is
that the holy Prophet is the maÎhar of
the Universal Intellect and in every
personal world, the light of MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) has precedence over everything.

802
Madda'Î-Îilla

He spread the shadow:
It is said in verses (25:45-46): "Have
you not seen how your Lord has
extended the shadow? If He willed He
would certainly have made it stationary.
Then We have made the sun its guide.
Then We seized it in Our hand with an
easy seizing." Here the shadow is a
parable and its object (mamthÆl) is the
inner world, which God spreads in the
entire universe, enfolds it and also keeps
it spread forever. And all this is in the
light of the sun of Intellect.
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803
MidrÀr

Showering abundant rain,
pouring, the heaven of
spirituality:
Study verses (6:6; 11:52; 71:11) so that
you may be certain that God can send
the pouring heaven of given knowledge
on His chosen servants, as He says: "He
sends upon you heaven pouring
abundant rain." (11:52)

804
MadÄnat al-cilm

The city of knowledge:
It is stated in a ÇadÄth: "I am the city of
knowledge and cAlÄ is its gate, so
whoever wants knowledge let him come
through the gate." (SharÈ, I, 89). That is,
whoever wants the treasures of the
knowledge of certainty, the eye of
certainty and the truth of certainty, then
it is necessary and imperative for him to
enter the city of the knowledge of the
Prophet by walking in the light of the
unprecedented guidance of the cAlÄ of
the time.

805
Marratayn
(1)

422

Twice, i.e. to be born twice:
The first journey of the Perfect Man is
to the destination of IsrÀfÄl and cIzrÀ'Äl,
where he dies and is revived repeatedly,
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and together with this begins his
personal resurrection. The second
journey is to the higher world where he
undergoes the great miracle of fanÀ'
fi'llÀh and baqÀ' bi'llÀh. In this sense he
is born twice as ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ says: "He
who is not born twice (at the rank of
Soul and at the rank of Intellect) cannot
enter the kingdom of the heavens."
(AÈÀdÄth-i MathnawÄ, pp. 96, 194).

806
Marratayn
(2)

Twice:
The ta'wÄl of making mischief twice in
the land, according to verse (17:4) is
that there is mischief twice in the land
of the personal world: the first is for
spiritual reconstruction and the second
is for intellectual progress. The same is
to die twice and to be born twice
(40:11).

807
Maryam
(1)

Mary, the daughter of cImrÀn:
It is said in verse (66:12): "And of
Maryam, daughter of cImrÀn, who
guarded her private part and We
breathed in it Our Spirit." That is, she
guarded her ears from the conversation
of the enemies (of the Imam) and thus
her ears were able to receive the breath
of the Holy Spirit.
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808
Maryam
(2)

Mary, the daughter of cImrÀn:
It is said in verse (21:91): "And she who
guarded her private part, We breathed
into her of Our Spirit and We made her
and her son a sign for all people." That
is, the Divine Spirit was breathed into
the Èujjat who guarded his hearing from
false teachings, and there was the
luminous birth of the Perfect Man in his
personal world and they both (Èujjat and
the Perfect Man) became the example of
potential mercy for those who yearn for
the spiritual path and the personal
world.

809
MustacÀn

He whose help is sought:
It is said in verse (12:18): "And Allah is
He Whose help is to be sought against
what you describe." There are two
necessary conditions of seeking help
from God: Êabr (patience) and ÊalÀh
(prayer) (2:45, 153). Éabr in ta'wÄl is the
Messenger and ÊalÀh is the Imam. It is
only through them that the help of God
can be sought. If it were possible to
attain God’s help by fulfilling external
conditions only, then even the people of
the Book would have done so.
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810
Masjid

Place of sajdah, mosque, place of
worship, cibÀdat (worship):
The word masjid is used both in the
sense of a place of cibÀdat (worship) as
well as in the sense of cibÀdat as used in
verse (7:31). Similarly, the masjidu'lÈarÀm in verse (17:1) is used in the
sense of the sacred mosque (Kacbah) as
well as sacred cibÀdat, i.e. the cibÀdat of
ism-i acÎam. Study the following verse
carefully: "Purified be He Who carried
His servant by night from the sacred
masjid (sacred cibÀdat=first ism-i
acÎam) to the farthest masjid (i.e. the
final ism-i acÎam), around which We
have kept every kind of blessing, so that
We may show him of Our signs, i.e. the
miracles of Our power."

811
MiskÄn

Poor, needy:
It is said in verse (76:8): "The righteous
give food to the poor (miskÄn), the
orphan and the captive." That is, they
spread the table of the food of
knowledge of the Èujjat, imÀm and asÀs.
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812
Muslimah

The community of the pure
Imams:
O my dears! A true Muslim is the one
who submits himself to God. In this
sense, ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm and ÇaÐrat
IsmÀcÄl prayed: "Our Lord! Make us
submitters to You and of our progeny a
submitting
community
(ummatan
muslimah) to You (by true obedience)"
(2:128). This shows that the ummatan
muslimah is the community of the pure
Imams who are the progeny of ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm and ÇaÐrat IsmÀcÄl (see
DacÀ'im, I, 33).

813
MusawwimÄn
(1)

426

Those who carry a mark:
During spiritual jihÀd, when angels
come to help, they carry a mark, which
consists of bearing the arms of the
respective time, so that this may signal
that they have come to help in the jihÀd.
A mu'min can observe this miracle in
wakefulness or in dream. Thus the
companions of the holy Prophet had
seen such a miracle in the battle of Badr
(3:125).
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814
MusawwimÄn
(2)

Those who carry a mark:
Many years ago I was undergoing the
extreme hardship of imprisonment on
the one hand and on the other, the
experience of a wisdom-filled spiritual
revolution. In the solitude of the night,
an angel came with the speed of
lightning. He was in the form of an
exquisitely handsome, exalted and
luminous young man, in whose right
hand there was a rifle with a bayonet
and in his left hand a torch. Due to his
unprecedented majesty and augustness, I
was extremely awe-struck, in fact, a
kind of annihilation came over me. I
could neither talk, nor was I permitted
to do so. He instantly went away.
However, his memory is so powerful
and attractive, that it comes to my mind
time and again.

815
MusawwimÄn
(3)

Those who carry a mark:
During that time, I had the holy dÄdÀr of
ÇaÐrat MawlÀnÀ SulÌÀn MuÈammad
ShÀh, ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi calayhi, in a
luminous dream. I carried an "indirect"
rifle of a strange kind. MawlÀ said: Give
this to me, I will use it very well. With
this the rifle went into the blessed hand
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of the Imam. Indeed, this luminous
dream was related to spiritual jihÀd.

816
MusawwimÄn
(4)

Those who carry a mark:
In the battle of Badr, the angels who had
come to help the army of Islam, were
with marked arms and in addition to the
holy Prophet, they were seen by some of
his companions too. This was the glad
tidings and consolation related to the
victory of the true religion in the future
spiritual war and the war of knowledge
(3:125-126).

817
MusawwimÄn
(5)

Those who carry a mark:
O my dears! You should not forget these
inner secrets that the representative
resurrection (individual resurrection),
true mission (dacwat-i Èaqq), spiritual
jihÀd and jihÀd of knowledge all take
place together. The centre of the
spiritual jihÀd is called the "heart
(qalb)" and that is the Imam (qÀ'im),
without whom spiritual jihÀd and jihÀd
of knowledge is not possible.

818
MashÀriq

Easts, places of the rising of the
sun:
It is mentioned in verse (7:137): "And
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We made the people, who were
(considered) weak, inheritors of the
easts and the wests of the land which
We have blessed." This is the land of
the personal world and the great wisdom
of the special attention drawn to its easts
and wests is that the sun of light there
continues to make the unique signs of
knowledge and recognition by each of
its risings and settings, and this chain of
Divine blessings never ceases.

819
Maca'l-Qur'Àn
(1)

With the Qur'Àn:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "cAlÄ is with the
Qur'Àn and the Qur'Àn is with cAlÄ, they
will never separate from one another
until they come to me at the pond (of
Kawthar)." The wisdom of this is that
c
AlÄ (i.e. every true Imam) in his
spirituality and luminosity is with the
Qur'Àn and the Qur'Àn in its spirituality
and luminosity is with cAlÄ. Thus, the
Qur'Àn and cAlÄ are one light in
spirituality and this oneness will
continue until the resurrection takes
place and they come to the pond of
Kawthar.

820
Maca'l-Qur'Àn
(2)

With the Qur’Àn:
Externally cAlÄ (Imam of the time) is a
pure personality and internally a light.
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Externally the Qur'Àn is a glorious
heavenly Book and internally (in the
Prophet and Imam) it is a light. This
shows that externally cAlÄ and the
Qur'Àn are separate from one another,
but internally they are not only together,
they are one light.

821
Maca'llÀh

With God, the rank of fanÀ'
fi'llÀh and baqÀ’ bi'llÀh:
The holy Prophet (may my soul be
sacrificed for him) has said this ÇadÄth,
which is full of the secrets of
recognition: "I have a time with God in
which (apparently) I cannot have room
even for a closest angel or for a mursal
prophet." (AÈÀdÄth-i MathnawÄ, p. 39)
It is universally accepted that the first
thing which God created was the light of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.), then from that light
He created the rest. Thus the 1aw of
returning to God means that, first of all,
all of them have to become one in the
light of the holy Prophet, which is
possible through fanÀ' fi'r-rasÆl or
annihilation in the Prophet, so that the
holy Prophet, who himself has the rank
of fanÀ’ fi'llÀh and baqÀ’ bi'llÀh, may
annihilate them indirectly through
himself. Thus, the indirect annihilation
is possible for all. However, the holy
Prophet is unique in the sense that the
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Lord of the world has bestowed upon
him extremely magnificent titles, such
as the light of azal, the Supreme Pen,
the Universal Intellect and that he was
directly annihilated in God.

822
MacÀrij (sing. micrÀj)

Ladders:
In verse (70:3) it is indicated that nÀÌiq,
asÀs, imÀm, Èujjat and dÀcÄ are the
ladders of God.

823
MucjizÄn
(1)

Incapacitators, debilitators:
O my dears! You must never forget a
Qur'Ànic law which is that the secrets of
tremendous knowledge and wisdom are
hidden in each of its examples (6:80).
For instance, verse (29:22): "And you
can incapacitate Him neither in the
earth, nor in the heaven." That is, there
is no intellectual or spiritual bounty in
God’s kingdom, which is not accessible
to man, due to which man can question
why God does some things and not
others.

824
MucjizÄn
(2)

Incapacitators, debilitators:
Nobody can debilitate God, nor defeat
Him, nor cause Him to tire. This means
that the work of God, the Knowing and
the Wise, continues like a circle without
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any beginning and end and in which
every bounty appears in its respective
time. No bounty is impossible in
paradise, to the extent that even God
Himself is found by the name of the
hidden treasure.

825
MicrÀj
(1)

Ladder, the highest rank of
spirituality:
The most exalted and prominent
mention of micrÀj in the Qur'Àn is
related to ÇaÐrat MuÈammad Mustafa
(s.a.s.), because it is he who is the first,
the last, the seal of Prophethood and
possessor of the attribute of "law lÀka
(If you were not there I (God) would not
have created the heavens - ÇadÄth-i
qudsÄ)". He had many other virtues
which other Prophets did not have. Yet,
without reaching the desired destination,
one can neither be a Prophet nor a
waliyy, nor can the duty of guidance be
accomplished. Thus, it is true to say that
kÀmils and cÀrifs are actually aware of
the secrets of micrÀj.

826
MicrÀj
(2)

432

MicrÀj of ÇaÐrat ¿dam:
In the light of spiritual science and the
holy Qur’Àn, it has been established that
in the beginning of the personal world,
the atomic (dharrÀtÄ) angels used to
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prostrate to ÇaÐrat ¿dam repeatedly and
this continued for approximately a
week. Then he gradually became the
actual khalifah or vicegerent of God in
the universal earth (Universal Soul).
There too, the angels prostrated to him
repeatedly according to the principle of
the renewal of similitudes. However, the
amazing thing is that only one luminous
angel used to appear here, but in whom
there were all. It was at this place that
ÇaÐrat ¿dam had his micrÀj.

827
MicrÀj
(3)

MicrÀj of ÇaÐrat IdrÄs, a highly
exalted place:
It is said about ÇaÐrat IdrÄs in verse
(19:57): "And We raised him to an
exalted station (i.e. the micrÀj of
spirituality)." When God mentions His
favour to one of His Prophets, it is
indeed a very great favour. Thus, here
by the exalted station is meant the place
of micrÀj which ÇaÐrat IdrÄs had
attained in his personal world.

828
MicrÀj
(4)

MicrÀj of ÇaÐrat NÆÈ:
Since the spiritual path of all Prophets
and their final destination is the same,
therefore all the miracles which they
undergo are also alike from the
beginning to the end. However, in order
433
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to try people, different examples are
given about them. Thus, the spiritual
revolution of ÇaÐrat NÆÈ is called the
deluge, which raised the ark of his
spirituality to Mount JÆdÄ (11:44). JÆdÄ
exoterically is a mountain, but
esoterically it is the mount of Intellect,
which in the world of micrÀj moves and
which is the sign of the micrÀj of ÇaÐrat
NÆÈ.

829
MicrÀj
(5)

Questions related to the micrÀj
of ÇaÐrat NÆÈ:
Question: Is it correct to say that those
mu'mins who were on the ark also
attained the supreme bliss of micrÀj?
Answer: Yes, it is true, but not in the
sense that they were a group of separate
individuals. Since micrÀj is the world of
unity, therefore there is no room for
multiplicity, therefore whatever the
number, they all have to go there being
annihilated in the Single Soul (nafs-i
wÀÈidah).

830
MicrÀj
(6)

Rank of fanÀ' fi'llÀh
(annihilation in God) and baqÀ’
bi'llÀh (survival by God), micrÀj
of the Prophets:
O the light of my eyes! Always
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remember the great secret of recognition
that by God's mercy and help, all
Prophets were resurrected after being
spiritually dead in this life, therefore,
they attained the unique rank of fanÀ'
fi'llÀh and baqÀ’ bi'llÀh. Also remember
that it is not possible to attain such a
supreme rank without undergoing the
miracle of micrÀj. Now we will give the
evidence of this from the wise Qur’Àn. It
is said in verse (2:213): "Fabacatha'llÀhu'n-nabiyyÄn: (i) Then God
revived the Prophets" (in the sense of
fanÀ' fi'llÀh and baqÀ’ bi'llÀh). (ii) Then
God sent the Prophets (as if from
micrÀj). For, although the Prophets were
apparently in this world, yet internally
their pure soul had been to the higher
world and the place of micrÀj and come
back. It is in this sense that they were
sent by God.

831
MicrÀj
(7)

Collective mention of micrÀjs:
O my cazÄzÀn! We want to emphatically
draw your attention to the blessed verse
in which the micrÀjs of all Prophets is
mentioned together, which is verse
(2:213). One wisdom-filled word of this
sacred verse is "bacatha", by analysing
which an important door of the
recognition of the Prophets opens, as
explained above that God resurrects
them in the sense of fanÀ' fi'llÀh and
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baqÀ’ bi'llÀh, because bacatha is the
verb of bacth which means to resurrect,
to revive, to raise up. See also in verses
(22:5; 30:56) al-bacth and yawmu'lbacth.

832
MicrÀj
(8)

Final destination, the
fountainhead and centre of
realities and recognitions:
In the above-mentioned verse (2:213) it
is also mentioned that the Prophets were
the bearers of good tidings and warners.
This clearly means that in their spiritual
journey of micrÀj, they saw many things
by the command of God, including the
observation of paradise and hell, which
was necessary. It is because of this that
they were appointed as bearers of good
tidings and warners in the real sense.

833
MicrÀj
(9)

The spiritual ascension of the
light of Prophets:
An important part of the verse under
discussion is: "And He sent down with
them the Book with the truth." These
meaningful words reveal amazing
principal wisdoms, such as: (i) All
heavenly Books are one in origin and
their magnificent compendium is called
"the Book = al-kitÀb" (i.e. the Qur'Àn).
(ii) Like the Books, all the lights of the
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Prophets too, are one light, which is
collectively called "MuÈammadan Light
(nÆr-i MuÈammadÄ)". (iii) The exalted
place of the higher world from where
their light revealed, also revealed the
Book together with their light. (iv) If the
original Book is one, their dacwat-i
Èaqq (the invitation to the truth), as well
as their religion is one, which is Islam,
and which is the religion of the holy
Prophet MuÈammad (s.a.s.).

834
MicrÀj
(10)

Ladder:
O my dear! It is a correct and true
narrative that there are three chief things
in the wise Qur’Àn which surpass other
things: the ummu’l-kitÀb (sÆratu’lFÀÌihah) which is the greatest of all
sÆrahs, the Àyatu’l-kursÄ, which is the
greatest of the verses (ÀyÀt) and the
supreme Name (ism-i acÎam), which is
the greatest of all Divine Names and
which is living. There are countless
mercies for His servants in this way of
working of God. Now, let us reflect
upon the explanation of the wisdomfilled and extremely lovely prayer of the
ummu’l-kitÀb which is for the sake of
walking on the straight path and to enter
among those whom God has favoured
with His special gifts. They are indeed
aware of the secrets of recognition
which are the secrets of micrÀj.
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835
Macrifah
(1)

Recognition of God:
It is said in an ÇadÄth: "Recognise Allah
by Allah" (LughÀt, cAyn, p. 82; AÈÀdÄthi MathnawÄ, pp. 2, 106). That is, the
recognition of God is possible in the
illumination of His light and His light is
the holy Prophet and the Imam of the
time.

836
Macrifah
(2)

Recognition of God:
It is well known that the means of the
recognition of God is the recognition of
one's own soul, and he who has a
greater recognition of his own soul has a
greater recognition of God, as the holy
Prophet says: "He among you who has
greater recognition of his soul, has
greater recognition of his Lord." The
greatest secret of the majesty of the
human soul and monoreality is hidden
here (ZÀd, p. 287).

837
MaclÆm

Known:
In verses (37:40-41) God says: “Save
the servants of Allah, who are sincere;
for them there is a known sustenance.”
Question: Who are the chosen servants
of Allah and what is their known
sustenance?
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Answer: They are the awliyÀ’, kÀmils
and cÀrifs and their known sustenance is
Divine vision (dÄdÀr), recognition,
wisdom, knowledge and perfect
spirituality. In short, the close servants
of Allah attain the necessary recognition
of paradise and its bounties in this
world. Study also verse (47:6) as well as
the explanation under the title “cArrafa”
in this book.

838
MaghÀnim (sing.
maghnam)

Gains:
In verse (48:20) God has promised
many gains. These are the abundant
spiritual and intellectual gains or
bounties which can be obtained in
spiritual and intellectual jihÀd.
People are not aware of the spiritual
jihÀd although they believe in
resurrection, while it is the resurrection
itself which is the dacwat-i Èaqq, as well
as the spiritual jihÀd. Thus, where it is
jihÀd, there are also gains in it, such as
countless (spiritual) maids, slaves and
countless other things. It should be
noted that those who enter the religion
of Allah by the force of spiritual jihÀd,
eventually also attain salvation.
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839
MaqÀm

Place of standing:
It is the qiblah of the intellect and the
soul in the higher world, as mentioned
in verse (3:97): "In it are clear signs
(and) maqÀm-i IbrÀhÄm, IbrÀhim's place
of standing, (i.e. white stone), and
whoever enters it, is safe."

840
MiqdÀr (pl. maqÀdÄr)

Quantity, measure:
It is said in verse (13:8): "And
everything with Him is in a measure."
That is, there can be many universes,
but they cannot be infinite, because the
wisdom is in being in a measure, which
means that things are not beyond the
domain of the recognition of man.

841
MaqÌÆcah

Cut off:
In verses (56:32-33), it is said about the
people of the right hand side: “And they
will be (in the gardens of) fruits in
abundance, neither exhaustible, nor
forbidden.”
The example of exhaustible (maqÌÆcah)
is a line:
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and that of inexhaustible (lÀ maqÌÆcah)
is a circle:

842
MuqÄm

Resurrector:
The imÀm-i muqÄm in the dacwat-i Èaqq
is that glorious Imam who brings up and
prepares spiritually the lord of a cycle
(nÀÌiq). Thus the first muqÄm is
MawlÀnÀ Hunayd, the second MawlÀnÀ
HÆd, the third MawlÀnÀ ÉÀliÈ, the fourth
MawlÀnÀ Udd, the fifth MawlÀnÀ
Khuzaymah, and the sixth MawlÀna
AbÆ ËÀlib. Thus, there were six muqÄm
Imams for the six lords of the cycles
(Kanzu’l-walad, p. 206).

843
MaknÆn

Concealed, hidden:
O my dear! Note the great secret in
verses (56:77-79): "That, verily, it is an
honourable Qur'Àn in a hidden Book,
which none can touch save the purified
ones." The hidden Book is the light of
Intellect in which is the holy Qur’Àn’s
azalÄ luminosity in which are hidden all
ta'wÄlÄ secrets. This hidden Book or the
azalÄ Qur'Àn cannot be touched, except
by those who are purified and they are
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the pure Imams, and it is through them
that one can receive the charity of
knowledge.

844
Mulk
(1)

Kingdom:
In verse (40:16) God says: "Whose is
the kingdom this day (Day of
Resurrection)? (It is) Allah's, the One
(wÀÈid), the Overwhelming (qahhÀr)."
WÀÈid which is on the pattern of fÀcil
means one and he who makes all into
one, and qahhÀr means overwhelming,
overpowering. That is, when God
resurrects the resurrection in the
personal world of each of His walÄs
(friends), then simultaneously His
kingdom is established there. In a
similar way, His kingdom is going to be
established in the entire world.

845
Mulk
(2)

442

Kingdom:
God's sunnat (law) is such that He
speaks in parables. Thus, when you
accept that He is the eternal king, free
from and above everything, then if a
temporally created kingdom of God is
mentioned, whether in the personal
world or on the planet earth, it is used
only as a ta'wÄlÄ parable. The gist of this
ta'wÄl is that such a kingdom belongs to
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the waliyy-i amr (custodian
command) and the mu'mins.

of

846
Mulk
(3)

Kingdom:
In the spirituality and resurrection of
every walÄ of the time spiritual
kingdoms are given to many mu'mins
(male and female), as shown by the
example of the time of ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ:
"And when MÆsÀ said to his people: O
my people! Remember the bounties of
Allah upon you, when He made
prophets from among you, and made
you kings." (5:20). In view of the fact
that all the examples of the external
world and the world of religion are
gathered in the personal world, the
ta'wÄl of the verse will be: "When He
made prophets in your personal world
and made you spiritual kings." This
address is to the cÀrifs.

847
Mulk
(4)

Kingdom:
Study verse (76:2) carefully, in which
the greatest rank of paradise is the
magnificent kingdom (mulk-i kabÄr), as
mentioned: "When you see, you will see
there bounties and a magnificent
kingdom." However, true knowledge
and good deeds are pre-requisites in
order to attain this exalted rank.
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848
Mulk
(5)

Kingdom:
Here it should also be noted that the
purpose of the glorious praise of ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm's progeny in verse (4:54) is the
recognition of the holy Prophet and his
progeny. The verse reads: "Indeed, We
have given to IbrÀhÄm's children the
Book and wisdom and We have given
them a great kingdom." Try to
annihilate yourselves in them like
SalmÀn-i FÀrsÄ, so that you may be able
to inherit the Book, the wisdom and a
great kingdom. ¿mÄn!

849
Malak al-mawt

The angel of death, cIzrÀ’Äl:
It is said in verse (32:11): "Say, the
angel of death appointed over you
caused you to die, then you shall be
brought to your Lord." There is partial
death every day, as well as a complete
death in life; it is voluntarily, as well as
by force. Therefore, an angel of death is
appointed over every individual. This
means that in every personal world there
are countless powers. Among them four
are very great and revolutionary, and
they are: the power of JibrÀ'Äl, the power
of MikÀ'Äl, the power of IsrÀfÄl and the
power of cIzrÀ'Äl.
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850
MalakÆt

The world of souls and angels;
spiritual kingdom:
ÇaÐrat Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq said:
"Were not the devils hovering around
the hearts of the children of ¿dam, they
would have seen the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth”. This farmÀn of
the Imam shows that the sincere
servants of God can see the spiritual
kingdom of the universe and this great
miracle happens in the personal world.
(al-MÄzÀn, V, 270)

851
Malakayn
(1)

Two angels, HÀrÆt and MÀrÆt:
It is said in verse (2:102): “And (they
followed) that which was revealed to the
two angels, HÀrÆt and MÀrÆt, at Babil.”
The esoteric aspect of this verse is
related to spiritual science, the
laboratory of which is the personal
world. Thus, those two trying angels
still exist potentially or actually. These
angels have many other renowned
names.

852
Malakayn
(2)

Two angels, two companions:
Read verse (90:10): “And We showed
him the two ways (of good and evil)!”
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That is, through the two angels, who are
appointed in the personal world.

853
Malakayn
(3)

Two angels, two companions:
Read verse (91:8): “And inspired it of
its lewdness and god-fearing.” This
means that the human heart is controlled
by good or evil as a result of good deeds
or bad deeds and then accordingly the
two angels inspire people, so that they
may be rewarded in accordance with the
law of choice (qÀnun-i ikhtiyÀr) and
injustice is not done to anybody.

854
Malakayn
(4)

Two angels, two companions:
It is said in a HadÄth: “When a dead
person is laid down in the grave, two
angels, NakÄr and Munkar come to
him.” (Rubies and Pearls, p. 106).
There is everything in the personal
world, including a graveyard for the
people of the world. In this connection,
the physical grave is only an example.

855
MulÆk

Kings:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "O children of
c
Abdu'l-Muttalib! Obey me! You will be
kings of the earth and its rulers. Indeed,
God has never sent a Prophet but has
made for him a waÊÄ, a wazÄr, an heir, a
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brother and a walÄ”. The wisdom of this
ÇadÄth is that those who obey God, the
Prophet and the ÊÀhib-i amr (lord of the
command), become kings in spirituality
and in the hereafter, not in the external
world. In the above ÇadÄth, by the earth
is meant the personal world.

856
MalÄk
(1)

King:
It is mentioned in verses (54:52-55):
"Whatever they have done (is recorded)
in the books (of deeds). Everything
small and great, has been written down.
Verily, the righteous will be amidst
gardens and streams in the seat of truth
(place of true knowledge), near the
Omnipotent Sovereign (i.e. being
merged in God)." In the world of
oneness, closeness and nearness to God
is in the form of fanÀ’ fi’llÀh
(annihilation in God), because no
combustible thing can remain near fire
without itself catching fire.

857
MalÄk
(2)

King:
See verses (54:54-55): "Verily, the
righteous will be amidst gardens and
streams, in the seat of truth near the
Omnipotent Sovereign." What can God
not do! He makes the righteous enter
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paradise and He turns the personal
world of His friends into paradise.

858
MalÄk
(3)

King:
When and where a sÀlik becomes
extremely close to God, he cannot
remain so without being annihilated in
His manifestation. However, due to this
annihilation the individuality of an cÀrif
does not cease. For instance, the holy
Prophet had become "fanÀ' fi'llÀh" at the
rank of micrÀj, but nobody knew this
secret except the cÀrifs. Thus, the
righteous in paradise, will be annihilated
in the Omnipotent Sovereign due to that
special closeness and will become
kings, because this annihilation is for
the sake of favouring the lover and not
destroying him!

859
MalÄk
(4)

448

King:
O my dears! The highest rank of
paradise is the magnificent kingdom
(mulk-i kabÄr, 76:20). It is necessary for
all mu'mins to be aware of the wisdom
of the related verses, so that hope for
tomorrow (hereafter) may be stronger.
Thus, another such verse is: "And He
made you kings" (5:20). That is, when
your Imam or his Èujjat was in the
destination of cIzrÀ'Äl, he was making
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paradisiacal attires for you. When you
will wear them in paradise, you will
become kings. Although exoterically
this story belongs to the children of
Israel, esoterically it belongs to the
mu'mins of every age.

860
Man carafa

He who knows:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "He who
recognises his self, indeed, recognises
his Lord." (LughÀt, cAyn, p. 82). That is,
he who attains the experience of
annihilation in God and survival in God,
recognises his Lord.

861
ManÀm

Dream, sleep:
The holy Prophet has said: "He who saw
me in a dream, indeed, he (actually) saw
me." (TirmidhÄ, IV, 535). That is, to see
the holy Prophet in a dream is like his
real blessed vision (dÄdÀr). Thus, there
is no doubt that the vision and speech of
the True Guide are possible in dreams
and in spirituality.

862
ManÌiq aÌ-Ìayr
(1)

The tongue of the birds:
According to verse (27:16) ÇaÐrat
SulaymÀn knew the tongue of the birds.
This wisdom-filled way of the Qur'Àn is
to test people in knowledge. Otherwise
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in reality, not only ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn,
but all other Prophets and Imams know
not only the tongue of the birds, but also
that of the air, water, etc. In fact, this is
among the miracles of the Holy Spirit
that speech is created from such
ordinary sounds while the birds
themselves are not aware of this. Thus,
the perfect cÀrif hears many such
auditory miracles in his own tongue.

863
ManÌiq aÌ-Ìayr
(2)

The language of souls and
angels:
Birds are symbols and the souls and
angels are their meanings. Thus, the
Prophets and awliyÀ’ (Imams) know the
language of the souls and angels.
According to this law it is true to say
that by the hoopoe (in the story of
ÇaÐrat SulaymÀn) is meant a soul or an
angel.

864
MawÀqic (sing. mawqic) Places of falling:
In verse (56:75) it is said: "But nay, I
swear by the setting of the stars." Stars
are
cosmic
angels,
and
their
representative particles together with the
angels of the world of particles fell
down for the prostration to ÇaÐrat
¿dam. It should be noted that there is
the renewal of similitudes of all spiritual
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and intellectual things related to
Prophets and Imams in the personal
world.

865
MÆtÆ
(1)

Die!:
When spiritual resurrection takes place
in the Perfect Man, the representative
souls or particles of the people of the
time, come out of the bodies and rush to
the place of resurrection due to the fear
of death. Then God says to them: "Die!
(They die). Then He brings them back
to life.” (2:243)

866
MÆtÆ
(2)

Die!:
It is said in verse (2:243): "Verily Allah
is gracious to people, but most people
are not grateful." That is, people should
know the bounties of God in the light of
c
ilmu'l-yaqÄn, the knowledge of
certainty, and appreciate them so that
they may be grateful in a true sense to
God for His bounties. This means that
real gratitude is possible only through
knowledge.

867
MusicÆn (sing. mÆsic)

Expanders, extenders:
It is said in verse (51:47): "And We
built the heaven with Our hands and
indeed, We are expanders." Whether it
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is the external world or the personal
world, God both enfolds and unfolds it.
Scientists say that the universe is
expanding, but I say that God unfolds it
and He will enfold it. We have
mentioned this fact repeatedly.

868
MuqinÄn

The sure ones:
It is said in verse (6:76): "Thus did We
show IbrÀhÄm the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth, so that he may be
of those who possess certainty (yaqÄn)."
In view of the eminence of the rank of
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm, we can say that here are
mentioned those who have attained the
truth of certainty.

869
MawlÀ

Master, guardian:
The holy Prophet has said: “He whose
MawlÀ (master) I am, cAlÄ also is his
MawlÀ." MawlÀ in Arabic has many
meanings. However, here because of the
relation of the Prophet, it is used in its
highest meanings and which are also
applied to MawlÀ cAlÄ. (TirmidhÄ, V,
633)
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870
MuhÀjir
(1)

Migrant, he who leaves his
country for the sake of religion:
Migration is both external and internal.
ÇaÐrat IbrÀhÄm said in both senses: "I
am migrating to my Lord; for verily He
is Almighty, All-wise." (29:26). Every
c
Àrif migrates to His Lord in such a way
that travelling within himself he reaches
his personal world, where the wisdomfilled holy vision of his Lord is possible.

871
MuhÀjir
(2)

He who migrates from the
external to the internal:
From the stories of the Prophets of the
Qur'Àn, it becomes evident why and
when migration becomes necessary in
the true religion. However, it has a
ta'wÄlÄ aspect too. That is, until the
mu'min migrates from the external to the
internal, he cannot defeat the carnal soul
and Satan in the spiritual jihÀd. The
same is the purpose of the external
migration, where by changing places the
enemy may be deceived in stratagem
and then attacked at an appropriate time.
The great Prophets did exactly the same.
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872
MahjÆr

Abandoned:
It is said in verse (25:30): "The
Messenger shall say: O my Lord! Verily
my people took this Qur'Àn as a thing
obsolete." That is, they did not act upon
its esoteric knowledge and wisdom in
the illumination of the light of guidance
(5:15).

873
Mahd

Bed, cradle:
In verses (3:46, 5:110) it is mentioned
that ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ used to speak to people
from the cradle as well as in mature age.
The ta'wÄl of this is that the voice and
conversation of rÆÈÀnÄs (spiritual
beings) in the beginning of spirituality is
like that of a baby in the cradle, but pure
and free from error and later on, their
voice and conversation become like that
of a mature person.
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874
NÆn
(1)

NÆn, inkpot, a stream of
paradise, ink, ink of light:
God says in verse (68:1): "NÆn. By the
Pen and by what they (angels) write." It
is related from Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq
that NÆn is a stream of paradise. Allah
said to it: Freeze. It was frozen and
turned into ink. Then He ordered the
Pen: Write! The Pen wrote on the
Guarded Tablet what had happened and
what has to happen till the resurrection.
That ink is the ink of light and that Pen
too, is the Pen of light and that Guarded
Tablet is also the Tablet of light." (alMizÀn, XIX, 376).

875
NÆn
(2)

NÆn, an angel, the Tablet and
the Pen are two angels:
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq has said: NÆn is an
angel who informs the Pen and the Pen
is also an angel who conveys the Divine
commands to the Guarded Tablet and
the Guarded Tablet is also an angel who
conveys them to IsrafÄl and IsrafÄl to
MikÀ'Äl and MikÀ'Äl to JibrÀ'Äl and JibrÀ'Äl
to the Prophets and Messengers. The
same Imam said that the Tablet and the
Pen are two angels.
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876
NÆn
(3)

A stream of paradise, ink:
Imam Jacfar aÊ-ÉÀdiq has said: "NÆn
was a stream in paradise whiter than
snow and sweeter than honey. God
ordered it: O stream! become ink. It
became ink. Then He planted a tree with
His hand. Then He ordered the tree to
become the Pen. When it became the
Pen, He ordered it to write. The Pen
said: O my Lord! What should I write?
It was told: Write what is going to
happen till the resurrection. Then it
wrote it. Then God sealed it and said:
Do not speak from now till the
resurrection." (Tarjumah-yi Qur'Àn by
MaqbÆl AÈmad, p. 675, note 5).

877
NÆn
(4)

Inkpot:
It is mentioned in verse (68:1): "By
nÆn, the Pen and what they write." That
is, the blessed mouth, light of intellect
(Pen) and the writing of the Guarded
Tablet which is living (i.e. the Word of
command).

878
NÀzicÀt

The angels who pull:
O the light of my eyes! Read verses
(79:1-5): "By those (angels) who dive
and pull (the soul), and those (angels)
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who undo gently and those (angels) who
swim and those (angels) who go ahead
with foremost speed and those (angels)
who repeat the command." This is a
description of the spiritual and
revolutionary miracles of the personal
world which take place in the
destination of IsrÀfÄl and cIzrÀ'Äl. In this
destination the successful soul of the
sÀlik is repeatedly seized and re-cast in
the body. In this exercise, according to
the requirement of wisdom, first of all
the hardship and bitterness of the
seizing of the soul is experienced and
then gentleness and sweetness. Along
with this the angels spread the soul in
the entire universe and enfold the
Universal Soul in the body, and this
process continues for several days, as
has already been mentioned in our other
books.

879
NÀÎirah

Viewer, looker:
In verses (75:22-23) it is mentioned:
"That day some faces will be
resplendent looking towards their Lord."
God will make such fortunate people
extremely beautiful, because God
Himself is beautiful and likes physical
and spiritual beauty, as the holy Prophet
says: "Indeed God is beautiful and loves
beauty." (Muslim, I, 93).
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880
Nabiyy
(1)

Prophet:
It is said in verse (33:6): "The Prophet
has a greater right over the mu'mins than
their own souls (because he is as their
kind father), and his wives are (as) their
mothers." In addition, one day they have
to be annihilated in the Prophet.

881
Nabiyy
(2)

Prophet:
The holy Prophet said: "O cAlÄ! I and
you are the (spiritual) parents of the
mu'mins." That is, the pure Imams are
the spiritual mothers of mu'mins,
whereas the Prophet is their spiritual
father. (see Wajh, p. 278)

882
Nabiyy wa cAliyy

Prophet and Imam:
The holy Prophet said to MawlÀ cAlÄ:
"You are from me and I am from you."
In this ÇadÄth, there are the hidden and
open secrets of the light of Prophethood
and the light of Imamat. (Tirmidhi, V,
635)

883
NaÌwÄ
(1)

We shall enfold:
O my cazÄzÀn! I have repeatedly drawn
attention to some important verses,
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because it is extremely necessary to do
so. One such verse (21:104) is: "On the
day We will enfold the heavens as a
written scroll is rolled-up. As We
created (the universe) in the beginning,
We will create it again." God repeats the
same in the personal world of every
Perfect Man when the personal
resurrection takes place.

884
NaÌwÄ
(2)

We shall enfold:
When by the command of God the
personal resurrection takes place in an
c
Àrif and the light of the manifest Imam
from the progeny of the holy Prophet,
i.e. the ImÀm-i mubÄn, rises in his heart
(bÀÌin), then in this luminosity is
enfolded the inner aspect of the entire
world, so that perfect recognition is
attained by the observations of all
spiritual and intellectual things. See
verse (36:12), in which the spiritual
resurrection of the cÀrifs and kÀmils is
mentioned. Praise belongs to Allah, the
Lord of the worlds!

885
an-NaÎaru ilÀ cAliyy

To look at the face of cAlÄ:
The holy Prophet says: "To look at the
face of cAlÄ bin AbÄ ËÀlib is worship."
(SharÈ, IX, 381).
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Question: What is the proof of this?
Answer: The greatest proof is the holy
Prophet's saying itself. Further, cAlÄ is
the supreme Name (ism-i acÎam), the
speaking Qur'Àn and the Face of God.
(See: True Vision, p. 26).

886
Nucammiru

We grant long life:
It is said in verse (36:68): "And
whomsoever We grant long life, We
turn him upside down (from the world
of command to the world of creation).
Do they not understand?" One esoteric
ta'wÄl of this verse is: "ThalÀ(k) thalÀ(k)
thalÀ(k) ni ThalÀ(k) thalÀ(k) thalÀ(k)
Ôu", that is, hundred lacs, hundred lacs,
hundred lacs go + hundred lacs, hundred
lacs, hundred lacs come.

887
NucÄdu

We return, we repeat:
It is said in verse (21:104): "The day
when We will roll up the heaven as a
written scroll is rolled up. As We
created (the universe) for the first time,
We will repeat it." That is, We will
continue to repeat this work.
He is indeed the first of the first ones,
but has no beginning, He is indeed the
last of the last ones, but has no end. If
we look in every personal world, He has
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a new glory in it. It is in this personal
world that He enfolds and unfolds the
universe repeatedly, so that from this
wisdom-filled allusion we will come to
know that His kingdom is eternal
without any beginning or end.

888
Nafkhah

To blow once, to blow
constantly:
The voice of the ÊÆr of IsrÀfÄl continues
without any interval, but when a person
sleeps, this sacred voice becomes silent.
The death which is caused to the cÀrifs
by the voice of the ÊÆr is not physical,
rather, it is spiritual. Thus, in the
beginning of the spiritual path, there is
spiritual death and then there is the true
life. Thus, from this aspect the initial
part of blowing is called the first blow
and the second part is the second blow.

889
Nafs

Soul, self:
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.) has said: "He who
recognises his soul, indeed recognises
his Lord." However, it should be noted
that the treasure of recognition does not
exist in the ordinary human soul until
the Holy Spirit is attained from the True
Guide. Indeed, the Holy Spirit is in the
Imam of the time and he, in reality, is
your own soul. If you have recognised
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the Imam of the time, then you should
know that you have recognised yourself
and your Lord.

890
Nafs wÀÈidah
(1)

A single person:
God says in verse (31:28): “Your
creation and resurrection (after death)
are but like a Single Soul.” That is, your
spiritual creation and resurrection are
hidden in the Perfect Man.

891
Nafs wÀÈidah
(2)

¿dam, every nÀÌiq, every Imam:
God created all human souls from the
Single Soul (nafs-i wÀÈidah). The
purpose of this collective and
instantaneous creation was to bring the
particles of souls into the loins of the
spiritual father. It is because of this that
the spiritual mother was appointed
afterwards, as mentioned in verse (4:1):
"O mankind! Fear your Lord Who
created you from a Single Soul and from
it created its spouse and from them both
has spread abroad a multitude of men
and women." Similarly, God has made
the Single Soul the place of return and
the destination of annihilation.

892
Nafs wÀÈidah
(3)

Perfect Man:
It is said in verse (6:98): "And He it is
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Who has created you from a Single
Soul, then there is a permanent place
(mustaqarr) and a transitory place
(mustawdac)”. This blessed verse shows
that every human being has two "I's" higher "I" and lower "I".

893
Nafs wÀÈidah
(4)

The Imam of the time:
By the way the rope of God has been
described in the Qur'Àn and the ÇadÄth,
it becomes certain that by God's power,
the soul too, has come to this world like
a rope, one end of which is in the higher
world and the other in the lower world.
By the higher world is meant the
luminosity of the Single Soul.

894
Nafs wÀÈidah
(5)

464

The ¿dam of the time:
In nafsun wÀÈidah in the Qur’Àn,
wÀÈidah is on the pattern of fÀcilah
(present participle). It means one and
also that which by the command of God
makes all others one with itself, by the
name of resurrection. Accordingly,
every individual has two survivals: one
permanent, which is in the Single Soul
and the other transitory, which is
separate from it as a trust in the
individuals.
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895
Nafs wÀÈidah
(6)

One soul, one person, ¿dam:
Every nÀÌiq, asÀs, imÀm and Èujjat is
the ta'wÄl of the Single Soul and ¿dam.
That is, in their personal world there is
the renewal of the spiritual and
intellectual events of ¿dam, the
vicegerent of God. The means of this is
spiritual resurrection. Thus, nafs-i
wÀÈidah (Single Soul), which is on the
pattern of fÀcilah, is that Perfect Man
who, by the command of God, makes all
souls one in his personal world by the
overwhelming power of the personal
resurrection.

896
Nafs wÀÈidah
(7)

One soul, one person, ¿dam:
In verse (39:6) God says: "He created
you from a Single Soul (¿dam), then
from it created its spouse (ÇawwÀ').”
This is the spiritual wife, i.e. Èujjat-i
acÎam, the supreme Èujjat of ¿dam,
whom God created from the knowledge
of ÇaÐrat ¿dam. This is the meaning of
creating ÇaÐrat ÇawwÀ' from his side. If
we observe carefully, we will come to
know that it is a permanent event,
because every able student in the status
of his knowledge is created from a
perfect teacher.
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897
Nafs wÀÈidah
(8)

One soul, one person, ¿dam:
The sunnat (law) of God, in which there
is no change, continues in the personal
world of cÀrifs and kÀmils (40:85). Thus,
the wives of the children of ¿dam will
be created in paradise just as ÇaÐrat
ÇawwÀ' was created from ÇaÐrat ¿dam.
Study verse (30:21) carefully and give
particular attention to the meaning of
"min anfusi-kum azwÀjÀ” (from
yourselves spouses).

898
Nafs wÀÈidah
(9)

One soul, one person, ¿dam:
Question: Your writings are full of the
teachings of the personal world, because
in your view it has tremendous
importance. But where will the personal
world be in paradise and how will it be
recognised?
Answer: Every person is a world, i.e. a
personal world or microcosm. Further,
every paradisiacal attire (ibdÀcÄ shirt) is
a personal world which is one of the
thousands of living and conscious
copies of the Single Soul. Thus, the
personal world is the soul and the
personal paradise of every inhabitant of
paradise.
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899
NuqÌah

Zero, cipher, centre, particle:
O my dears! Reflect upon this farmÀn of
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.): "I am the dot which is
under the bÀ' of bismillÀh." (JÀmicu’lasrÀr, pp. 411, 563, 695, 699-700). In
the Qur'Àn there are verses, the verses
consist of words, the words are
composed of letters and every letter is
composed of dots. Thus, there are only
dots in the entire Qur'Àn and they are the
pictures and copies of the dot of MawlÀ
c
AlÄ.

900
NawÀfil

Supererogatory acts:
A very useful question which compels
every mu'min to reflect more and more
on the sacred ÇadÄth concerning
nawÀfil, is: (i) When God becomes the
ear of His closest servant, what can he
hear? (ii) When He becomes his inner
eye what scenes can he see? Is Divine
vision possible in such a case? (iii)
When He becomes his hand, what kinds
of acts can he accomplish? When He
becomes his foot, to what destination
does he walk by it?

901
NÆr as-samÀwÀt
(1)

The light of the heavens:
The verses of light in the wise Qur’Àn
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are like the sun, the moon and the stars
of the physical world. That is, the verse
of miÊbÀÈ (24:35) is the worldillumining sun, the verse of sirÀj (33:46)
is like the full moon and other verses of
light are like the stars. This concrete
example will enable you to estimate the
centrality and comprehensiveness of the
verse of miÊbÀÈ (24:35).

902
NÆr as-samÀwÀt
(2)

The light of the universe:
God says in the blessed verse (24:35):
"Allah is the light of the heavens and the
earth." Some of the lovers of light want
to know its reality through questions
and answers. Thus, let us ask a friendly
question: Does this exalted attribute (the
light of the universe) belong to Allah
Himself or to His representative?
Answer: Allah has no opposite while
light has its opposite which is darkness.
Allah is Creator and light and darkness
are His creatures. (6:1). Thus, it is true
that first God created the light of
MuÈammad (s.a.s.) and it was so
perfect, consummate and universal that
it illuminated the (spiritual) earth and
the heaven. The light of MuÈammad
(s.a.s.) is also called the Divine Pen or
Supreme Pen, which is so powerful that
it can write the entire creation all alone.
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903
NÆr as-samÀwÀt
(3)

The light of the inner universe:
Study carefully the verse of miÊbÀÈ
(24:35) that God does not resemble any
material thing. On the other hand the
exegesis and ta’wÄl of the verse of sirÀj
(33:46) shows that it is the light of the
Prophet which is the light of the heavens
and the earth. In this, in reality there is a
trial for all of us. It is true that the
exalted personality whom God has sent
as a mercy for all the worlds is also an
ever-reaching
and
ever-embracing
universal
light.
Furthermore,
undoubtedly in "light upon light"
(24:35) all Prophets and Imams are
mentioned, because the light of
guidance continues in the chain of the
maÎhars.

904
NÆr as-samÀwÀt
(4)

The light of the personal world,
in which there are the Throne,
the Dais, the seven heavens and
the seven earths:
It is a miracle of spiritual science that
every difficult problem can be solved
easily in the perspective of the personal
world. Thus, the absolute light definitely
belongs to God, because it is He Who is
its creator and possessor, and it also
belongs to the holy Prophet, as
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mentioned above. According to "light
upon light", it also belongs to the Imam
and as a result of obedience and
annihilation it also belongs to the people
of faith. These four relations of the light
are established according to Qur'Ànic
proofs. This means that this pure light of
God, the Prophet, the true Imam and the
people of faith (57:12; 66:8) shines in
the sacred Sanctuary of the personal
world as mentioned in the verse of
miÊbaÈ (24:35).

905
NÆr as-samÀwÀt
(5)

470

The light of the personal world:
ÇaÐrat MawlÀnÀ SulÌÀn MuÈammad
ShÀh, ÊalawÀtullÀhi calayhi wasalÀmuhu, was the sovereign of the
wonders and marvels of knowledge and
recognition
both
externally
and
internally, as well as the exalted and
august Imam of the age of spirituality
and ta'wÄl. There are very few people
who are aware of how immensely
useful, meaningful, revolutionary and
resurrecting his teachings are. His
unique
spiritual
and
luminous
characteristics were prophesied by PÄr
NÀÊir-i Khusraw around a thousand
years ago and are preserved in his Wajhi DÄn. The exalted Imam has
emphatically drawn attention to the
unique comprehensiveness and wisdom
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of the verse of miÊbÀÈ (24:35) (see "The
Memoirs of Aga Khan", p. 172).

906
NÆruhum

Their light:
It is mentioned in verse (57:12): "The
day you will see the mu'mins, male and
female, their light running before them
and on their right hands." This
extremely great miracle is related to the
personal world, where all individuals
are encompassed in a single person,
because their representative resurrection
takes place in him as the Single Soul
(31:28).

907
NÆn

Fish:
It is said in verse (21:87): "Remember
Dhu'n-NÆn (YÆnus), when he went
away in anger and imagined that We
had no power over him, then he cried
out from the darknesses: There is no
God but You. Purified be You. Verily I
am of the unjust." (see under the caption
"ÇÆt").
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908
WÀÈidah
(1)

One, unifier:
Question: How did God create people,
or in other words what is the
fountainhead of souls? Answer: God
created people from the Single Soul and
it is the Single Soul which is the
fountainhead of the souls of people
(6:98; 7:189; 31:28; 39:6). Question:
Can the last creation be like the first
creation from the Single Soul? The
answer to this question is very difficult
for the common people, but not for the
chosen ones. What does the wise Qur’Àn
say in this connection?

909
WÀÈidah
(2)

One, unifier, the Single Soul:
Answer: As the first creation of people
has been from the Single Soul, in the
same way their second creation is going
to be from it too. Thus, God in the
Resurrection of resurrections will say to
the people: "And indeed you have come
to Us one by one (in the Single Soul of
your own time) as We had created you
at the first time (from the Single Soul)."
(6:95).
The Single Soul is every nÀÌiq and
Imam. The meaning of one by one is
that people will become one by being
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annihilated in the Single Soul of their
respective time, just as when the holy
Prophet went to micrÀj he was alone,
although the entire world of humanity
had annihilated in him actually or
potentially.

910
WÀÈidah
(3)

The Single Soul:
It is said in verse (19:94): "God has
(absolutely) comprehended them and
counted them in a (special) number (i.e.
number one)." That is, He has unified
them in the Single Soul. It is said in
another verse: "And all of them shall
come before Him being one (in the
Single Soul)." (19:95) This is because of
the fact that the holy vision of God takes
place in the world of unity, where there
is no room for any multiplicity.

911
WÀÈidah
(4)

The Single Soul:
Spiritual progress and the experience of
the individual resurrection is extremely
difficult, therefore God, by His infinite
mercy, has kept the collective
Resurrection of the people hidden in the
individual resurrection of the Single
Soul. Thus, their spiritual birth as well
as their resurrection takes place in the
same Single Soul, as God says in verse
(31:28): "Your (spiritual) creation and
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resurrection are like a Single Soul."
That is, the representative particles of
the people of the world become present
in the personal resurrection of the
Perfect Man.

912
WÀrithÄn (sing. wÀrith) Inheritors:
In the extremely wisdom-filled verse
(28:5), God says: "We wished to favour
those who were weak on the face of the
earth, and make them Imams (of the
people) and make them inheritors."
According to this verse, it is the spiritual
children of the Imam of the time whom
God will make Imams in the cosmic
earth (stars).

913
WÀrid
(1)

One who goes down, one who
goes down to hell:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "No one will
remain, pious or impious, but will enter
it (hell), but for the mu'min it will be
cool and peace as it was made for
IbrÀhÄm." (AÈÀdÄth-i MathnawÄ, p.187;
al-Mustadrak, IV, 630). This ÇadÄth is
the exegesis of verse (19:71) in which it
is mentioned that everyone, whether
good or bad, has to enter hell. I have
also discussed this subject in "SirÀju'lqulÆb" under the caption "A secret of
hell".
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914
WÀrid
(2)

One who goes down, one who
goes down to hell:
It is said in verses (19:71-72): "There is
not one of you but shall go down into it;
this is a decisive decree of your Lord.
Then We shall deliver those who fear
God (in this world), and leave the unjust
therein fallen on their knees."

915
Wajh AllÀh
(1)

Face, vision:
It is said in verse (6:52): "And do not
drive away those who call upon their
Lord morning and evening, seeking His
countenance (dÄdÀr=vision)." In Islam,
wherever Divine love is mentioned,
there is an attractive invitation to His
holy dÄdÀr and recognition.

916
Wajh AllÀh
(2)

Face, vision:
Reflect
upon
verses
(17:71-72)
carefully. They are related to the subject
of resurrection. The wisdom of these
verses is that the Prophet and the Imam
are the representatives of God, therefore
their vision is the Divine vision and it is
through this means that one’s inner eye
is created for the hereafter. Thus the
holy Prophet has said: "He who saw me
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(it is as if he) has seen God." (AÈÀdÄth-i
MathnawÄ, p. 63). And MawlÀ cAlÄ has
said: "I am the face of God on the
earth." (Kawkab, p. 206).

917
Wajh AllÀh
(3)

Face of God:
According to verse (48:10), if it is true
that the hand of God can be represented,
then it is also true that His face can be
represented, as MawlÀ cAlÄ has said: "I
am the face of God in the heavens and
the earth", as it is said in verse (28:88):
"Everything is perishable except His
face." (Kawkab, p. 206). The face of
Allah, His vision and His recognition,
all these attributes are the attributes of
the exalted Imam.

918
Wajh AllÀh
(4)

Face of God, Divine vision,
recognition, means of love and
annihilation:
By the heavens are meant the spiritual
ranks and in every rank the face of God
is represented by the holy Imam, till the
rank of the truth of certainty, which is
the destination of annihilation. At the
destination of annihilation, the Imam
represents the supreme dÄdÀr (vision) of
God and all sÀliks and cÀrifs who reach
there are annihilated like moths in the
unprecedented and everlasting light of
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that dÄdÀr. This is the annihilation in the
Imam, annihilation in the Prophet and
annihilation in God.

919
Wajh AllÀh
(5)

Face of the maÎhar of God:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "God created
¿dam in His image." That is to say that,
God appointed him as His representative
and maÎhar, and it is because of this that
the leadership of the entire people was
conferred upon him. (LughÀt, "ÉÀd",
p.109).

920
Wajh AllÀh
(6)

ÉÆrat-i RaÈmÀn: Image of the
Compassionate:
If God had created ÇaÐrat ¿dam in His
image and if people, according to a
ÇadÄth, are going to be in the image of
their father ¿dam (i.e. the image of the
Compassionate) when they will enter
paradise, how then can there be any
doubt in MawlÀ cAlÄ's being the Face of
Allah. The words of the ÇadÄth are: “In
the image of their father ¿dam, may
peace be on him.” (BukhÀri, Delhi, IV,
343; Cairo, IV, 160; Muslim, IV, 2184)
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921
Wajh AllÀh
(7)

Face of God, destination of
annihilation:
The sÆrah of RaÈmÀn, due to its
spiritual beauty is called the Bride of the
Qur'Àn. In this blessed sÆrah it is said in
verses (55:26-27): "Everyone that is on
it (earth or the personal world) is
perishable, there remains but the face of
your
Lord,
the
Glorious,
the
Bounteous”, i.e. the representative of
God.

922
Wajh AllÀh
(8)

Face of the representative of
God:
Question: What is the relationship
between the annihilation of people and
the permanence of the Face of God
mentioned together in the same abovementioned verse?
Answer: The relation between them is
that at the rank of Intellect where there
is the supreme dÄdÀr of the Face of God
(the representative of God, i.e. the
Imam), there is the pure wine of love
and annihilation for the true lovers. This
is the great secret of annihilation in the
Imam, in which there is annihilation in
the Prophet and annihilation in God as
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well. Praise belongs to Allah, the Lord
of the worlds!

923
Wajh AllÀh
(9)

Face of God:
It is said in verse (2:115): (Exoteric
translation) "And Allah's is the east and
the west; therefore wherever you turn,
there is the face of Allah." Ta'wÄlÄ
meaning with respect to the personal
world: O cÀrifs! in the personal world,
wherever you have open dÄdÀr without
any veil, that is indeed didÀr. In
addition, there is no place where His
face and His vision from behind the veil
is not found. So reflect carefully on all
miracles one by one.

924
Wajh cAliyy

Face of cAlÄ, vision of cAlÄ, vision
of the Imam of the time:
The holy Prophet has said: "To look at
the face of cAlÄ is worship (cibÀdat)."
(SarÀ'ir, p. 116). Why is it so? Because
c
AlÄ is the Face of God, as he himself
says: "I am the Face of God which He
has mentioned by saying: Wherever you
turn, there is the Face of God." (2:115).
(Ibid.)
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925
WaÈy
(1)

Sign, sign of vision:
Regarding waÈy, verses (42:51-53) are
extremely worthwhile to reflect upon
and full of the secrets of recognition.
Verse (42:51) says: "And it is not
(vouchsafed) to any mortal that Allah
should speak to him except by sign, or
from behind a veil or that He sends a
messenger to reveal by His permission
whatsoever He wills. Verily, He is High,
Wise."

926
WaÈy
(2)

Signs of vision:
God by His grace, shows the fortunate
sÀlik who dies voluntarily before the
compulsory death, a resurrection of
recognition (cÀrifÀnah qiyÀmat) which
comprises the recognition of everything,
particularly, the places of Divine vision
without which recognition remains
meaningless.

927
WaÈy
(3)

The highest waÈy is the Divine
vision:
WaÈy literally means sign, signal. Thus,
there are the most numerous sublime
signs in the holy dÄdÀr of God, the
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elaboration and explanation of which is
the glorious Qur’Àn itself.

928
WaÈy
(4)

Signs of Divine wisdom:
There are signs or allusions in the
Divine vision, there are signs in the
word "Be" and in the Pearl of Intellect
and there are signs in the perfect words,
and one of the names of the Qur'Àn is
also "waÈy (sign)", because in addition
to the literal or exoteric meaning, a sign
of Divine wisdom is also hidden in each
of its verses. In short, there are subtle
and wisdom-filled signs in everything of
God for the people of intellect, so that
there should be a special and specific
language of wisdom and the treasure of
recognition for the chosen ones of God.

929
Wudd

Love:
God says in verse (19:96): "Verily,
those who believe and do good deeds,
the Compassionate will create for them
love (in their hearts)." This blessed
verse is about the holy true Imams. In
paradise however, this will also be
created for the true mu'mins.

930
WadÆd

He who loves abundantly:
God says in verse (11:90): "Verily, my
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Lord is Merciful, Loving." It is on the
level of intellect that one becomes sure
of how intensely God loves His friends
and what kind of favours He confers
upon them.

931
Wasica

He encompassed:
It is mentioned in verse (6:81): "My
Lord has encompassed everything in
knowledge." That is, there is knowledge
in the interior and exterior of
everything. In other words, there is
spiritual science in the exterior and
interior of everything, because science
is the name of knowledge.

932
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(1)

Youths of paradise:
It is said in verse (56:17): "There wait
on them immortal youths." These are
intellectual ghilmÀn whose work is to
provide the sublime bounties of intellect
and true love for the muqarrabÆn (those
who are close to God). They will always
remain youthful in paradise, and a great
secret is hidden in this.

933
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(2)

484

Intellectual youths:
It is said in verses (76:19-20): "There
serve them youths of everlasting youth
whom, when you see, you would take
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for scattered pearls. When you look, you
will see there bliss and a great
kingdom." On top of the countless
bounties of paradise is the supreme
bounty of "monoreality". However,
prior to reaching there, first there are
many ranks, then there is equality
(musÀwÀt) and finally monoreality.

934
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(3)

The immortal youths of
paradise:
Question: Are ÈÆr and ghilmÀn born in
this world or in paradise?
Answer: All the people of paradise are
initially born in this world. When they
die they are ushered into paradise by
reviving them in the subtle body.
Nonetheless creation on the whole is on
the ladder of ranks.

935
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(4)

Eternal youths:
This term “eternal youths” shows
clearly that the higher “I” of man is
always in paradise. (56:17).

936
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(5)

Eternal youths:
Eternal youths are always in paradise as
well as they come to this world and are
born. Therefore, they have two “I’s”, the
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higher “I” and the lower “I” (6:98;
56:17).

937
WildÀn mukhalladÆn
(6)

Eternal youths of paradise:
Who are these eternal youths (56:17;
76:19) of paradise? They are the
wisdom and symbol of eternity and
immortality (khulÆd). In one way they
come to this world and in another they
do not, just like the ocean, the centre of
water, which both rests at its own place
as well as revolves on its circle.

938
Waliyy al-amr
(1)

Lord of command:
Every sacred farmÀn of NÆr MawlÀnÀ
ShÀh KarÄmu'l-ÇusaynÄ, ÊalawÀtu'llÀhi
c
alayhi is extremely necessary and
obligatory for all of us. The exalted
Imam says: “Each of you should have a
deep knowledge and true understanding
of his Faith. To those who contribute to
the acquisition of this knowledge and
understanding by others, and to those
who have made it their aim to know
about their Faith, I send my best loving
blessings.”
"True understanding" is a clear, bright
and comprehensive meaning, and "deep
knowledge" is undoubtedly a universal
purport, which comprises meanings
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such as intellect, understanding,
knowledge, recognition and esoteric
secrets.

939
Waliyy al-amr
(2)

Lord of command:
“Do not forget that our branch of Islam
is an esoteric branch of Islam. Esoteric
means that what is written is there, but
its meaning is not there to everyone. It is
there to those who are part of our
jamÀcat. And it is important, therefore,
that if you learn parts of the Qur’Àn, you
should be able to explain the esoteric
meaning of those parts.” (Precious
Pearls, farmÀns of MawlÀnÀ ShÀh
KarÄm
al-Çusayni,
ÊalawÀtu’llÀhi
c
alayhi).
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940
HÀdin

Guide, Imam:
It is said in verse (13:7): "Verily you are
a warner, and to every nation (qawm)
there is a guide." (see ShÄcÄ translations
and commentaries of the Qur'Àn and the
books on the ManÀqib of MawlÀ cAlÄ).
From the time of ¿dam till the
Resurrection of resurrections, the people
of every age are a nation and for every
nation God has appointed a guide, who
is the Imam of the time.

941
HÀrÆn
(1)

Imam-i asÀs:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "O cAlÄ you are to
me as HÀrÆn was to MÆsÀ, except that
after me there will be no Prophet." This
is an unanimously accepted ÇadÄth.
(BukhÀrÄ, V, Delhi, 47; Cairo, 24).

942
HÀrÆn
(2)

490

Imam-i asÀs:
In order to estimate the depth and
impact of the wisdom-filled way in
which the holy Prophet has praised
MawlÀ cAlÄ, one has to see him in the
HÀrÆnian mirror (ÀyÄnah-i HÀrÆnÄ) in
the wise Qur’Àn, about how both the
Imams are the wazÄrs of their respective
Prophets (20:29; 25:35). WizÀrat
(ministry) is mentioned together with
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the heavenly Book (25:35). Therefore, it
is a clear fact that both were custodians
of the ta'wÄl of their respective heavenly
Books, and it is not possible to do ta'wÄl
of the Book without seeing the
spirituality and intellectuality of its
inner aspect.

943
HÀrÆn
(3)

WazÄr of MÆsÀ (a.s.):
The word wazÄr is derived from wizr,
meaning burden and hence wazÄr means
the one who carries the burden. This
means that just as ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn was
carrying the burden of spirituality and
luminosity (i.e. ta'wÄl) of the Torah,
MawlÀ cAlÄ was carrying the burden of
the spirit and spirituality and light and
luminosity (i.e. ta'wÄl) of the Qur'Àn and
still does so in the form of the present
attire (jÀmah-yi ÈÀÐir) of Imamat, i.e.
the present Imam.

944
HÀrÆn
(4)

Custodian of ta'wÄl:
According to verse (21:48) ÇaÐrat MÆsÀ
and ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn were given FurqÀn
(Torah and sensory miracles), light and
the remembrance of the beautiful names
so that these blessings may come to
those who fear God, and indeed MawlÀ
c
AlÄ, the legatee of the chief of the
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Prophets, was like ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn in
every attribute except in Prophethood.

945
HÀrÆn
(5)

Imam HÀrÆn:
In the holy Qur’Àn the blessed name of
ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn is mentioned twenty
times. In all such places the light of
Imamat is mentioned, because the light
of Imamat was manifesting from the
blessed forehead of ÇaÐrat HÀrÆn.
Similarly, the light of Imamat was
manifesting from the blessed forehead
of MawlÀ cAlÄ, the like of HÀrÆn, except
that after the holy Prophet there is no
prophet.

946
HÀrÆn
(6)

Imam HÀrÆn:
It is said in verse (2:248): "And (then)
their Prophet said to them: Verily the
sign of his kingdom is that the ark
(chest) shall come to you wherein there
shall be tranquillity from your Lord, and
the (spiritual) relics of what the family
of MÆsÀ and the family of HÀrÆn left
behind; the angels shall bear it. Verily,
therein shall be a sign for you if you are
mu'mins."

947
HÀrÆn
(7)
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Imam HÀrÆn:
Tranquillity or peace of heart is not
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possible for mu'mins without spiritual
knowledge and recognition. Therefore,
by the ark of tranquillity is certainly
meant the collective spirituality which is
under the spiritual kingdom of the
exalted Imam and spiritual jihÀd is also
carried on under his supervision. As for
the relics left of the family of MÆsÀ and
the family of HÀrÆn, apparently they
may have been some material relics, but
in reality they are the inner and spiritual
miracles of Prophethood and Imamat.

948
HÀlik
(1)

Perishable, destructible:
O my dears! You should not forget the
Qur'Ànic law that at the end of some
sÆrahs there are special gems, as in
verse (28:88) at the end of the sÆrah of
QaÊaÊ: "Everything is perishable except
His face."

949
HÀlik
(2)

Perishable, destructible:
First exegesis: If we say that everything
is perishable except the Essence of God,
then (God forbid) this will necessitate
that all His attributes also are perishable.
This is an impossible and an
inappropriate concept. Second exegesis:
If we say that except His face,
everything is perishable, then (God
forbid)
this
will
lead
to
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anthropomorphism and this will mean
that only His face will remain and the
rest of the organs will perish. This idea
is also absurd.

950
HÀlik
(3)

Perishable, destructible:
Third exegesis: In reality, God does not
come under the group of everything,
rather by His face is meant His maÎhar
who comes under it. Further, if it is
necessary for there to be a vicegerent of
God from the inception of Islam, then
the same vicegerent is His maÎhar as
well as His face. Now, the most difficult
problem comes to an end, because in
this verse, the discussion is not about
God as such, rather it is about
annihilation in His maÎhar. al-Çamdu
li'llÀh!

951
HÀlik
(4)
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Perishable, destructible:
Reflect well upon this farmÀn of MawlÀ
c
AlÄ: "He who recognises his soul,
indeed recognises his Lord." How can
the soul in which there is the recognition
of the Lord, be an ordinary soul? By this
soul is meant the maÎhar of the light of
God and His face. If we become
annihilated in him, he will be our soul.
Thus, through the face of God (the
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Imam of the time) we can recognise the
Lord. (see: Wajh AllÀh).

952
HubÆÌ
(1)

Descent:
God Almighty told ÇaÐrat ¿dam and all
his companions: "Descend from it
(paradise), all of you." (2:38). This
shows that all people have come to this
world from paradise. But how? They
have come like a shadow, because the
upper end of the soul is always merged
in the origin, therefore that cannot come
to this world, as it is said: "MÀ Àmadah
nÄstÄm Än sÀyah-yi mÀst", i.e. In reality,
we have not come to this world, this
physical existence is only our shadow.
(KulliyyÀt, p. 1350; Gulshan-i KhwudÄ,
p. 9).

953
HubÆÌ
(2)

Descent of ¿dam:
As great a trial by God of the people as
the story of ¿dam is not found
anywhere else. This means that the
entire story ÇaÐrat ¿dam is full of the
secrets of Divine wisdom. For instance,
let us try to ask a question only about
the descent of ÇaÐrat ¿dam, whether it
was in a physical or spiritual sense or
both? From which level of paradise had
he to descend and after what duration?
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Is it the story of every Perfect Man or
that of one individual?

954
Hudan

Guidance:
O my dears! Look carefully at the
beginning of the sÆrah (2) in which by
"alif-lÀm-mÄm", are meant the Book of
the external world and the internal
world and the speaking Book, which is
MawlÀ cAlÄ (a.s.).
The ready proofs of this are: (i) In
"dhÀlika'l-kitÀb (that Book)" dhÀlika is
used for remote things. (ii) "There is no
doubt in it", i.e. he has the knowledge of
certainty, the eye of certainty and the
truth of certainty. (iii) In this there is
guidance for the righteous, because all
people do not accept the speaking
Qur'Àn.

955
Halaka
(1)

He perished, died, was wiped
out, ruined:
It is said in verse (69:29): (i) My
kingdom has perished. (ii) My proof has
been refuted. That is, all those proofs
which I used to have in the defence of
my faith proved to be false.
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956
Halaka
(2)

He perished, died, was wiped
out, ruined:
It is said in verse (8:42): "So that he
who has perished by the proof may
perish and may he who has become
alive by the proof, live." That is, the one
whose proof does not have the evidence
of the external world and the internal
world and is not in accordance with the
religion of nature, namely Islam, and the
intellect, is false. Thus, every such
person has been destroyed by proof.
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957
Ya'tÄ zamÀnun

A time will come:
It is said in a ÇadÄth: "You are in an age
in which, if you abandon one-tenth of
what is ordered, you will be ruined.
After this, a time will come when he
who shall observe one-tenth of what is
now ordered will be redeemed."
(TirmidhÄ, IV, 530 and MishkÀt, I, 171;
see also Spirit of Islam, Sayyid Amir
c
AlÄ, p.183).

958
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(1)

Gog and Magog, the world of
particles:
Gog and Magog are subtle particles,
minute creatures, human offspring,
souls of creatures, spiritual army, and
the world of particles both in the sense
of the beginning and in the sense of the
end. (18:94; 21:96)

959
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(2)

Atomic army (dharrÀtÄ lashkar),
spiritual army:
Gog and Magog, in reality, are the name
of the atomic army, who are appointed
for the spiritual war of the external and
internal worlds from the time of ÇaÐrat
¿dam. In the interests of the earth of the
personal world, it is a great blessed day
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when these miraculous particles enter to
destroy it for the sake of construction.
This work of theirs is like the
demolishing of a dilapidated building
and the re-construction of a new
building in its place. Gog and Magog
are openly mentioned in two places of
the Qur'Àn. (18:94; 21:96). It is not
surprising if those things which people
do not like become useful for them (see
2:216).

960
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(3)

The earthly army of God:
Where there is an army, religious or
worldly, there has also to be a
commander-in-chief.
Thus,
this
magnificent command of the army of
Gog and Magog was given first of all to
ÇaÐrat ¿dam. This is why the possible
mischief and bloodshed of the earth of
the external world and the internal
world was attributed by the angels to
ÇaÐrat ¿dam, the vicegerent of God.
They said that ¿dam would continue to
cause destruction in the personal world
and on the planet earth through this
army (2:30). As already mentioned, the
destruction of the vicegerent of God is
for the sake of construction and
progress. The ta'wÄl of bloodshed is to
remove doubts and suspicions which is
possible through the knowledge of
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certainty, the eye of certainty and the
truth of certainty.

961
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(4)

The army of the lord of the
time:
It is said in verse (21:96): "Until, when
Gog and Magog are let loose, and they
will hasten out of every elevated place."
That is, the atomic army or the army of
particles will come out of the Imam and
all other ÈudÆd under him and
accomplish the work of spiritual jihÀd
and inner resurrection.

962
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(5)

Inner army:
In verses (18:83-99) study the wisdomfilled story of ÇaÐrat Dhu'l-Qarnayn and
Gog and Magog carefully. God had
granted him the rank of Imamat and the
spiritual kingdom, therefore this entire
story is spiritual and full of ta'wÄl. It will
be impossible to give any rational
explanation in today's enlightened age if
you take these wondrous events only in
a literal sense.

963
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj
(6)
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Spiritual army:
The attack of Gog and Magog becomes
a source of mercy and blessings for
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those who, through special knowledge,
good deeds, permission and the
discipline of vigil have become able, by
the grace of God, to bear the bitterness
of voluntary death and the severity of
the personal resurrection, and obtain the
precious treasures of spirituality and
intellectuality. As for the rest, the
exalted Imam prevents Gog and Magog
or the army of (spiritual) particles from
attacking them.

964
YatadabbarÆna

They reflect, ponder:
It is said in verse (47:24): "Do they not
reflect upon the Qur'Àn or are there
locks on the hearts?" From this heavenly
teaching on the one hand the very great
importance of reflecting upon the
Qur'Àn becomes evident, and on the
other hand, it also becomes evident that
in this connection there are locks on
some hearts. As ÇakÄm PÄr NÀÊir-i
Khusraw (q.s.) has said in his DÄwÀn:
Qufl az dil bardÀr wa Qur’Àn
rahbar-i khwud kun
TÀ rÀh shinÀsÄ wa gushÀdah
shawadat dar
"Remove the locks from the heart and
make the Qur'Àn your guide;
so that you may know the path (walk on
it) and the door (of the city of
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knowledge and that of the house of
wisdom) open to you." (DÄwÀn, TaqawÄ,
p. 173; MÄnuwÄ and MuÈaqqiq, p. 507).

965
YatÄm
(1)

Matchless:
Durratun yatÄmah, unique pearl is the
Pearl of Intellect, hidden Book and the
exalted Imam (56:78).

966
YatÄm
(2)

Unique:
You on your own will not be able to go
close to the spiritual knowledge of the
Imam, except through the ism-i acÎam.
Then in your personal world you have to
work hard and serve the Imam from his
spiritual childhood to his full youth.
(6:152; 17:34)

967
YatÄmat ad-dahr

The phoenix of the time:
Humiliation befalls because of not
respecting yatÄm, i.e. the exalted Imam
who has no match, and because of not
urging people to acquire the knowledge
of the Èujjat (107:2-3).

968
YuÈibbuhum
(1)
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He (Allah) loves them:
In verse (5:54) it is said: "He loves them
and they love Him, humble toward
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mu’mins, stern toward disbelievers,
doing jihÀd in the way of God, and
fearing not the blame of any blamer."
There is a difference of opinion as to
who they are or who they will be, who
will be humble toward mu'mins and
stern toward the disbelievers. However,
their becoming humble toward the
mu'mins of this world shows that they
are not the mu'mins of this world, rather
they are the spiritual army who conquer
the personal world by doing the jihÀd of
the personal resurrection.

969
YuÈibbuhum
(2)

He (Allah) loves them:
The open victory which is mentioned in
verses (48:1-4) was the victory of the
personal world of the holy Prophet. The
unprecedented
forgiveness,
the
completion of great inner bounties, the
luminous guidance on the right path and
the tremendous help and succour were
because of this spiritual victory. See
verse (48:4) in which the heavenly and
earthly (i.e. spiritual) armies are also
mentioned.

970
YuÈibbuhum
(3)

He (Allah) loves them:
Personal resurrection is spiritual war as
well as the ultimate dacwat of Islam, the
conquest of the personal world as well
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as the subjugation of the universe and it
is also the return to God. In short, it
contains countless wisdoms.

971
YuÈibbuhum
(4)

He (Allah) loves them:
This verse which is mentioned in three
places (9:33; 48:28; 61:9) is among the
most important verses: "It is He Who
sent His Messenger with guidance and
the religion of truth, that He may make
it prevail over all religions". Thus the
holy Prophet, according to the will of
God completed this great task. That is,
the religion of Islam continued to
prevail over all religions in his personal
resurrection and in the personal
resurrection of every Imam from his
progeny. And God willing, the same
will happen in the Resurrection of
resurrections as well.

972
YaÈyÀ
(1)
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ÇaÐrat YaÈyÀ:
Literally it means "may he live!". God
had bestowed upon ÇaÐrat YaÈyÀ the
rank of Prophethood and Imamat. The
physical birth of the Prophets is a
symbol of their spiritual and intellectual
birth. Thus, the glad news of his
physical birth was, in reality, the glad
tidings of his intellectual birth. Thus, the
ta'wÄl of YaÈyÀ is the one who, by virtue
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of being born at the rank of intellect,
became eternally alive. His confirmation
of the word of God (3:39) has three
meanings: (i) The word of God in his
time was ÇaÐrat cÃsÀ. (ii) It is the ism-i
acÎam in every age. (iii) It is the word
"Be". Thus the attainment of the
practical recognition of these three
things in the personal world is the
confirmation of the word of God.

973
YaÈyÀ
(2)

ImÀm YaÈyÀ:
It is mentioned in verse (19:7): "O
ZakariyyÀ, verily We give you glad
tidings of a son, his name shall be
YaÈyÀ, and We have not given that
name to anyone before him".
It is perfectly clear that this blessed and
wisdom-filled name YaÈyÀ (may he live
forever) was given by God, thus the
Divine Will which is hidden in its
meaning is like the command "Be".
Therefore, we are certain that the Imam
of the time is that living and supreme
Name of God which is called "alÈayyu'l-qayyÆm"
(Everliving
and
Everlasting), which is unique and
unprecedented.
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974
YaÈyÀ
(3)

YaÈyÀ, the Imam of the time:
The word "yaÈyÀ" is a very beautiful,
spiritual veil over the supreme Name of
God, as mentioned in the above. Thus,
with respect to spiritual miracles, he has
no namesake (19:7). Since this
everliving and everlasting name is the
unique supreme Name of God, therefore
none is the namesake of God (19:65).

975
Yad AllÀh

Hand of God:
Reflect upon the verse of the oath of
allegiance (baycah) and try to grasp the
universal wisdom of it, which is verse
(48:10): “(O Prophet!) Those who give
baycah to you, they give baycah to God,
God’s hand is above their hands.” Here
it is clear that the hand of the
representative of God is in fact the hand
of God. It is not an analogy and
conjecture, it is God Himself Who says
this.

976
YadÀn

Both hands:
It is said in verse (5:64): "And the Jews
say: The hand of Allah is tied up! Tied
be their own hands, and damned be they
for saying what they say! Nay, both His
hands are widely outstretched, He
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expends as He pleases." In the spiritual
world the two hands of God are the
Universal Intellect and the Universal
Soul, and in the physical world they are
the nÀÌiq and asÀs and after them the
Imam and Èujjat.

977
Yudriku

He obtains, catches, overtakes:
It is said in verse (6:103): "Eyesights
cannot attain Him but He attains (all)
eyesights." That is, it is not possible for
the human eyesight to see Him, but He
Himself becomes the light of the eyes of
the cÀrifs, as mentioned in the sacred
ÇadÄth on nawÀfil (supererogatory acts)
that God becomes the eye of His friend.

978
YaddacÆna

They ask for or will ask for:
It is said in verse (36:57): "For them in
it (paradise) is fruit, and for them there
is whatever they ask for." This shows
that in paradise everything is available
according to one’s desire and demand
and nothing is impossible. However,
how can the desire for higher bounties
be
created
without
knowledge,
recognition and good deeds?

979
Yursilu

He sends/will send:
It is said in verse (71:11): "He will send
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you the heaven showering abundant
rain." That is, by the command of God,
the light of Imamat will appear in your
heart, by the blessing of which the rain
of spiritual knowledge will continue to
pour upon you.

980
YastanbiÌÆna
(1)

They deduce, discover, they do
istinbÀÌ:
IstinbÀÌ primarily means "to dig a well
and bring out water for the first time".
Secondarily it is used in the sense of
thinking, reflection, to penetrate deeply
(QÀmÆs, p. 717). For instance,
istanbaÌa'sh-shay' means to reveal a
thing from its hidden state.
Verse (4:83), in which it is used, clearly
means that after the holy Prophet, it is
the ulu'l-amr, the Imams from the
progeny of the holy Prophet, who bring
out the inner meaning of the Qur'Ànic
verses, because it is they who know the
ta'wÄl of the Qur'Àn.

981
YastanbiÌÆna
(2)

They deduce, discover, they do
istinbÀÌ:
It is said in verse (4:83): "And when
there comes to them any news of
security or of alarm, they spread it
abroad, and if they had referred it to the
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Messenger and to the ulu'l-amr amongst
them, then they, who could discover the
truth, would have known it." This shows
that after the holy Prophet it is the ulu'lamr who know the esoteric meaning of
the Qur'Àn.

982
Yasjudu

He prostrates:
It is said in verses (13:15; 16:49; 22:18):
"And to Allah prostrates whosoever is in
the heavens and the earth." This shows
that there are subtle creatures on the
stars, whether you call them advanced
human beings or angels or souls. In any
case, no heaven is devoid of subtle
creatures.

983
YashrabÆna

They drink/will drink:
It is said in verses (76:5-6): "Verily, the
righteous shall drink a cup (of wine)
whose mixture is camphor, (which) is a
fountain from which shall drink the
(chosen) servants of God and causing it
to flow in abundance (wherever they
want)." Wine is the name of heavenly
love, the water of camphor is spiritual
knowledge, wine mixed with camphor is
that state of an cÀrif in which both love
and knowledge are experienced together
by him and cause the water to flow
easily from the fountain of camphor to
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all places low and high, near and far
means that the spiritual knowledge of
the Imam can reach the deserving
mu'mins of both worlds without any
obstacle.

984
YaÌbacu

He seals/will seal:
It is said in verse (30:59): "Thus, does
Allah seal the hearts of those who do
not know." In verse (10:44) Allah says:
"Verily, Allah does not do injustice to
people in anything whatsoever, rather it
is the people who do injustice to
themselves." Indeed, those who remain
far away from knowledge and wisdom,
do injustice to themselves, while
knowledge and wisdom are extremely
necessary.

985
YaÌÆfu
(1)
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He goes round/will go round:
It is an aorist from Ìawf and ÌawÀf,
which means to circumambulate a great
personality or a sacred place. It is
mentioned in verse (56:17): "There go
round them immortal youths." These
are the ghilmÀn of the intellect and
knowledge of the supreme paradise.
Who are they in reality? When were
they born? How? Why do they
circumambulate? Can there be hidden
the great secret of the circle of
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beginninglessness and endlessness in
their circumambulation? Are you
yourself not that secret?

986
YaÌÆfu
(2)

He circumambulates/will
circumambulate:
It is mentioned in verse (52:24): “And
youths who are like hidden pearls (in
beauty) will go round them (in
service).” On the earth the pilgrims
circumambulate the Kacbah, in the
heaven the angels circumambulate the
baytu'l-macmÆr, in the higher world the
great angels circumambulate the
Supreme Throne and in paradise the act
of ghilmÀn is also a kind of
circumambulation.
Thus
circumambulation is a very wisdomfilled act, which alludes to rotation,
circle,
beginninglessness
and
endlessness, renewal of similitudes and
all circular secrets (asrÀr-i mustadÄr).

987
YacrifÆna

They recognise/will recognise:
The people of the Book went astray later
on. Previously there used to be among
them Èudud-i dÄn and cÀrifs, who had
recognised the holy Prophet in
spirituality and luminosity. The light
which manifests itself in the personal
world has many examples and relations.
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Therefore, sometimes that light can tell
the cÀrifs: "I am your son". The cÀrifs
had recognised the holy Prophet
according to this example. Study verses
(2:146; 6:20) carefully.

988
YaqÄn
(1)

That reality in which there
cannot be any doubt:
It is said in verse (15:99): "And
worship your Lord until (the destination
of) certainty comes (to) you." The
purpose of worship is not death, as some
understand by yaqÄn, rather it is the
highest recognition which is the truth of
certainty (Èaqqu'l-yaqÄn).

989
YaqÄn
(2)

The truth of certainty, the
perfect stage of certainty:
Verse (15:99) says: "And worship your
Lord until the (truth of) certainty comes
to you." At the ultimate end of certainty,
the Perfect Man attains the rank of fanÀ’
fi’llÀh (annihilation in God) and baqÀ’
bi’llÀh (survival in God), where every
kind of worship not only becomes easy,
rather automatic, because it is in reality
among the bounties of paradise.
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990
YaqÄn
(3)

The truth of certainty, the
ultimate stage of certainty:
Verse (6:76) says: "Thus did We show
IbrÀhÄm the kingdom (malakÆt) of the
heavens and the earth, so that he could
be of those who possess certainty
(mÆqinÄn)." That is, God showed ÇaÐrat
IbrÀhÄm the magnificent kingdom of the
heavens and the earth of the personal
world completely. This observation was
for the sake of perfect certainty
(complete recognition), which is not
possible without the Divine vision. In
(6:76) there is an allusion to the Divine
vision both in the word malakÆt as well
as in mÆqinÄn. The observation of
malakÆt happened not only in this
world, but also in the Hand of God
(23:88; 36:83). And the mÆqinÄn (people
of certainty) become fanÀ’ fi’llÀh due to
the Divine vision.

991
YaqÄn
(4)

The ranks of certainty:
It is mentioned in verses (51:20-21):
"And there are signs in the earth for the
people of certainty and within
yourselves. Will you not then see?"
The mineral kingdom, the vegetative
kingdom, the animal kingdom, the
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human kingdom and the world of
religion and all its things, particularly
the revealed Light and the heavenly
Book, are related to certainty. Thus, for
the people of certainty, there are signs
and miracles in the earth as well as in
the personal world. This means that the
spirituality of the wise Qur’Àn and the
manifest
Imam,
which
causes
resurrection, is working within the
people of certainty.

992
YaqÄn
(5)

Opposite of doubt, knowledge
without doubt which is acquired
through arguments and proofs:
Certainty has three levels: the
knowledge of certainty, the eye of
certainty and the truth of certainty,
which are mentioned in the Qur'Àn in
verses (102:5), (102:7) and (56:95)
respectively. It is said in verses (102:57): "Nay, would that you knew it with
knowledge of certainty, then (in its
light) you would certainly have seen
Hell. Then you would have seen it with
the eye of certainty."

993
Yukallimuhum
(1)

He speaks to them/He will speak
to them:
Study verses (2:174; 3:77) very
minutely. There is a great wisdom in
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these verses that on the Day of
Resurrection, God will speak to some
and will not speak to others. Obviously
those who will listen to the Divine
speech will be purified.
Question: But when will this event take
place?
Answer: It will happen in the individual
resurrection, and in the collective
resurrection, i.e. in the cycle of
spirituality and after physical death.

994
Yukallimuhum
(2)

He speaks to them/He will speak
to them:
On the Day of Resurrection, God will
speak to some people, and grant them
the lasting wealth of His holy dÄdÀr, by
the blessing of which, they will be
purified. He will not speak to others, nor
will He look at them. (2:174; 3:77)

995
YanÎurÆna
(1)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
O my dears! There is one extremely
great event for which everybody waits
and that is the event of resurrection.
Study with complete attention the
subject of waiting, i.e. “Do they wait
(hal yÀnÎurÆna)” in the wise Qur’Àn, in
five places: (2:210; 6:158; 7:53; 16:33
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and 43:66). Truly speaking, the
permanent relation of resurrection is
with the esoteric aspect and spirituality,
which is not possible for the common
people to see.

996
YanÎurÆna
(2)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
See the above-mentioned five Qur'Ànic
verses which start with "hal yanÎurÆna
(Do they wait?)". In these verses the
same one great event is prophesied
under different titles which are: The
manifestation of the qÀ'im in the world
of religion, the descent of angels, the
beginning of the age of ta'wÄl, the
decree of resurrection and the
occurrence of resurrection in such a way
that people are unaware of it, because it
has always continued to occur
spiritually.

997
YanÎurÆna
(3)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
The wise Qur’Àn is the greatest treasure
of
Divine
secrets.
One
great
fundamental wisdom in it is that in
addition to verbal (zabÀn-i qÀl)
statements, there are circumstantial
(zabÀn-i ÈÀl) statements too, which have
been represented by God Himself or by
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the angel. Therefore, this is the most
difficult veil for the people to penetrate
in order to see the secrets. In short, the
states of resurrection are completely
hidden from the common people.
However, from the circumstantial
statements it appears as if all people see
all the events of the resurrection.

998
YanÎurÆna
(4)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
It is said in verse (17:72): "And
whosoever is blind in this (world) he
will (also) be blind in the hereafter."
This means that those whom the Qur'Àn
has called deaf, dumb and blind (2:18)
will not be able to hear, speak and see
during the resurrection and in the
hereafter. Despite this, the way their
hearing, speaking and seeing is
mentioned repeatedly, is in reality the
representation of their state.

999
YanÎurÆna
(5)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
In verse (36:65), it is said about the
inmates of hell: "Today We put a seal
on their mouths, and their hands speak
to Us and their feet bear witness to what
they used to earn." This is an universal
law about the inmates of hell, in that
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they will not be able to speak to God
with spoken word (zabÀn-i qÀl), rather
whatever is said about their speech is
only a representation of their mute
expression (zabÀn-i ÈÀl).

1000
YanÎurÆna
(6)

They see/will see; they wait/will
wait:
In verse (23:108), it is said about them:
"He (God) will say: Be driven into it,
and speak not to Me!" From this Divine
command it is evident that the people of
hell remain far away from God and are
never able to speak to Him.
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an-NaÎaru ilÀ cAliyy (a.s.), 885
Nucammiru, 886
NucÄdu, 887
Nafkhah, 888
Nafs, 889
Nafs wÀÈidah, 890-898
NuqÌah, 899
NawÀfil, 900
NÆr as-samÀwÀt, 901-905
531

NÆruhum, 906
NÆn, 907

WÀw
WÀÈidah, 908-911
WÀrithÄn (sing. wÀrith), 912
WÀrid, 913-914
Wajh AllÀh, 915-923
Wajh cAliyy (Imam), 924
WaÈy, 925-928
Wudd, 929
WadÆd, 930
Wasica, 931
WildÀn mukhalladÆn, 932-937
Waliyy al-amr, 938-939

HÀ’
HÀdin, 940
HÀrÆn, 941-947
HÀlik, 948-951
HubÆÌ, 952-953
Hudan, 954
Halaka, 955-956

YÀ’
Ya'tÄ zamÀnun, 957
Ya'jÆj wa Ma'jÆj, 958-963
YatadabbarÆna, 964
YatÄm, 965-966
YatÄmat ad-dahr, 967
YuÈibbuhum, 968-971
YaÈyÀ, 972-974
Yad AllÀh, 975
532

YadÀn, 976
Yudriku, 977
YaddacÆna, 978
Yursilu, 979
YastanbiÌÆna, 980-981
Yasjudu, 982
YashrabÆna, 983
YaÌbacu, 984
YaÌÆfu, 985-986
YacrifÆna, 987
YaqÄn, 988-992
Yukallimuhum, 993-994
YanÎurÆna, 995-1000

